The Stampgroup - Private Treaty List No.28
All prices are in £ Sterling - subject unsold
Catalogues Used are:
NVPH (Netherlands), France & Colonies (Yvert), British
Commonwealth (Stanley Gibbons),
Europe & South Americas (Michel)
Key: ** = Unmounted mint MNH
*= Mounted mint
a.o=amongst others
Catalogue values are given as a guide only
MIXED LOTS
29296 Adventure lot of all world 1880-1990, back room
sweepings, odds and ends of a big collector estate,
crammed in 2 overfull boxes. From biggest garbage to real
gems, much sorting pleasure with big rewards (hopefully).
£ 1100

30640 Africa: 1970-1993 Nearly complete mainly mint
never hinged collections of the following countries: Congo,
Zaire, Rwanda, Burundi incl. the scarce WWF sets with
and without overprint, sheetlets, other expensive issues,
many pretty thematics, in 5 expensive Lighthouse albums.
Great collection with a massive catalogue value! £ 1200
28123 Airmail: World MNH and mint hinged collection,
mostly in blocks of 4 of airmail stamps of various countries
from the '20s till '40s on album pages in folder. The blocks
consist generally of 2 hinged and 2 MNH stamps. Some
stamps with some rust, but also various better material
present like (Michel no's): Greece 437-446*, Curacao
(NVPH airmail 18-25 in blocks of 4), much French
colonies, etc.
£ 950
27172 America's ca. 1860-1960 Well filled, mint hinged
and used collection Argentina, Brazil, Canada and Cuba in
old Spanish album in somewhat mixed quality (some
stamps with rust). Nice collection with nice classic
material, better stamps and souvenir sheets. High cat.
value!
£ 400
31237 Asia 1870-1980 MNH, mint hinged and used
sorting lot in small box, with mostly older material of e.g.
China (and provinces), Japan, Malayan States, Japanese
occupations etc.
£ 650
24571 Asia and Australia ca. 1855-1940 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used collection in fat old Schaubek album.
Collection contains much material, but no China. £ 1600
30459 Asia in small album with stockcards with mostly
MNH and mint hinged material of various Asian countries,
including Korea, Bhutan, India, Laos, Burma, Malaysia,
etc. High catalogue value!
£ 400

31493 Asia: Old reprints of China, Formosa and Korea
on old album pages. All stamps are fake!
£ 250
29971 Australia and New Zealand: 1864-1985 Nicely
filled, mint hinged and (mostly) used stock postage stamps
in 2 stockbooks, in which nice classic material and good
back of the book (postage dues, service, insurance etc.).
£ 500
27200 Bahamas and Barbados Small mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook.
£ 125
28267 Balkans: 1866-1933 Fresh mint and used
collections of Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Yugoslavia,
all reasonably complete incl. many better stamps and sets,
in old album. Superbargain!
£ 450
28155 Balkans: 1866-1943 Album with a mint hinged
and used collection from the Balkans like Serbia,
Montenegro, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
£ 600
29886 Balkans: Partly specialised collection of Bosnia,
Croatia, Serbia, Fiume and Yugoslavia incl. Triest, in
homemade album. Very much material incl. better!
£ 700
27414 Baltic: 1918-1934 Nicely filled, mint hinged and
used collection Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on album
pages in folder. Collection contains some better stamps like
(Michel no's): Estonia 43-44A*, 43-45B*, 89*, 94-97*,
Latvia 107-111A*, 124-128*, 144-148A*, 144-148B*,
Lithuania 176-186*, 196-208*, 237-240*, 293-306*, etc.
£ 725
28784 Baltic: 1918-1940 Mint hinged and used
collection on Schaubek album pages in binder. Collection
also contains some better stamps like (Michel no's):
Estonia23-24B*, 41-42, 43B*, 46-47A(*), 54, 87-89, 9093* (no. 90 cancelled), 102-105, souvenir sheet 2*, 4*,
Latvia 75-76B, 138-143A*, 144-148A (144 mint), 159160A*, 190-192A, 199-202A*, souvenir sheet 2*,
Lithuania 316-323A*, 316-323B*, 324-331A*, 417-420*,
421-424 (421 mint), souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, etc.
£ 850

27740 Asia: Nice mixed sorting lot incl nice collection
Japan from earlies onwards, Japan loose, very much China
incl. 100's of Junks, Shanghai better stamps, Philipines etc.
etc. in album, boxes, in box. Adventure!
£ 750
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30783 Baltic: 1918-1940 Reasonably complete mint and
used collections Estonia, Latvia and Letland (some toning)
including many good stamps, sets and sheetlets, in
Schaubek album. Massive catalogue value!
£ 650
31130 Baltic: 1918-1941 MNH, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in stockbook, in which also some German
occupation and Memel present.
£ 525
30690 Baltic: 1918-1998 Reasonably filled, mint hinged
and used stamp collection on Scott album pages in folder.
£ 500
28433 Baltic States: 1918-1940 Nicely filled, mint
hinged and used collection on album pages in binder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Estonia 48-52**, 54,
138-141** in blocks of 4, Latvia 159-160A*, 225-227A*,
225B*, 227B*, Lithuania 417-420*, 421-424*, 429431U** (imperforated), 439* imperforated in pair, 441*
imperforated in pair, 443-445U* (imperforated), etc.
£ 475
31436 Baltic: Well filled, mostly MNH stamp collection
Estonia 1918-2006 (older part mint hinged and cancelled),
Latvia 1990-2006 and Lithuania 1990-2006 in 2 Davo luxe
albums with slipcases.
£ 700
31061 Beautiful, MNH collection souvenir sheets 19802000 of the whole world, including many thematics, better
items, face value etc. in 10 albums. Bargain!
£ 2000
29818 Bosnia, Serbia and Montenegro Mint hinged and
used collection/stock in album and stockbook, in which
also many duplicates.
£ 425
30899 British Atlantic Islands: 1863-1981 Mostly MNH
and mint hinged stamp collection Ascension, St. Helena
and Tristan da Cunha 1863-1981 in blank album, in which
e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): Ascension 5*6*, 9*, 17*, 28*,
38-47* (in several perfs), St. Helena 89-91*, Tristan da
Cunha 1-12**, 14-27*, 29-41**, 42-54**, 55-67**, 7184b**, etc.
£ 525
29017 British colonies 1855-1980 Stockbook with
various MNH, mint hinged and used material of a.o.
Seychelles, Gibraltar, Falklands and dependencies, British
Antarctics, St. Helena, Mauritius, New Zealand etc.
£ 825
31385 British Colonies in Africa: 1864-1980 Small,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection on self made
pages in ringbinder.
£ 300
31272 British Colonies in America's: 1860-1975 Nicely
filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in 2
fat Scott albums, in which e.g. Antigua, Bahamas,
Barbados, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Falkland Islands,
Grenada, Jamaica, Montserrat, Trinidad etc.
£ 1200
24542 British Colonies in Asia: 1880-1976 Powerful
mint and used collection, also mnh incl. better Malaysia
and States, Labuan, Hong Kong, North Borneo etc. in 2
Minkus albums.
£ 1250

30894 British colonies in Asia ca. 1854-1940 Mint
hinged and used collection in old Schaubek album.
Collection contains a.o. British India and States, Brunei,
Ceylon, Hong Kong, North Borneo, Malaysia, Straits
Settlements etc. Nice collection, high cat. value! £ 850
30540 British Colonies in Europe: 1860-2008 Nicely
filled, mint hinged and used stamp collection on self made
album pages in ordner, in which a.o. nice Cyprus, Gibraltar
and Malta.
£ 375
25581 British Colonies in Europe: 1885-1950: Nice mint
and used collection incl. many better issues of mainly
Gibraltar and Malta, also some Ireland, in album. £ 350
30699 British Colonies in the Pacific: 1850-1995 Fresh
mainly mint/mint never hinged collection of many different
countries in the pacific like Norfolk, Pitcairn, Solomon,
Tonga, Tuvalu, Samoa, Papua, Aitutaki, Cook, Fiji,
Hebrides etc. etc. including many better issues, many
wonderful thematics, housed in 2 big fat American albums
+ large pile of album pages, in heavy box. Nice and useful
lot!
£ 1450
31255 British Colonies in the Pacific: 1913-1975 Nicely
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection
Australia, New Zealand, Niue, Cook Islands, Norfolk
island, Christmas islands and Papua New Guinea in fat
Scott album.
£ 700
29577 British Commonwealth 1850-1966 Stockbook
with various MNH and mint hinged material, including
definitive sets and better stamps.
£ 900
31480 British Commonwealth: 1860-1950 Stockbook
with various, MNH, mint hinged and used material of
various British colonies like Ascension, Burma, Fiji,
Gambia, Sierra Leone etc. Catalogue value over £5350.
£ 1250
30346 British Commonwealth: 1860-1960 Mainly used
one-country collections of Hong Kong, Straits Settlement,
India, KUT, Canada, South Africa, Rhodesia etc. incl.
better stamps and sets, in 9 home made albums, offered
very cheap!
£ 800
31101 British Commonwealth: 1870-1970 Box with 7
albums with mostly cancelled stamp collections like
Cyprus, India, Australia, Canada etc. Bargain!
£ 650
29647 British Commonwealth 1870-1985 Stockbook
with MNH, mint hinged and used material of various
British colonies, including definitive sets. Contains a.o.
Australian Antarctics, Christmas Island, Norfolk Islands,
British Guiana etc.
£ 210
29932 British Commonwealth: 1880-1953 Mint hinged
and used stamp collection on album pages in folder, in
which a.o. Fiji, Samoa, Trinidad and Tobago, Nauru etc.
£ 575
24863 British Commonwealth: 1880-1965 Mint hinged
and used collection on blanc album pages in binder.
£ 400
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26727 British Commonwealth: 1919-1973 Nice mainly
mint/mnh collection incl. nice Rarotonga, Cook Islands
with high values, Australia with specialities as imprint
blocks of 4, sheetlets, booklets and booklet panes,
Christmas 1971 block of 7 and block of 25, Captain Cook
sheetlets overprinted, New Zealand Health sheetlets etc.
etc. on album pages and in stockbook.
£ 600
29957 British Commonwealth: 1953-1967 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in 4 Stanley
Gibbons New Age albums, in which much material,
including better stamps and sets.
£ 750
31271 British Commonwealth: 1953-1970 Extensive lot
mostly MHH, definitive sets of various countries in a
stockbook, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): Cyprus
173-187**, Gibraltar 145-158**, 160-173**, 200-213**,
Malta 266-282**, British Guiana 331-345**, Jamaica 159174**, 181-196**, North Borneo 372-386**, 391-406*,
Papua New Guinea postage dues 2-6**, Turks & Caicos
Islands 237-250**, 253**, Sabah 408-423**, Bahamas
201-216**, 228-243**, 247-261**, Cayman Islands 148161a**, Sierra Leone 210-222**, 269** (!, signed), etc.
Nice lot, high catalogue value!
£ 2500
30809 British Commonwealth: 1977-1990 Stockbook
with varieties, like missing perfs, wrong perfs, missing
colours, progressive proofs etc.
£ 150
13075 British Commonwealth 1985-2006 Nice mint
never hinged collection of beautiful miniature sheetlets incl.
good thematics, of many different countries, in stockbook.
BARGAIN!!
£ 125
13076 British Commonwealth 1985-2006 Nice mint
never hinged collection of 75 beautiful miniature sheetlets
incl. good thematics, of many different countries, all 10x,
so in total 750 sheetlets. BARGAIN!!
£ 600
30742 British Commonwealth: 1986-1992 Mint never
hinged sets and sheetlets in quantities incl. Penrhyn Fish set
to $1, sheetlets, Aitutaki and Niue sheetlets with thematic
interest, in small box. Catalogue value Michel around
15.000 EURO!!! Only 4% catalogue value!!
£ 600
26667 British Commonwealth: Big box with approval
booklets with MNH, mint hinged and used material from
old till new, including better material. Priced for £40,000.
Cat. value £60,000. Now only 2% cat. value!
£ 1350
30375 British Commonwealth: Box with albums,
stockbooks and stockcards with various MNH, mint hinged
and used material of various countries, including nice Hong
Kong, Burma, Bermuda, Nepal, India etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 2500
28417 British Commonwealth: Classic collection in old
album, in which mostly Australian States, including better
stamps and cancels.
£ 350
31283 British Commonwealth: Collector estate 19351991. An important collection of thousands of mainly mint
n.h. singles, sets and multiples from over 40 countries
neatly mounted on quadrille pages housed in 11 well-filled
binders. The bulk of the value is in never hinged Queen
Elizabeth II issues from 1960-1991. The collection

includes mint Hong Kong: 298a, 304-305 blocks of 10,
308a, 309-311 blocks of 10, 328-329 blocks of 10, 333334 sheets of 25, 490-504; Tuvalu 1-15 blocks of 10 plus
singles 23-37; Tristan Da Cunha 55-67, 71-84, 113-115,
153-156 sheets of 25, 162-173 (2), 202-205 sheets of 25
and looks fairly complete to 1990; Cocos 20-31 blocks of
4 plus gutter pairs; New Hebrides 204 (10), Nauru 112113 blocks of 10; Jamaica 174, 283a; New Zealand 500503 (10), 507-510 blocks of 10, 521-524 (10), 528-531
(10), 598-603 (10) plus 1970's semi-postals sheetlets;
Bermuda 265-271 (4), 318-321 sheets of 25, 322-328 (4),
337-342 sheets of 25; Antigua 167a-182a; Ascension 196211; Gilbert &amp; Ellice 33-36, plus 89-295 looks
complete; Solomon Islands 60-63, 128-142, 149-166 (s),
180-194 plus blocks and gutter pairs; British Indian Ocean
Territory quite nice with 1//15, 16-33, 34-114 looks
complete; Pitcairn Islands 119-122 sheets of 25, 123-126
(1), 130-134 (10), 137-140 (10), 140a (10, nice showing to
1990; a wonderful collection of Tonga which contains
almost all of the popular 1962-1977 issues plus more. We
note several dozen additional colonies. Over 90% of the
collection is mint n.h. and Fine to Very Fine or better, with
a few earlier hinged and very little used. Well worth a
careful examination and perfect to break down for eBay
sales of stock.
£ 4300

28807 British Commonwealth Folder with blanc album
pages with various mint hinged and used material, like
good Hong Kong, India (Stanley Gibbons 305-308*,
Gandhi), Singapore 1-15* (9 missing), 32*, Straits
Settlements, Mauritius (a.o. 252-263*), Kedah (61-68*),
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganiyka etc. Also some material of
other countries present.
£ 1150
30853 British Commonwealth: Folder with various,
mostly MNH material of several British territories, like
Grenada, Cyprus, Niue, New Zealand etc.
£ 150
28995 British Commonwealth in 2 ordners, in which a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no&#039;s): nice Australia and
Australian States, Bermuda 118**, 120**, North Borneo
335-349*, nice India, many Omnibus stamps in blocks of
4 (a.o. Churchill (also Hong Kong), ITU) etc. Bargain!
£ 725
27731 British Commonwealth: Massive mainly mint
never hinged accumulation of (better) sheetlets and
booklets from countries A-Z, gigantic quantity incl. much
better, thematics, many countries with high face value (like
Great Britain prestige booklets, Canada and New Zealand
with face value etc. etc.), housed in 2 stock boxes. Very
good lot for resellers/Ebay etc.
£ 3200
26167 British Commonwealth: Mint hinged and used
collection in blanc album. Contains mostly material til ca.
1940.
£ 400
24946 British Commonw e a l t h: M N H l o t i n 3
stockbooks. Lot contains mostly semi-modern material,
including much thematic 'Sir Rowland Hill' and 'Silver
Jubilee' and much New Zealand.
£ 650
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29352 British Commonwealth sheetlets 1937-1997,
Massive amount of mint never hinged sheetlets and
miniature sheets, from many different countries incl. better,
face value, thematics, including duplication, housed in 2 fat
stockbooks. In total 575 sets and sheetlets, offered very
cheap!
£ 475
28509 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill, Silver Jubilee,
Royal Wedding etc.
£ 175
28510 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill,Disney, Royal
Wedding etc.
£ 200
28512 British Commonwealth: Stockbook with MNH
material of various British Commonwealth countries,
including many thematic sets like Churchill, Silver Jubilee,
Royal Wedding etc.
£ 275
27513 British territories in Europe: Box w ith 4
stockbooks, 2 FDC albums and 1 folder with various
MNH, mint hinged and used material of Malta, Cyprus and
Gibraltar.
£ 450
31117 British Territories in the Pacific: 1880-1988
Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection Pitcairn, Christmas Islands, Tokelau, Tuvalu,
Norfolk and Cocos Keeling in blank album.
£ 650
26454 Bulgaria, Denmark and Norway 1856-1970 Mint
hinged and used collection in old album, in which also
some better stamps.
£ 250
31278 Central America: 1863-1978 Comprising Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras
and Panama, in five Scott Specialty albums; each nicely
filled and running to about 1980; earlies fresh, clean and
sound overall, with many mint; each collection runs
through Scott's Back-of-the-Book listings, and includes
stationery and Revenues, not often found in standard
collection lots; pretty material throughout, with many of the
iconic issues present, Fine to Very Fine with better!
£ 1300
27886 Central America: 1867-1900 Blanc album with a
mint hinged classic collection Middle America (Ecuador,
Honduras, Nicaragua, El Salvador), in which also many
blocks of 4, various complete sheets, amongst which
postage dues stamps El Salvador in combined sheets
(various values in 1 sheet) etc. Nice collection!
£ 575
13093 Charity kiloware: Around 10 kilo of stamps on
paper of many different countries, collected by the Dutch
Charity organisations, unpicked and unchecked, including
stamps of all over the world as it comes in, also better
stamps noted, in big removal box.
£ 250
13094 Charity kiloware: Around 5 kilo of stamps off
paper of many different countries, collected by the Dutch
Charity organisations, unpicked and unchecked, including
stamps of all over the world as it comes in, also better
stamps noted, in big removal box. Many hours of
sortingpleasure
£ 250

29298 Collector estate 1850-1950 with better China
(old), Canal Zone, Cuba from old, Philippines, Canada
Housed in 7 albums and on pages, in big box. Nice lot,
offered cheap!!
£ 1500
24956 Colonies in Africa and Asia: 1864-1914 Mint
hinged and used collection in old Yvert album, including
nice French and Portugese territories.
£ 625
31296 Delightful world sorting lot 1860-2010 holding
with many pricey British Commonwealth, better includes
mint Tobago 8-9, 11-12, Newfoundland 131-144, Malaya
Perak 52, 53, 56, Malaya 18-25, British Guiana 152-156,
Gibraltar 35-36, 38, also Canada face, New Zealand face,
mint Vatican, mint San Marino, mint Monaco, used France
collection with postal history, small approval book with
mint British Commonwealth, huge potential present, mixed
condition, a terrific haul, Fine to Very Fine.
£ 1400
27458 Denmark and Norway 1856-1988 Stockbook with
various MNH, mint hinged and used material, including a
nice classic part.
£ 300
29544 Eastern Europe 1864-1950 Various MNH, mint
hinged and used country collections of Eastern Europe in
15 stockbooks and folders. Contains a.o. Albania, Serbia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Croatia, Bulgaria, Russia etc.
£ 1100
30789 Eastern Europe: 1871-1940 Reasonable
collections of Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
incl. nice occupation, in 2 well filled Schaubek albums,
includes some toning due to bad storage, so offered very
cheap!
£ 300
25569 Eastern Europe: Nice, mint hinged and used
collection on cards in 2 stockbooks, including a.o.
Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Romania etc.
Mostly older material.
£ 850
27105 Egypt and Thailand: 1879-2009 MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in ringbinder, in which some
nice material.
£ 250
25884 Europa: Albums with 180 covers, cards and
various from and to the great Dutch philatelist Jan Poulie,
mostly sent by himself from various international
exhibitions. Contains a. o. nice frankings, signed
menucards, etc. Nice collection!
£ 500
28356 Europa CEPT 1942-1984 Ultra, ultra specialised
collection including pre-runners, sympathy issues, East
European issues including the hard to get imperfs (several
extra on first day cover collected), with the main Cept
issues mint never hinged + on first day cover, then also a
collection of blocks and tons of sheetlets, other specialities,
in overal very good condition, housed in 19(!!!) overful
albums with descriptions + big pile of album pages,
because the collector ran out of binders. Seldom seen such
extensive collection of Europa Cept issues, this truly has
cost a fortune to get together, now offered at an absolute
bargain price!!!
£ 2000
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31060 Europa CEPT 1949-1993 Enormous MNH large
lot co-runners in 4 sheetfolders and 2 boxes, in which also
thematic material and better stamps. Also some normal
Europa CEPT stamps present.
£ 650
28307 Europa CEPT 1949-2005 With the exception of
a few (inexpenive) cancelled stamps, totally MNH
collection including better fore runners and Luxembourg
1956, 1957, Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972
etc.
£ 800

26296 Europa CEPT 1956-1999 Almost complete,
mostly MNH (first years canceled) collection including
souvenir sheets in 2 albums.
£ 825
28637 Europa Cept 1956-2000 In the mainnumbers
complete, MNH collection including souvenir sheets and
various extra's in 6 expensive Safe albums with slipcases.
Cat. value Yvert over 9200 euros.
£ 1000

26777 Europa CEPT 1950-1974 Almost complete, used
collection including front runners and co-runners in Davo
album. Collection contains a.o. Liechtenstein 1960 and
Spanish Andorra 1972.
£ 250

26013 Europa Cept 1956-2000 Wonderful and valuable
mint never hinged collection, in the main numbers complete
incl. the sheetlets, many extra's like Kleinbogen, sheets,
Monaco imperf sets etc. etc. in 6 expensive Lindner albums
+ slipcases. (Lux 56 slightly toned). Catalogue value
around 10.000 EURO!!! Offered very cheap!! £ 1350

28044 Europa CEPT 1950-2009 Beautiful, almost
complete, cancelled collection including front runners,
souvenir sheets, better stamps (a.o. Liechtenstein 1960,
Spanish Andorra 1972), corunners etc. in 3 blanc albums
and 1 stockbook.
£ 850

27355 Europa CEPT 1956-2001 Apparently complete,
MNH collection in 5 albums including many corunners.
Collection contains all the good items like Luxembourg
1956 and 1957, Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972
etc.
£ 825

28287 Europa CEPT 1956-1971 Almost complete,
MNH and mint hinged collection in stockbook, in which
a.o. Luxembourg 1956, 1957 and Liechtenstein 1960 (all
hinged).
£ 175

25262 Europa CEPT 1956-2001 Apparently complete,
mostly MNH collection in 7 luxe albums including front
runners and co-runners. Collection contains a. o.
Luxembourg 1957 MNH, Liechtenstein 1960 used,
Spanish Andorra 1972 MNH.
£ 1300

28080 Europa CEPT 1956-1979 Reasonably filled,
MN H collection in special album, in which a.o.
Liechtenstein 1960.
£ 125
29226 Europa CEPT 1956-1980 Complete, only MNH
collection including all the good frontrunner (Italy, Greece,
Nato Portugal, Saar, Belgium etc.), various sheetlets and
some corunners in 2 Zonnebloem albums. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 900
30851 Europa CEPT 1956-1983 Extensive, MNH in 2
stockbooks. Also some sympathy issues, souvenir sheets
and FDC's in small box. High catalogue value!
£ 300
30026 Europa CEPT 1956-1989 Almost complete,
MNH stamp collection in 4 luxe Lindner albums, in which
a.o. Luxembourg 1956, Liechtenstein 1960, various
sheetlets etc.
£ 600
13079 Europa Cept 1956-1992 In the main numbers
complete mint never hinged collection in nice condition,
including all the key sets like Luxemburg 1956 and 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 + all the
sheetlets, per year on stockcards. Michel catalogue value
around 5500 euro!!! Bargain!!!
£ 475
29515 Europa CEPT 1956-1994 Well filled, cancelled
collection in 3 Davo albums, in which better stamps,
souvenir sheets and co runners.
£ 400
26776 Europa CEPT 1956-1997 Almost complete, used
collection including souvenir sheets in 2 albums. Very high
cat. value!
£ 375
26352 Europa CEPT 1956-1999 Almost complete,
mostly MNH (few sets from 1956 and 1957 hinged)
collection in 5 luxe Lindner albums. Collection contains
a.o. Luxembourg 1956 mint hinged, Luxembourg 1957
MNH, Liechtenstein 1960 MNH, Spanish Andorra 1972
MNH etc. High cat. value!
£ 1050

30724 Europa CEPT 1956-2003 For 99% complete mint
never hinged collection incl. the better early issues, later
including the blocks, the many small countries in the
modern part + many extra sheetlets extra, housed in 7
expensive Lindner albums. Gigantic new issue price and
catalogue value!!
£ 800
25521 Europa CEPT 1956-2004 As good as complete,
MNH collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums. Collection
contains all the good stamps like Luxembourg 1956, 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra 1972 etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1350
31029 Europa CEPT 1956-2007 Almost complete,
mostly MNH stamp collection including various extra's in
6 luxe albums, in which e.g. Luxembourg 1956 and 1957
MNH, Liechtenstein 1960 cancelled, Spanish Andorra
1972 MNH etc.
£ 850
30892 Europa CEPT 1956-2007 Almost complete,
mostly MNH stamp collection in 4 Davo albums and 1
stockbook, in which e.g. Luxembourg 1956 (hinged),
Luxembourg 1957, Liechtenstein 1960, Spanish Andorra
1972 (all MNH), etc. Very high catalogue value! £ 1100
31309 Europa CEPT 1956-2007 MNH, complete stamp
collection including all the good sets and souvenir sheets
(like Luxembourg 1956 and 1957, Liechtenstein 1960,
Spanish Andorra 1972 etc.) and the difficult issues after
2000 in 4 luxe Lindner albums. High catalogue value!
£ 1250
31303 Europa CEPT 1956-2007 Only cancelled,
complete stamp collection including souvenir sheets in 4
luxe Lindner albums. High catalogue value, cancelled
seldomly offered!
£ 800
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23636 Europa CEPT 1958-2013 MNH collection in 3
stockbooks. Cat. value over 5000 euros.
£ 1000
13036 Europa CEPT 1991-1995 MNH collection
souvenir sheets and minisheets in 2 stockbooks and a
sheetfolder. Lot contains a.o. face value material and better
issue of smaller countries like Guernsey 1993, Yugoslavia
1992, Croatia 1992, 1994, 1995, Moldavia 1994, 1995 etc.
Total cat. value over 5100 euros.
£ 750
13078 Europa Cept 2006, Incredible investment lot mint
never hinged sets and sheetlets, perf and imperf of the 50
year Europa Cept jubilee, 34 different issues of 13
different countries, all 1000x present, mainly smaller
countries with hard to get issues like Georgia, Bosnia,
Croatia, Montenegro, Turkish Cyprus, Albania, Macedonia
etc. The face value alone is (converted) around 116.000
EURO, the Michel catalogue value around 572.000 EURO
(list w ith contents w ith lot). Magnificent lot for
(bourse)dealers, Ebayers, approval etc. Huge profit
potential!!!
£ 7500
13080 Europa Cept 2006, Incredible investment lot mint
never hinged sets and sheetlets, perf and imperf of the 50
year Europa Cept jubilee, 34 different issues of 13
different countries, all 100x present, mainly smaller
countries with hard to get issues like Georgia, Bosnia,
Croatia, Montenegro, Turkish Cyprus, Albania, Macedonia
etc. The face value alone is (converted) around 11.600
EURO, the Michel catalogue value around 57.200 EURO
(list w ith contents w ith lot). Magnificent lot for
(bourse)dealers, Ebayers, approval etc. Huge profit
potential!!!
£ 1500
28524 Europa CEPT Mostly MNH collection front and
co-runners in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Berlin 71**, Italy 774-776**, Luxembourg
479-483*, etc.
£ 110
28544 Europa CEPT Stockbook with various front and
co-runners, including better like (Michel no's): Hungary
souvenir sheet 126B** (6x, cat. 30,00 each), 128B** (6x,
cat. 70,00 each), Romania souvenir sheet 122** (6x, cat.
60,00 each), 144** (4x, cat. 30,00 each), etc. High cat.
value!
£ 275
28505 Europa CEPT Stockbook with various MNH and
mint hinged front and co runners, like (Michel no's):
Belgium 976-978**, Greece 615-617** (NATO), Italy
774-776*, Luxembourg 478-483*, 552-554**, Turkey
1388-1390** (NATO), 1391-1394**, various souvenir
sheets, etc. High cat. value!
£ 125
30211 Europe: 1860-1920 Classic partly specialised
collection of mainly Mediteranian countries/Levant, with
very much cancellation material, proofs, (Fournier)
forgeries, cut outs, local post (ships post) etc. etc. of e.g.
Greece and territories, Italian colonies, Romania, Turkey,
Montenegro, Cilicia, Serbia etc. etc. in 3 home made
albums. Very much unusual material present!! £ 1750
29210 Europe 1880-1940 Mint hinged and used
collection in old blank album, in which very good Italy and
colonies, Albania, British territories and some Germany.
£ 1500

28643 Europe: 1880-1950 Stockbook with various,
MNH, mint hinged and used better material of various,
mostly European countries like France, Vatican, Canada,
Romania, etc. Cat. value over 8800 euros.
£ 650
31095 Europe: Box with old folders with mint hinged
and used material of various European countries, including
nice Russia, Denmark, Romania, postage dues Netherlands
etc.
£ 500
27533 Europe CEPT 1956-1971 Mostly MNH collection
in small stockbook, in which a.o. Luxembourg 1956 and
1957 (both MNH), Liechtenstein 1960 (hinged) etc.
£ 200
20674 Europe CEPT 1956-1996 Mostly MNH collection
in 5 albums and also 3 stockboosk with duplicates. Very
much material, including better like Luxembourg 1956**,
1957**, Liechtenstein 1960**, Spanish Andorra 1972**,
etc. Collection also contains many sheetlets.
£ 1500
27767 Europe CEPT 1956-2001 Almost complete,
mostly MNH collection in 9 albums. Collection contains
the normal stamps (first few years hinged, from ca. 1961
apparently all MNH), including Luxembourg 1956 and
1957 (both hinged), Liechtenstein 1960 (hinged), Spanish
Andorra 1972 (MN H ) etc. Further all expensive
frontrunners present, like (Michel no's): Belgium 976978**, Berlin 71**, Greece 582-587**, Italy 774-776**,
Luxembourg 478-483**, Saar 297-298**, very many
sheets and sheetlets and many co-runners in cluding better
ones like Bulgaria souvenir sheet 53B**, Cyprus souvenir
sheet 18 (!! cat. 450, 00), H ungary 3060-363B**
(imperforated strip), souvenir sheet 113B**, 115B**,
Romania souvenir sheet 122**, 125**, etc. Very high cat.
value!
£ 1400
24590 Europe: Mouthwatering lot of classics on old
approval book pages, great condition, many stamps on
piece and or in pairs, incl. Italy with very strong Italian
States, Russia, Rumania, Norway, Portugal incl. Colonies,
Turky, includes high catalogued stamps, fantastic
cancellation material, housed in stockbook. Unusual lot!!
£ 1200
20023 Europe: Small classic collection Europe in 3 small
photo albums in cassette. Contains a.o. Italy, Denmark,
Austria, Iceland, Sweden etc. Nice material, very high cat.
value!
£ 1600
23149 Europe: Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material of various European countries,
including be t t e r m a t e r i a l o f Be l g i u m , F r a nce,
Czechoslovakia (a.p. Michel souvenir sheet 17 II**),
Hungary etc.
£ 850
27366 Europe: Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material of various, mostly European
countries, including (Michel no's): Switzerland 48* (white
paper), 108*, K1*, Italy 61-66*, 120-123*, 157-159*,
service 10* (! overprint Servizio di Stati), Italian post
abroad general issues 9, Vatican 32, 33, 48, 53**, etc.
£ 320
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27505 Europe: Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material of various European countries
like (Michel no's): Yugoslavia 507-511**, 515-520** in
pairs, 548-551**, 575-577**, 583-586**, 605-608**,
611-615**, 616-620**, souvenir sheet 3 I**, 3 II**, 4A**,
4B**, France Pexip sheet 1937 MNH, Philatec sheet 196
MNH, Austria 984-987** (3x, birdset, cat. 350,00 per set),
Norway 1, Albania 2254-2255**, Switzerland souvenir
sheet 12**, Hungary 1765-1768B** in kleinbogen (cat.
350,00), souvenir sheet 1**, Latvia 210-214A**, 210214B**, 228-231A**, 228-231B*, etc. Also a booklet
with cinderella's for the international exhibition of Liege
1930. High cat. value!
£ 1750
28534 Europe: Stockbook with various, mostly cancelled
material of Italy, Czechoslovakia and Turkey, including
some better stamps.
£ 175
26796 Europe: Stockbook with various, mostly older
material of European countries, amongst which better
stamps like Baden 30 kreuzer (thin spot), France classic,
Denmark 3 Ore with missing 1st A in Denmark, Sweden
(a.o. Gustav 1928 MNH, 5x), Switzerland, etc. Nice lot!
£ 350
27723 Europe: Stockpage with various mint hinged and
used classic stamps of Europe, including old Italian States,
old German States and France. High cat. value! £ 650
29775 European Countries 1938-1939 Stockbook with
various mint hinged, better material, like (Michel no's):
Albania 312*, 313-321*, Italy 604-619*, Liechtenstein
173-179*, 183-185*, Portugal 606-613*, souvenir sheet 1*
(partially stuck to paper), Monaco 149-162*, 164-186*,
189*, 190-199*, 205-2019* (208 missing), souvenir sheet
1*, Vatican 67-72*, etc.
£ 225
31297 Exciting sorting lot from classics to recent.
Comprising Scott Specialty album collections of Indonesia
(independent), Switzerland, Israel (some with tabs) and
UN, plus a whole slew of items that never got mounted in
albums; note a stockbook of Revenues, Greenland booklets
and miniature sheets, San Marino Pictorial sets, Classics
both mint and used, etc., etc., etc.; nearly all still on
original dealer's cards or in auction house folders and thus
identified and ready for placement in your collection or
filing in your stock; noted just one or two items affected by
the jumble, but the rest all fresh, clean and sound from our
review, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a mustsee to fully appreciate.
£ 3500

24539 Great Britain and Colonies in Europe: 1840-1977
Nice mint and used collection, also mint never hinged,
including good GB with classics in mixed condition, later
fairly complete, Channel Islands, Malta, Cyprus, Ireland
and Gibraltar, in well filled Minkus album.
£ 1200
31290 Great Britain and Commonwealth: 1840-1970 In
six Scott Specialty albums, with the strength in Great
Britain, containing: 1, 2, 27, 39, 44, 50 (2), 51, 60, 66-68,
70, 94-95, a few sea horses, some officials, offices, useful
British America with a few George V key plate high
values, Antigua mint George V to 2/6, British Antarctic
Territory 1-15 mint, Falkland Islands 62 mint, 95 mint,
Leeward Islands 8 mint, Turks and Caicos 105-17 mint,
some decent British Pacific with good variety of New
Zealand postal fiscals; usual faults among the classic
issues, but otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
£ 2500
30961 Great Britain and Commonwealth 1841-1936
Reasonably filled, mostly used stamp collection in Stanley
Gibbons Ideal album.
£ 525
30403 Great Britain and Commonwealth: 1841-1960
Massive mainly used collection, incl. some better classic
GB, Commonwealth from A-Z, nothing really expensive,
but a lot of it, with many useful pickings, in mainly very
good condition, in home made album.
£ 400
29940 Great Britain and Commonwealth 1920-1970
Exciting mint/mint never hinged collection of many
different countries, incl. the strong countries, very many
definitive sets to high pound or dollar values, many
omnibus issues from 1935 onwards, GB collection from
1952 onwards with the good Castle sets and early phosphor
sets, also Trinidad with George V set to pound, Tristan,
Falklands, Cayman, St. Helena incl. 1903 to 2sh, 1912 to
3sh, 1922 to 7/6 and 10sh, also 2 albums with (better)
French Colonies mainly TAAF incl. sheetlets etc. etc.
housed in 18 albums/volumes and much loose in glassines,
in big box. Valuable lot with very much nice material
present.
£ 3950

30955 Great Britain and Commonwealth: 1937-1951
Well filled, mint hinged and used stamp collection in
Stanley Gibbons George VI album. Collection contains e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): Ascension 38a* (Long centre bar
to E), Bahamas 162-175*, 178-193*, Barbados 266*, 271282*, Basutoland 18-28*, Bechuanaland 118-128*, British
Honduras 150-161*, British Solomon Islands 60-72*,
Burma 51-67*, Cayman Islands 115-126*, 135-147*,
Cook Islands 127-129*, 137-145*, 150-159*, Dominica
28121 Extensive dealerstock of various countries in 18(!)
99-108a*, 120-134*, British Eritrea 1-12*, Falklands
volumes. Lot contains a.o. better Baltic States, much face
157*, 158*, Gambia 150-161*, 164-165*, Gilbert & Ellice
value material, Japan, thematic sets, face value, Portugal,
43-54*, 57-58*, Goldcoast 120-132*, 135-146*, 147Italy, British colonies, Russia etc. etc. Very high cat. value! 148*, etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value! £ 2750
£ 3250
31503 Great Britain and Commonwealth: 1953-1971
29294 Funny mixed lot dating 1860-1960 with all world
Beautiful, mint hinged and used stamp collection Great
collection, Australia used in stockbook, hundreds of
Britain (1953-1988) and Commonwealth (1953-1971) in 7
stockcards with many better stamps present, in box.
very well filled Stanley Gibbons New Age albums.
£ 575
£ 2900
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22074 Great Britain and Commonwealth: Extensive
MNH, mint hinged but mostly used lot in 3 ordners and 2
stockbooks. Lot contains nice classic material of a.o. Great
Britain, India, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia (a.o.
1/- kangaroo with inverted watermark), Barbados, Ceylon
(a.o. 4 penny inverted watermark, Stanley Gibbons 279a),
Hong Kong (a.o. 1891 Jubilee overprint), Egypt, Canada
etc. High cat. value!
£ 3100

etc. in stockbook. Catalogue value over 28.000 EURO!!!
Offered very cheap!!
£ 1250

30289 Nice mint and used collection, including strong
Australia with much better, Pitcairn incl. the better early
sets, Papua new Guinea, Papua, in album. Pretty collection
with very much material.
£ 1200

28526 Great Britain and Commonwealth: Safe album
with various MNH, mint hinged and used material
including nice classic part, graphite stripes, face value
material, nice Morocco Agencies, Tangier, Levant etc.
£ 400

30414 Powerful lot 1870-1950 only better issues, very
strong Switzerland with airmails incl. first set multiple incl.
used, all goed souvenir sheetlets incl. NABA block,
Bundesfeier 1940 mint and used, 1951 Lunaba on cover,
better service issues, Japan with expensive issues of the
40/50's, better older stamps, occupation Malaysia including
better stamps, Belgium many better issues including used
Mercier set and mint blue Madonna set etc. etc. in
stockbook. Catalogue value around 25.000 EURO!!!
Offered at only 13% catalogue value!!
£ 3250

13086 Great lot all world in hundreds of albums and
stockbooks, part collections, remainders, of many different
countries, very much Netherlands, Colonies and Germany,
all priced per album. Total (realistic) retail value over 8000
euro!!! Offered very cheap. Excellent lot for Ebayer,
wheeler dealer, bourse dealer.
£ 3000

30298 Scandinavia: 1849-2005 Extensive, cancelled,
somewhat specialised stamp collection (Denmark, Norway,
Finland, Iceland, Greenland, Finland, Sweden and Faroe
Islands), including good parts 'back of the book', on self
made pages in 13 albums. Catalogue value according to
collector over 32500 euros (Michel).
£ 3150

29507 Italian and French colonies 1903-1950 (and also
some British colonies). Folder with stockpages with
various MNH, mint hinged and used material. Collection
contains a.o (Michel no's): Italian Eritrea postage 3 II**
(!), beautiful proof (?) with double and inverted overprints
on old Obock stamps in strip of 3, various stamps of
French Somalia with inverted center, various covers etc.
Nice, exciting lot!
£ 1100

29782 Scandinavia 1851-1920 Well filled, mint hinged
and used stamp collection Iceland, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland 1851-1920 in stockbook, in which
many better stamps, but also some forgeries and reprints.
£ 2100

28998 Great Britain and Commonw ealth: Messy
collection in 2 blanc albums with mint hinged and used
material till ca. 1953 in mixed quality.
£ 600

26141 Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago 1860-1980
Small, mostly used collection in album, including some
nice stamps.
£ 250
28285 Large box with approx. 150 used approval
booklets with nice material of mostly European countries.
Exciting sorting lot, high value!
£ 600
31281 Latin America: 1850-2000 Very big mint and
used collection of many different countries incl. better
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela, housed
in 31(!!) reasonably to well filled albums, bargain!
£ 2500
27928 Latin America 1880-1950 Mint hinged and used
collection on blanc pages in binder. Much material!
£ 400
31201 Latvia and Lithuania: Small box with MNH sheets
and sheetparts from the 20's and 30's.
£ 250
30405 Nice lot of world 1849-1960 with better issues
including Switzerland service and pro juventute in mnh
blocks of 4, better airmails, United Nations sheetlet(3x),
Japan with better issues and nice part occupation second
world war, France with better classics (mixed condtion),
50fr airmail with perfin (very rare!), Belgium with better
issues of the 20/30/50's, some classic German States etc.

25626 Scandinavia: 1851-1930 Well filled, mostly used,
classic collection on blanc album pages in folder. Cat.
value ca. 9500 euros, so for less than 10%!
£ 900
30672 Scandinavia: 1851-1950 Well filled, mostly used
stamp collection Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden etc.
In stockbook, in which various better stamps.
£ 600
28290 Scandinavia: 1851-1972 Reasonably complete
mainly used collections of Denmark, Sweden, Finland and
Norway incl. older and better material, in very well filled
Swedish album. bargain!!
£ 400
27925 Scandinavia: 1855-1957 MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc pages in ordner. Collection
contains o.a. (Michel no's): Faroe Islands 2-6** (British
occupation overprints, with certificate), Greenland 8-16**,
Finland 169**, 199-201**, 217-220**, Norway 1, 2-5,
109-115, 116-119, 195-197**, etc.
£ 900
30582 Scandinavia: 1855-1971 Mostly cancelled stamp
collection Norway and Finland on album pages in folder.
£ 150
31254 Scandinavia: 1855-1978 Well filled, mint hinged
and used stamp collection Denmark, Finland, Greenland,
Norway, Iceland, Sweden in fat Scott album, in which very
much material.
£ 1600
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29860 Scandinavia 1855-1993 Duplicates with Norway
incl. about 150 sets 1941 Victory issue, Sweden with
Landstorm stamps some in larger blocks, several booklet
panes and booklets, Denmark incl. reprints in larger blocks,
s o m e F a r o e r/Gree nl a nd , I c e l a nd , F i nl a nd a nd
Nordingermanland etc. some nice classic stamps, back of
book issues and several modern sets/blocks, miniature
sheets, MNH, mint hinged or used, in stockbook. Very
high cat.
£ 1900
31196 Scandinavia: 1860-1935 Stockbook with better
stamps of Scandinavia, like (Michel no's): Sweden 144-158
(1st UPU set), Denmark 81, 131-142**, etc.
£ 375
27060 Scandinavia: 1930-1990 Mostly MNH stock on
cards in small box. Lot contains a.o. Finland, Denmark,
Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland. Also some Ireland
present.
£ 800
28243 Scandinavia: 1965-1987 Mostly MNH part
collections Denmark, Iceland, Greenland, Faroe Islands
and Finland in 2 albums.
£ 210
28117 Scandinavia: 1967-2002 Album with MNH stamp
booklets of Sweden, Denmark and Iceland. Cat. value over
2350 euros. High face value!
£ 350
25565 Scandinavia and Baltic States: Nicely filled,
mostly used collection on cards in 2 stockbooks. Collection
contains a.o. nice classic Iceland, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden etc.
£ 1750
26711 Scandinavia: Box with various, mostly MNH
material, including many year sets, complete Julen sheets,
face value etc.
£ 500
31153 Scandinavia: Collection of over 500 mint hinged
and cancelled local post stamps of Scandinavia on self
made album pages in folder. Unfortunately the stamps are
largely stuck to the album pages. Scarce material!
£ 800
25682 Scandinavia: Stockpage with various mint hinged
and used material, including better stamps. Contains
Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Danish West Indies.
£ 150
31195 South America: 1850-1900 Folder with old album
pages with mint hinged and used classic material. £ 500
31321 South America: 1853-1985 Very well filled,
mostly cancelled stamp collections Chile, Colombia and
Venezuela in 4 albums, amongst which 3 large Yvert
albums. The collection contains much better and unusual
material like Chile good part 1st issue, various non-official
souvenir sheets, Colombia extensive part insurance stamps
for valuable letters, well filled part departments, very good
classic part including many expensive stamps, Venezuela
good classic part, good part revolution stamps, airmail
almost complete, etc.
£ 2800
27059 South America: 1900-1980 Mainly mint never
hinged lot in quantities, sorted by sets in envelopes, very
many incl. much better material, very many different
countries, in box. Gigantic catalogue value and very much
useful material present, bargain!!!
£ 800

30527 South America: Extensive, cancelled lot postage
stamps in 17 stockbooks, in which a.o. nice Venezuela,
Colombia, Brazil etc.
£ 300
25489 South East Europe: 1869-1935 Mint hinged and
used collection on old album pages in folder. Contains a.o.
Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, Yugoslavia etc.
£ 425
25561 South East Europe: Mint hinged and used
collection Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Yugoslavia on
cards in 2 stockbooks.
£ 450
27041 South Europe: 1866-1954 Nice, mostly cancelled
collection in 2 albums, in which a.o. Triest, Fiume
(including Arbe and Veglia), Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro,
Bosnia etc.
£ 550
29584 Souvenir sheets 1980-2011 Lot of over 600 MNH
souvenir shetes and sheetlets of the whole world in 2 fat
stockbooks, in which face value material, much thematics,
British Commonwealth etc.
£ 500
25563 Spain and Portugal: Mint hinged and used
collection on cards in stockbook. Collection contains nice
classic material and also some material from the Spanish
civil war.
£ 1050
28337 Stamp on Stamp: 1840-2001 MNH, mint hinged
and used collection stamp on stamp in 3 albums, in which
also various original stamps like penny black of Great
Britain, Belgium 1-2 etc.
£ 400
31524 Stockbook with over 330 MNH 1937-1985
souvenir sheets of the world, including better ones.
Somewhat mixed quality (some with toned gum). Very
high catalogue value!
£ 200
30736 Superlot 1850-1945 classics in 21 approval books
from 1947(!!!!), with a wide variety of better old and
classic stamps, Belgium from nr. 1 onwards, Poland incl.
nr. 1, Levant with better, good Germany with States and
Colonies, Portugal and Colonies well represented with
many expensive stamps, very good Scandinavia with good
classics from Norway and Denmark, Baltic States,
Luxemburg from nr. 1 onwards etc. etc. in small box.
Many good pickings present!!!
£ 2700
31277 Thousands of small stockcards with better sets
and singles1849-1950, with cat. values up to hundreds of
dollars/euro's, mainly good condition, incl. Portugal and
Colonies, Persia, Netherlands and Belgium from earlies
onwards, very powerful Italy and territories, Denmark,
Turkey, Austria from earlies onwards, Switzerland, Egypt,
Greece, in 2 red boxes. Massive five figure catalalogue
value, excellent lot for (Ebay) dealers, bourse, approval.
£ 4500
28811 United Europa 1956-1996 Apparently complete,
MNH collection in 4 albums, so including all the good
items like Luxembourg 1956 and 1957, Liechtenstein 1960
and Spanish Andorra 1972. Bargain!
£ 550
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31398 United Europa CEPT 1949-1987 Complete,
MNH stamp collection in 4 albums, including all the
expensive front runners like Belgium 1953, Berlin 1950,
Greece 1951, Italy 1949, Luxembourg 1951, Saar 1950,
Portugal Nato 1952, and further all the good CEPT issues
like Luxembourg 1956 and 1957, Liechtenstein 1960,
Spanish Andorra 1972 etc. Nice collection, high catalogue
value!
£ 900
21485 United Europe 1956-1972 Nice, somewhat
specialised, MNH collection in blanc album. Collection
contains good material like Luxembourg 1956, 1957,
Liechtenstein 1960, Liechtenstein 1960 in complete
sheetlet of 20! (few gum remarks), Spanish Andorra 1972,
etc. Also corunners, gutterpairs of Italy and Ireland etc.
£ 1400
28812 United Europe 1956-2006 Mostly MNH, almost
complete collection in 5 luxe Schaubek albums, in which
a.o. Luxembourg 1956 mint hinged, Luxembourg 1957
MNH, Liechtenstein 1960 mint hinged, Spanish Andorra
1972 MNH. Also many souvenir sheets, sheetlets and
much face value material present.
£ 1050
27950 UPU: 1974 MN H , mint hinged and used
remainder collections UPU 1974 in 7 albums, in which
various better material like (Michel no's): Bhutan 592599** in IMPERFORATED kleinbogen of 5 (not in
Michel), Maldiven 515-519** in IMPERFORATED
kleinbogen of 5 (not in Michel), souvenir sheet 25B**,
Ecuador souvenir sheet 86-87**, Togo souvenir sheet
84B**, Bulgarije souvenir sheet 52B**, Qatar 591-596*
(2x), Norfolk souvenir sheet 1* (2x), 1, China 1195-1197*
(2x), Bangladesh souvenir sheet 1* (2x), India souvenir
sheet 3*, 3 (2x), etc. Much material, very high cat. value!
£ 750
29687 Very nice collector estate with several reasonable
one-country collections incl. many useful pickings, more
expensive sets, sheetlets, also several thematic collections,
issues are mint/used/mnh, housed in 33 albums/binders(!!)
and loose, in 3 big removal boxes. Very much sorting
pleasure and gold digging!!!
£ 2500
28749 Very nice lot of 1964-2000 imperfs (instead of
perf stamps) incl. France painting sets 1964/1965 in part
sheets unused no gum (65 stamps, Yvert catalogue value
6200+ euro!!), imperf Walt Disney issues, Malaysia
butterfly 15c proof in part sheets (80 stamps, selling on
ebay for 20 euro per pair), thematics, gold stamps, other
varieties, in folder. Excellent lot for retailers!!
£ 750
28723 West Europe: 1855-1960 Nice lot of better singles
and sets incl. better Monaco with 1949/51 Red Cross
blocks of 4, Ireland with definitive set to 10sh multiple to
10sh + many other better Irish sets, Sweden pretty
classics, often with nice cancellations and high valeus, San
Marino with some scarce issues, in stockbook. Michel
catalogue value over 5400 EURO!! Offered under 10%
cat. value!!
£ 500
28367 West Europe: Covers from 1849. Nice lot mainly
classic covers of Belgium and France incl. better, frankings
and cancellations, receipts, in total 33 items + some seals,
in stockbook. Nice little lot!
£ 200

28358 West Europe: Massive amount of stampbooklets
from collector estate, unpicked including face value of
Germany, Belgium, Sw itzer l a nd , a l s o GB incl.
Wedgewood 1 pound scarce booklet, other prestige
booklets, Netherlands and Overseas incl. better booklets +
small varieties etc. etc. in shoebox. In total around 650
booklets!
£ 375
23451 Western Europe 1850-1935 Mostly used
collection in 2 old large Yvert albums. Collection contains
a.o. better Spain, Portugal and Great Britain.
£ 800
31083 Western Europe: 1991-2006 Box with glassines
with new MNH and cancelled issues from subscription.
Contains much Europa CEPT.
£ 1050
30213 Western Europe better issues 1870-1952 Nice lot
only better and popular stamps and sets including Italy with
better issues of the 20/30/50's incl. many high cat. value
items, Luxembourg with well margined nr. 1(2) and 2(2),
better sets of the 30/50's, Canada some better issues, Bund
with better early issues, in stockbook. Catalogue value
Michel over 11.200 euro, offered well below 10%
catalogue value!!
£ 900
28986 Western Europe: Box with Hawid stockcards in
cassettes with an extensive , mostly MNH and cancelled
stock souvenir sheets of various European countries. The
lot contains a.o. (Michel no&#039;s): Belgium souvenir
sheet 4, 7*, 25**, 25, German Reich souvenir sheet 7**
(4x), 8**, 8, 9**, 9*, 10* (2x), 10, Liechtenstein, Monaco,
Scandinavia, Netherlands (a.o. 2x Amphilex sheets),
Austria, Poland etc. Very much material, high cat. value!
£ 750
23857 Western Europe: Collection of ca. 550 MNH
souvenir sheets (and some stampbooklets) in 3 stockbooks.
Lot contains material from the '80s and '90s, including
better souvenir sheets and face value material. £ 1000
30758 Western Europe collector estate 1933-1990
Several one country collections, many collected double,
both **/* as used, including nice Germany 3rd Reich with
better sets and sheetlets, DDR with earlies, Liechtenstein,
Austria incl. better 50's, Switzerland incl. better and much
face value, housed in 17 Borek albums + stockbook.
Offered at a clearance price!!
£ 800
28824 Western Europe: Large lot stamp booklets of
various countries, with many better booklets including
Austria face value, Netherlands incl. prestige booklets and
older better booklets, Scandinavia, Eastern European
countries, also some outside Europe with prestige booklets
Australia etc. etc. In total 780 booklets, in box. Bargain!
£ 475
26941 Western Europe two stock albums with various
MNH stamps and sets of Bundespost, Berlin, Switzerland
(much face value) and Andorra. Much material! £ 275
29353 Western Europe vending machine labels: Massive
collection of singles and on cover/fdc, o.a. Netherlands
incl. better and varieties, France incl. better, Austria,
Brazil, Cuba etc. etc. housed in 9 albums and loose, in box.
Seldom offered material, offered very cheap!
£ 225
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26800 World: 1840-1930 Incredibly powerful mint and
mainly used collection, very many countries near
completion, including fantastic Scandinavia with Denmark,
Danish West Indies, Finland, Norway, Iceland incl. first
set, 1930 set, better Netherlands and Colonies, great
Portugal with very much Colonies, France and powerful
Colonies, Italy and territories/colonies, Russia, Bulgaria,
North and South America with many better issues,
powerful USA incl. good classics, Columbus incl. $2,
Omaha to $1, 2 volumes of Great Britain and Colonies
incl. good Malayan States, Malta, Gibraltar, Australian
States, Canada incl. better values, Mexico with good
ea r l i e s e t c . e t c . in 8 Schaubek albums. H ighly
recommended collection with tons of good stamps, offered
at a fraction of catalogue value!!! Would give a
considerable profit if sold as one country collections!!!!
£ 32500
31293 World 1861- 1995 Thousands of mint & used
stamps and covers, with 55 APS approval books with
France, Austria & Singapore, Portugal, Australian States,
mint & used Yemen, two cover albums, and 26 volumes
with mint & used French Colonies, Yemen, Argentina,
U.S. , every page and envelope should be examined, a sure
fire money maker, mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine.
£ 2300
31299 World box to 1980. Crazy lot with mint never
hinged Sweden face value incl. many coils, face value
Canada, better sets and singles on stockcards, old new
issues mint never hinged in quantities of the 1960's(!!),
partly still in original envelopes, massive amounts of mint
never hinged sets and sheetlets Ghana incl. better etc. etc.
in big box.
£ 850

28523 World: Stockbook with MNH material of various
countries, including better sets and souvenir sheets. Cat.
value ca. 1750 euros.
£ 275
28537 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH material of
various countries, including many souvenir sheets.
£ 110
28538 World: Stockbook with mostly MNH souvenir
sheets (and some loose stamps) of various countries.
£ 110
28527 World: Stockbook with various MNH sets and
souvenir sheets of many countries, including nice thematic
material.
£ 160
AUTOGRAPHS
28357 France Autographs: For the specialist, incredible
collection of over 2500 (TWO THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED) mainly different autographs of theater
celebrities, writers, politician, nobility and royalty, of the
19th century and early 20th century on written letters,
illustrated hotelcards etc. Partly put on alphebetical order
in albums, others in folders, mainly with descriptions of the
celebrity. Several with retail prices in euro's, this material
has cost a fortune, prices of hundreds of euro's EACH up
to 400 euro and more!! Now offered at less than 4 euro
each!!! Go and find this cheaper anywhere in the world!!!
£ 10000
OMNIBUS
31479 1948 Royal Silver Wedding Almost complete,
mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp collection of Great
Britain and colonies in special White Ace album. High
catalogue value!
£ 650

29287 World collection 1850-1950 Reasonably filled,
mint hinged and used in 2 Scott international junior albums. 27587 Coronation omnibus set 1937 With the exception
of 1 stamp (Canada) complete, MNH collection in
£ 600
stockbook.
£ 150
25580 World in Stockbook full with slightly better
material incl. China 1982 bird set and bird sheetlet, Europa
POSTAL HISTORY
Cept better sheetlets of Portugal and Monaco etc. etc.
30496 1910-1950 Album with 43 covers with lost
£ 180
frankings (timbre tomb‚) with various special cancels. Very
scarce material, nice collection!
£ 900
27247 World: Nice lot MNH, mint hinged and used
stamps of various countries on stockcards in box. Contains
29945 1940-1990 Two albums with mint rocket post
a.o. nice Monaco and various countries outside Europe.
vignettes (also imperforated and in souvenir sheets) and
£ 750
various rocket post covers of several countries.
£ 475
31298 World sorting lot 1880-2001 In two Scott
31100 Airmail: Enormous lot airmail covers of the whole
Specialty albums and mint sheet file and a stock book of
world, including expensive issues, nice part Dutch
duplicates, with Austria in Scott Specialty album, with
territories, scarce flights etc. in 30 albums.
£ 2500
1863 coat of arms set, C54-60 used, France and Colonies,
31355 Asia: 1900-1980 Over 400 covers in total, the
Great Britain in Scott Specialty album and mint sheet file
majority of which are commercial covers, with First Days,
with Victoria 2/6 to 10/-, 111-22, Edward VII to 5s with
First Flights, Maximum Cards, Expo cards and countrymint 138, 286-89 mint, good early QEII Windsor Castle
related foreign items included as well; nearly half are from
and QEII definitive sets and plenty of face value postage,
China (PRC or Taiwan), with the other half spread out over
some airmail covers, China, Switzerland essais, some nice
Afghanistan, Japan, South Korea, Thailand and Vietnam;
covers/fdc's with better frankings, C35 on Zeppelin picture
most to Europe (though we note several local PRC covers),
postcard, generally Fine to Very Fine.
£ 1250
thus many Airmail and/or Registered usages; majority of
28511 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir
items run from the 1970s-90s, with Afghan covers dating
sheets of various countries.
£ 175
from the 1950s; Japan including a colourful five-stamp
franking from 1951, vended labels from numerous cities
28515 World: Stockbook filled with MNH souvenir
from the 1970s and '80s (unused, several looking to be
sheets of various countries.
£ 125
lottery-type items), an Akihito Investiture maximum card,
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and a ship-themed, ""Raw Silk"" advertising card of
Masuzawa Seishi; South Korea mostly from the 1960s,
with numerous First Days, including 1958 and 1960
Christmas/New Year stamps plus a number of souvenir
sheets from the period; Thailand with colourful frankings
and computer-vended labels; Vietnam mostly 1960s, with
a real photo 1957 postcard of Angkor and even a 1907
French Indochina-franked postcard; China includes a ""Sea
Mail"" handstamped cover, several Dues markings (""T""
and ""Taxe Per‡ue"" chops), a slew of maximum cards
(mostly of Taiwan commemoratives of the 1970s),
unmailed picture post cards of Xi'an, etc., etc.; good
condition throughout, Fine to Very Fine, some uncommon
material included.
£ 1500

25888 World Aerograms: Beautiful, extensive,
somewhat specialised, mostly mint collection aerograms of
the whole world in 8 albums. Collection contains over
1150 different aerograms, of very many different countries,
including better sheets.
£ 2500

31262 Austria and Germany: 1850-1874 Folder with 27
old covers in mostly nice quality with nice cancellations.
£ 650

28809 Lot of ca. 160, mint and used picture postcards of
the province Utrecht in small box, in which a.o. Lustrum
festivals Utrecht, cities, villages, nature etc.
£ 325

28889 Balloon Post: 1927-2001 Nice collection of over
650 balloon post covers of a.o. Netherlands, USA, Great
Britain and territories, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria etc.
Also contains scarce material with vignettes, signature of
the pilot etc. In 12 albums.
£ 400

27968 Lot of ca. 340 picture postcards, mostly period
1905-1920 of various, mostly European countries in 2
albums.
£ 500

31358 Portugal/Luxemburg/Greece: 1880-1960 Covers
with approximately 400 in total, roughly evenly divided
among the three countries; Greece (127) mainly 1890s1940s, with Printed Matter and Air usages, ""Opened"" and
""Controle du Change"" tapes, colourful commemorative
frankings, picture post cards, stationery (mint and used,
most identified in pencil with plate flaws noted), meter
stamps, overprints, etc.; Luxembourg (161), runs the 1880s
to 1980s, with First Flight Covers, German WWII
Occupation frankings, a Marseille Railway Station cancel,
a few recent fdcs but most commercial, Air and Registered
usages, with lots of picture post cards and company
advertising corners/designs, and more; Portugal &amp;
Colonies (111) from an 1855 King Pedro V 25R stationery
entire through the 1980s, with a number of real photo
picture post cards of Madeira, ship mail, etc., plus covers
from Angola, Funchal (with perfined adhesives), Horta
(Airmail!), Mozambique, St. Tom s &amp; Principe, and
the like; nice mix of domestic and international destinations
across the board, with nearly all fresh and sound, Fine to
Very Fine with much better.
£ 1000
3 1 3 5 7 P O W C o ve r s : A l l w o r l d 1 9 4 2 - 1 9 4 8 .
Approximately 130 items in all, both covers and cards,
most sent postage-free but a few franked; correspondence
from POW camps of Germany, Italy, the US, Switzerland
and Britain, with material including a ""Detained Civilian""
cover, German Feldpost, a Czech Censor, items to/from
Egypt, British ""Active Service"" cards, all with various
Censor/""Opened"" markings and tapes; in addition to the
covers (and not included in our count) are ephemeral items
almost never encountered: a German ""Grube der
Heimat/Grube der Front"" lettersheet noted on reverse
""Herv‚"" (! what would Tintin say?) , a receipt for war
property.and several beer coupons (!), even a POW's
Berthing Card; fascinating material in generally clean
condition, Fine to Very Fine with better, some scarce items
worth seeing.
£ 1000

POSTAL HISTORY - ZEPPELIN MAIL
31411 Stockpage with 5 Zeppelin covers (4 from
Germany to USA, 1 vice versa) from 1936.
£ 175
POSTCARDS
28006 Collection of ca. 175 old picture postcards of the
Hague 3 ringbinders. Nice lot, unfortunately the cards are
stock with (some) gum to the pages.
£ 250

REVENUES & CINDERELLA
26771 Four albums and stockbooks with various fiscal
material of a.o. the Netherlands (many on complete
documents), Belgium and various other countries. Also
many cinderella's. Nice lot!
£ 395

13077 Locals and Cinderella's: 33 different sheetlets of
'countries' like Pabay, Stroma, St. Kilda etc. all 100x used,
so in total 3300!! sheetlets incl. many nice thematics, in
small box. Offered very cheap, only 5 cent each!!!
£ 165
13072 Tanks of the allies: Stockpage with 2 complete
sheets (1 red and 1 blue) of 48 cinderella's with 'tanks of
the allies'. In total 16x block of 8 different stamps. (vertical
perforation in the middle partly loose).
£ 100
THEMATICS
30339 1920-2010 Mainly mint never hinged world
collection with several thematics like birds, butterflies,
animals, sports, olympics with very many sets, sheetlets,
imperfs etc. etc. in 4 albums and on album pages, in big
box.
£ 1100

30841 Airmail: 1919-1939 Well filled, mint hinged and
used stamp collection airmail of various countries in old
album, in which e.g. (Yvert no's): Albania airmail 1-7*,
Germany airmail 27-34* (partly tropical), 35-37*
(Zeppelin), Denmark airmail 1-3, 4-5* (tropic), 6-10*, 610, Spain airmail 7-16*, 31-36*, 50-55*, France 321 (2x),
398 (4x), airmail 1-2*, 15, Greece airmail 8-14*, Italy
airmail 7 8 - 8 3 * , L a t vi a a i r m a i l 6 - 7A*, 10-12*
(imperforated), 16-20* (no. 19 perforated, others
imperforated), 21-24* imperforated, 30*, 31*, 32*
imperforated, Norway 101-107*, Netherlands airmail 1-3*,
Poland souvenir sheet 6*, Russia airmail 33-37, 38-40, 4958, souvenir sheet 3*, China airmail 1-5*, 6-10*, etc. Nice
collection, high catalogue value!
£ 1500
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31516 Art and Paintings: 1930-1990 Very extensive,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in 30
volumes, including better material like Berlin, Beethoven
1952 on maximum card (Michel no. 87), Portugal Avis
sheet MNH (Michel souvenir sheet 14), Taiwan many
good sets, including emperor set MNH (Michel 470-473),
etc. High catalogue value!
£ 2500
26670 Boxing: 1896-2009 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used thematic collection in 8 luxe Lindner albums.
Collection also includes covers, FDC's, imperforated
material, sheetlets etc.
£ 600
31286 Butterflies: Extensive thematic lot of butterfly
stamps on covers and first day covers. Many hundreds, in
box.
£ 300
31517 Christmas and Religion: 1930-1990 Very
extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in
19 volumes, including better material.
£ 900
28105 Collection 'famous persons and moments of the
20th century' in 4 binders with various MNH material and
many FDC's.
£ 275
30501 Dogs: Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used thematic stamp collection of dogs, including many 1st
day covers and maximum cards in 14 stockbooks. Very
much material!
£ 250
27359 Errors: MNH and cancelled collection of errors on
postage stamps in 3 special Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 200
27360 Euro stamps: MNH special collection first Euro
stamps of the various Euro countries in 2 special Lindner
albums.
£ 220
13087 Fauna: Stockbook with MNH sets and souvenir
sheets Fauna up to and including 2013. Over 240 items,
cat. value ca. 1750 euros.
£ 300
25549 Flowers: Extensive, MNH and cancelled lot of
various countries, including imperforated stamps and nice
material of China in 2 fat stockbooks.
£ 750
29462 Flow ers: Extensive, MNH collection in 3
stockbooks, in which ca. 1800 stamps.
£ 400
31288 Football: 1930-2012 Extensive, mostly mint
hinged, thematic stamp collection in 7 albums and 1
stockbook.
£ 1100
29621 Freedom from hunger 1963 Nice collection MNH
stamps and souvenir sheets (including imperforated
material) and FDC's of the Freedom from Hunger issues
1963. Very much material in stockbook and FDC album.
£ 225
29301 Judaica: 1870-2000 Incredible collector estate of
covers, stamps, labels, ephemera, autographs, JNF, proofs,
specimen etc. etc. of all over the world, occupied
territories, wars, holocaust, you name it, this collection has
it, housed in 22(!!) big albums and loose. Magnificent
holding with so many scarce and rare items, brought
together in 40/50 years, unique opportunity to acquire such

a lot of this material at once. Great collection to continue,
or to break down and sell for a massive profit!! £ 7500

27310 Madonna: MNH thematic collection including
souvenir sheets in 4 special Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 420
30005 Naval heroes in silver 2011-2012 Special album
with a complete collection (12 sets) of the Netherlands.
Each set contains a (silver) registered stamp, a sheetlet of
3 postage stamps and 3 picture postcards. Only 2500
copies made!
£ 200
27361 Olympics: 1896-1992 Mostly cancelled, well
filled collection in 2 self made albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): Greece 96-107 (107 signed), 118-122,
144-157, Netherlands 205-212, etc. Also many covers,
cards and FDC's present.
£ 1000
31518 Olympics: 1896-1996 Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in 17 volumes, in
which very much better material. Catalogue value over
22.000 euros!
£ 2200
28773 Paintings: Beautiful, specialised collection 400
year Rembrandt, with covers from the whole world (+ also
some stamps), housed in 10 special albums. Beautiful
collection for the enthusiast.
£ 250
27368 Pope travels 1979-1993 MNH collection
including souvenir sheets, sheetlets, FDC's etc. in 8 luxe
Safe albums with slipcases.
£ 450
27316 Postage Stamps: MNH (few stamps cancelled)
thematic collection 150 years Postage stamps in 2 special
Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 250
30626 Scouts: Wonderful mainly mint never hinged
collection of sets and sheetlets, many hundreds of issues,
of many different countries, in 2 doublethick stockbooks.
£ 525
27706 Sports: Mainly mint never hinged collection of
mainly sets and sheetlets, (also some used material, not
values), countries A to Z, from old to new, many better
issues including better China, imperf issues etc. etc. in 8
stockbooks. Offered very cheap!!
£ 800
31365 The ultimate Red Cross collection, with thousands
of cards & covers, includes POW cards, mint & used
postal cards, postcards showing nurses and patients, POW
cover from Saar, patriotic cards, collection of over 106
Red Cross ephemera including tobacco cards, poster
stamps, notgeld, etc., real photo postcard of field hospital,
cigar ad card, 1925 Albania Red Cross cover with C1-C7,
B5 (2), 1940 Finland cover with B35-B38, simply put, it is
a collection that viewing will only enhance your pleasure,
Fine to Very Fine.
£ 3250
13050 Trains: Nice lot of 30 different proof sheetlets of
the 1987 Grenadines of St. Vincent trainset in different
colours, with and without value inscription, all imperf,
from the printer. Seldom offered!!
£ 200
28840 Uniforms and Costumes: Stockbook with 85
MNH sets and souvenir sheets of the whole world.
£ 125
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31133 Uniforms: MNH, thematic stamp collection on
blank pages in 2 albums.
£ 350

650), autonomous administration 1-3 on pieces (signed
Diena), etc. Catalogue value 37850 euros!
£ 5500

30341 USA N alal covers: 1930-1970 Very big
specialised collection of naval covers, of many different
ships with special cancellations, also Antarctic, Apollo and
Gemini recovery covers, in 6 albums. Nice collection!
£ 450

13083 Stockpage with 5 different, cancelled values of
the WC football 1934 issue of Italy (including the 3 highest
values), overprinted with Isole Italiane Dell Egeo, in strips
of 10 with sheetmargin. Contains Sassone 75, 79, A34,
A36 and A37. Cat. value 12200 euros, seldomly offered!
£ 1250

27370 Various MNH and cancelled thematic collections
in 13 (!) albums with slipcases, including souvenir sheets
and various covers, cards and FDC's, amongst which year
of the peace, 40 years Federal republic of Germany,
Luther, Madonna, UPU, music etc.
£ 550
27358 Various MNH thematic collections in 6 albums
with slipcases including souvenir sheets and various covers,
amongst which costumes, Goethe, erotics, Interpol, van
Gogh etc.
£ 425
31353 Walt Disney: Extensive lot MNH sets and
souvenir sheets and first day covers till modern in 3
albums.
£ 600
13088 WWF: Stockbook with MNh sets, souvenir sheets
and sheetlet with World Wildlife Fund stamps of many
countries up to and including 2013. In total 244 items, cat.
value ca. 1750 euros.
£ 300
28101 WWII: Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection 2nd world war in 9 special albums, in which also
various FDC's.
£ 375
ADEN
29567 1937-1967 Mint hinged collection in blank album,
in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-10*, 16-27*, 3031*, 36-46*, 48-72* inclusive colours and perfs, Seiyun 111*, 14-15*, 20-27*, Qu'aiti1-11*, 14-15*, 20-27*, 2940*, 41-52*, etc.
£ 360

13084 Stockpage with the highest value (5+2½ lire) of
the WC football 1934 issue of Italy, overprinted with Isole
Italiane D ell Egeo, in cancelled strip of 10 w ith
sheetmargin. Sassone 79, cat. value 5500 euros, seldomly
offered!
£ 750
AFGHANISTAN
31246 1893-1982 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 7 stockbooks, including many
extra's, but unfortunately tinted material.
£ 1100
AJMAN
29888 1964-1966 The high values 3R to 10R in
complete sheets of 25 with overprints, not listed in Michel
catalogue!
£ 200
ALAND
30193 1984-2007 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection in luxe Safe album with slipcase.
£ 200

27713 1984-2011 Complete mint never hinged collection
including sheetlets etc, in album. From 1999 in the official
post office year sets up to 2011.
£ 275
ALBANIA
26756 1914-1973 Nicely filled, mint hinged and mostly
used collection on blanc pages in folder.
£ 300

30737 1966-1968 Mint never hinged lot of sheetlets in
quantities, incl. imperf and thematics, 13 different, in total
3900 sheetlets, Michel catalogue value over 42.000
EURO, just over 1% catalogue value, just over 1 cent each.
Money maker!!
£ 450

ANDORRA
29884 1932-2004 Reasonably to very complete
collection, mainly mint never hinged, of French and
Spanish Andorra, in expensive Lighthouse album. Very
high catalogue value!!
£ 650

28672 Aden Qu'aiti State: 1942-1966 Nice, complete,
mint hinged and cancelled double collection in blanc
album, in which also many duplicates, some FDC's,
plateflaws etc. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 1-11*, 1-11, 12-13* with Specimen perforation, 1213** in complete sheets of 60, 14-15*, 14-15, 20-27*, 2940*, 41-52*, 41-52 etc.
£ 650

ANTIGUA
28802 1862-1966 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook. Collection contains nice
classic part and also (Stanley Gibbons no's): 21, 38*, 39*,
39, 40*, 40, 51*, 59* (2x), 60* (2x), 61* with specimen
overprint, 78*, 79*, 80*, 98-109*, 113**, 113, 120a134**, 149-158*, 180-195**, 180-195, etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1450

AEGEAN ISLANDS
31485 1912-1944 Beautiful, almost complete, cancelled
stamp collection on album pages in springback, in which
e.g. all (13) Garibaldi sets (1 small stap missing, total cat.
value € 6500) and also (Sassone no's): general issues 3-11,
12-20 (cat. € 2250, 2 highest values signed),30-36, 37-43,
75-79 (football cat. € 1200), 80-90 (cat. € 1300), 91-98
(cat. € 1200), 118-125 (assistenza Egeo, cat. € 700), 126131 (131 signed), 132-133 (both signed), espresse 3-4,
airmail 14-20 (cat. € 2000), 21, 29, 34-37 (football cat. €

29162 1862-1989 Almost complete, mostly MNH
collection on Hagner stockpages in album. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 24*, 29*, 29, 30*, 30,
31-40* (no. 37 missing), 41-50* (2x), 51*, 55-60*, 6280*, 81-90*, 98-109*, 120a-134** (2x), etc. Nice
collection, very much material, high cat. value! £ 2000
29578 1882-2009 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in stockbook, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 36*, 39*, 40*, 41-50*, 51*, 55-61*, 62-80*, 81-90*,
98-109**, 113**, 120a-134**, etc.
£ 825
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ARGENTINA
27069 1940-1970 Massive mainly mint never hinged
accumulation, most issues in sheets or half sheets,
including better issues and thematics, also some sheetlets
and first day covers, in box. Massive catalogue value!!!
£ 250
ARMENIA
30230 1919-1923 Wonderful mint and used collection,
specialised with types, perfs/imperfs, gutterpairs, varieties,
better values, on album pages with descriptions, in folder.
Rare material, seldom offered!!
£ 850
AUSTRALIA
30744 1875-2003 Gigantic quantity mainly postal
stationary incl. big pile of Walch't Tasmanian post cards,
NSW 1d post card unused in quantities, later many issues
from the subscription of the post office in quantities, also
commercial mail incl. better, big box full adventure,
UNPICKED!!
£ 450

27618 1912-1966 Mostly MNH and mint hinged lot on
stockpages in folder. Lot contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 42 (5 shllling yellow/grey, watermark crown above
A), 75 (1 pound grey, watermark crown above A), 136
(kangaroo 10 shilling watermark CofA), 137 (kangaroo 1
pound w atermark CofA), souvenir sheet 1** (2x,
Kookaburra sheetlet), service 51, etc.
£ 2900
31009 1913-1935 Beautiful, cancelled stamp collection
on blank album pages in folder, in which good part
kangaroos (including 1 and 2 pound) with various nice
cancellations, 5 shilling Harbour Bridge, very extensive
part OS perforations and overprints etc. Nice collection,
very high catalogue value!
£ 1750
30144 1913-1936 Cancelled stamp collection on album
pages in folder, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 75 (1
pound grey, watermark crown over A), 112, 114 (2 pounds
black and pink, watermark multiple crown A, repaired),
136, 137-138 (1 and 2 pounds, watermark CofA with
remarks), 143 (5 shilling Harbour Bridge), etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 1100

30701 1913-1995 Very extensive, specialised, cancelled
stamp collection in 5 luxe Kabe albums, in which extensive
part kangaroos and George V, specialised on types and
watermarks, including various inverted and sideways
watermarks, 5 shilling Harbour bridge, many blocks of 4,
combinations from stamp booklets, OS overprints, etc.
Nice collection!
£ 1700
30840 1913-2006 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in Davo album with nice part kangaroos and George V and
from 1932 apparently complete.
£ 450
30964 1913-2010 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in 4 Stanley Gibbons albums, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 43 (kangaroo, 10 shilling rose and grey,
watermark 6), 136, 137 (kangaroo, 1 pound grey,
watermark CofA), 147-149, 147a-149a, 150-152, 156-158,
161-163, etc. Also nice Australian Antarctics present.
£ 1100
30982 1913-2014 Well filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection on self made pages in 5 albums, including
Australian Antarctics.
£ 900
31069 1913-2015 Almost complete, cancelled stamp
collection in 8 luxe Lindner albums, in which very much
better material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 44 (1 pound
brown and blue), 45 (2 pound black and rose), 114 (2
pound black and rose, watermark multiple), 137 (1 pound
grey, watermark CofA), 138 (2 pound black and rose,
watermark CofA), 143 (5 shilling harvour bridge), 150152, 154-155, 156-158, etc. Also Australian Antarctics
present. Very high catalogue value!
£ 3750
29018 1949-1975 Nice, partly specialised, MNH and
mint hinged collection in 3 blank albums, in which a.o.
many blocks of 4 (also various imprint blocks) including
the Navigators, stamp booklets, etc. Very much material!
£ 1350
29611 1954-2004 Extensive collection mostly
unaddressed first day covers in FDC album and loose in
big box. Also some material of Australia Antarctics and
Christmas Island present. Very large number of envelopes!
£ 350

30454 1913-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Leuchtturm album, in which better
stamps like (Michel no's): 73XA* (perf 12), 76XA* (perf
12), 78XC* (perf 13½:12½), 79XC* (perf 13½:12½), 118
(5 shilling Harbour Bridge, CTO), 119*, 120-122*, 123125*, 127-128*, 129-131*, 190*, BCOF overprints 1-7**,
various FDC's etc.
£ 850

25420 And States: 1854-2013 Messy, but reasonably
filled, mostly used collection in fat self made album. Much
material, including nice classic part.
£ 1200

30852 1913-1990 Small, MNH, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on album pages and stockcards in folder,
in which nice classic material and postage due stamps.
£ 140

30320 Stockbook with various MNH and mint hinged
stamps from the 30's, including better ones and some
service stamps. Also 7 stamps from the Columbus set of
USA present.
£ 350

30963 1913-1990 Very well filled, cancelled stamp
collection in Stanley Gibbons album, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 137 (kangaroo 1 pound grey), 147-149,
150-152, 156-158, 161-163, service 123, etc. Also
Australian Antarctics almost complete to 1997.
£ 750

30706 Postage Dues: 1902-1960 Nice, cancelled postage
due stamps of Australia on album pages in folder. In total
ca. 120 stamps.
£ 375

AUSTRALIAN ANT. TERR.
30746 1957-1998 Crazy lot mnh and used in quantities,
including the better issues, many nice thematics, large
amounts, gutterpairs, face value, also around 400 first day
covers, mainly cancelled on the 4 different bases (Casey,
Davis, Macquarie Island en Mawson), in 2 stockbooks and
loose, in box. Seldom offered in such quantities £ 600
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AUSTRALIAN STATES
30572 Folder with stockpages with numeral cancels of
New South Wales and Victoria, including better ones. In
total ca. 220 stamps.
£ 600
AUSTRIA
30802 1843-1890 Small album with 27 old covers,
neatly documented.
£ 165

29902 1850-1863 Stockpage with mint hinged stamps
and Lombardo-Venice.
£ 750
23445 1850-1938 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection on exhibition pages in large album.
Collection contains nice classic part and many better
stamps like (Michel no's): 156, 175*, 176, 177*, 512-517,
518-523* (Rotary), 524-529, 545-550**, 551-554, 555A*,
556A* (Wipa stamps), 557-562*, 584**, 588* (Dolfuss),
591-596*/o, 617-622**, 623-626*, etc. Further nice part
Austrian territories present. High cat. value!
£ 2600

29058 1850-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains nice
classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 139-156, 418424, 433-441, 442-446*, 545-550**, 617-622**, 623626**, Va-Vd** (Hitler overprints), 929-932**, 937940**, 952-954**, 960-963**, 1012-1016**, etc.
£ 650
31170 1850-1981 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Kabe album, in which nice classic
part and also (Michel no's): 433-441*, 442-446*, 468487*, 494-497**, 512-517*, 518-523*. 524-529*, 546550*, 551-554*, 557-562*, 563-566*, 591-596*, 598612*, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623-626*, etc. Catalogue
value over 9000 euros. Bargain!
£ 800
19405 1850-1982 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 2 Schaubek albums. Collection is well filled with nice
classic part and much better material like (Michel no's):
175, 176, 418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 512-517*, 518523* (Rotary), 591-596, 693-696* (Hitler overprints), 937940**, 952-954, 984-987*, etc. Also nice Austrian
territories present.
£ 2000

30623 1850-1952 Reasonably complete mint/used/mnh
collection, starting with better earlies, better issues of the
20/30's, the 50's including the better issues, all 3 expensive
19539 1850-1999 Well filled MNH, mint hinged and
airmail sets etc. etc. in album. Offered at a clearance price! used collection in 3 luxe Schaubek albums. Collection
£ 550
contains much better material like (Michel no's): 418-424*,
567-587*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 649-657*, 952-954**,
22451 1850-1959 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
960-963**, 1012-1016**, etc.
£ 975
used collection in old album. Collection contains nice
classic part and better material like (Michel no's): 41830430 1850-2000 Magnificent in the main numbers
424*, 433-441*, 494-497*, 512-517*, 598-612*, 929complete to overcomplete collection in mainly very good
932**, 960-963**, 984-987**, etc. Also some Austrian
condition, used to 1907, therafter mint/mint never hinged,
territories present.
£ 850
all good issues present like 1850 set, 1858 set in both
types, 1863/1864 in both perfs, 1867/1880 both prints,
30169 1850-1967 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
1908/1913 set to 10kr, 1910 set to 10kr, all the expensive
used stamp collection in blank Importa Victoria album, in
issues of the 20/30's incl. Rotary, Wipa (both papers),
which a.o. (Michel no's): 418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*,
Dolfuss 10sh, 1945 overprints, nearly complete back of the
494-497*, 503*, 509*, 511*, 612*, Va-d* (Hitler
book incl. sheetlets (no Wipa), airmails and postage dues
overprint), 893-926*, 929-932**, 952-954*, 960-963*,
complete, newspaper stamps incl. the expensive 1858/9
984-987**, etc. Also some Austrian territories present.
and 1861 issues, newspaper tax incl. the rare 1858: 4kr
£ 400
brown used, 4 Donay schiffahrt stamps, territories incl.
25960 1850-1969 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
fieldpost, occupation incl. Serbien overprint set etc. etc. in
and used collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
2 Davo albums. Great collection with incredible catalogue
Collection contains nice classic part and better material
value and retail value!!
£ 3000
like (Michel no's): 156, 418-424**, 433-441*, 442-446**,
31018
1850-2005
MNH,
mint
hinged
and
used,
in the
466**, 508*, 510**, 511**, 563-566**, 586**, 587**,
main numbers complete stamp collection in 2 Davo
591-596*, 598-612*, 613-616**, Va-d* (H itler
albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 1-5, 139-156, 161overprints), 693*, 694*, 695, 772-775B** (Renner
177*/o, 418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446, 494-497, 512imperforated), 929-932**, 937-940**, 952-954*, 960517*518-523** (Rotary), 524-529*, 545-550*, 551-554*,
963**, etc.
£ 1650
555A** (Wipa, normal paper), 556A (Wipa, faser paper),
27396 1850-1976 Almost complete, mostly MNH and
557-562, 567-587*, 588* (Dolfus), 591-596**, 617-622*,
mint hinged collection in Scott album. Collection contains
623-626*, 693-696*, 929-932*, 984-987, etc. Also good
nice classic part and a.o. (Michel no's): 139-156*, 175*,
part Austrian territories and some extra's. High catalogue
418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 447-467*, 468-487*, 494value!
£ 2750
497*, 498-511*, 512-517*, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*,
30722 1850-2009 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
530-543*, 545-550**, 551-554*, 557-562*, 584*, 588*
collection in 4 Leuchtturm albums, in which better material
(Dolfuss), 591-596*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 929-932*, 937like (Michel no's): 1-5 (no. 1 with certificate, no. 2 signed),
940*, 952-954*, 960-963*, etc. Also nice part Austrian
6 (cert.), 10 (signed), 11 II (cert.), 41 (cert.), 878-884, 929territories present. High cat. value!
£ 2450
932, 937-940, 952-954, 960-963, 984-987, modern
material cancelled from subscription etc.
£ 1100
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28757 1850-2010 Very well filled, only cancelled
collection Austria in 2 Davo albums in good quality.
Collection contains much better material like (Michel
no&#039;s): 1-5, 10-15, 41, 156, 175, 418-424, 433-441,
442-446, 494-497, 512-517, 518-523 (Rotary), 524-529
(poets), 545-550 (painters), 551-554 (FIS), 556A (Wipa
stamps, 2 x both on faserpaper of which 1x on piece), 557562 (catholics), 591-596, 617-622, 984-987, etc. £ 1850
31110 1900-1970 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material, like (Michel no's): 420B* (perf
11½), 442-446*, 486*, 494-497, 503*, 506*, 511*, 545550, 632-637*, 674-696**, 929-932**, 929-932, 937-940,
952-954* (2x), 952-954, 960-963*, 960-963, 985* (2x),
etc. Bargain!
£ 500
30679 1945-1966 Stockbook with various, MNH, mint
hinged and used material, including better stamps, various
plate flaws, imperforated, etc. High catalogue value!
£ 750
28602 1945-1989 very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 838-853*, 878-884**, 893926* (912 and 924 missing), 929-932*, 937-940**, 952954**, 960-963**, 1012-1016**, etc. Also some United
Nations Vienna present.
£ 400
30581 1945-2007 For 99% complete, cancelled stamp
collection in nice quality in 2 Davo albums.
£ 500
29722 1970-2018 Magnificent mint never hinged
collection, looks complete to far overcomplete. The
modern part has an insane amount of sheetlets, minisheets,
stampbooklets etc. etc. housed in 5 albums. Massive retail
and new issue price!!
£ 2100
29163 And Territories: 1850-1914 Massive mint and
used stock, including the expensive stamps and sets in
quantities present, nice cancellations, papers, shades,
Lombardo Veneto incl. the better values, Austrian post in
Turkey and Crete, in very well filled album. Wonderful lot
with a massive catalogue value!!
£ 3250
29562 And Territories 1850-1975 Nicely filled, mint
hinged and used collection in Schaubek album, in which a
nice classic part and also better stamps like (Michel no's):
418-424*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 447-467*, 498-511
(without 503 and 508), 524-529*, 563-566*, 591-596*,
613-616*, Va-Vd* (Hitler overprints), postage dues 155158*, etc. Also some Austrian territories present, like
Lombardo-Venice, Crete, Levant, Bosnia etc.
£ 750
27017 And Territories: 1850-1985 Extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 albums. Collection
contains unusual material, including private issues and
many better stamps like (Michel no's): Oostenrijk 1-5
including nice cancels, 156, 161-177, 418-424, 433-441*,
494-497, 812-817*, 518-523 (Rotary), 524-529*, 545550*, 551-554, 557-562*, 591-596*, 617-622*, 623-626,
693-696* (signed), 893-896**/*, 929-932**, 952-954**,
984-987*, Austrian-Hungarian Fieldpost 1-21, issues for
Italy I-XIV*, Serbia 1-21*, 22-42 on 2 overs etc. Also nice
Lombardo-Venice, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Austrian Levant
etc.
£ 2600

27384 And Territories 1850-1996 Very well filled,
MN H , mint hinged and used collection in 4 luxe
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-5, 41, 101-104*, 156, 433-441, 512-517,
524-529*, 545-550*, 557-562, 591-596, 598-612**, 617622, 623-626*, 632-637**, 772-775**, 838-853**, 929932**, 933**, 937-940**, 947**, 949**, 952-954, 960963, 969**, 972**, 984-987, 988**, Austrian post on
Crete 9, 17-22, Austrian Levant 5 I, 6 I*, Austrian
Fieldpost, issues for Italy I-XIV* (not issued), etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1650
29133 And Territories 1850-1997: Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 3 blank albums, in
which beside some nice classic material, a.o. (Michel no's):
433-441*, 442-446*, 544*, 591-596*, 632-637**, 878884**, 937-940**, etc. Also nice Lombardo-Venice,
Austrian Levant, Bosnia etc.
£ 600
30580 And Territories: 1850-2007 Almost complete,
MNH and mint hinged (classic part cancelled) stamp
collection in 3 Davo cristal albums, in which besides a very
well filled classic part very many better stamps like
(Michel no's): 156, 175*, 176*, 433-441*, 442-446*, 447467*, 468-487*, 488-493**, 494-497*, 498-511*, 512517**, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*, 545-550*, 551554*, 556* (WIPA, faserpaper), 557-562*, 591-596*,
598-612*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 893-926**, 929-932**,
960-963**, 984-987*, Austrian-Hungarian fieldpost
general issues 1-21*, 22-48*, issues for Serbia 1-21*, 2242* etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value! £ 2100
25215 And Territories: 1910-1976 Nicely filled, MNH
and mint hinged collection in Spanish album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 468-487*, 494-497*, 512517*, 524-529*, 544*, 545-550*, 551-554*, 557-562*,
563-566*, 591-596*, 613-616*, 617-622*, 623-626*, 878884**, 929-932*, 937-940*, 952-954*, 960-963*, 984987*, etc. Also some Austrian territories like Bosnia
present. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 750
27524 Beautiful collection railroad post and station
cancels of Austria in 17 (!) albums. Collection contains
over 200 covers, stationeries etc. and is very extensively
ducumented.
£ 3200
AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES
29086 1850-1865 Album with mostly used material of
Lombardy-Venetia, also used in Levant, classic Austria,
some covers and fiscal stamps. Interesting lot!
£ 800

30338 1850-1918 Extensive specialised collection mint
and used, starting with Lombardo Veneto first issue
multiple, later with many expensive stamps, nice part post
offices in Turkey and in Crete, then wonderful and pretty
cancellations, followed by collections fieldpost and BosniaHerzegowina, in very well filled album. Pretty and
valuable collection!!
£ 1100
30497 Levant 1863-1914 Beautiful collection covers and
stamps, all with cancel 'Beirut' on album pages in folder.
Seldomly offered!
£ 1600
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30288 Levant: 1867-1914 Wonderful specialised
collection including types, multiples, many (expensive)
cancellations, also Turkish, French and German issues with
Levant cancellations, in album with descriptions. Very
pretty collection with a lot of scarce material!! £ 2000
BAHAMAS
27981 1859-1983 Used collection in Kabe album, in
which a.o. nice classic material.
£ 300

27185 1860-1962 Small, mint hinged and used collection
in stockbook. Cat. value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 300
26824 1860-1980 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
on album pages and stockpages in binder. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 2*, 6, 54, 56**, 57,
59*, 60**, 61**, 66, 67, 69*, 74*, 79*, 80, 88*, 89*, 95*,
104*, 124, 130*, 157*, 178-193, 195*, etc.
£ 600
24862 1953-1986 Reasonably well filled, MNH and
mint hinged collection in luxe Kabe album.
£ 250
BAHRAIN
29205 1942-2003 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Lindner album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
36-48*, 96-98*, 138-148*, 232-239* in sheetlet, 284291** together, etc. Much material, including many
thematic sets and souvenir sheets, high cat. value!
£ 550
BARBADOS
27187 1852-1966 Small, mint hinged and used collection
in stockbook. Cat. value ca. 2100 euros.
£ 210

31429 1852-1979 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on Minkus album pages in folder, in
which a good classic part and also (Stanley Gibbons no's):
145-151*, 179*, 201-211*/o, 248cb* (recut line), 253db*
(curved line, cat. £ 170), 257-261*, 266*, 271-282*, 399414*, etc.
£ 1000
29823 1852-2000 Mostly mint hinged (but in older part
also used) stamp collection on blank albumpages in binder.
Nice collection with much material, including various
duplicates.
£ 650
BARBUDA
13071 Small box with 1000 (!) imperforated MNH
souvenir sheets of Barbuda, World Championship football
1974. Ideal lot for reseller or ebay.
£ 500
BELARUS
26237 1992-2009 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in
fat Scott album, including nice souvenir sheets and
stampbooklets.
£ 1650
BELGIAN CONGO
27701 1886-1909 Small, mint hinged and used collection
on stockpage. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): independent 3*,
5(*), , 9, 13, Belgian Congo 1-10 I/II (1 and 8 missing), 110 III, parcelpost 4*, etc.
£ 450

27596 1886-1910 Almost complete, mint hinged and
used collection on old album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Congo 5*, 10, 11*, 13, 24-25,
Belgian Congo 7-10*, parcelpost stamps 1-2(*), 3-4(*),
etc. High cat. value!
£ 1450
24796 1886-1953 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Scott album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (OBP no's): 5, 9*, 11 (2x), 12*, 12, 13, CP45*, 14-29, extensive part overprints, 72-80* (no. 79
cancelled), 150-158*, 185-191*, 209-213*, souvenir sheet
2*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1650
29063 1886-1964 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo luxe album, in which also
Ruanda and Burundi. Collection contains a.o. (OBP no's):
Belgian Congo 3*, 9, 14-29, 54-63, 150-158*, 203-208*,
209-213*, souvenir sheet 2*, Ruanda-Urundi 154-172**,
177-195**, etc.
£ 550
30183 1886-1966 Reasonably well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection Belgian territories in
album, in which a.o. Belgian Congo, Ruanda Urundi,
Katanga, Burundi, etc.
£ 500
28328 1886-1971 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. (OBP no's): 1*, 2*, 3, 4* (crease), 9**, 1429, 37, 38*, 47*, 49*, 54-63*/o, 72-80* (red cross), 135149*, 150-158**, 159-161A**, 209-213**, postage dues
6C, 7-16 (without 14), 17-26 (without 24), 27-30, 38, 39,
40, souvenir sheet 2**, 2, etc.
£ 1100
27434 Belgian territories 1886-1975 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in old album. Collection
contains Belgian Congo, Republic Congo, Ruanda-Urundi,
Katanga etc. Much material, including better stamps like
(Michel no's): Belgian Congo 3, 179-184**, 185-189*,
322-329**, Congo 11-28**, 151-154 II**, souvenir sheet
8-11**, Ruanda Urundi 65-68**, etc.
£ 525
BELGIUM
23511 1849-1861 Stockbook with a collection mostly
full margin, used medallions, including watermarks,
cancels, paper varieties, pairs, pieces and a cover from
1854 with the 40 centimes ribbed paper (OBP 8B).
£ 2400

24577 1849-1927 Mostly used collection on old album
pages in folder.
£ 350
29076 1849-1939 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains
nice classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 155*, 191203**, 216*, 217*, 262-265*, 266-269**, 291-297**,
souvenir sheet 4*, 5, railroad stamps 1-7, 14, 278-294*,
295* etc.
£ 600
29192 1849-1941 Mint hinged and used collection on
Borek album pages in folder, in which nice classic part
and various better material like (Michel no's): 34 (5 Frank),
191-203*, 235-243*, 244-249*, 270-275*, 288-290*, 291297*, 347-353*, 386-392*, newspaper stamps 1-19*, 2041*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 675
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25433 1849-1950 Stockbook with various mint hinged
and used material, including very many classic stamps.
£ 1200
31178 1849-1951 Multiple, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in Davo album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 8188 II (2x), 127 (5 Franken, 2x), 129-142 (rrd cross), 145158 (steel helmet, 2x), 287 (2x), 314 (3x), 315-321 (3x),
333-341 (Mercier), 342-343, 347-353, 354-365 (Orval),
366-372 (2x), 386-392 (2x), 835-840, etc. Very high
catalogue value!
£ 3250
29699 1849-1953 Cancelled collection in fat stockbook,
in which much classic material in somewhat mixed quality,
including no. 37 and 37A (5 Frank), various covers and
special papers, etc.
£ 1400
25357 1849-1959 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains nice
classic material, nice back of the book and further much
material, but unfortunately in somewhat mixed condition.
£ 500
25964 1849-1966 Very well filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Davo albums.
Collection contains nice and extensive classic part (incl.
Michel 34, 5 Frank) and also very much better material like
(Michel no's): 71-77*, 81-88 II*, 127 (5 Franken), 129142*/o (red cross), 156, 157*, 158*, 186** in minisheets,
235-243*, 287**, 297*, 314*, 315-321*, 333-341
(Mercier), 342-343*, 342-343, 347-353*, 359-365 (large
Orval), 386-392, 405*, 432**, 433, 828-829*, 835-840*,
909-913, 929-940, 941-946**, 947-948*, 995-1000*,
souvenir sheet 1**, 2, 3*, 4* (misses corner), 5*, 20*,
21**, 22**, 24**, 25**, etc. Also much nice cancel
material present.
£ 3600
26910 1849-1969 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
on blanc album pages in binder. Also some Europa CEPT
and Vatican present.
£ 400
31415 1849-1971 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Schaubek albums, in which better
sets and also duplicates.
£ 400
26908 1849-1974 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in old Prinet album.
£ 575
25356 1849-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 old Davo albums.
£ 400
26155 1849-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Davo cristal albums. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 127 (5 Franken), 155*, 235243*287*, 315-321*, 342-343*, 386-392*, 828-829*,
835-837**, 902-903**, 906-908**, 909-913**, 929940**941-946*, 947-948*, 967-972*, 995-1000**,
souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 5**, 20*, 25**, etc.
£ 1200
30755 1849-1979 Mint/mint never hinged collection in
well above average condition, with many expensive
stamps, sets and sheetlets, including 1869/1878: 1c to 8c,
20c, 1884/91 incl. 2fr, 1893 to 2fr, 1905 to 2fr, 1910/11
incl. overprints, 1912 to 5fr, 1915/1922 to 10fr incl. 5
franken, 1918 Red Cross set to 10fr, 1922/27 to 10fr, 1924
sheetlet, further complete to date incl. sheetlets (missing
only Mercier and Madonna), back of the book incl. good

railway etc. etc. in 3 expensive Schaubek albums. Massive
catalogue value!!
£ 3750

25360 1849-1984 Well filled, used collection in Davo
album. Collection contains nice classic part (some mixed
condition) and a.o. (Michel no's): 235-243, 287, 314, 315321, 386-392, 432, 909-913, etc.
£ 575
30639 1849-1995 Very clean used/mint/mint never
hinged, with better classics, from 1920 nearly complete
incl. 1932 Mercier set, Infantery pair, 1933 Madonna fine
mint, all the better issues of the 30's and 50's, modern with
much face value (around 400 euro), in 2 Yvert albums.
Pretty collection with very high cat. value and face value!
£ 1250
26923 1849-1995 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 6 Davo luxe albums. Collection
contains good classic used part and further a.o. (Michel
no's): 81-88 II, 127* (5 Franken), 145-158* (steel helmet),
186* in M/S (Yvert souvenir sheet 1), 235-243*, 244249*, 262-265*, 270-275*, 291-297*, 305-313*, 315321*, 333-341* (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365*
(Orval), 366-372*, 386-392*, 909-913*, 929-940*, 941946*, 947-948*, 967-972*, 976-978*, 995-1000*,
souvenir sheet 1*, 2*, 3* (rust), 4*, 5*, 20*, 21*, 22*,
23*, 24*, 25*, newspaper stamps 1-19**, railroad stamps
321-324*, 325-343**, 357-378**, etc. Also nice part
combinations and stampbooklets present. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 3700
27525 1849-2001 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 5 small blanc albums and 2 stockbooks.
Much material, including over 550 euros face value
material.
£ 900
29914 1849-2003 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and cancelled stamp collection in 3 Davo albums, in which
various better stamps like (Michel no's): 34 (5 Frank
leopold II), 127 (5 Franken), 210-217*, 235-243 II* (Orval
with violet overprint), 287, 291-297*, 305-313*, 315321*, 342-343*, 347-353*, 366-372* (371 cancelled),
386-392*, 941-946**, 967-972**, 976-978**, 989-991**,
992-994**, 995-1000**, railroad stamps 58-77*, 298*,
325-343**, 345**, 356**, 357-378** etc. Also various
private issues and special cancels present. High catalogue
value!
£ 2100
30702 1849-2004 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 Scott albums, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 156* (2 Frank steel helmet, repaired), 181184*, 288-290*, 297*, 353*, 828-829*, souvenir sheet 4*,
5*, 23*, railroad stamps 325-343**, 345**, 357-378**,
etc. Also some Belgian territories present.
£ 1500
26922 1849-2006 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 6 Davo albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 81-88 II*, 127 (5 Franken), 145-158*
(steel helmet), 235-243*, 287**, 291-297*, 314**, 315321*, 333-341* (Mercier), 342-343*, 347-353*, 354-365*
(Orval), 366-372*, 386-392*, 405**, 432**, 433**, 909913**, 941-946**, 967-972**, 976-978**, 989-991**,
992-994**, 995-1000**, souvenir sheet 20**, 21**, 22**,
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 2400
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31204 1849-2006 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 127 (5
Franken), 186* in M/S, 291-297**, 315-321**, 342**,
343*, 347-353**, 366-372, 386-392*, 838-840**, 867871**, 909-913**, 929-940** (UPU), 941-946**, 9951000**, souvenir sheet 2**, etc. Also nice back of the
book (Eupen and Malmedy, telegraph, railroad stamps,
postage dues, etc.).
£ 2200
31210 1849-2010 Very well filled, mosty cancelled
stamp collection in 8 Lindner albums, in which also many
extra's (commemorative sheets, special cancels etc.). The
collection contains e.g (Michel no's): 27 (5 Franken on
piece), 129-142 (ed cross), 145-158 (steel helmet), 287**,
333-341, 342-343, 347-353, 354-365* (large Orval), 366372 (371 and 372 MNH), 386-392, 941-946**, 947-948,
souvenir sheet 2, 3, 20**, 21**, 22**, 23**, 24**, 25**,
etc.
£ 3750
30186 1849-2015 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 3 Davo albums, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 127 (5 franken), 217*, 235-243*, 287*, 291297*, 314*, 342-343, 347-353, 372, 386-392, 909-913**,
929-940* (UPU), 941-946**, 947-948, 992-994**, 9951000**, etc. till 1967. After that mostly stamp booklets
present and back of the book. Face value ca. 440 euros.
£ 1400
30863 1850-1997 Messy, but reasonably well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in Davo
album. The collection is scarcely filled in the the beginning,
bur from 1954 onwards as good as complete and mostly
MNH. High face value!
£ 300
29713 1858-1953 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in blank album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 235243*, 244-249*, 291-297*, 315-321*, 347-353*, 366372*, 902-903*, 906-908*, 909-913*, 909-913, 929-940*,
929-940, 941-946*, 941-946, 947-948*, souvenir sheet 5*,
etc.
£ 800
31136 1863-1973 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 Davo luxe albums, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 191-203*, 287, 297*, 333-341 (Mercier),
342-343, 353*, 354-365* (large Orval), 366-372, 909913**, 941-946, 947-948, 992-994*, souvenir sheet 4*,
21, 22, 25*, etc. Recommended!
£ 875
30873 1865-1969 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 804-815*, 828-829*,
906-908*, 929-940* (UPU), 941-946*, 647-948*, 952959*, 961-966*, 967-972*, 976-978*, 992-994*, 9951000*, souvenir sheet 23*, 25*, etc.
£ 500
27580 1869-2003 Two small stockbooks with mostly
cancelled material, including 2 Frank steel helmet, 5
Franken, Infantery stamps etc. High cat. value!
£ 400
30452 1870-1950 Back of the Book MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in stockbook, in which a.o.
telegraph stamps, service stamps, postage dues, railroad
stamps, newspaper stamps etc.
£ 1250

27474 1893-1972 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc album. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 191-203, 217*, 29-297*, 305313*, souvenir sheet 5* and better definitive sets, including
Boudewijn with glasses.
£ 1000
26903 1894-1967 Well filled, mainly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 3 blanc albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 191-203**, 235-243**, 291-297**,
315-321*, 347-353*, 386-392*, 909-913**, 929-940**,
941-946**, 947-948**, 976-978**, 992-994*, 9951000**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2**, 21*, 22*, 23*, 24**, etc.
£ 1500
28978 1915-1960 ca. Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in blank album, with much better
material, but unfortunately also many stamps stuck to the
paper or the mounts. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert
no&#039;s): 145*, 146*, 149*, 258-266*, 267-272*, 842844*, 880-891*, 927-929*, 930-937*, 998-1004*, etc.
£ 250
28071 1927-1929 MNH stamps, including Orval and
high values Montenez (very lightly toned) on stockpage.
Cat. value OBP over 1250 euros.
£ 175
26069 1929-2001 Beautiful, partly double collection in
7 blanc Biella albums. Collection contains much better
material like (OBP no's): 293-298*, 301**, 301, 308-314*,
325**, 325, 326-332*, 346-350* (Mercier, highest 5
values), 342-350 (Mercier), 374A-374K (Mercier with
overprint!), 351-352**, 351-352, 356-362*, 356-362, 363374 (large Orval), 377-383*, 377-383, 394-400*, 394-400,
792-794, 795-797, 863-867*, 880-891** (UPU), 880-891,
892-897*, 898-899*, 898-899, 946-951*, 946-951,
souvenir sheet 3*, 4, 5, 6*, 6, 26*, 26, 27*, 28*, 30, 31,
tte bches 3-12*, PUB's (stamps with advertisements) 558* (!!), 67-72*, 99-106**, etc. Further many covers
present, including better ones. Very nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 5400
30368 1949-1999 As good as complete, MNH stamp
collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases, including
souvenir sheets, booklets, railroad stamps etc. Nice quality!
£ 1400
29256 1966-2013 MNH collection in album and folder
with stamp booklets, souvenir sheets etc. Face value
already 355 euros!
£ 250
31494 1971-1989 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets and stamp booklets in
stockbook. Face value already over 250 euros.
£ 175
31356 And Colonies: 1850-1960 Approximately 409
Belgium cards & covers and 23 Belgian Congo cards &
covers, first day covers, advertising including Hamburg
Amerika Linie, mint &amp; used postal stationery, picture
postcards, meters, postage dues, Brussels Exposition,
destinations, propaganda, first flights and some ephemera,
clean, attractive &amp; valuable, Fine to Very Fine.
£ 2500
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29738 Back of the book: 1879-1987 MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in blank album and stockbook, in
which a.o. railroad stamps, parcelpost stamps, newspaper
stamps, telegraph stamps, various proofs, airmail stamps,
combinations (including (Michel no's): W26 (!), W27 (!),
W49, W51, W52, W53, W54, W55, W56, W57) etc. Nice
assortment, high cat. value!
£ 625
22242 Beautiful cancel collection on 1st and 2nd
emission railroad stamps of Belgium in stockbook.
Collection contains ca. 600 stamps, including 19x Michel
no 5 (all with railroad cancels, cat. 60 euro each).
£ 850
28920 Folder with album pages with classic, somewhat
specialised material of Belgium, including epauletten,
medallion stamps etc.
£ 400
24141 Folder with stockpages with mostly used, classic
material of Belgium, including very much better material
amongst which 27 epaulettes, nice cancels, higher values
etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 3250
27582 Messy, mint hinged and used lot Belgium back of
the book on album pages and in glassines in 2 binders. Lot
contains better stamps like (Michel no's): train stamps 136155*, 225-248*, postage dues 1-2*, 6*, telegraph 17,
newspaper stamps 1-19*, 20-41*, Eupen 11*, 12*, 13*,
15-17*, Malmedy 12*, 13*, 15-17*, etc. Also many
precancels present.
£ 725
30324 Railroad Stamps 1879-2001 MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in Kabe album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): railroad stamps 1-6, 7-14, 171-194*, 195199*, 278-294*, 295*, 297*, 298*, 299*, 320**, 321324*, parcelpost stamps 3-6*, 11-13*, 38-40*, 50-51*,
53**, 64-66**, etc. Also newspaper stamps present: 1-19*
with specimen overprint, 1-19*, 20-41*. Nice collection,
high catalogue value!
£ 1050
28979 Stockpage with 4 old covers (1863-1865) sent
from Alost in Belgium to Dublin Ireland.
£ 200
29110 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged collection back
of the book of Belgium in Leuchtturm album and
stockbook. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): service
1-5* (including 5b), 6-10*, 11-15*, 18-19*, 42-46**, 5661*, postage dues 1-2*, railroad stamps 10**, 11**, 12**,
14**, 153*, 278-294*, parcelpost stamps 1-2*, 3-6*, 7*,
8-10*, newspaper stamps 1-19*, 20-41* (22 and 23
missing), combinations K1**, K2**, K15*, W1*, W2*,
W3*, W4*, W57*, W72* (!), etc.
£ 600

BRAZIL
31307 1843-1965 Nicely filled, mint hinged and (mostly)
used stamp collection on old album pages in folder, in
which e.g. nice classic material.
£ 475

31439 1843-2000 Well filled stamp collection in 3 luxe
Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. The collection is from
1930 almost complete and mostly MNH and contains many
better stamps and souvenir sheets like (Michel no's): 2, 7,
8, 12*, 16, 17, 18, 22, 48-50, 65, 66, 94-96(*), 102(*),
113*, 114*, 121*, 122*, 123*, 128a*, 129b*, 138-141*,
178*, 191**, 273-288*, 338-351**/*, 368*, 370* (2x),
376-385**/*, 409-412*, 419-422*, 473-478**, blok 35(*), 7(*). 8(*), 10X(*), 10Z(*), etc.
£ 2000
31046 1854-1861 Stockbook with classic stamps
(Michel 19-22) in numbers. High catalogue value!
£ 850
BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
30621 1958-2005 Mainly mint never hinged nearly
complete collection British Antarctic Territory including
the expensive (definitive) sets, many good thematics, also
Australian Antarctic, in Lighthouse album. Seldom offered!
£ 750
BRITISH EAST AFRICA
26299 Extensive collection cancels, including Kenya,
Uganda and Tanganiyka including duplicates in 3
stockbooks. In total over 1700 stamps. Also a cancel
catalogue of the East Africa Study Circle 1991. £ 850
BRITISH HONDURAS
31150 1873-1980 Mint hinged and (mostly) cancelled
stamp collection on album pages in folder, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 11*, 16, 17*, 18*, 27, 28*, 29,
40*, 41, 50, 58, 67*, 109, 138-142, 150-161, etc.
£ 325
BRUNEI
22517 1895-2001 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in album. Collection contains some older material, much
material between ca. 1980 and 2001 and some covers.
£ 800

27649 1947-1988 MNH collection Brunei on album
pages and stockpages in folder. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 66** in strip of 3 with 66a (5c
retouch), 79-92**, 100-113**, 118-131**, etc.
Recommended!
£ 425

BERMUDA
26703 1865-1994 Mint/used/mint never hinged stock in
quantities, incl. better stamps, also nice part cancellations,
in well filled double thick stockbook.
£ 350

BULGARIA
29774 1879-1887 Very nice, complete, cancelled
collection on album pages in folder, including overprint set
1884 and postage dues. Also nice Eastern Roumelia
present. High cat. value!
£ 750

BIAFRA
30371 1968-1969 Stockbook with various MNH
material. Scarce!
£ 125

27055 1879-1907 Small stockbook with classic material,
like (Michel no's): 1-5, 6-11 (2x), 21-24, 46F (!), postage
dues 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, etc.
£ 400
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31052 1879-1911 Almost complete, mint hinged and
used stamp collection on album pages in folder, in which
e.g. (Michel no's): 1-5, 6-11 (2x), 21*, 22, 23, 24, postage
dues 1-3A, 4-6, 7-9, 11-12, 13-15*, etc.
£ 525
30522 1879-1989 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material, like (Michel no's): 3, 4 (2x),
postage dues 4, 5, 6a, 6b, 11, 12(*), souvenir sheet 84**,
84, etc. Also some older postcards present.
£ 160
27584 1879-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in album and stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1*, 2(*), 3(*), 4, 6*, 7*, 11(*),
206-209*, 242-248*, 249-251*, 274-279*, 280-285*, 291295*, 593-595**, etc.
£ 900
28291 1879-2000 Wonderful nearly complete mint/mint
never hinged/used collection, starting with powerful classic
part incl. the good issues, 20/30's with the good issues,
later mainly mint never hinged incl. very large quantity of
sheetlets incl. the better issues, housed in 2 albums and 2
stockbooks. Very nice collection and offered at a very
reasonable price!!
£ 1250
26968 1879-2005 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in fat Scott album. Collection contains
much material, including some nice souvenir sheets.
£ 475
CAMBODIA
30717 1951- 2001 Extensive mainly mint never hinged
collection incl. the better early sets, sheetlets, epreuves,
issues to 1975 in album, later issues in envelopes, housed
in 4 expensive Palo albums with slipcases + albums with
sheetlets and the sets that need to be put into the albums.
£ 700
CANADA
27887 1851-1972 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in White Ace album. Collection
contains besides a nice classic part a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 115-116, 128**, 130**, 131*, 132, 133*, 134, 141149*/o, 150-165*/o, 187, 188-195, 210*, 212*264-265*,
266-270**, 303, 319-325*, 331*, 335-340*, special
delivery 1, 5, 7*, 9*, 10** etc.
£ 1100

27346 1851-2000 Very well filled, used collection in
Davo album. Collection contains nice classic part and
much better material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 115-116,
132, 133, 134, 137, 141-149, 150-165, 173-187, 188-195,
227, 275-285, 288-303, etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 1350
31502 1859-1937 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on album pages in folder, in which besides
good classic material e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 115-116,
121-140 (jubilee set 1897 complete), 141-149, 150-165,
173-187, 266-270*, 271-273*,275-285*, 300-303*,
registered 9*, special delivery 1*, 4*, etc.
£ 1500
27507 1859-1960 Specialised collection in 2 binders, in
which various cancels including numeral cancels,
precancels, perfins, FDC's, postal stationeries, airmail
covers etc.
£ 850

28704 1868-2003 Very well filled, from 1900 almost
complete, cancelled collection in 4 Davo luxe albums.
Collection includes better material like (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 142-149, 165, 188-195, 275-285, 288-303, special
delivery 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9-10, 11 etc.
£ 1100
28696 1872-1939 Small album with 21 old covers of
Canada, including various first flight covers.
£ 150
22288 1899-2007 Extensive lot in 5 ordners in box. Lot
contains very many stamps, amongst w hich many
plateblocks and much face value material.
£ 750
CANADA - PROVINCES
29550 Nova Scotia: 1860 Beautiful MNH sheetpart (few
hinges on the sheetmargins) of 50 stamps of the 8½ penny
green of Nova Scotia 1860. Seldomly offered including
various small plate flaws.
£ 200
CEYLON
29068 And Sri Lanka 1937-1971 MNH and mint hinged
collection in stockbook in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 397*, 430*, 500**, MS615**, MS624**, MS629**,
etc. Also some material of Bahawalpur and India present.
£ 300
CHINA
31378 1878-2002 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in 3 stockbooks, in which various better stamps
like (Michel no's): 2* (met gom!), republic 12-20(*), 1952
gymnastics, 146-175(*) both 1st and 2nd printing in blocks
of 4, 546-550, many MNH sets from the '80s and '90s,
back of the book etc.
£ 1850

30515 1985-1996 MN H , almost complete stamp
collection including souvenir sheets in luxe Leuchtturm
album with slipcase.
£ 450
28622 1987-2008 Box with MNH sets and souvenir
sheets, yearbooks FDC's etc.
£ 450
30514 1990-1998 Complete, MNH stamp collection
including souvenir sheets in Davo luxe album with
slipcase.
£ 435
31055 1990-2013 Beautiful MNH accumulation sets and
souvenir sheets in large quantities in 4 fat stockbooks.
Gigantic catalogue value!
£ 1250
23873 1993-1996 Dealerstock FDC's in large box. Lot
contains ca. 3000 FDC's, including many souvenir sheets
on FDC likes (Michel no's): souvenir sheet 69 (over 200x),
75 (200x), 76 (ca. 150x), etc. Ideal lot for reseller or ebay,
high cat. value!
£ 1100
31071 1995-2010 Box with ca. 100 year sets and special
booklets, including year sets with M/S. Bargain! £ 750
30016 And Macao: Safe Stockbook with a MNH stock
souvenir sheets of Macao and China, mostly '90s-2000.
Ideal as investment lot. lot contains a.o. (Michel no's):
China souvenir sheet 63 II** ( 50x), 76A** ( 50x), 86**
( 50x), Macao 44** (48x), 45** (48x), 46** (48x), 47**
(48x), 50** (50x), 52** (50x), 53** (50x), etc. £ 2200
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30832 Collection yearbooks of China 1992-2009 (2004
missing) and some extra's (special editions). Catalogue
value of the stamps already over 2875 euros.
£ 700
30385 Mint never hinged and used collection of nonpostal value souvenir sheets, hundreds and hundreds of
them, mainly different, in 3 stockbooks. Unusual material!
£ 350
COLOMBIA
30749 1860-1985 Nice sorting lot with a lot of better
classic stamps, nice covers, modern mnh etc. in folder.
£ 325
CONGO
30723 Small box with the butterfly set of Congo 1980,
MNH in complete sheets and loose in numbers. Michel cat.
751-755 (no. 652, 15 fr. misses). Cat. value over 81000
euros. Now for less than 1%!
£ 750
CROATIA
26949 1941-1949 Powerful mint/used/mnh specialised
collection with types, proofs, varieties, wonderful covers,
partly double collected incl. many good and scarce items,
in album. Highly recommendable collection with many
scarce and rare issues!!!
£ 900

27909 1941-1999 Collection in 2 albums. One album
with cancelled stamps, amongst which better ones like
(Michel no's): 1-8, 9-23, 39-40, 47-64K (tÇ|te bÇ|ches)
115, 117, 161, souvenir sheets 1, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 6, etc.
and 1 album with MNH material from 1991-1999 (almost
complete).
£ 475
CUBA
30943 1855-1996 Almost complete, mint hinged and
(mostly) cancelled stamp collection in 5 blank albums, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): 27-36, 131-153, 681-695,
souvenir sheet 1*, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6*, 7-8, 9-10, 11-14, 15, 17*,
etc. Nice collection!
£ 1250
CYPRUS
29146 1880-1980 Nicely filled, cancelled collection on
album pages in folder.
£ 325

29898 1880-1995 From 1938 reasonably complete
**/*/0 collection incl. better like 1960 overprint set, 1963
scouts sheetlet, also Turkish Cyprus, in homemade album.
Nice collection
£ 400
30293 1928-1975 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. 1928 to 45pi mint, 1938 to pound mint, 1948 Silver
Wedding pound mnh, 1960 overprints, Scout sheetlet,
many issues in blocks of 4, very many specimen issues
including definitives, fdc's and other extra's, in 3 very well
filled albums.
£ 750
30091 1937-1982 As good as complete, MNH stamp
collection in Leuchtturm album (pages 1960-1982), in
which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 143**, 151-163**,
167**, 173-187**, 188-202**, 211-223**, MS 231a 1**
(2x), etc. Also some more modern material present.
£ 625

29067 1937-1983 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in stockbook in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 151-163*, 167*, 174-187*, 188-202*, 211-223*,
MS 231a** (scouting sheet) etc. Also Turkish Cyprus
present. High cat. value!
£ 400
30957 1953-1985 Almost complete (without souvenir
sheets), cancelled stamp collection in Collecta album. Also
Turkish Cyprus 1973-1985 almost complete cancelled
present.
£ 300
30956 1953-1985 Apparently complete, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in Collecta album, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 173-187*, 177a* (yellow-olive),
179a* (green-blue), 188-202*, 211-223*, MS231a*
(scouting sheet), etc. Also Turkish Cyprus 1977-1985
almost complete present.
£ 375
27405 1960-1985 MNH, almost complete collection in
Safe album. Also some material of Turkish Cyprus present.
£ 250
31438 1960-1995 Complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Schaubek album, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 200*, 201**, 202**, 211-223*,
224-226**, 234-236**, MS231a** (scouting sheet), 1995
10 £ overprint sheet MNH etc. Also Turkish Cyprus
present (mostly MNH).
£ 600
29845 1961-1991 Europa Cept sets MNH in numbers,
period 1961 till 1991, all luxe MNH. Cat. value over
47,600 EURO!!! Only 2% cataloguevalue!!!
£ 950
26103 And Turkish Cyprus: MNH, complete (without
the 1995 souvenir sheet overprint) collection Cyprus 19772011 in Leuchtturm album and also a complete, MNH
collection Turkish Cyprus 1974-2011 in Leuchtturm
album.
£ 750
28583 Stockbook with MNH material of Cyprus and
Turkish Cyprus, mostly 1960-1990, inclusing some better
stamps.
£ 125
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
30428 1868-1945 Extensive, mint hinged and used stamp
collection, starting with front runners (Austrian stamos
cancelled in Prague), better material, very nice part 'wir
sind frei' overprints, Bohemia and Moravia, Slovakia etc.
in 2 blank albums.
£ 1100

30448 1918-1939 Specialised, mostly cancelled stamp
collection with different kinds of paper, types, plateflaws,
covers etc. in 2 albums.
£ 700
27477 1918-1968 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc album.
£ 200
29504 1918-1970 Very well filled, mostly cancelled
collection in Schaubek album, in which also some better
material like (Michel no's): I-II om pieces (scouting post),
209-211, 212-215*, blok 8 II*, army in Siberia 1-3*, etc.
Also East Silezia, Bohemen and Moravia etc.
£ 600
27437 1918-1974 Nicely filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in fat Schaubek album. Much material, bargain!
£ 200
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29716 1918-1974 Well filled, mostly cancelled
DENMARK
collection including souvenir sheets in fat Schaubek album. 26591 1850-1875 Nice collection numeral cancels on
£ 675
blanc album pages in folder. Contains both better cancels
and better stamps.
£ 500
30872 1918-1976 Reasonably filled, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in 2 large Yvert albums. £ 350
27442 1851-1902 Virtually complete mainly used
28274 1918-1978 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Schaubek album.
£ 450
30606 1918-1983 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in 2 Schaubek albums, in which better
stamps like (Michel no's): 209-211*, 212-215*, souvenir
sheet 7, 13, 16A**, 16B**, military post in Siberia 1-3*,
9-17*, Ostschlesien 26-27* (signed), etc.
£ 1150
26625 1918-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 209-211*, 212-215* (215 canceled),
souvenir sheet 12, 13, 16A**, 16B**, 18A, 18B, and many
kleinbogen.
£ 650
26626 1918-1988 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 192-194A*, 192B*, 193C*, 194C*, 199201*, 214*, 215*, etc. Also many souvenir sheets and
kleinbogen present.
£ 700
26775 1918-1989 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Schaubek albums. Collection contains
no souvenir sheets, but nice Slovakia present.
£ 750
30861 1918-1990 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection on stockpages in 3 ordners. Collection
contains much material, including souvenir sheets and M/S.
£ 175
28305 1918-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 albums, uncluding souvenir sheets,
kleinbogen, postage dues etc.
£ 1100
31273 1918-2006 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection, including Czech republic and
Slovakia in 2 fat Scott albums.
£ 1100
25249 1919-1992 Well filled, partly double, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in blanc album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): airmail 192-194A*(signed),
192B** (signed), 193B** (signed), 194C** (signed), 199201*, souvenir sheet 7*, 7, 8II**, 8II, 12**, 13**, 13,
16A**, 16A, 16B**, 16B, 18B**, 18B, 31B**, 31B,
35B**, 35B, 39IIB, 40B**, 40B, service, postage dues etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
30546 1945-1959 Well filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in Schaubek album, including many extra's.
£ 150
27081 1945-2003 Used nearly complete collection incl.
the better sets and sheetlets, very much material, very high
catalogue value (period 1981/92 missing), in Kabe album
and stockbook.
£ 350
DANZIG
27553 1920-1923 Beautiful lot used stamps in
stockbook. Almost all the stamps are infla signed, gigantic
cat. value!
£ 2850

collection, including a luxury number 1 with wide margins
and signed Buhler, 1853 to 16sk, 1864/68 to 16sk, 1870 to
48sk, 1875/79 to 100 ore mint/used etc. in mainly good
condition, on album pages, in folder.
£ 800

26340 1851-1921 Almost complete, mostly used
collection in nice quality on album pages in binder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 2 (!), 3-6, 8 (on
piece), 11-15, 16-21, 22-31, 32-33, 62, 66, 82-83, 116117, 143-142*, service 1, 2, 3*, parcelpost stamps
(postfaerge) 1-4, etc. Also Faroe Islands 1 on piece and 6
mint hinged Pakke Porto stamps of Greenland. £ 1700
30042 1851-1940 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock of postage stamps in stockalbum. Lot contains
better material like (Michel no's): 1 (6x), 2 (bit short), 3
(3x), 4 (19x), 5 (2x), 6 (bit short), 8, 11-15 (multiple),
extensive posthorn including inverted frames and
watermarks, 47-52 (4x), 60-62 (2x), 82-83, 116-117* (2x),
143*, 144 (2x), 145*, 168-173*, 177-179*, 222-227*,
good part postage dues, parcelpost stamps, service stamps
etc. High catalogue value!
£ 850
30417 1851-1955 Incredible in the main numbers
complete to over complete used collection, in mainly very
good condition, all key issues present like 1851: 2 rigsbank
skilling, 1854 to 16sk, roulette 16sk, 1864 to 16sk, 1870
to 48sk, 1875/1903 to 100 ore incl. perfs, 1882/1895 incl.
10 ore with cert, further all issues, also airmails complete,
postfaerge over complete incl. shades, service complete
i nc l . 1 s t s et in both perfs, D anish Wes t I nd i e s
overcomplete, Faroer 1919 bisect, 2 ore on 5 ore, 1941
war issue set, Schleswig complete etc. etc. in expensive
Lindner album. Magnificent collection, Michel catalogue
value over 20.000 EURO!!! Once in a lifetime opportunity
to purchase such a nice over complete collection for such
a low price!!
£ 3500
25030 1851-1960 Stockbook with various, used
material, including many better stamps like (Michel no's):
1 (6x), 2 (signed Pfenniger), 6, 16, 17, 20, 21, 81 (2x),
service 1, 3, etc. Also 2 Pakke Porto stamps of Greenland
present.
£ 1500
27518 1851-1963 Wonderful used collection in mainly
very fresh condition, starting with a very widemargined 2
Rigsbankskilling (rare stamp in this condition), 1854/64 to
16 skilling(2) incl. shades, 1864 to 8sk, 1970 to 48sk, later
specialised with frames and perfs, both 5 kroner Postoffice
stamps, better back of the book, postfaerge, stamps with
advertising labels etc. etc. in album. Very nice collection!!!
£ 1450
25816 1851-1990 Well filled, used collection in Davo
album. Collection contains better material, classic part is in
some what mixed condition. Further 2 albums with covers,
cards and FDC's, including many Christmas cards with
Julen stamps.
£ 600
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27300 1851-1994 Well filled, used collection in 2 Kabe
albums. Collection contains nice classic part and various
better stamps like (Michel no's): 60, 61, 81, 84-96, 116117, 131-142 together in blocks of 4, 143-145, 159-165,
177-179, etc. Also a Kabe album with a used collection
Greenland 1938-1994.
£ 900
31199 1851-1998 Reasonably complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 2 Davo luxe albums
with slipcases, in which e.g. nice classic part (some mixed
quality) and much face value material.
£ 850
26307 1851-1998 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 6 (2x), 8, 11-15, 60-62*, 66,
81, 82-83*, 116-117*, 131-142*, 143-145*, 180-181*,
service 1-3, postage dues 1- 7 * , 17*, 18*, 19*,
parcelpoststamps 1-4*, 5*, 6, 10, 15*, etc.
£ 1575
31139 1854-1863 Very nice collection cancels of
Schleswig-Holstein from the Danish-German period (18641866) in 2 albums. The collection contains mostly FIRE
RBS 4 SK. 1854 and 1858 stamps. In total 175 stamps and
34 covers, collected by number on name between nr. 6
(Aabenraa) and nr. 194 (Bahnhof Rendsburg). Very nice
collection with rare cancels and a very high catalogue
value!
£ 3750
25250 1854-1991 Messy, but reasonably well filled,
partly double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
blanc album, including various stamp booklets.
£ 700
30356 1858-1976 Used nearly complete collection in
mainly very good condition, good classics with values to
16sk, 48sk, 1912 both post office 5kr, airmails incl. 1st set,
postfaerge and other bob incl. better, in Lindner album with
slipcase
£ 900
30460 1875-1976 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in luxe Safe album, including some
better material like (Michel no's): 66 (thin spot), 131-142,
159-165*, 177-179*, 185-194* and from 1945 almost
complete and mostly MNH, service 12**, 13**, etc.
£ 350
31134 1875-1994 Very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 22* (invertedv frame), 25* (invertedv
frame), 26* (invertedv frame), 29* (invertedv frame), 4752*, 53-59*, 60-62*, 82-83*, 110-112*, 114-115*, 131142**/*, 143-145*, 159-165*, 168-173*, 177-179*, 180181*, 185-194*, postage dues 1-7*, 8*, 9-19*, 20-24*,
etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value!
£ 1500
30089 1895-1988 MNH stamp collection in Leuchtturm
album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 82-83**, 84-96**,
127**, 144**, 180-181**, 210-214**, 217-221**, 222227**, 228-232**, parcelpost 2**, 14**, 16**, postage
dues 1-7** etc.
£ 425
28051 1904-1993 From 1924 almost complete, MNH
collection in Spanish album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 84-96**, 116-117**, 131-142** together,
143-145**, 159-165**, 168-173**, 177-179**, 180181**, 185-194**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 850

31241 And Greenland 1851-1925 Folder with stockcards
with better material, including (Michel no's): Denmark 6062, 66, 81, Greenland 9 mint icebears (pakke porto
stamps), etc.
£ 400
27607 Nice mint hinged and used collection local post
stamps of Denmark on old album pages in folder. In total
ca. 200 stamps of a.o. Aalborg, Odense, Fredericia, Aarhus
etc.
£ 850
DOMINICA
30974 1874-1985 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
on Minkus album pages in springback, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 26, 27-36, 37-46, 71-90, 112-113,
120-134, 140-158, etc.
£ 1150
ECUADOR
30171 1900-1950 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on special pages in binder. Collection
contains much material, nice start to expand. The album
pages contain coloured pictures of the stamps (bottom right
with slash trough picture), not to be mistaken for a real
stamp!
£ 625

30202 1928-1932 Small album with 29 airmail covers,
including nice frankings and 1st flight covers.
£ 275
EGYPT
28176 1867-1975 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in blanc Excelsior album. Collection
contains nice classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's): 9496*, 103*, 104*, 160-163*, 1085-1086**, 1087-1090**,
1212-1215**, 1334-1337** in sheet, souvenir sheet 27**,
etc.
£ 600

29224 1870-2002 Messy, but nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 albums.
£ 350
28664 1872-1884 Used collection on blanc album pages
in folder, specialised on perfs, watermark, plateflaws etc.
£ 425
30333 1889-1961 Mint and used collection including
better sets and singles, Palestina, duplicates, blocks of 4,
cancellations etc. etc. in 2 very well filled American
albums.
£ 850
27919 1900-1920 Album with ca. 140 old picture
postcards of Egypt, mostly Suez canal and Port Said, many
with ships. Nice collection!
£ 375
27389 1958-1998 Almost complete, mint hinged
(souvenir sheets mostly MNH) collection in Minkus album.
Collection is with the exception of only a few stamps
complete.
£ 625
30942 Collection of 89 interpostal seals of Egypt on
album pages in folder, in which better ones like Gedda type
III, Mahallat Roh type III, etc. Fascinating collection area!
£ 300
ERITREA
27592 1893-1909 Mostly cancelled, complete collection
on old album pages in folder. Collection contains Michel
no's 1-35 and postage dues 1-11 I.
£ 850
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31489 1893-1951 Beautiful, as good as complete,
cancelled stamp collection on album pages in springback,
in which e.g. (Sassone no's): 1-11, 12-18, 19-29, 40 (10
lire olive and green, cat. € 1050), 71-76 (Manzoni, highest
value signed, cat. € 6100), 100 (jubilee set, 1 lire blue, perf
13½, with certificate, cat. € 15.000!), 155-164, 170-173,
174-178, 213-219, 220-225, airmail 1-6, 7-16 (cat. €
1000), espresse 1-3, 8 (cat. € 1800), postage dues 1-11
(cat. € 2450), 12-13, 14a (inverted value, cat. € 750), 16,
22 (cat. € 2200), parcelpost 4, 6, 7 (cat. € 1000), 22
(signed, cat. € 1750), etc. Catalogue value over 49.200
euros!
£ 7250
ESTONIA
29450 1918-1940 MNH, mint hinged and used,
specialised, double collection in stockbook, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 46A*, 47B*, 48-52B, 54 (4x), 57-59*,
61Uw, 62*, 74-86*, 87-89, 90-93*, 90-93, 102-105*, 109112, 113-119*, 131-134*, 131-134, 135-136*, 142-145,
146-147*, souvenir sheet 1**, 1, 2*, 2 on cover, 3*, 4*, 4,
etc. Also nice part German occupation of Estonia present.
£ 650

29277 1918-1995 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
collection on album pages in folder.
£ 475
29012 1918-2010 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Leuchtturm album, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 46-47A*, 46-47B*, 102-105*, 109-112*, 131-134,
156-158*, souvenir sheet 1**, etc. Modern part almost
complete MNH.
£ 500
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
30900 1946-1989 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): Dependencies 4b* (missing T), 9-16**
(including 15a and 16a, Dot in T), 26-40*, South Georgia
1-16*, etc. Also various nice FDC's and many modern
gutterpairs.
£ 425

29907 1891-1983 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection on blank album pages in folder, in which a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): Falkland Islands 48*, 139-142*,
146-162*, etc. Also Falkland Dependencies and some
British Antarctics present.
£ 400
FAROE ISLANDS
26337 1919-2004 In the main numbers complete, MNH
and largely also (double) cancelled collection Faroe Islands
1975-2004 and also frontrunner 1919 (2 ore overprint on
cover together with Denmark Michel 67, with certificate),
cover with Denmark no. 67 and bisected no. 80 (cat.
1000,00) and occupation 1940 cancelled in luxe Kabe
album.
£ 800

31408 1919-2005 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection in luxe Leuchtturm albums, in which also British
occupation set 1940 (MNH) and the first stamp of 1919
(cancelled with certificate).
£ 500
30359 1919-2014 Overcomplete double collection, both
mint never hinged and used, starting with 1919 2 ore
overprint on piece (cert) and on cover with Denmark 5 ore,
then the 1940 issue extensive with mnh set (cert), used set
(cert), many stamps on piece extra. The regular collection
is both mnh and used, with extra's: cornerblocks, sheetlets,
booklets, jul stamps etc. etc. housed in 7 albums.
Magnificent collection, seldom offered so extensive!!!
£ 1400
31033 1940-2004 Extensive, MNH and cancelled,
largely double stamp collection in 2 luxe Safe albums with
slipcases, in which occupation set 1940 cancelled, many
blocks of 4, stamp booklets etc. Recommended! £ 360
27363 1975-1981 MNH, complete collection and also
cancelled the frontrunner from 1918 (Michel 1) and the
British occupation from the 2nd worldwar on pieces
(Michel 2-6) on album pages in folder. Also Thulen
present.
£ 350

FALKLAND ISLANDS
30903 1878-1936 Mostly mint hinged stamp collection,
specialised on colour and watermark on album pages in
folder, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 2, 4*, 33*,
34*, 35*, 36*, 38*, 47*, 48*, 80*, 127-134* (centenary to
1 shilling), etc. Nice collection!
£ 900

26731 1975-1991 Extensive first day cover collection in
blocks of 4 + duplicates, a few hundred covers, in small
box. Seldom offered in blocks of 4!
£ 200

30881 1878-1993 MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection in album, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
1(*), 3(*), 6(*), 67(*), 157*, 162**, 163*, 172-185*,
Dependencies G26-40*, etc.
£ 650

31376 1975-2000 MNH large lot in box, in which year
sets engros, stamp booklets engros (6 different types
booklet 1, 1975), sheetlets etc.
£ 250

30902 1889-1980 Mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection including Dependencies and South Georgia on
album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): Falkland 68*, 122*, 146-163*, 167*, 172-185**,
187-192**, 193-207**, Dependencies 2b* (missing T),
6b* (missing T), 13a** (Dot in T), 16a** (Dot in T), 2640**, South Georgia 1-16*, etc.
£ 850

26798 1975-1994 Complete MNH collection and also a
complete FDC collection in 2 ordners. Bargain! £ 215

31419 1975-2004 In the main numbers complete, MNH
stamp collection in luxe Leuchtturm album, including
souvenir sheets and stamp booklets and also the frontrunner
from 1919 (cancelled with cerificate) and the British
occupation set 1940 (cancelled).
£ 575
31426 1975-2005 In the main numbers complete, MNH
stamp collection in Davo album, including souvenir sheets
and stamp booklets and also the frontrunner from 1919
(cancelled with cerificate) and the British occupation set
1940 (cancelled).
£ 500
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26346 1975-2007 Very extensive, MNH and used stock
in 3 stockbooks. Very much material and a very high cat.
value!
£ 400
24641 1975-2011 Mostly canceled (also some MNH
duplicates present), nicely filled collection in stockbook.
£ 125
26957 1975-2012 Overcomplete, MNH collection
including Julen stamps, stamp booklets etc. in 2 Davo luxe
albums with slipcases.
£ 400
31412 1975-2017 In the main numbers complete, MNH
stamp collection in luxe Leuchtturm album with slipcase,
including souvenir sheets and also the frontrunner from
1919 (cancelled on piece) and the British occupation set
1940 (cancelled).
£ 650
30815 1983-1986 Stockbook with MNH in complete
sheets, including many thematic sets. Also stamp booklets
1 and 2 in numbers. Michel catalogue value over 3400
euros.
£ 170
FIJI
28800 1870-1962 Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged
and used collection. Collection contains a very extensive
classic part (issue 1870 are reprints) and also a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 23, 28*, 29*, 69 (perforated and
imperforated), 72-73*, 123*, 135*, 136*, 239*, 241*,
266a*, 266b*, 280-295**, 298-310**, postage dues 610*, 11-18* etc. High cat. value!
£ 1200

29825 1871-1979 Mostly mint hinged (but in older part
also used) stamp collection on blank albumpages in folder.
Also a nice part duplicates present, including some with
nice cancels like 'Loose Ship Letter Sydney', 'packet boat'
etc.
£ 425
FINLAND
25994 1856-1956 Well filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
19, 47, 54 (2x), 60, 158-160, 164-166*, 164-166, 169,
199-201*, 217-220*, etc.
£ 1450

31045 1856-1974 Well filled, mostly used stamp
collection in old album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 2, 5-10
in various perfs, 60, 131* (Zeppelin overprint), military
stamps 8, auto parcelpost stamps 1-5**, 6-9, etc. £ 800
25864 1856-1988 Nice, mostly used collection on album
pages in folder, including very nice classic material.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-2, 3-4, 5-10, 14A,
15A, 18A, 19A, 33, 34, 169*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1800
31427 1856-1990 With the exception of a few stamps,
complete, cancelled stamp collection in Davo album,
including also Aland.
£ 900
26986 1856-1993 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Lape album. Collection contains a.o. 5 kopeken 1856, 32
penni 1875 (expensive perfs, Michel no. 11), Zeppelin
overprint 1930 (Michel 161) etc.
£ 1100

31506 1856-2002 Almost complete, partly double,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in 4 luxe
Lindner albums, in which nice classic part (though mixed
condition) and also e.g. (Michel no's): 35-47*, 161*
(Zeppelin), 162-163*, 164-166*, 169*, 199-201*, 217220*, auto-parcelpost stamps 1-5, many stamp booklets
etc. Also east Karelia, Nordingermanland 8-14*, etc.
£ 1000
23462 1860-1890 Folder with album pages and a
stockcard with classic used material of Finland. Lot
contains 24 serpentines, including 2x 1 mark, and further
a.o. Michel 11 (32P perf 14:13½). Very high cat. value!
£ 2000
25355 1860-1973 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains
nice classic part including various serpentines and also
better stamps like (Michel no's): 33A*, 34A*, 45, 54, 138139*, 161* (zeppelin), 162-163*, 164-166*, 169*, 199201, auto parcelpost stamps 1-5*, Karelia 1-15* etc.
£ 700
30773 1860-1980 Mint never hinged/used in quantities,
lot of value in the classic issues with nr. 2, serpentines,
high values Russian period, definitives in part sheets, 1930
Zeppelin stamp etc. etc. on stockcards, in box. £ 1000
26397 1860-1981 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in album.
£ 400
29506 1860-1983 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 5-10, 5*, 27-34* with
specimen overprint, 33, 34, 46, 47*, 54, 60* (2x), 60,
161* (Zeppelin), 169, 488**, auto parcelpost stamps 15**, 6-9**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value! £ 1000
31034 1860-1992 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in Schaubek album.
£ 400
26173 1860-1995 Very w ell filled , s o mew hat
specialised, double, MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 6 Schaubek albums. Collection contains very nice classic
part including Serpentines, various 10 Mark stamps,
Michel 33-34 in used pairs (signed Buhler), autoparcelpost
stamps, Karelia, etc. Also many nice cancels and various
covers and postal stationeries present. Nice collection!
£ 3100
30464 1860-1997 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in 2 Davo albums, in which also
stamp booklets, ATM stamps, auto-patcelpost stamps,
Karelia, Nordingermanland etc.
£ 550
28881 1860-1999 Almost complete, cancelled collection
and Aland in Davo album. Collection contains nice classic
part, somewhat specialised on perfs, cancels, types etc.,
1930 Zeppelin overprint stamp, auto parcelpost stamps,
stampbooklets etc. Also Aland apparently complete
cancelled.
£ 1200
22249 1860-2010 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 2 blanco Davo albums. Very well filled collection with
also airmail, auto parcelpost stamps etc. Also Karelia and
Aland present.
£ 900
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27927 1860-2013 Cancelled collection in Kabe album,
from 1930 almost complete. Much material, high cat.
value!
£ 1000
27292 1866-1995 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Kabe album. Collection contains much material, including
stampbooklets, auto parcelpost stamps, various covers etc.
£ 550

FIUME
30335 1918-1924 Mint/used nearly complete collection
in very good and fresh condition, first issue to 10kr, several
covers with first issue to 5kr, later better issues, postage
dues incl. inverted overprints, other better covers, partly
specialised w ith overprinting types (machine or
handstamp), also stockbook with duplicates and extra's.
Good lot!
£ 1200

30693 1866-2000 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in Scott album, in which much 29635 1918-1924 Nice, almost complete, mint hinged
material including auto parcelpost stamps, some Aland etc. and used, partly double collection on albumpages in binder,
in which a.o. (Michel no's): 98-113*, 131-142, 154-167*,
£ 600
Carnaro 14, 15*, 16*, 18, 19*, 20-25*, 26-27, 28-33*, 3431363 1874-1974 Several hundred covers in total, mostly
35, etc.
£ 1375
commercial, plus a stock of hundreds of various postal
cards mint and used, the used all with handstamped
FRANCE
addresses of a doctor in India or Austria with ""Batpost"" 31526 1725-1900 Beautiful collection of covers and
or ""Med bat fra Finland"" straightline handstamps; covers
cancels in 2 blank albums, sorted on cancel types,
include a myriad of frankings and usages, with slogan
including many pre-philately covers, numeral cancels large
cancels and meters Post Office Official Business covers, a
numerals (losanges gros chiffres), small numerals (losanges
Military Post cover, Airs, Dues, Registered and Printed
petits chiffres), foreign offices (e.g. Algeria, Turkey,
Matter markings; even an uncxd Ita-Karjala overprinted
China), rural cancels (boites rurales), ambulant cancels,
Mannerheim on a cover sent to Helsinki; generally in good
Parisian star cancels etc.
£ 2500
nick.
£ 750
31525 1841-1973 Beautiful, somewhat specialised,
26492 1875-1999 Very nice, canceled collection, from
cancelled stamp collection in blank album, in which very
1930 almost complete including booklets and souvenir
many nice stamps and covers in extremely nice quality.
sheets in Schaubek album. Also Aland 1984-1999 present. The collection contains e.g. (Yvert no's): 1, 2, 4 in pair on
£ 675
cover, 6, 14b (20 centimes bleu-noir) in pair on cover, 33
(5 Frank grey), 42B in pair (5 centimes Bordeaux, report
26874 1875-2000 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
2), 47, 48, 49, 148-154, 156, 162-169, 216, 229-232, 252,
used stock in fat stockbook. Contains very much material,
including nice classic stamps and many modern MNH sets. 256, 257A (le Havre), 269, 308, 321, 354-355, airmail 1-2,
14 (50 Frank yellow -green), postage dues 17, 19,
£ 800
precancels 15 (5 centimes green Sage with 5 lines
27113 1875-2010 Well filled, cancelled collection in 3
overprint), 24, 26, 29, 36, 45, 47, souvenir sheet 3 (Pexip),
albums, in which a.o. very many modern souvenir sheets
etc. Really magnificent collection!
£ 3000
and stampbooklets.
£ 750
26533 1849-1959 Very nice, specialised, almost
27883 1875-2012 Well filled and from 1917 almost
complete, mint hinged and used collection in album.
complete, MNH, mint hinged, but mostly cancelled
Collection contains many better stamps like (Yvert no's): 9
collection in 2 Davo albums, including many souvenir
(2x), 11-18, 19-24, 21 with specimen overprint, 26 with
sheets and stamp booklets.
£ 600
specimen overprint, 27 with specimen overprint, 33 (5
Frank, 3x, of which 1 damaged), 39-49 (42 and 49 with
29126 1885-2000 Well filled, cancelled collection in
certificate), 61-72, 74-82, 148-154 (Orphelins without 5
Leuchtturm album, in which a.o. many stamp booklets.
frank), 156, 162-169, 182 (Bordeaux), 188** (Phena),
Nice quality.
£ 400
188A** (Mineraline), 216, 229-232, 252, 256, 257A (le
Havre), 262B (20 Frank perf 11), 269 (certificate), 321,
26480 1900-2011 Till ca. 2000 well filled, mostly MNH
354-355, 398, airmail 1-2, 3 (signed B hler), 14, 15,
and mint hinged collection (also some older material
postage dues 17, 20, precancels 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36,
present) in 2 albums, in which also an almost complete,
souvenir sheet 2**, 3, etc. Beautiful collection, very high
MNH collection Aland 1984-2011.
£ 900
cat. value!
£ 6250
28662 1936-2004 Well filled, MNH collection on self
18842 1849-1964 Nice **/*/0 collection incl. Yvert 154,
made pages in binder. Collection contains some better
182, 242A used, 257A, 269**, depreciation fund, famous
stamps, face value material, some stamp booklets etc.
French sets, from 1900 nearly complete, in 2 Safe albums
£ 375
£ 2650
28236 1945-1993 Nicely filled, MNH stock in 2
stockbooks, including some better material like (Michel
no's): 384**, 465-466**, 474-475** (2x), 502** (4x),
533** (5x), 543-545** (5x), 562-568x** (3x), autoparcelpost 1-5**, 10-13**, etc.
£ 325
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30227 1849-1967 Very extensive mint/used/mnh
collection, reasonably to virtually complete, classics partly
specialised (little bit mixed condition) incl. 1849 to 1fr,
1853/60 to 1fr, 1863/70 to 5fr(2), postage dues incl. 1882
set to 5fr used, 1922/27 orphelin sets, 1927 airmail pair,
1935: 50fr green airmail used, 1937 Pexip sheetlet, 1945
RF overprints incl. on cover etc. etc. in very well filled
Kabe album. Great collection with an enormous catalogue
value!!
£ 3250

30179 1849-2000 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 albums, in which a.o. (Yvert
no's): (33, defect), 39-49 (Bordeaux, 40 cents no. 48
missing), 62, 76, 81, 152, 156, 162-169*/o, 216, 229-232,
252, 256, 266-268, 269*, 275-277, 308, 321, 348-351**
(2x, from Pexip aheet), 354-355, 398, 867-872**, 891896**, 930-935**, 945-950, 989-994**, 1027-1032**,
airmail 1-2, 15, precancels 26, 28, 29, 44*, 47, etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 2000

31420 1849-1969 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in old Kabe album, in which e.g.
(Yvert no's): 16, 17A, 156*, 261*, 262, 841*, 867-872*,
891+896*, 945-950*, 989-994*, 1027-1032*, airmail 20*,
24-27*, 29*, 30-33*, postage dues 51-54* (no. 51**),
souvenir sheet 3* (Pexip), etc.
£ 600

31015 1849-2001 Very messy, but very well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and (mostly) used stamp collection in
2 Davo albums, in which e.g. (Yvert no's): 2, 5, 6, 9-10,
33, 39-49, 61 (4x), 62, 63, 76, 81, 152, 153, 156, 162-169,
216, 229-232, 241-242, 249-251, 252, 253-255, 256 (2x),
257A (le Havre), 269, 321, 348-351 (stamps from Pexip
sheets), 354-355, 398, F580** (2x), souvenir sheet 2, 3
(Pexip), airmail 1-2, 14, 15, postage dues 9 (2x), 17 (2x),
20, 34, precancels 224-227** imperforated, 228-231**
imperforated, etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 4250

31032 1849-1971 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in 2 blank album, in which e.g. (Yvert
no's): 2, 6, 33, 156(*), 162-169, 216*, 229-232, 241-242*,
252*256*, 269*, 308*, 321, 348-351** (in short Pexip
sheet), 354-355*, 398, airmail 1-2*, 14, 15, souvenir sheet
3** (Pexip), etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value!
£ 1400
29105 1849-1982 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Davo albums, in which a.o. (Yvert
no's): 33 (bad quality, not counted), 39-349 (Bordeaux),
148-154*, 156, 162-169, 182* (Congres Bordeaux), 216,
229-232*, 241-242*, 252*, 256*, 262*, 269*, 308*, 321,
398*, 867-872**, 891-896**, 930-935**, 945-950**,
989-994**, 1027-1032*, souvenir sheet 3* (Pexip), airmail
1-2*, 8-13*, 35-37**, postage dues 6, 8(*), 22, 23, 29(*),
41**, 47(*), 61*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 3000
30642 1849-1995 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
including reasonable classic part, from 1927 nearly
complete including the better stamps, sets and sheetlets,
airmails, back of the book, also large part face value, in 2
Yvert albums.
£ 1200
28335 1849-1997 Exciting nearly complete used
collection, sometimes very specialised with many extra's,
shades, varieties, types etc. etc. incl. 1849: 10c, 20c, 25c,
40c, 1853 to 80c, 1863/71 to 5fr with cancels and shades,
1870 Bordeaux to 80c, pax and commerce very
specialised, high values incl. varieties etc., semeuse
extensive, 1917 orphelins to 1fr, other orphelin sets, 1926
Bordeaux overprint, 1929 le Havre, very much back of the
book incl. airmail 1/2, both 50fr airmail stamps, precancels, sheetlets, booklets, telegraph, postage dues etc. etc
in 2 very well filled Davo albums. Gigantic catalogue value
and many useful pickings present!!!
£ 3500
31145 1849-1999 Very extensive lot cancels of Paris.
Many on cover, sorted by postoffice in 7 ordners. £ 1250
30369 1849-1999 Well filled, first cancelled and mint
hinged, from ca. 1950 mostly MNH stamp collection in 4
Davo albums. Bargain!
£ 1000

31072 1849-2013 As good as complete, cancelled stamp
collection in 12 luxe Lindner albums, in which almost all
the good stamps like (Yvert no's): 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 15, 18
(short), 33 (signed), 39-49 (Bordeaux issue), 76, 148-154,
156, 162-169, 182 (Bordeaux), 216, 229-232, 252, 256,
257A (le Havre), 262B (perf 11, signed), 321, 354-355,
airmail 1-2, 3-4* (probably not real, not counted), 14, 15,
postage dues 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10-24, precancels 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 32, 37, souvenir sheet 1, 2, 3, etc. Nice
collection, extreme catalogue value!
£ 5750
30844 1849-2014 Very well filled, cancelled stamp
collection in 4 Davo albums, in which nice classic part and
further e.g. (Yvert no's): 152, 153, 162-169, 216, 229-232,
252, 256, 269, 275-277, 321, 348-351, 354-355, 398, 576580, etc. From 1930 onwards the collection is almost
complete, including souvenir sheets, many booklets etc.
£ 2500
31216 1854-1860 Stockbook with the 20 centimes
Napoleon imperforated in gigantic numbers with cancels,
colours and varieties. Beautiful lot to specialise! £ 450
27971 1859-1946 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
postage due stamps on album pages in folder, in which
various better stamps like (Yvert no's): 6 (5x and 1x on
cover), 7, 9 (5x), 17, 20, 22, 25, 34, 62*, etc. Also some
mint parcelpost stamps of Paris.
£ 1450
29889 1860-1957 Interesting and valuable lot with
France several varieties, French Colonies better stamps,
British post in Morocco with many better stamps and sets,
on stockpages, in folder. Interesting lot!
£ 800
30680 1867-2009 Stockbook chock-full (ca. 4000)
MNH, mint hinged and used stamps with varieties like
plate flaw s, misperforations, printing on reverse
(impression recto-verso), missing colours, shifted colours,
imperforated, phosphor varieties, etc.
£ 3750
31064 1876-1900 Lot Paix et Commerce stamps in
numbers, including better stamps, mint stamps, cancels,
covers etc. on album pages in folder. Catalogue value over
6000 euros.
£ 375
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26594 1881-1941 Nice, mostly used engros lot postage
due stamps on stockpages in folder. Contains a.o. 1881 2
frank mint hinged (cat. 2000).
£ 475
25376 1902-1985 Well filled, mostly used (before 1944
also some mint hinged) collection in blanc album.
Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 156, 254*, 255, 256,
262, 266-268, 300, 308, 354-355, 379*, 380-385*, 395*,
398*, 580A*867-872, 891-896, 930-935, 989-994, 10271032, 1066-1071, etc. Nice quality.
£ 650
27931 1914-1945 Mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection on self made pages in ordner. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 147**, 156**, 162-169*, 354355**, 394**, 398**, 580A**, 701D-F** in blocks of 4,
airmail 8-13**, legion stamps souvenir sheet 1** (icebear
sheetlet), 2-3**, 4-5*, (including various plateflaws, listed
in Michel special), 6-10**, Saint Nazaire 8-9**, 8-9 on
cover, various RF overprints etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 1750
30818 1922-1984 Mainly mint never hinged collection in
mainly very good condition, including many better pre-war
issues, from 1930 virtually complete incl. sheetlets and
booklets, in 5 expensive Safe dual albums. Catalogue value
(according to collector) over 11.000 euro!!! Offered very
cheap!!
£ 1500
31209 1937-2002 Almost complete, mostly MNH stamp
collection in 3 luxe Leuchtturm albums. Very high
catalogue value and face value!
£ 1100
30930 1941 Set Coat of Arms (Yvert 526-537), 60x
MNH in sheetparts. Catalogue value 2280 euros. £ 175
31359 And Colonies: 1770-1960 With an estimated 3000
covers, cards and stationery items, this collection will have
you saying ""sacre bleu!"" for quite some time; France
proper is predominant, with a nice array of stampless
covers followed by strong selections from each of the main
issues: Ceres and Napoleons, Sages, Blancs and Mersons,
Sowers and Mariannes, with many commemoratives, Airs,
etc., included; we note a lengthy run of meters, Allied
Occupations uprating a postal card, Military mail (cards
and free franks), ""Service Refugee"" markings, slogan
cancels, Due and instructional markings, ship post
including a cover for Normandie's maiden voyage,
Telegraph postal cards, a number of 1900 Paris Expo view
cards, even a neat cover with a Great Britain accounting
mark; among the Colonies spotted are Algeria, Annam,
Djibouti (including imprinted ""France Libre"" frankings),
Guadeloupe, Indochina, Lebanese Airmail overprints,
Madagascar, Martinique, etc.; fresh and chic as only the
French can do.
£ 5250
31289 And Colonies: 1862-1992 Messy, but reasonably
filled, mint hinged and used stamp collection in 6 albums,
in which nice classic part and also e.g. (Yvert no's): 152,
153, 154, 156, 168, 229-232, 252*, 269*, 321, 354-355,
398, airmail 15, souvenir sheet 3* (Pexip), etc. Also much
material of various colonies present.
£ 1750

31038 Back of the Book: 1859-2004 MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Edifil album, in which e.g. (Yvert
no's): postage dues 7* (thin spot), 9(*), 20, 22, 24 (cat.
€2000), 49-50*, 51-54*, 78-89*, 90-94*, telegraph 6, 7, 8,
colis postaux et autres 27-30, 31-47** (cat. €500),
precancels 47, 106-118**, 119-122*, various stamp
booklets etc.
£ 1100
30381 Nice collection of many different mint and used
fiscal stamps including many issues that you only seldom
see, on stockpages, in folder.
£ 200
26478 Stockbook with newspaper stamps of France,
fiscal stamps of France, radio stamps of France and also
the front side of a newspaper (l'illustration from 1854) with
postal cancels Nice lot!
£ 700
25182 Stockbook with over 80 fake stamps and reprints
of France and colonies (and a few Polish stamps). Nice lot
for reference collection.
£ 950
28030 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used, better material of France like (Yvert no's): 162-169*,
232**, 252**, 307-308**, 321 (2x), 398* (2x), 580A**,
airmail 15 (3x), 29**, red cross booklet 1955**, war
stamps (Saint Nazaire) 8-9**, etc.
£ 1875
26393 Very nice, mint hinged and used lot postage due
and telegraph stamps of France in stockbook. Cat. value
ca. 20000 euros.
£ 2100
FRANCE - COLONIES
30978 1885-1947 MNH, mint hinged and dused stamp
collection Madagascar, Reunion and territories in MOC
album, in which e.g. (Yvert no's): Madagascar 9, 11, 19(*),
21(*), 21, 22*, 28-42*, 47*, 63-77*, airmail 45-54**,
Anjouan, 1-5*, 17*, Diego-Suarez 6-9, 38-50*, Nossi-Be
24, 25, 27-39*, postage due 10, Sainte-Marie de
Madagascar 1-13* (unfortunately with several Fournier
forgeries), Reunion 4, 5*, 6*, 7*, 8, 9*, 10*, 12, 13B(*),
14B*, 16(*), 32-44*, 80*, 158-162*, 187-232*, airmail
5b** (value missing), 6*, etc.
£ 1750

30011 Andorra: 1931-1999 Complete, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in Spanish Filabo album
(mechanics broken). Collection contains all good items like
(Yvert no's): 1-23*, 24-45*, 61-92*, 138-153**, airmail
1**, 2-4**, postage dues 1-8**, 9-15*, 32-41*, etc.
£ 1100
30697 Andorra: 1931-2012 As good as complete, mostly
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in 2 luxe Lindner
albums with slipcases, in which e.g (Yvert no's): 1-23*, 2445**/*, 47-60*, 61-92*, 119-137*, 138-153*, 158-164**,
167-170*, airmail 1*, 2-4*, postage dues 1-8**, 9-15*,
32-41*, etc.
£ 1100
27367 Andorra: 1932-2016 Very well filled, MNH
collection in stockbook including a.o. (Yvert no's): 30**,
33**, 34**, 39**, 39A**, 40**, 41**, 42**, 46**, 74**,
80**, 83**, 138-153**, 167-170**, 179-180**, 188189**, 194-195**, 212-213**, airmail 2-4**, etc. Also
some Spanish Andorra present.
£ 950
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29689 Andorra 1962-1999 Almost complete, MNH
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase, in which a.o.
(Yvert no's) 184-186 imperforated. Cat. value ca. 2400
euros.
£ 425
30944 Collection MNH postage stamps of various
French colonies 1941, all overprinted Secour National, in
sheetparts. All stamps 10x (Mauritania 3x), catalogue value
2975 euros. Now only 10%!
£ 295
28146 French Andorra 1964-1986 Wonderful collection
of 139 mainly different 'epreuves de luxe' incl. many very
scarce and seldom offered issues, also nice thematics, in
stockbook. The Dallay catalogue value (underrated!) is
over 4270 euro!!
£ 650
31232 French Antarctics: 1955-2012 Almost complete,
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcase, in which e.g. (Yvert no's): 2-7**, 1217**, 18**, 19*, 20*, 21*, 22**, 23**, 24-25*, 26*, 27*,
28-29**, 31**, 33**, 49-51**, 55-60**, airmail 1*, 2**,
3**, 4*, 5*, 6*, 7**, 8*, 9*, 10-11**, 12*, 13*, 17*, 18*,
19*, 14*, 15-16**, 20*, 1*, 22*, 23*, 24*, 26A*, 27*,
28*, etc. Catalogue value according to collector ca. 7500
euros.
£ 1500
30676 French India: 1892-1948 Nicely filled, mostly
mint hinged stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g.
(Yvert no's): 1-13* (no. 8 cancelled), 14-19*, 24*, 45*,
130a*, etc. Also 23, mostly mint postal stationeries.
£ 750
26588 French Indies 1892-1950 Nice, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection on album pages in folder.
£ 225
27760 French Somalia 1894-1941 Mint hinged and used
collection on Yvert album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 8, 8b* (overprint specimen), 9,
9b* (overprint specimen), 10, 10b* (overprint specimen),
11, 12*, 13 (2x), 14*, 15* (overprint specimen), 17*, 18,
43*, 47*, 48*, 50*, 51*, 52*, 64*, 66* (2x), 74-81*, etc.
£ 220
28040 Guadeloupe: 1884-1947 Well filled, double (mint
hinged and used) collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 27-39*, 27-39, 4044*, 43, postage dues 6, 7, 11, 12, etc.
£ 600
31382 New Caledonia: 1859-1995 Almost complete,
mint hinged stamp collection in large Yvert albums, in
which e.g. (Yvert no's): 3*, 6* (2x), 6a*, 7*, 7c, 9*, 10*,
10a*, 13a*, 24-33*, 37-40*, 41-53* (51-53 Fournier
forgeries), 67-80*, 175-179*, 195-229* (France Libre
overprints), airmail 1-2*, 3-28*, 35*, 66-72*, 73*, 76*,
etc. High catalogue value, nice collection!
£ 1800
26029 Nice lot French colonies in 2 stockbooks,
including classic material, proofs, epreuves de luxe,
imperforated stamps, much MNH etc. Also some material
of other countries present like Ghana and Liberia. £ 800
13108 Stockbook with Cote de Somalis 1909 (Yvert 6782, but without 70 and 71) in luxe MNH sheetparts of 25.
Catalogue value over 10500 euros.
£ 1000

29987 Stockpage with various stamps of French
colonies, including 7 MNH airmail stamps of Afrique
Equatoriale Francaise, in pairs, imperforated and without
value, and (Yvert no's): Lebanon 18-21**, Syria 122-125*,
149-152*, etc.
£ 250
GERMANY
31300 1849-1990 Fantastic, extreme supercollection in
2 fat Scott albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's) old German
States almost complete (so including Bavaria no. 1 and
Saxony no. 1!), German Reich complete including e.g. 66
type I and II, 151y (Germania 1¼ Mark with vierpass
watermark, 2x), 438-439 (Zeppelin, South America), 456458 (Zeppelin, Polar flight), 496-498 (Zeppelin, Chicago),
souvenir sheet 1, 2, 3, various Zeppelin covers, Berlin
almost complete including 1-20 (black overprints, 4 highets
values with certificate Schlegel), souvenir sheet 1 on cover
(signed), German occupations WW I and II, German
territories, German colonies etc. all almost complete.
Collection contains very much signed materiaal and very
many certificates. Unique object!
£ 35000

30247 1849-2010 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 11 albums and 3 stockbooks.
The collection contains a.o. good part Old German States,
German Reich both mint hinged and used including nice
part combinations, Berlin, Saar, Danzig, colonies and
occupations, Bundespost cancelled inclsuding all the good
stamps from the early years, a stockbook with plateflaws
and printing errors, a stockbook with old local stamps etc.
Very much material, very high catalogue value! £ 8500
31138 1850-1956 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 4 Lindner albums, in which old
German States, German Reich, German territories and
zones and nice early years Bundespost.
£ 1350
30336 1850-1999 Massive mint and used collection,
starting with German States, Germany Reich including
much better, Bund and Berlin with many better early
issues, Allied and French Zone incl. better, Danzig,
Memel, Saar, Occupation word war I etc. etc. in 2 very
well filled Scott albums. So many nice stamps for such a
low price!!
£ 1200
28189 1851-1945 Very powerful mint and used
c o l l e c t i on, starting w ith extensive Bavaria a nd
Wurttemberg, Germany Reich nearly complete incl.
Brustschilder, the better later issues, inflation period
including many expensive stamps used, the good issues of
the 20/30's, incredible part combinations from booklets
incl. so many high ticket itemst, further Zeppelins,
sheetlets, German Colonies, Occupation first world war,
Memel, Danzig etc. etc. in very well filled old Abria
album. Extremely high catalogue value and includes so
many better stamps and sets!!!
£ 3350
27411 1868-1870 Nice, cancelled lot Norddeutscher
Postbezirk on stockpage. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6
(2x), 7-11, 12 (2x), 23 (!), 23-26 (2x) etc. Nice quality,
high cat. value!
£ 475
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27413 1868-1870 Nice, mostly cancelled collection
Norddeutscher Postbezirk on album pages in folder.
Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6, 7-11, 7u (imperforated),
9u (imperforated), 10u (imperforated), 12, 13-18, 19-23,
25-26, service 1-5, 6-9, Elzas etc. Nice collection including
various pairs and strips. High cat. value!
£ 1475
30340 1868-1980 Massive mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, starting with a reasonable collection Germany
Reich, Bohemia and Moravia, Zones, then Bund and Berlin
nearly complete partly double collections incl. the good
earlies, DDR also partly double with the good early sets
and sheetlets, in 5 very well filled Schaubek albums.
Offered extremely cheap!
£ 1500
28371 1872-1923 Mint and used collection, large part
double both mint and used, with better classics, very much
infla incl. much used incl. better, extensive service + very
nice part combinations to 1941, in expensive Lindner
album + slipcase. Massive catalogue value!!
£ 380
30097 1872-1945 Almost complete, cancelled stamp
collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase, in which
many better stamps like (Michel no's): 11, 27 (certificate),
28, 66 (5 mark Reichspost), III (airmail 1912), IV (Gelber
Hund), many signed Infla stamps, 344-350, 378-384, 423424 (Zeppelin), 438-439 (Zeppelin SudAmerikaFahrt),
456-458 (Zeppelin PolarFahrt), 497-498 (Zeppelin
ChicagoFahrt), 499-507 (Wagner), 716-729, souvenir sheet
3 (Ostropa), 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 etc. Nice quality, very
high catalogue value!
£ 3600
29532 1872-1945 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly double collection in somewhat mixed
condition in (messy) Davo luxe album. Collection contains
nice classicpart and much better material like (Michel no's):
378-384*, 423-424* (Zeppelin), 438-439 (Zeppelin, S damerika-Fahrt), 455** (Zeppelin), 456 (crease), 496-498*
(Zeppelin Chicago), 499-507*/o, souvenir sheet 1**
(Iposta), 2** (with certificate), 3 (Ostropa), etc. Very high
cat. value!
£ 2500
30614 1872-1945 Extensive mint/used/mnh stock in
different quantities and quality, very strong classics
including 169 brustschilder including better values,
cancellations and on cover, very much infla, shades, better
issues of the 20/30's including Wagner and other better sets
multiple, service including better issues, housed in 4
stockbooks. Offered very cheap, many useful pickings
present!!
£ 800
29098 1872-1945 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 3 albums. First album goes to 1932 and is well filled
with mostly cancelled material, 2nd album runs from 1933
to 1945 and is almost complete with mostly MNH and
mint hinged material, 3rd album contains mostly covers
and cards, including some modern material of an
unfortunately too late deceased Belgian SS-er. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 455, 456-458* (Zeppelin
Polarfahrt, 2 and 4 mark signed), 499-507* (Wagner), 482495*, 496-498* (Zeppelin Chicagofahrt), 529-539*, 716729**, souvenir sheet 1*(Iposta), 2*, 3(*) (Ostropa), 8*,
9*, 10, 11, etc. High cat. value!
£ 3250

28726 1872-1945 Nicely filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Scott album, including
many duplicates. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no&#039;s): 12*, 24*, 27*, 30*, 499-507(*) (Wagner set,
mint without gum), souvenir sheet 9*, 10*,
£ 950
30020 1872-1945 Stockbook with various, used
material, including some better sets and souvenir sheets.
Catalogue value ca. 12000 euros.
£ 750
26169 1872-1945 Stockbook with various used material
on stockcards, including nice part Brustschilden, nice
Wagner and better stamps. Cat. value 13400 euros.
£ 900
29057 1872-1949 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo luxe album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 66 (5 mark Reichspost), 357y*
(horizontal watermark), 423(*), 424*, 450-453*, 455, 459462*, 474-478*, 498(**), 499-507 (Wagner), 556-564,
576-579 (stamps from Ostropa sheet), souvenir sheet 1**
(Iposta), 3 (Ostropa), 7*, 8*, 9*, 10** (2x), 11*, etc.
£ 1500
28728 1872-1950 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Kabe album. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no&#039;s): German Reich 365*,
366*, 367*, 378-384, 398-401, 407-409*, 423-424*
(Zeppelin), 425-429, 430-434, 450-453*, 459-462*.
£ 1450
25558 1872-1963 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection on cards in 3 stockbooks. Collection contains
nice German Reich, early years Bund, Berlin and DDR,
nice territories, Zones, colonies etc.
£ 1350
27178 1872-1974 Nicely filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in 2 Spanish Philos albums, in which German
Reich, Bundespost including the good stamps of the early
years and DDR with good material.
£ 600
31287 1872-2013 Almost complete, mostly MNH and
mint hinged stamp collection in 4 Scott albums, in which
e.g. (Michel no's): German Reich 1-11, 12-13, 14-15, 1628 (28 signed), 53-62*, 63*, 64*, 65*, 66* (5 Mark
Reichspost, 2x), 66, 344-350*, 364-367*, 378-94*, 407409*, 410-422*, 423-424** (Zeppelin), 438-439*
(Zeppelin South America), 455** (Zeppelin), 456-458*
(Zeppelin Polarflight), 479-481*, 496-498* (Zeppelin
Chicago), 499-507* (Wagner), 529-539*, souvenir sheet
1(*) (Iposta), 8*, 9**, 10*, 11**, fieldpost 5(*), 6*
(signed), 7A (certificate), 8B* (signed), 13(*) (signed),
French Zone complete (mint hinged), Soviet Zone well
filled, e.g. Potschta mint hinged, souvenir sheet 1**,
3A(*), 3B**, 4**, 6** (Goethe), Berlin 1-20*, 21-34*, 3541* (UPU), 61-63*, 68-70*, souvenir sheet 1*, Bundespost
111-112*, 113-115*, 116*, 117-120*, 121-122*, 123138* (posthorn), 139-140*, 141-142* etc. Nice collection,
very high catalogue value!
£ 7250
27671 1875-1972 Well filled, mostly used collection in
old album, in which good German Reich (a.o. Iposta,
Nothilfe and Ostropa sheetlets mint hinged), Bizone,
Bundespost with all the good stamps etc.
£ 2100
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25109 1880 Stockbook with over 750 x Michel no. 41
(10 pfennig red) of Germany with various plateflaws. For
the real specialist!
£ 200
26459 1880-1990 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
German Reich, Bundespost, Berlin and DDR in 2 albums,
including better German Reich, good early years
Bundespost and Berlin etc.
£ 750
31267 1910-1989 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used lot combinations in 3 albums, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): German Reich S35*, S55*, S56**, S58-61*, S64**,
S66*, S73**, S75**, S81*, S83*, S84-87*, S92**,
S93**, S94*, S95**, S97**, S98*, S99*, S103*, S105**,
S114*, W1.1, W1.2, W2.10*, W2.10, W2.17*, W20.1*
(2x), W21.2**, W21.3**, W22*, W50**, W51**, W52*,
W53**, W54*, RL15.2**, K7*, K8*, KZ11* (!), KZ12*
(!), KZ14*, KZ15**, KZ16*,WZ1**, WZ2**, WZ3**,
WZ4*, WZ5-8*, WZ10**, WZ11**, SK 19**, SK20**,
Bundespost W1-W3**, WZ1-4**, S1**, S2**, S2, S3**,
S4**, S4, S5**, S7*, S8*, S9**, S10**, S11**, S12**,
S14**, S15*, S16**, S22**, S23**, S24**, S30*, S31*,
S32*, etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 8500
27555 1919-1990 Scott album with an almost complete,
mostly mint hinged collection Berlin 1949-1990, in which
a.o. (Michel no's): 21-34*, 35-41** (UPU MNH), 5760**, 61-63* (Goethe), 75-79*, 82-86*, 101-105*,
souvenir sheet 1**, etc. Also some material of the Belgian
occupation of Germany present (Eupen and Malmedy),
nice French Zone, Soviet Zone etc. Nice quality! £ 1450
26279 1920-1941 Small box with 12 complete rolls
coilstamps. Contains rolls of (Michel no's): 150, 160, 163,
230, 232, 239, 245, 268, 269, 271, 272, 785. Cat. value
over 7465 euros.
£ 750
31266 1923-1932 Cancelled stamp collection on album
pages in folder, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 344-350, 375377, 378-384, 398-401, 407-409, 425-429, 430-434, 438439 (Zeppelin South America), 450-453, 456-458
(Zeppelin polar flight), 459-462, 474-478, souvenir sheet
1 (Iposta), etc.
£ 1200
28187 1928-1955 Stockbook with better MNH, mint
hinged and used material like (Michel no's): German Reich
497*, 497 (2x), 538*, 539** (2x), souvenir sheet 9, 10*,
11*, Bundespost 113-115, 116 (17x), 117-120, 121-122,
139-140*, 141-142 (3x), 147 (9x), 150 (10x), 161 (11x),
173-176**, Berlin 62 (2x), 63 (7x), 82-86, 101-105 (3x),
etc. High cat. value!
£ 1350
29382 1936-1965 Nice lot covers and FDC's in small
Safe album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): German Reich
695-697 on cover, Rheinland Pfalz souvenir sheet 1 on
cover (cat. 2500!), Bundespost 113-115 on cover, 141-142
on FDC, etc. High cat. value!
£ 650
26935 1945-1953 Stockbook with some MNH and mint
hinged souvenir sheets, including Debria sheets MNH (2x),
Debria sheet cancelled, Karl Marx sheetlets (without gum,
2x), etc.
£ 325

26563 1945-1964 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in old Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. good Bundespost with all the expensive issues
(also with Michel plateflaw 116 I), Berlin with a.o. UPU
set, Goethe, all the church bell sets, DDR with a.o. Debria
sheet, 4 Karl Marx sheets mint hinged, nice Saar, German
Zones etc.
£ 975
29085 1945-1973 Reasonably filled, mostly used
collection in blank album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
Bundespost 111-112 (2x), 114, 115, 116, 120, 122, 142,
161 (4x), Berlin 34, 61, 63, 67*, 68-70*, 72-73, 82-86, 87,
101-105, etc. Also some material of the various Zones
present.
£ 400
28555 1945-1983 Very well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in fat Davo album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Bundespost 111-112**, 113115**, 116**, 117-120*, 121-122**, 139-140* (139 with
plateflaw), 141-142, 143-146, 156-159*, Berlin 21-34*,
35-41* (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 68-70*, 71**, 72-73, 7579*, 82-86, nice French Zone etc. High cat. value!
£ 900
28685 1946-1969 As good as complete, almost only
mint hinged (mostly first hinge) collection in 2 Kabe
albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): soviet zone
souvenir sheet 3A*, 3B*, 4*, 6* (Goethe), French Zone
apparently complete, Bundespost 111-112*, 113-115*,
116*, 117-120*, 121-122*, 123-138* (posthorn), 139140*, 141-142*, 143-146*, Berlin 1-20* (black
overprints), 21-34* (red overprints), 36-41* (UPU), 4260*, 61-63* (Goethe), 68-70*, souvenir sheet 1 II* (sheet
with plateflaws 68 I and 70 I, crease in sheet), DDR 284285*, 286-288*, souvenir sheet 7* (Debria sheet, 2x), 8-9
A/B* (Karl Marx sheets), etc. Very nice collection, very
high cat. value.
£ 2100
27467 1946-1974 MNH and mint hinged collection in
Davo album, in which Bundespost, Berlin, Bizone, Baden
etc. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): Bundespost 111-112**,
113-115*, 116*, 117-120*, 121-122*, 150*, 167-170**,
173-176*, 177-196**, Berlin 75-79*, 80-81**, 82-86*,
87*, 101-105*, 110-111*, French Zone Baden 28-37**,
38-41*, souvenir sheet 1*, etc.
£ 400
29092 1946-1984 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album, in which (Michel no's):
French Zone Baden 28-37**, 38-41B*, 42-45A*, souvenir
sheet 1A**, 1B*, 2(*), Rheinland-Pfalz 32-41*, 42-45A*,
souvenir sheet 1(*), Wurttemberg 28-37*, 40-43A*,
souvenir sheet 1(*), Soviet Zone 20-22*, souvenir sheet
6** (Goethe), and Berlin 35-41, 71, 72-73, 75-79**, 101105, etc.
£ 850
26644 1946-2000 Very well filled, mostly used, partly
specialised collection German Zones, Bundespost and
Berlin in 3 Davo albums. Collection contains very much
better material like (Michel no's): Baden 37, 38-41**, 4245**, 46, souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, Rheinland-Pfalz 3031, 32-41, 42-45**, Bizone souvenir sheet 1, Bundespost
111-112, 113-115, 116, 117-120, 139-140, 141-142, 143146, 147 Z, 156-159, 249 I*, 255 VIII, Berlin 35-41, 6163, 68-70, 71, 72-73, 74, 75-79, 82-86, 101-105 etc. High
cat. value!
£ 800
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28838 1948-1949 Stockbook with better MNH, mint
hinged and used material. Lot contains a.o. (Michel
no&#039;s): Bundespost 111-112** (4x), 115** (7x),
116** (17x), 116* (5x), 117-120* (2x), 121-122**,
Bizone souvenir sheet 1, etc. Cat. value 3590 euros.
£ 550
30636 1948-2001 Very fresh mainly mint hinged
collections, starting Berlin with all good early sets, also
block 1 present, Soviet Zone with handoverprints to 5
mark, Goethe sheetlet, Bund with all good earlies including
the scarce Posthornset fresh mint hinged, modern part with
some face value, in home made album. Gigantic catalogue
value, very clean collection!
£ 900
31154 1949-1960 Album with various, MNH, mint
hinged and used, better material like (Michel no's):
Bundespost 111-112**, 113-115**, 116**, 117-120**,
121-122**, 143-146**, 147**, 150**, 173-176**, 177196**, 200-203**, combinations W22**, W23**, S14**,
S15**, S16**, Heftchenblatter 3**, 4**, 5**, 6**, 7**,
Berlin 1-20*, 1-20 (not signed), 61-63 (Goethe), 64-67, 71,
82-86, 106-109, combinations SZ4B**, SZ5*, SZ6*,
SKZ3*, SKZ4**, SKZ2B**, W18*, W20*, W34*, W36*,
W38*, W40*, DDR 242**, 243-244**, 286**, 288**,
327-341**, souvenir sheets 8-9A/B (Karl Marx sheets),
etc. Catalogue value over 15000 euros.
£ 1200
29129 1949-1960 Two small albums with various proofs
and essays, reprints, designs etc. Interesting lot! £ 1100
31373 1949-1969 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in messy Leuchtturm album, in which Bundespost (almost
complete), Berlin and DDR (almost complete).
£ 300
27837 1953-2009 Reasonably filled, MNH collection in
4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases. From 2001 less filled,
face value ca. 150 euros.
£ 500
26797 And Territories 1849-1972 Nicely filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 3 albums, in which a.o.
old German States, German Reich, German territories,
Bundespost with good material from the, early years etc.
£ 600
31228 And Territories: 1850-1945 Very well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in fat old
album, in which old German States, German Reich,
German territories and colonies etc. with many better
stamps like (Michel no's): German Reich I-III* (airmail
1912), IV (Gelber Hund), 375-377*, 398-401*, 425-429*,
430-434*, 438-439* (Zeppelin, South America), 450-453,
459-462, 456-458** (Zeppelin polar flight, 2x!), 474478*, 496-498 (Zeppelin Chicago), 499-507* (Wagner,
2x), souvenir sheet 2**, 3* (Ostropa), combinations RL
15.2**, W22**, W45, S102-105, K 147-18,WZ 9-11,
Danzig, Saar, Memel, German colonies, etc. Also various
plateflaws and varieties present. Very nice collection, very
high catalogue value!
£ 8500
30545 And Territories: 1933-1945 Almost complete,
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Leuchtturm
album in somewhat mixed quality, but including many
better stamps like (Michel no's): 479-481**, 482-495*,
497-498** (Zeppelin Chicagofahrt 2 and 4 mark), 529539*, 499-507* (Wagner), 556-564*, souvenir sheets 2*,

3* (attached to paper), 7**, 8*, 9**, 10**, 11**, etc. Very
high catalogue value!
£ 1500

29631 Beautiful MNH lot complete inflation sheets (so
with complete margins) of Germany in box. Also a
stockbook with MNH sheetparts of the inflation period.
Cat. value ca. 32000 euros (28700 sheets and 3300
sheetparts).
£ 2250
25067 Box with ca. 45.000 (!) MNH infla stamps of the
German Reich, mostly in sheets and sheet parts. Now only
2 cents each!
£ 900
26206 Bund 1990-2008 Massive used very fine stock in
quantities, high and higher values mainly, mainly with
round cancels, incl. thematics, blocks, self adhesives etc.
etc. many per 100+ present, sorted on quality, also some
material pre-1990, housed in 18 doublet hick stockbooks.
Michel CATALOGUE VALUE 200.000 EURO (YES,
TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND EURO'S!!). Ideal lot for
reseller, bourse traders, splitting up in smaller lots etc. etc.
ONLY 2% CATALOGUE VALUE!!!
£ 4000
30824 Collection of 54 complete, MNH sheets of 100
stamps of the American-British Zone (Michel 1-9), all
positions (top, bottom, left and right), with margin
inscriptions, platenumbers and various (better) plateflaws
in Leuchtturm sheet album. Seldomly offered so complete.
£ 350
28378 Fat stockbook with various mint hinged and used
material of the German Reich, amongst which various
better stamps and souvenir sheets, including 18 Zeppelin
stamps. Cat. value ca. 11800 euros (4800 euros mint
hinged and 7000 euros used).
£ 1200
27862 German Reich 1872-1945 Very extensive,
cancelled stock in 6 fat stockbooks. The lot contains only
stamps and souvenir sheets with nice cancellations. Cat.
value ca. 51500 euros (every stamp counted as the
cheapest type and colour).
£ 5000
27863 German Reich Stockpage with various, mostly
cancelled, plateflaws. Cat. value ca. 1600 euros. £ 150
27422 Germany Reich 1872-1945 Stockbook with a nice
lot used material, including nice classic part, many better
stamps, combinations, etc (also few doubtful cancels). Cat.
value according to collector ca. 24000 euros.
£ 2000
27917 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1870 Nicely
filled, mint hinged and used collection on album pages in
folder. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1 in strip of
4 on cover, 11 (3x), 12 (2x), 23 (2x), etc. Very high cat.
value!
£ 675
27406 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1870 Very
extensive collection on stockpages in Safe album.
Collection contains very much cancellation material from
many different states, some covers, stamps on cut outs
from stationeries from other states, many pairs and strips
etc. Very nice collection, for the Germany specialist.
£ 3000
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29641 Norddeutscher Postbezirk 1868-1875 Nicely
filled, cancelled collection on albumpages in folder, in
which better stamps, cancels, various covers and also
German occupation of the Elzas.
£ 750
29032 Reich: 1872-1874 Specialised, mint hinged and
mostly used coll e c t i o n 1st issue German Reich
(Brustschilden) on album pages in folder, in which better
and signed stamps (a.o. Michel 11 with certificate, 12-13*,
etc.).
£ 800
29938 Reich: 1872-1932 Nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in old leuchtturm album,
in which also some combinations, covers and postal
stationeries, and a.o. (Michel no's): 378-384* (with attest),
450-453, 456-457 (1 and 2 mark Zeppelin Polarfahrt), 474478, etc.
£ 700
28186 Reich: 1872-1945 Almost complete, mostly used
collection in old Leuchtturm album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 11, 29-30, 66 (5 Mark Reichspost), 344350, 378-384, 398-401, 407-409, 423-424, 425-429, 438439 (Zeppelin Sudamerika Fahrt), 450-453, 455, 456, 457
on Zeppelin card, 459-462, 474-478, 496-498 (Zeppelin
Chicago), 499-507 (Wagner), 556-564, 716-729, souvenir
sheet 3 (Ostropa), 9, 10, 11, etc. High cat. value! £ 2500
30562 Reich: 1872-1945 Cancelled lot in fat stockbook,
in which many better stamps like (Michel no's): 350 (3x),
384 (6x), 407-409, 423-424, 499-507 (2x, Wagner), 716729, souvenir sheets 7 (3x), 8 (3x), 10, 11 (3x), etc. Also
nice part service stamps, combinations etc. catalogue value
28000 euros.
£ 2000
31392 Reich: 1872-1945 Cancelled stamp collection in
2 LIndner albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 66 (5 Mark
Reichspost), I-III (airmail 1912), 344-350, 351-354, 364367, 378-384, 398-401, 407-409, 423-424, 425-429, 430434, 498, 499-507A (Wagner), 499-507B, 716-729,
souvenir sheet 1 (Iposta), 9, 10, 11, etc. Catalogue value
ca. 17500 euros.
£ 1600
30613 Reich: 1872-1945 Extensive partly specialised
collection **/*/0, better classics including 18kr large
brustschild used, many issues collected on colour,
extensive inflation period incl. better, strips of 11, better
issues of the 20/30's, sheetlets incl. Ostropa, also Bohmen
&amp; Mahren, General gouvernement, occupation WWII
etc. etc. in 2 expensive Lighthouse albums. Nice collection,
offered very cheap!
£ 1700
30610 Reich: 1872-1945 Fantastic in the main numbers
complete collection, in mainly very good condition, so
including both the small and large brustschilder, 1900: 5
Reichsmark, infla, all the good sets of the 20/30's, all
sheetlets incl. the rare Nothilfe 1933 sheetlet, service
complete, all the good Zeppelins(!) etc. etc. in expensive
Kabe album. What a great collection!!
£ 4350
30608 Reich: 1872-1945 Incredible complete collection,
missing nothing, mainly used, Brustschilder including
18kr(!), 1900: 5 Reichsmark, infla including used, all the
good sets of the 20/30's, all Zeppelin sets, all sheetlets
including 1930 Iposta used, 1933 Nothilfe mint, 1933
Ostropa unused, service complete, fieldpost nearly
complete including many rare stamps, also some nice

occupation, General gouvernement etc. etc. in 2 expensive
Kabe albums. Great collection with an incredible catalogue
value!!
£ 5250

28846 Reich 1872-1945 Well filled, cancelled collection
in Davo album and duplicates in stockbook. Collection
does not contain the key stamps, but is reasonably
complete. Cat. value ca. 18000 euros.
£ 1500
30561 Reich 1872-1945 Well filled, cancelled stamp
collection in Imperial album, in which many better stamps
like (Michel no's): 66 (5 Mark Reichspost), 344-350, 378384, 423-424, 425-429, 430-434, 438-439 (Zeppelin
America flight), 450-453, 456 (Zeppelin polar flight 1
Mark), 459-162, 474-478, 497 (Zeppelin Chicago 2 Mark),
499-507 (Wagner), 716-729, souvenir sheet 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
nice part service stamps etc. Catalogue value 19600 euros
(expensive infla stamps are only counted if signed).
£ 1750
28171 Reich 1872-1945 Well filled, MNh, mint hinged
and used collection in stockbook, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 37, 351-354, 378-384, 423-424, 455, 474-478, 498
(4 mark Zeppelin Chicago), 529-539, 695-697, 699**,
716-729, etc. High cat. value!
£ 800
31017 Reich: 1872-1945 Well filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in 2 Lindner albums, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): I-III (airmail 1912), 177, 178, 179, 181,
188, 191, 258-260, 307, 309B, 319B, 330B, 344-350,
407-409, 499-507 (Wagner), 556-564, 588-597, 695-697,
716-729, souvenir sheet 2* (short, stamps MNH), 10*,
service 65, etc.
£ 1200
26567 Reich: 1872-1949 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used lot in stock album. Lot contains better material
like Ze ppelin Chicago fahrt (2x), Wagner, nice
combinations, souvenir sheets etc. Also some material of
German territories and German Zones present. £ 1800
26203 Reich 1875-1944 Lot used material engros in
good quality, including better stamps, colours etc. Not
been picked for plateflaws or cancels. In 10 small
stockbooks. Cat. value ca. 28000 euros. Now for less then
3%!
£ 750
31390 Reich: 1913-1941 Stockbook with various mint
hinged and used combinations of stamps from stamp
booklets of German Reich, in which better ones like
(Michel no's): W21.1*, W22*, W23*, W27.5, W30.2,
W48, W50, W51, W56, W58, S41*, S73*, S75*, S77*,
S79*, S85*, S87*, WZ5*, WZ7*, etc. Catalogue value ca.
16500 euros.
£ 1750
31391 Reich: 1913-1941 Stockbook with various MNH
combinations of stamps from stamp booklets of German
Reich, in which better ones like (Michel no's): KZ1**,
KZ2**, KZ3**, KZ4**, KZ13**, KZ5**, S24**, S26**,
S28**, S30**, S32**, S34**, S36**, S51**, W21.1**,
W27.1**, W27.2**, W30.1**, W30.2**, W37** (2x),
WZ5**, WZ8**, etc. Catalogue value ca. 15000 euros.
£ 1700
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29391 Reich 1913-1945 MNH and (mostly) mint hinged
collection combinations in Kabe album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): W22*, W23*, W25*, W38*, S37*, S79*,
S84*, etc. Also better material of Bundespost present, like
S14**, S15**, S16**, S22**, S23**, S24**, S30**,
S31**, S32**, RL1**, RL2**, etc.
£ 1250
30602 Reich: 1915-1941 Mainly mint hinged collection,
in very good condition, reasonably to very complete
including a wealth of better and scarce combinations,
horizontal/vertical, strips of 3 etc. etc. in extemely well
filled Schaubek album. Great lot!
£ 2250
30609 Reich: 1921-1945 Extensive double collection,
both mint/mnh as used collected, including many sought
after and expensive combinations, panes, strips etc. etc. in
2 expensive Lindner albums with slipcases. Great
collection, offered at a giveaway price!!
£ 2400
13056 Reich: 1923 Michel 244c, 40m green olive mint
never hinged full original gum, block of 18!! Each stamp
signed Buhler. Michel 2006 cat. value 11.700 EURO!
£ 750
30525 Reich 1933-1945 Stockbook with a mostly
cancelled stock stamps, including better ones like (Michel
no's): 499-507 (Wagner, 2x), 539 (4x), 556-564 (2x), 58597, 716-729 (2x), etc. Also some mint material present
(partly without gum) and some special cancels.
£ 550

29315 Reich: Nice lot cancelled combinations of the
German Reich in stockbook. Cat. value ca. 3500 euros.
£ 400
25073 R e i c h: N i c e u s e d l o t , i nc l uding many
Brustschilden and higher values in 2 stockbooks. Total cat.
value ca. 20800 euros.
£ 1500
29317 Reich: Small stockbook with various, mostly
cancelled plateflaws including better like (Michel no's):
138 III, 256 II (2x), 820 III**, etc. Cat. value ca. 4800
euros.
£ 500
26657 Reich: Stockbook with used combinations of the
German Reich, amongst which some combinations with
Han numbers. Cat. value ca. 5000 euros.
£ 650
31394 Reich: Stockbook with various cancelled material
of German Reich, including better stamps like (Michel
no's): 351-354, 364-367 (9x), 375-377, 383 (4x), 384, 407409, 423-424, 430-434, 474-478, 538 (15x), 539 (8x),
souvenir sheet 4, 5, 7 (9x), 8 (4x), 9 (2x), 10 (2x), 11 (3x),
etc. Catalogue value ca. 26000 euros.
£ 2000
26769 Reich: Stockbook with various mint hinged
material of German Reich, including better stamps,
souvenir sheets and nice combinations. Cat. value ca. 9000
euros.
£ 900

26368 Reich: Stockbook with various, used material,
including better stamps and souvenir sheets. Cat. value ca.
2 8 1 7 2 R e i ch: Beautiful, cancelled c o l l e c t i o n
13000 euros.
£ 850
combinations of German Reich in fat stockbook. Lot
contains many better combinations like (Michel no's): W1,
26656 Reich: Stockbook with various used material,
W4, W9, W10, W11, W12, W13, S6, S7, S8, S24, S26,
including many Brustschilden and many higher values. Cat.
KZ3, KZ4, KZ5, KZ6, etc. Cat. value over 17000 euros.
value ca. 17000 euros.
£ 1500
Also some Bundespost combinations present (not counted).
£ 2500
29627 Reich: Stockbook with various used material,
including nice classic part and many better stamps like
26707 Reich: Beautiful, MNH, mint hinged but mostly
(Michel no's): 378-384 (2x), 424 (2x), 450-453, 458 (4
used collection combinations of the German Reich in
Mark Zeppelin Polarfahrt), 538 (9x), 539 (6x), 695-697,
stockbook, in which many better items. Cat. value ca.
souvenir sheet 5, 6, 7, 9, combinations S 92, WZ 7, WZ 9,
18700 euros.
£ 2500
WZ 10, KZ 29,1 (2x), etc. Nice lot, cat. value ca. 23000
euros.
£ 1500
25794 Reich: Beautiful used lot, including very many
Brustschilden and higher values in 2 stockbooks. Total cat.
26805 Reich: Stockbook with various used material of
value ca. 32700 euros.
£ 2250
German Reich, in which many Brustschilden, some
Zeppelin stamps, souvenir sheets and various higher values.
29314 Reich: Extensive lot cancelled service stamps of
Cat. value ca. 33000 euros.
£ 2500
the German Reich in stockbook. Cat. value ca. 13000
euros.
£ 850
27120 Reich: Stockbook with various used material of
the German Reich, including many better stamps. Cat.
13057 Reich: Mint never hinged better stamps in part
value ca. 13700 euros.
£ 1000
sheets with Michel 253aZ(80), 290Z(150) en 295Z(120),
partly signed Buhler, cat. value 11.000+ euro, stupidly
28912 Reich: Stockpage with various, MNH, mint
cheap price!!!
£ 360
hinged and used plateflaws. Cat. value 2200 euros.
£ 150
31393 Reich: MNH lot postage stamps of German Reich
in 2 fat stockbooks, in which also better material like
29316 Reich: Very nice lot cancelled stamps of the
(Michel no's): 405** (2x), 407**, 409**, 417**, 419**,
German Reich, including very many infla stamps (all
433**, 465** (4x), 466**, 467-473**, 477** (2x), 489**,
signed!), some Zeppelin stamps, various souvenir sheets
493**, 494** (6x), 686-688** (2x), souvenir sheet 7**
and very many complete sets in stockbook. Cat. value ca.
(8x), 10** (2x), 11**, etc. Catalogue value ca. 20200
20600 euros.
£ 1750
euros.
£ 1800
28377 Small stockbook with various, mostly MNH and
mint hinged plateflaws of the German Reich. Cat. value ca.
3700 euros.
£ 325
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23786 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used better material of Germany and some items of other
E u r o p e a n c o u n t r i e s . L o t c o n t a i ns a . o . S a a r
Hochwasserhilfe sheetlets 3x (!), all MNH, but a few have
minor spots on gumside, Iposta sheetlet German Reich
MNH, DDR Debria and 4 Karl Marx sheetlets MNH and
also (Michel no's): 276 DV2**, 277 DV2**, 278 DV4**,
279 DV2** (cat. together 1750,00), 284-285 DV**, 286288**, Berlin 68-70*, 75-79**, 82-86**, 91-100**, etc.
Further a.o. Italy 1933 airmail
£ 3600
29628 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used material of Germany. Contains a.o. nice MNH Memel
and Danzig (including various plateflaws), better sets
Bundespost and Berlin, some covers, Soveiet zone etc. Cat.
value ca. 16000 euros.
£ 1500
27118 Stockbook with various used commbinations of
the German Reich. Cat. value ca. 9400 euros.
£ 900
29548 Thurn & Taxis: 1852-1866 Mint hinged and
(mostly) used, complete collection on albumpages in
folder, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 1-10, 11-12, 13-25, 2634, 36-44, 46-54*, 46 (with certificate), 47, 50, 51-54.
£ 625
29789 Thurn & Taxis 1852-1866 Mint hinged and used
duplicate stock in album. Lot contains over 300 stamps,
including better material.
£ 1050
GERMANY - COLONIES
30603 1884-1919 Wonderful **/*/0 collection in very
clean condition, many better sets present like China 1900
set to 5 mark, Marokko 1900 to 5 mark, Turkey with
1884, 1889, 1900, 1905 and 1908 sets, Neu Guinea with
good set to 5 mark, Ost Afrika, SW Afrika, Kamerun,
Karolinen, Kiautschou, Mariannen, Marshall etc. etc. Also
German occupation 1914-1918 with many expensive sets,
in very well filled and expensive Kabe album. Very nice
collection!!
£ 3250

28566 1914-1959 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in old album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Oberschlesien 30-40** (overprint Plebiscite),
various stamps of the French occupation (CIHS overprint,
not signed), Sleeswijk-Holstein 1-14**, 15-28**, Danzig
207-211*, 212-213*, Saar 104-107*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1200
30596 1918- 1 9 3 9 V e r y fresh mint/mint never
hinged/used collection including collection Allenstein
complete, Marienwerder in main numbers complete incl.
Michel 15/20 (nr. 17 on piece, signed), Schleswig and
Oberschlesien complete, Danzig missing only 1 stamp
(Michel 47, 60pf) incl. 1 Mark and 2 Mark grosse
Innendienst mint never hinged with corner sheetmargin
(both signed, catalogue value Michel 6000 euro!!!), all
other good issues, Memel COMPLETE including all better
sets, also last 2 sets(!!), then a COMPLETE Saar collection
to 1934 including the rare 5 mark and 10 mark, 1928
Madonna set etc. etc. in expensive Kabe album. Wonderful
collection including so many expensive issues, gigantic
catalogue value and retail value!!
£ 6250

29029 1919-1920 Specialised, MNH, mint hinged and
used coll e c t i o n ( A l l e ns t ein, Marienw erder and
Oberschlesien), in blank Kabe album, in which various
better material, nice cancels and some varieties like
(Michel no's): Oberschlesien 10F* (5Pf. on 15 Pf., 9x, all
signed), 11 VIII* (inverted double overprint, signed), 11
XIII* (triple overprint, signed), 12K* (inverted overprint,
5x) etc.
£ 750
28322 1920-1945 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in album, in which a.o. Danzig, Saar, etc.
Also some nice old Wurttemberg present.
£ 300
31260 And Occupations: 1884-1945 Very well filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in old album,
in which e.g. (Michel no's): China 7* (certificate), 9*
(signed), 10* (signed), 11* (signed), 27* (3x), 37**
(signed), Morocco 1-6*, 19* (2x), 21-33*, 45**, Turkey
1-5*, 23* (4x), 35*, German New Guinea 19**, German
east Africa Wuga V*, German South West Africa 5-10*,
23**, Cameroon 19*, Karolinen 19*, Kiautschou 1* (6x),
5-17* (no. 17 thin spot), 18-27*, Marianen 1-6 II*, 7-19*,
Marshall Islands 1-6 II*, 7-12*, 13-25* (25 signed),
Samoa 1-6*, 7-19*, Togo 1-6*, 7-19*, Serbia 16-25**,
souvenir sheet 3**, 4**, etc. Nice collection, extreme high
catalogue value!
£ 12500
29965 And Occupations: 1914-1939 Stockbook with
various, MNH, mint hinged and used postage stamps, like
Belgium, Allenstein, Danzig, Saar, Memel etc.
£ 350
30406 And Offices: 1884-1919 Impressive mint and
used collection, most countries complete or nearly
complete, including Marokko with the high values, post in
Turkey complete, Kamerun, Karolinen incl. 25pf nr. 5 with
cert, Marshall incl. Marshall overprint set, N. Guinea, East
and South West Africa, Samoa and Togo with the high
value, in mainly very good condition, in album. Wonderful
collection with a gigantic catalogue value!!
£ 4000
31233 German and Italian occupation Laibach: 19411945 Well filled, MNH stamp collection including various
covers in stockbook. The collection contains e.g. (Michel
no's): German occupation 1-20**, 21-28**, 33-38**, 4560**, IB-VIB**, postage dues 1-9**, Italian occupation 1,
2 (certificate), 3-17, idem on 2 covers, etc.
£ 950
27936 German East Africa: 1893-1918 Mostly mint
hinged collection on album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-5*, 6-10*, 11-21*, 11-18*
with overprint Specimen (cat. 150,00 each), 22-29*, 3039*, etc. Also Belgian occupation present, like 1-8*, 2533*, and 25-33* imperforated (no. 30 and 31 missing).
High cat. value!
£ 975
31258 Occupations WWI and WWII: Beautiful, MNH
and mint hinged stamp collection in American Palo album,
in which e.g. (Michel no's): WW I: Belgium 1-9*, 10-25*,
Etappen West 1-12*, WW II: Albania 1-13**, 15-21**,
Montenegro 1-9**, 10-14*, 15-18**, 20-28**, 29-35**,
Serbia 1-15*, 16-25**, 26-30*, 31-45**, souvenir sheet
1*, 2*, 3*, 4*, Laibach 1-20*, 21-28* (signed), 29-30*,
31-32*, 33-38**, 39-44*, 45-60*, Zante 1-3 II* (overprint
red, signed), 3 I* (signed, overprint black), etc. Nice
quality!
£ 2500
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30600 Sudetenland: 1938 Incredible specialised
collection, mint/used/mnh and on cover, extensive Asch
incl. many varieties, shifted overprints, nice covers,
Rumberg with many better stamps, cancels, covers, many
signed stamps, varieties, also Karlsbad with many better
stamps, in album. Fantastic collection of this scarce and
popular material!!
£ 4250
GERMANY (EAST)
30342 1948-1968 Nearly complete mainly used
collection incl. most of the good earlies, 1950 Debria
sheetlet, 1953 all 4 Marx sheetlets mint/mh, 1955 Engels
sheetlet mnh (some creasing) etc. etc. in album. Very high
catalogue value.
£ 275

30157 1948-1980 Nice mixed lot **/*/0, main value in
the early better issues in large quantities, in fat stockbook.
Massive catalogue value.
£ 240
29653 DDR 1945-1990 Almost complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 3 Davo albums, in which a.o.
some Soviet zone, Debria sheet mint hinged, imperforated
Karl Marx sheets mint hinged and better stamps from the
first years.
£ 475
30799 DDR: 1948-1982 Almost complete, mostly MNH
stamp collection in blank album, including Debria sheet
MNH.
£ 400
28607 DDR 1948-1990 Complete, MNH collection in 3
Davo cristal albums and 1 Davo luxe album with slipcases.
Collection contains all better sets and souvenir sheets like
Debria sheetlet and the 4 Karl Marx sheetlets. Additional
also some soviet zone present, part postage dues (partly
cancelled), nice part service stamps etc. Cat. value over
6000 euros.
£ 900

30343 DDR: 1949-1990 Mainly mint never hinged
stock, including the better early issues (also used present),
later in massive quantities fresh mint never hinged, the
sheetlets in quantities, booklets, blocks of 4 etc. etc. housed
in 19(!!) dealer stockbooks. Incredible amount of material,
with a gigantic catalogue value!!
£ 2200
31520 DDR: 1949-1990 Over complete, mostly
cancelled stamp collection, including all the expensive
stamps and souvenir sheets (Debria, Karl Marx) in 5 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases. Bargain!
£ 500
26240 DDR: Album with complete MNH and canceled
sheets with combinations of DDR. Also some other sheets
present. Seldomly offered.
£ 300
GERMANY - STATES
31200 1849-1920 Extensive lot mint hinged and used
stamps in 3 stockbooks, in which much material, including
better stamps and nice cancels.
£ 2500

30886 1849-1920 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection, including various covers and better
material, but in mixed condition. The collection contains
e.g. (Michel no's): Bavaria 1 (small hole), MecklenburgSchwerin 1, 2-3, 2-3(*), many proofs of Saxony etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 1800
30973 1849-1920 Well filled, mint hinged and used,
somewhat specialised stamp collection in somewhat mixed
quality in Leuchtturm album, in which e.g. (Michel no's):
Prussia, Saxony 2, 3-5, 7, 8-11, 12-13, Schlesvig-Holstein
5*, 6, 7, Thurn & Taxis 18, 19, 27, 36, 37, etc. Very high
catalogue value!
£ 3500

28611 DDR 1949-1953 Almost complete, cancelled
collection, including Debria and the 4 Karl Marx souvenir
sheets in stockbook. High cat. value!
£ 200

30884 1850-1920 Somewhat specialised, mint hinged
and used stamp collection, including better material like
(Michel no's): Baden 13-15, Bavaria 6, 7, 13, Bergedorf 16(*), Prussia 1*, 2*, 3(*), 7, 8, etc. High catalogue value!
£ 1750

29744 DDR 1949-1974 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection in stockbook, in which various better stamps like
(Michel no's): 242, 243-244, 245, 246-247, 250, 251-255,
256-259, 261-270, 280-281, 282-283, 284-285, 286-288,
souvenir sheet 11, 12, 19(*), etc.
£ 125

31388 1850-1920 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on album pages in springback, in which
Baden, Bavaria, Bergedorf, Bremen (e.g. Michel 2, used
with certificate), Brunswick, Thurn & Taxis, etc. including
several covers.
£ 1800

29745 DDR 1949-1979 Nicely filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in stockbook, in which various better
stamps like (Michel no's): 242*, 243-244**, 245**, 246247*, 250**, 261-270*, 276-279**, 280-281*, 282-283*,
284-285**, 289-292*, souvenir sheet 10*, 11**, 12**,
19(*) etc
£ 125

31270 1850-1920 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection on album pages in springback, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): Baden 9,16, 21 (misses 2 perfs),
22, Bavaria 6, 7, 13, 18, 19, Prussia 1-4, 5, 6-8, 9-12, 13,
19, 20-21, Saxony 2, 3-6, 7, 8-11, 12-13, Schlesvig 1-2(*),
3, Thurn &amp; Taxis complete, W rttemberg 37, North
Deutsches Postbezirk 1-6, 7-11, 12, 23*, 25-26, etc.
£ 4250

30866 DDR: 1949-1990 Almost complete, largely
double (MNH/mint hinged AND cancelled) stamp
collection including souvenir sheets in 5 Leuchtturm
albums with slipcases. Collection contains e.g. (Michel
no's): 284-285*, 284-285, 286-288*, 286-288, souvenir
sheet 7**, 7 (Debria sheet), Karl Marx sheets MNH (1
sheet hinged) and cancelled etc.
£ 650
26382 DDR 1949-1990 As good as complete, canceled
collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums, including a.o. Debria
sheetlet, Karl Marx sheetlets etc.
£ 600

31031 Bavaria 1849-1920 Beautiful accumulation of
MNH, mint hinged and used postage stamps, including
sheetparts in 2 fat stockbooks, in which e.g. (Michel no's):
6, 12 (3x), 18(2x), 19, 33** in complete sheetlet of 30,
nice part back of the book etc. Nice lot, high catalogue
value!
£ 2000
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23795 Well filled, mint hinged and used collection old
German States including many covers in blanc album.
Collection contains a.o. Baden, Bavaria, W rttemberg,
Hamburg, Prussia, Saxonyn etc. Also some German
colonies present.
£ 3050

27190 1949-1990 Almost complete, first mint hinged,
later (from ca. 1960) mostly MNH collection in large
Yvert album.
£ 450

GERMANY - W. BERLIN
28135 1852-1983 MNH, mint hinged and used stock in
stockbook, in which various nice material.
£ 180

30165 1949-1990 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in stockbook in which various better stamps like
(Michel no's): 35-41 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 64-67, 71,
75-79, 80-81, 82-86, 87, 88-90, 91-100, 101-105, 106109, 110-111 etc. High catalogue value!
£ 200

28388 1948-1980 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Lindner album.
£ 125

27830 1954-1990 Almost complete, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 200

26364 1948-1987 Complete, mostly used collection in
Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o. the black- and
red overprints of 1948 (both sets signed), UPU 1949,
Goethe 1949, souvenir sheet 1 (cancel doubtful) etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 800

29739 Berlin 1948-1990 Well filled, cancelled collection
in stockbook, in which better stamps like (Michel no's): 3541 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 64-67, 71, 72-73, 74, 80-81,
82-86, 88-90, 91-100, 101-105, 106-109, 11-111 etc. Cat.
value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 250

28605 1948-1990 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 17*, 18*, 19*, 20*, 27**, 32** (signed
Schlegel), 36-41* (UPU), 42-60*, 61-63* (Goethe), 6467*, 69*, 70*, 71**, 72-73*, 74**, 75-79*, 80-81**, 7279 on cover with special cancel Wagner Festspiele 11-81951, 82-86*, 87**, 88-90**, 91-100**, 101-105**, 106109**, 110-111**, souvenir sheet 1*, etc. Nice collection,
bargain!
£ 700

29740 Berlin 1948-1990 Well filled, cancelled collection
in stockbook, in which better stamps like (Michel no's): 3541 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe), 64-67, 71, 72-73, 74, 80-81,
82-86, 88-90, 91-100, 101-105, 106-109, 11-111 etc. Cat.
value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 250

30867 1948-1990 As good as complete DOUBLE
(MNH/mint hinged AND used) stamp collection in 2 luxe
Lindner albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 1-20**
(signed Schlegel), 17 (signed Schlegel), 33 (signed
Schlegel), 34 (signed Schlegel), 35-41, 61-63(**
regummed), 61-63 (Goethe), 68-70*, 68-70, souvenir sheet
1**, 1 etc. High catalogue value!
£ 1050

30817 Very, very specialised collection 1945, of the first
issue of Berlin and Brandenburg, (Michel 1A/7A and
1B/7B), very extensive mint and used, with multiples, pairs
and strips, imperfs, different papers, varieties, listed and
unlisted plateflaws, several signed stamps, collected per
value, in 7 thick stockbooks. Lifework of a collector!!
£ 1100
GERMANY (WEST)
28122 1948-1983 Extensive, mostly MNH stock of
bundespost in 2 stockbooks. Much material, including
many blocks of 4.
£ 325

29025 1948-1990 Complete MNH, mint hinged and
cancelled collection in Lindner album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-20, 21-34, 35-41, 61-63**, 68-70**,
71**, 72-73**, 75-79, 82-86**, souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
Also some extra's present like no. 71 on FDC, 101-105 on
cover, 110-111 on FDC, etc.
£ 750

25979 1948-2000 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 111-112*, 113-115*, 116, 117-120*,
121-122, 139-140*, 141-142, 143-146, 156-159, etc.
£ 450

27032 1948-1990 Complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in luxe Leuchtturm album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 35-41*, 61-63*, 64-67*, 6870*, 71*, 73, 75-79*, 82-86, 87, 101-105*, souvenir sheet
1*, etc.
£ 850

28488 1949-1953 Stockpage with better used stamps of
Bundespost. Contains (Michel no's): 111-112 (2x), 117120 (no. 118 misses a perf), 121-122 (2x), 139-140 (2x),
141-142 (2x), 145, 159, 173-176, 176. Cat. value 1355
euros.
£ 175

26288 1948-1990 Very well filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Lindner album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 21-34**, 35-41**
(UPU), 61-63** (Goethe), 64-67**, 68-70**, 71**, 7273**, 74**, 75-79**, 80-81**, 82-86**, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value.
£ 700

28125 1949-1959 Complete, mint hinged collection
Bundespost on album pages in folder, including all the
expensive stamps.
£ 300

27831 1948-1990 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 35-41 (UPU), 61-63 (Goethe),
72-73, 75-79, 82-86, 101-105, etc.
£ 400
29525 1948-1990 With the exception of 4 stamps
complete (also souvenir sheet 1 is facsimile), MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo cristal album. Bargain!
£ 400

28387 1949-1974 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection Bundespost in Lindner album, in which
a.o. (Michel no's): 111-112, 116, 117-120, 121-122, 139140*, 141-142, 143-146, 153-154*, 156-159 etc. £ 200
28389 1949-1983 Well filled, cancelled collection
Bundespost in Marini album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
111-112, 117-120, 121-122, 139-140, 141-142, 143-146,
153-154, 156-159 etc..
£ 200
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28606 1949-1993 Almost complete, cancelled collection
Bundespost in Davo album, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
11-112, 113-115, 116, 117-120, 121-122, 139, 141-142,
143-146, 156-159, 173-176, etc. Also nice part AmericanBritish zone present.
£ 350
26297 1949-1995 Complete, mostly MNH (but also
partly double) collection Bundespost in 3 luxe Lindner
albums. Few posthorn stamps are probably regummed, but
the rest looks ok, including the first years. High cat. value!
£ 700
26248 1949-2009 In the main numbers complete,
canceled collection Bundespost including the first
expensive years, souvenir sheets and modern (few modern
stamps missing) in 6 expensive Deutsche post albums. Cat.
value over 5000 euros.
£ 550
28173 1949-2013 Almost complete, cancelled collection
Bundespost in 4 stockbooks, including some duplicates.
Cat. value over 6000 euros.
£ 600
28485 1958-1999 Almost complete, MNH collection
Bundespost in stockbook. High cat. value.
£ 200
28379 1958-2000 Beautiful MNH stock Bundespost in
4 fat stockbooks, in which very many stamps also in blocks
of 4 (or larger units) present and also souvenir sheets. Cat.
value ca. 17500 euros. Now for only 5%!!
£ 900
26205 1990-1998 Stockbook with neatly used surcharge
sets of Bundespost, all 100x. Cat. value 5650 euros, now
for only 3½ %!
£ 200
25048 Bund: 1949-1994 Mint never hinged/used
virtually complete collection (missing only 139/140) in
very good quality, used up to 1962, from 1963 onwards
mint never hinged, in 2 expensive Kabe albums. Very high
cat. value and offered very cheap!
£ 375
29649 Bund and Berlin 1949-1955 Stockbook with better
mint hinged and used sets. Lot contains (Michel no's):
Bundespost 111-112*, 113-115*, 116*, 117-120, 121122*, 139-140, 143-146, 156-159, 161 (2x), 173-176,
217-218*, 222-225*, Berlin 61-63, 64-67, 75-79*, 82-86,
87*, 88-90*, 91-100*, 101-105, 106-109, 110-111. Cat.
value over 1600 euros.
£ 200
29524 Bundespost 1946-2000 Complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums.
Collection also includes some material of the British
American Zone.
£ 450
31396 Bundespost: 1949-1959 Stockbook with various
better, mostly cancelled material, catalogue value over
3800 euros.
£ 200
29995 Bundespost 1949-1969 For 99% complete, mint
hinged and (mostly) used stamp collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcases, including souvenir sheets 1
cancelled.
£ 200
29441 Bundespost 1949-1971 Complete, cancelled
collection including all the expensive stamps in luxe
Lindner album.
£ 235

29490 Bundespost 1949-1973 Complete, MN H
collection in luxe Lindner album, in which all the good
issues, posthornset MNH with certificate etc. Cat. value
over 5100 euros.
£ 800
30720 Bundespost: 1949-1974 Complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Safe ringbinder, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): 111-112**, 113*, 114*, 115,
116, 117-120*, 121-122, 139-140**, 141-142**, 143-146,
156-159*, etc. Bargain!
£ 250
29452 Bundespost 1949-1974 Mostly MNH collection
in Leuchtturm album, in which much better material like
(Michel no's): 111-112**, 113-115*, 116, 117-120**, 123139*, 139-140*, 141**, 150**, 153-154**, 156-159**,
167-170* etc.
£ 175
27174 Bundespost 1949-1977 Almost complete, mint
hinged collection in Spanish Philos album. Collection
contains all the stamps from the early years, including the
posthorn set.
£ 400
30719 Bundespost: 1949-1978 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in Leuchtturm
springback binder, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 113-115**
(114 no gum), 116*, 117-120, 121, 122**, 139-140*, 141142*, 143-146, 156-159, etc. Bargain!
£ 200
30721 Bundespost: 1949-1978 As good as complete,
MN H , mint hinged and used stamp collection in
Leuchtturm springback binder (doesn't spring any more :-(
), in which e.g. (Michel no's): 111-112, 113-115, 116, 117120, 121-122**, 139-140, 141-142**, 156-159, etc.
Bargain!
£ 250
30801 Bundespost: 1949-1978 As good as complete,
mostly mint hinged stamp collection including souvenir
sheets in Kabe album.
£ 250
25241 Bundespost: 1949-1980 Nice, MNH large lot
sorted in glassines. Lot contains very much material,
including better stamps like (Michel no's): 111-112, 163,
171-172, 173-176, 200-203, 222-225 (2x), etc.
£ 700
26351 Bundespost 1949-1987 Almost complete,
canceled collection in 2 blanc albums. Nice quality, high
cat. value!
£ 325
30848 Bundespost: 1949-1989 Complete, DOUBLE
(MNH/mint hinged AND cancelled) stamp collection in 3
luxe Lindner albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 111112*, 111-112, 113-115*, 113-115, 116*, 116, 117-120*,
117-120, 121-122*, 121-122, 123-138* (posthorn, some
regummed), 139-140*, 139-140, 141-142*, 141-142, 143146**, 143-146, 147*, 147, etc. High catalogue value!
£ 600
30877 Bundespost: 1949-1999 Almost complete,
DOUBLE (MNH/mint hinged AND used) stamp collection
in 2 luxe Kabe albums with slipcases, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 111-112*, 111-112, 113-115*, 113-115,
116, 117-120*, 117-120, 121-122*, 121-122, 123-134*
(posthorn to 50 pfennig), 139-140*, 139-140, 141-142*,
141-142, 143-146*, 143-146, 156-159*, etc.
£ 400
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29741 Bundespost 1949-1999 Well filled, mostly
cancelled collection in stockbook, in which various better
stamps like (Michel no's): 111-112, 113-115, 116, 117120, 121-122, 141-142, 143-146, 156-159 etc. Cat. value
ca. 3500 euros.
£ 250
29742 Bundespost 1949-1999 Well filled, mostly
cancelled collection in stockbook, in which various better
stamps like (Michel no's): 111-112, 113-115, 116, 117120, 121-122, 141-142, 143-146, 156-159 etc. Cat. value
ca. 3500 euros.
£ 250
29715 Bundespost 1949-2000 Almost only MNH (few
stamps hinged), as good as complete collection in 2
albums, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 111-112**, 113115**, 116**, 117-120**, 121-122*, 123-138*
(posthorn), 139-140**, 141-142**, 143-146**, 147**,
156-159**, etc. Nice collection, recommended! £ 850
25507 Bundespost: 1949-2000 Apparently complete,
used (souvenir sheets MNH) collection in stockbook. Nice
quality, cat. value ca. 4500 euros.
£ 400
20730 Bundespost 1949-2000 MN H , complete
collection in 5 luxe Lindner albums. Contains all the good
sets, including posthorn (few stamps with gum remarks).
Nice collection, cat. value over 7500 euros.
£ 1000
26367 Bundespost 1949-2000 Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used stock in fat dealer book. Stock
contains very much material, including better like (Michel
no's): 111-112, 113-115 (114 with plate flaw II, cat.
180,00), 116*, 116 (2x), 117-120, 139-140, 141-142*,
156-159, 173-176*, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 525
25508 Bundespost: 1949-2000 Well filled, MNH
collection in stockbook. The years 1949-1952 are scarcely
filled, from 1953 almost complete. Cat. value ca. 4000
euros.
£ 350

29491 Bundespost 1957-1994 Stockbook with a
collection of plateflaws. Collection contains both MNH as
cancelled material and FDC's. In total 240 plate flaws,
including better ones.
£ 400
30252 Bundespost: 1982-2000 Almost complete, MNH
stamp collection in 2 luxe, very expensive Safe albums
(pages till 1999).
£ 180
27888 Bundespost and Berlin: 1949-1987 Very well
filled, cancelled collection in large Yvert album, in which
better material. Bargain!
£ 375
25885 Bundespost and Berlin: Stockbook with various,
better, used material. Cat. value ca. 7000 euros. Bargain!
£ 450
29259 Bundespost and Zones: 1945-1970 MNH and
cancelled (double) collection Bundespost 1949-1970 in
album and stockbook and also MNH and cancelled
material of Bizone and French Zone. Collection contains
many better stamps and also many varieties like (Michel
no's): Bundespost 111-112**, 111-112, 113-115**, 113115, 116**, 116, 116 I (line at 0 of 30), 117-120**, 117120, 121-122**, 123-138** (posthorn), 139-140**, 139140, 141-142**, 141-142, 143-146**, 143-146, 213F*
(stamp without value inscription, hinged, signed), French
zone Baden 28-37, 38-41, 42-46, souvenir sheet 1A, 1B, 2,
Rheinland Pfalz 30-31, 32-41, 42-45, souvenir sheet 1, etc.
£ 2200
26207 Bundespost and Zones Stockbook with used
material. Cat. value ca. 1900 euros.
£ 150
26932 Bundespost stock 1949-2000 Very extensive,
MNH, mint hinged and used stock in 2 fat stockbooks.
Contains very much better material from the early years.
£ 750

25206 Bundespost: 1949-2001 In the main numbers
almost complete (years 1987-1988 missing), used
collection in 2 luxe leuchtturm albums. Cat. value ca. 3500
euros.
£ 300

25175 Small stockbook with better used stamps of
Bundespost, including duplicates. Contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 113 (3x), 114, 115 (3x), 116, 117-120, 121-122,
141-142, 143-146, 173-176, etc. Total cat. value ca. 2700
euros.
£ 300

30605 Bundespost 1951-1974 Well filled, MNH (few
cancelled stamps) stamp collection combinations in blank
Safe album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): W1-W7**,
W8=16**, WZ1**, WZ2**, WZ5-8**, WZ9-14**, S1**,
S5**, S9**, S11**, S13-36**, S37-48**, RL1**, RL2**,
Heftchenblatt 4**, 5**, 6**, 7**, 7, 8X**, etc. Nice
collection, high catalogue value!
£ 850

28547 Stockbook with various material of Bundespost,
including many used pairs posthorn and Heuss. Lot
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 126 in used horizontal pairs
(10x, cat. 140,00 per pair), 126 in used blocks of 4 (7x,
cat. 280,00 per block), 184 in used pairs (4x), 186 in used
pair, 193 in used pairs (2x), 179-186y, 186y, 259-260y,
etc. Cat. value over 6500 euros!
£ 450

29747 Bundespost 1952-1997 Nicely filled, MNH and
mint hinged collection in stockbook, in which various
better stamps like (Michel no's): (Michel no's): 149**,
150*, 151*, 152**, 153-154**, 155**, 167-170*, 189**,
200-203*, 217-218**, 222-225**, etc.
£ 150

28487 Stockbook with various MNH material of
Bundespost, including many blocks of 4. Much material,
high cat. value!
£ 125

29748 Bundespost 1952-1997 Nicely filled, MNH and
mint hinged collection in stockbook, in which various
better stamps like (Michel no's): (Michel no's): 149**,
150**, 151*, 152**, 153-154**, 155*, 167-170*, 177196*, 200-203*, 217-218**, 222-225**, etc.
£ 125

29483 Very extensive, MNH collection coilstamps of
Bundespost in 2 albums and 1 stockbook. Collection
contains many strips of 3, 5 and 6 stamps, many ends of
rolls, better stamps etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 600
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GERMANY - ZONES
31265 1945-1949 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection French and Soviet Zone 19451949 on American Palo album pages in folder, in which
e.g. (Michel no's): French Zone Baden 28-37*, 38-41*, 4245*, 46 I*, 46 II*, souvenir sheet 1A**, 1B**, 2(*),
Rheinland Pfalz 32-41*, 42-45*, souvenir sheet 1(*),
Wurttemberg 28-37*, 40-43*, souvenir sheet 1(*), Soviet
Zone B1** (Potschta), souvenir sheet 2* (signed), 3*, 4**,
6** (Goethe), etc.
£ 1350

29359 1945-1949 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection German Zones in Kabe album. Collection
contains American, British and French Zones.
£ 500
28580 1945-1949 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection German including many covers in
Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
soviet Zone 20-22**, 36** imperforated, B I** (Potschta,
signed Richter), 93-97** imperforated (96 gumless spot),
150-155X**, 195b**, souvenir sheet 1**(type 3), 1**(type
5), 2**(type 3), 2**(type 4), 4** (2x), 5X**, 5Y**, 6**
(2x, Goethe), French Zone Baden 28-37**, 28-37, 3841**, 42-45**, 46 II* (2nd issue, signed Schlegel),
souvenir sheet 1A** (signed Schlegel), 1B** (signed
Schlegel), 2* (signed Schlegel), Rheinland-Pfalz 32-41**,
32-41, 42-46**, souvenir sheet 1**, Wurttemberg 2837**, 28-37 (35 and 37 signed Schlegel), 40-43**, 44-46
(signed Schlegel), souvenir sheet 1**, British American
Zone 49 I** (signed), 52-68 II** (signed Schlegel), I/IIX/I**, I/II-IX/II**, etc. Very nice collectiom, very high
cat. value!
£ 4250
31332 1945-1949 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection American, French and Soviet
Zones in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 800
30838 1946-1949 As good as complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection French and BritishAmerican Zone in Davo album.
£ 750
29219 American-British Zone 1945-1949 Very
extensive, MNH, mint hinged and used, double, specialised
collection in 2 Lindner albums, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
general issues souvenir sheet 12A**, 12A, 12B**, 12B
(2x), V Zd 1**, V Zd 1, V Zd 2, booklet pane 123**, 123,
American-British Zone 52-68I*, 53-68II*, I/I-IX/I*, I/IIIX/II*, souvenir sheet 1, etc. Also many varities present
and many complete sheets of the AM post. Nice collection!
£ 1100
31011 French Zone: 1946-1949 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection on album pages in
folder, in which e.g. (Michel no's): Baden 38-41**, 4245**, 46**, 47-49**, 50-52*, souvenir sheet 1A*, 1B*, 2*
(mint without gum, as issued), Rheinland-Pfalz 42-45**,
46-48*, 51-52**, souvenir sheet 1* (mint without gum, as
issued), Wurttemberg 29-37** (no. 32 missing), 40-43*,
44-46**, souvenir sheet 1* (mint without gum, as issued),
etc.
£ 425
30234 French Zone: 1946-1949 Wonderful collection of
covers of the French Zones, many good frankings,
registered, Baden with 2 covers with the perf and imperf

Freiburg sheetlets on R-cover to the USA etc. etc. in
album. Very much scarce material present!!!
£ 850

21655 French Zone 1947-1949 MNH collection on
stockpages in folder. Contains Wurttemberg, Baden and
Rheinland-Pfalz, including many souvenir sheets. Also
souvenir sheet 1B of Baden used (w ith certificate
Schlegel).
£ 800
27942 French Zone and Berlin 1945-1960 Almost
complete, MNh and mint hinged collection on Scott album
pages in folder. The main part of the collection is MNH.
£ 875
31039 Soviet Zone: 1945-1946 Extremely extensive lot
stamps and covers of Saxony in 6 fat ordners. Contains
complete sheets, sheetparts, gigantic amount of covers,
varieties, plateflaws (e.g. Michel 86 II, heart at Z of
Provinz, on cover with certificate), etc.
£ 3750
30516 Soviet Zone: 1945-1948 Mint hinged and used,
partly double stamp collection in blank album, in which
also some better stamps.
£ 250
30713 Soviet Zone: 1945-1948 Valuable mint/used/mnh
collection starting with bezirk handcancel overprints
specialised, many better values to 5 mark, further Soviet
zone with many better sets and singles, the rare 12pf potcta
on cover and many other nice covers, Weihnachtspende,
Thuringen and other better sheetlets, continuing with a
great collection of German localpost issues with many
difficult to get issues, in album. Great collection!!
£ 3500
29320 Soviet zone 1945-1949 Beautiful, cancelled
collection in old album, in which much better material like
(Michel no's): 20-22, 23-25 (2x), 26-28, B I (Potschta on
FDC, 2x, of which 1x signed Richter and Zierer), souvenir
sheet 1t (type VI), 1x (type V) on piece with certificate, 2t
(type IV) with certificate, 4, 5 (2x), 6 (Goethe), etc. Nice
colection, very high cat. value!
£ 2750
30426 Soviet Zone: 1945-1949 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Schaubek album, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): B I* (Potschta, signed), 20-22**,
various sets 'Postmeistertrennungen' of east Saxony,
plateflaws, Bezirksoverprints, souvenir sheet 1(*), 3A**,
3B**, 4**, 5X*, 5Y**, 6** (Goethe), etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 1100
29731 Sovietzone 1945-1949 Well filled, mostly MNH
and mint hinged stamp collection of local stamps. in
Schaubek album, in which various better material like
(Michel no's): souvenir sheet 3A, 3B*, 4*, 6* (Goethe),
Storkow souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, Strausberg 34-37A*
together, 34-37B** together, 34-37A** in sheet of 20
together, 34-37B** in sheet of 20 together, souvenir sheet
1*, 2**, Runderoth 1-3A*, I-III*, Cottbus 1-20**, several
varieties etc.
£ 1500
GHANA
27341 1957-1990 Very well filled, mostly MNH (first
few years hinged) collection in 3 albums, in which also
sheetlets, postage dues, various imperforated stamps etc.
£ 450
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25906 1964-1978 Beautiful collection of 166 sheetlets of
30 MNH, IMPERFORATED stamps. In total so ca. 5000
stamps, mostly complete sets, good thematics and various
not in catalogue.
£ 900
GIBRALTAR
31437 1886-1995 Reasonably complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Davo album, in which
e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 12, 13, 15-21* (no. 18
cancelled), 27a (40 cents orange with exclamation mark),
157**, 158**, 160-173* (173**), etc.
£ 700

30874 1886-2011 Well filled, to 1979 mostly mint
hinged, from 1980 MNH stamp collection in 2 Davo
albums, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 121-131*
(124c missing), 145-158, 160-173*, etc.
£ 850
31302 1886-2012 Well filled, mostly MNH (classic part
mint hinged) stamp collection in 5 stockbooks, in which
also a large amount of souvenir sheets and M/S. £ 1500
31214 1886-2017 Very extensive, mostly MNH stamp
collection in 4 Davo albums, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 15-21*, 22-33*76-84*, 89-101*, 110113**, 121-131*, 134-135**, 145-158**, etc. Also much
exra's like different perfs, booklets, souvenir sheets etc.
£ 2000
28636 1938-1977 Nice, MNH and cancelled, specialised
collection on album pages in folder. Collection is
specialised on perfs, watermark, colour etc.
£ 250
26147 1946-2002 Almost complete, mostly MNH
collection in 2 luxe Kabe albums (pages from start
present), with a.o. the good definitive sets, souvenir sheets,
much thematic material etc.
£ 525
26560 1953-2012 MNH (first set hinged) collection in 2
stockbooks, including souvenir sheets. Cat. value ca. 4000
euros.
£ 800
25972 1964-1986 Well filled, MNH collection on
Leuchtturm album pages in springback binder.
£ 250
26728 1970's and 80's Massive mint never hinged
accumulation of sets, singles, booklets and sheetlets,
enormeous quantities incl. better like better booklets, high
value 5 pound stamp multiple, thematics etc. etc. Big flat
box full of useful material. Gigantic catalogue value!!!
£ 500
GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
30949 1911-1985 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in Collecta album, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
43-54, 57-58, 64-75, etc.
£ 360
GOLD COAST
29166 And Ghana: 1876-1984 Well filled, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection on Hagner stockpages in album.
Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 6*, 8*, 18*
(2x), 19*, 20*, 22*, 23*, 25* (corner perf missing), 34,
103-112* (2x), 120-132**, 120-132*, 135-146*, 148**,
148*, 153-164**, etc. Also much material from Ghana,
including sheetlets, imperforated material etc.
£ 850

GREECE
30631 1861-1973 Mainly used collection including nice
classic part with better stamps, reasonably well filled, also
some better back of the book, in old Importa album. Much
material!
£ 150

30971 1861-1980 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Kabe album, from 1900 onwards
very well filled to almost complete.
£ 525
26406 1861-1990 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection including duplicates in 2 albums and 1
stockbook. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 105*,
118 (3x), 119 (3x), 120 (2x), 121, 125-138*, 300-303*,
323*, 324*, 355-361*, 592-595*, 618-623*, 637-650*,
654-667*, 696-705*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1300
28755 1861-2008 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 blank Davo albums.
£ 400
31030 1862-2006 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in 3 albums, in which the period to 1979 mixed
mint hinged and used, the period 1979-2006 apparently
complete and MNH.
£ 750
28631 1875-1966 MNH and mint hinged collection on
blanc pages in binder, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 119*,
207*, 282*, 292*, 300-303*, 322*, 340*, 341*, 342*,
343*, 352*, 421-424*, 425-426*, 560-562*, etc. Also
some used material present, including a nice part
Hermesheads.
£ 350
27802 1896-1980 Slightly messy, but well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 119, 300-303**, 317*, 321326*, 327-344*, 352-354*, 361, 371, 416-420*, 578581*, 588-591*, 618-623**, 765-772**, nice part
occupation stamps etc.
£ 850
26918 1896-1987 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection on blanc pages in Davo luxe album, in which
various better stamps.
£ 325
27765 1930 Mostly MNH (20 lepta hinged), almost
complete set (1 drachme brown missing) Greece 1930
(Michel 327-344) on stockpage. Also some MNH stamps
from 321-326. Cat. value total ca. 425 euros.
£ 100
30548 Folder with 50 nicely franked covers of Greece
from the '20s and '30s, all sent to Germany.
£ 150
28921 Stockbook with various, mostly cancelled classic
material of Greece, including 52 large Hermesheads and
over 100 small Hermesheads.
£ 250
GREENLAND
30221 1905-1996 Fantastic used very fine complete
collection, starting with 18(!!) polar bear stamps in the
different perfs used very fine, 1938 Thule set, 1938 defin
set to 1kr, 1945 defin set to 5kr, 1945 rare Danmark
Befriet overprint set used very fine on piece, further all
good sets and sheetlets, in Schaubek album. Wonderful
collection with many scarce issues present!!
£ 1700
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31418 1915-2006 Almost complete, mint hinged and
(mostly) cancelled stamp collection in Leuchtturm album,
in which e.g. 10 polar bear stamps (Pakke porto), the New
York issue of 1945 (Michel 6-16*) and the liberation
overprint set of 1945 (Michel 17-26*).
£ 650
26545 1956-1988 Beautiful collection FDC's with blocks
of 4, including better stamps and some duplicates. Over
500 covers!
£ 400
27721 1959-1966 Collection FDC's in box, including
many duplicates. In total over 600 FDC's.
£ 250
30391 Julstamps: 1974-1994 Excellent specialised
collection of this sought after material, with hundreds of
covers with additional julfrankings, many complete sheets,
in 3 albums. Seldom offered material!!
£ 400
GRENADA
25573 1861-1986 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. interesting part Victoria incl. types, perfs and
watermarks, later incl. high values, sets and sheetlets, in
album.
£ 425
HAITI
30951 1881-1960 Extensive, mint hinged and used on
various album pages in springback. Nice sorting lot
including some proofs and varieties.
£ 500
HELIGOLAND
25608 1869-1876 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
£ 975
HONG KONG
30835 1862-1953 Mostly cancelled stamp collection on
stockpages in springback, in which better classic stamps
and nice cancellations.
£ 625

30651 1862-2009 Extensive, mostly cancelled,
somewhat specialised stamp collection in 2 blank cahiers,
including some good classic stamps.
£ 1600
29630 1981-2014 Nice lot of ca. 300 mostly MNH
souvenir sheets in 2 Leuchtturm albums. Lot contains better
sheets like (Michel no's): blok 4**, 7, 8**, 13**, 16**, 87
on FDC, 99**, 120**, 196**, 255**, etc. Also some
sheets of British Commonwealth countries to mark the
return of Hong Kong to China.
£ 550
13070 1993-2001 Beautiful mint never hinged collection
souvenir sheets, all different incl. better, high face value
sheetlets, also good thematics, in stockbook. Very high
face value and catalogue value!
£ 100
HUNGARY
22918 1841-1983 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 3 Kabe albums, including some
imperforated stamps and souvenir sheets. Collection
contains much better material like (Michel no's): 128-144*,
145-161*, 403-410**, 467-470*, 478-479*, 487*, 508*,
M/S 999***, souvenir sheet 1* (2x), 2* (2x), 3*, 10*,
11**, 12**, 13**, 33B** (imperforated) etc.
£ 1450

30291 1871 First set 2kr to 25kr used in a little mixed
condition, including shades, cancellations and printings, the
set is 10x present, in folder.
£ 550
24729 1871-1953 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc pages in binder. Collection
contains nice classic part and much better material like
(Michel no's): 403-410*, 478-479* (Zeppelin), 484-487,
502-510, 511-515*, 1080*, 1081*, 1082*, 1086-1087*,
1139-1141*, 1201-1203*, 1243*, 1274-1275*, souvenir
sheet 1*, 2*, 3, 4, 5**, 6**, 10**, 11**, 12**, 13**,
16**, 19**, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value! £ 725
21403 1871-1975 Well filled, mostly used collection in
2 albums. Collection contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 1-13 complete, including duplicates, a nice
no. 2 (1200 euros) and no. 12 in pair, 13 repeatedly etc.
Also a.o. 403-410*, 478-479 (Zeppelin), 484-487, etc.
Nice part Hungarian territories, West Hungary etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1100
22318 1871-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in fat Scott album. Collection includes
better material like (Michel no's): 145-161*, 403-410*,
423-426*, 484*, 485*, souvenir sheet 2**, 3**, etc. Also
nice Hungarian territories present including some better
stamps.
£ 1050
29227 1871-1979 Well filled, mostly cancelled
collection in 3 Kabe albums. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 128-144, 145-161, 403-410,
470, 479 (Zeppelin), 484-487, 502-510, 1034 in sheetlet,
1035 in sheetlet, 1065 in sheetlet, 1274-1275**, 1340,
souvenir sheet 1, 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 10**,11**, 12, 13, 17*, 19,
20-22*, 24, 25, 26A**, 27A, 28B, etc. High cat. value!
£ 800
28300 1871-1980 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in 4 Schaubek albums, in which very much
material, including many souvenir sheets.
£ 750
30691 1871-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in fat Scott album.
£ 500
30235 1871-1987 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in 6 albums, in which very much material
including duplicates.
£ 450
28692 1871-1990 Reasonably filled, mostly used
collection in 4 albums.
£ 200
25786 1871-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 5 albums. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 128-144*, 210-211*, 403-410**, 430-437*,
467-470*, 478-479* (Zeppelin), 484-487, 502-510*, 511515*, 517-521*, 528-537*, 844-851*, 1139-1141*, 12011203*, 1330-1337*, 1449* , souvenir sheet 1**, 3, 4, 5**,
6**, 10**, 11**, 12*, 13*, 17** (!), 19**, 20, 21, 22,
30B**, 115B**, etc.
£ 1000
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23080 1871-1992 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 5 albums, including
much Hungarian territories. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 1086-1087* (2x), 1139-1141*,
1201-1203*, 1243*, 1274-1275*, 1330-1137*, 1340*,
souvenir sheet 16*, 20*, 21*, 22*, 24*, 25*, 26A**,
27A**, 28A**, 30A**, etc. Further much territories
present like Arad, Banat, Baranya, Debrecen, etc. £ 725
28112 1871-1992 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcases
and 17 (!) other albums and stockbooks. Bargain of the
week!
£ 1000
30027 1871-1997 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in 2 albums, in which many better
stamps like (Michel no's): 128-144*, 145-161**, 210211*, 261-265*, 403-410**, 467-470*, 478-479**
(Zeppelin), 487*, 985-992*, 3060-3063B** (imperforated
strip), 3308B** in kleinbogen, souvenir sheet 1*, 3**, 4**,
134B**, etc. Also nice part back of the book like Szegedin
overprints, Arad, Banat, Baranya, Debrecen, Western
Ukraine, Western Hungary (Lajtabansag), etc. Nice
collection, high huge catalogue value!
£ 1000
28304 1871-2000 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Schaubek albums and 1 stockbook.
Collection contains nice part 1st issue and better material
like (Michel no's): 142-144*, 159-161*, 210-211*, 210211, 403-410*, 423-426*, 458-462*, 467-470*, 478-479*
(2x), 484-487, 502-510*, 1069-1082*, 1086-1087**,
1139-1141**, 1201-1203**, 1243*, 1274-1275*, souvenir
sheet 1*, 10**, 11**, 12**, 13*, 17**, 20-22**, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1300
22996 1871-2000 Mostly mint hinged collection in 4
Schaubek albums. From 1913 onwards the collection is as
good as complete (souvenir sheets not complete), including
better material like (Michel no's): 41-52*, 128-144*, 145161*, 210-211*, 403-410*, 427-429*, 478-479*
(Zeppelin), 484-487** (Madonna), etc.
£ 1800
31435 1873-1973 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection, including territories in 2 albums.
£ 225
25223 1900-1972 Very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Spanish album. Collection is from
1919 almost complete, but without the expensive souvenir
sheets.
£ 400
27269 1913-1990 Very well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in 4 albums. Collection is
unfortunately affected by toning but contains much better
material such as (Michel no's): 458-462*, 467-470*, 478479* (Zeppelin), 484-487*, 502-510, 511-515*, 517-521*,
1139-1141*, 1340*, etc.
£ 1000
30646 1913-1993 Reasonably to very complete
mint/used/mnh collection incl. better pre-war issues,
sheetlets nearly complete, also nice territories, airmail and
other back of the book, in 7 home made albums. Nice
collection with very high catalogue value!!
£ 900

28530 1919ca.-1990 Fat stockbook with various, mostly
MNH sets and souvenir sheets, amongst which some better
material like (Michel no's): 1065** in minisheet, souvenir
sheet 2**, 3* (2x), 4**, 30A** (2x), 33B**, etc. Very
much material, high cat. value!
£ 275
29283 1938-1984 Mostly MNH (few sheets hinged)
collection souvenir sheets in 2 stockbooks, including better
sheets and imperforated material. Cat. value Yvert over
2700 euros.
£ 400
30389 1962-1996 Mint never hinged stock in quantities,
including better and many thematics, in 2 very well filled
dealerstock books. Very much material!
£ 400
30174 1971-1989 MN H s t a m p collection in 6
stockbooks, in which much material, including souvenir
sheets.
£ 150
28528 Stockbook with various MNH sets and souvenir
sheets. Much material, high cat. value!
£ 175
ICELAND
31051 1873-1902 Mint hinged and used stamp collection
on 3 album pages in folder. The collection contains e.g.
(Michel no's): 3*, 9A (2x), 9B, 10*, 11*, 12A* (2x),
14A*, 16*, 17* (2x), 19 (Prir overprint), etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 300

30415 1873-1971 In the main numbers complete mainy
used collection, in mainly very good condition, including
all the expensive and hard to get issues, starting with 1873
set to 16sk, 1876/1882 incl. perfs, 1897: 4 stamps with prir
overprints (2 with cert), 1902 overprints incl. perfs, 1902,
1907 and 1912 sets to 5kr, 1924/26 overprints, 1930
millenium set to 10kr, all airmails incl. 1933 Hopflug set
(5kr forgery), service complete incl. 1930 Millennium set
with certificate etc. etc. in expensive Lindner album. Great
collection, massive catalogue value!!
£ 3500
26551 1873-1978 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Behrens album. Collection contains
better material like (Michel no's): 5*, 11, 137*, 138*,
139*, 142-146*, 147-149*, service 7, 8, 41 II, 57*, etc.
£ 550
31132 1873-2000 Almost complete, MNH (from 1955)
and mint hinged stamp collection in 2 Davo luxe albums
(with pages till 2009), in which e.g. (Michel no's): 2*, 3(*),
35-47*, 48-62*, 63-68*, 69-75*, 76-82*, 83-98* (no. 95
and 97 missing), 111*, 114-118*, 119-120*, 121*, 124*,
125-140*, 141*, 142-146*, 147-149*, 150-155*, 156167*, 215-217*, 218-221*, service 1B*, 33-40*41-42*,
43*, 44-59* (54, 55 and 56 missing), 60-61*, 62*, 63-65*,
etc.
£ 2650
31016 1882-2018, From 1882 to 1940 sparingly filled,
after that almost complete and MNH stamp collection
Iceland to 2018 in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases
(2018 in yearset). Collection contains e.g. (Michel no's):
51* (inverted watermark), 104-109* (105 missing), 147149** (Zeppelin), 200-202**, 204-207**, 231-236**,
247-253**, etc.
£ 1250
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28054 1907-1993 MNH collection in luxe Leuchtturm
album with slipcase. Collection is from 1930 almost
complete and contains various better material like (Michel
no's): 114-118**, 121**, 122-123**, 125-140**, 147149**, 150-155**, 181-182**, 183-186**, 193-196**,
204-207**, 218-221**, etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!
£ 950
31337 1990-2016 Stockbook with 86 MNH stamp
booklets. Face value already 89.000 kronen (over 650
euros).
£ 525
INDIA
30386 1900-1950 Thousands(?) of covers, telegraphs
and postal stationery Edward VII, George V and George
VI, great variety of frankings, cancels, destinations, big box
full, offered intact!
£ 800

25066 1920-1950 Box with thousands of stamps of India
from the '20s till '50s. Contains mostly King Edward and
George, but also some anna stamps with Gandhi present.
Nice adventorous lot!
£ 425
26270 And States: 1856-2013 Messy, but very well
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in 4 blanc
Davo albums and 4 stockbooks. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 90, 91 (discoloured), 190* (10
R. Gandhi), 207-210*, 256-257*, 358-362*, 1315-1316**,
1440-1443** (rare birds 1994, cat. 250,00), souvenir sheet
1**, 2**, 3**, 5**, 6**, 8**, 16**, 25**, 92**, Indian
forces in Korea 1-12*, etc. Also various Indian States and
much fiscal material present.
£ 2000
30686 And States: 1900-1945 Incredible collector estate
of thousands of pre-war covers and cards, with many
hundreds of George V postally used stationery envelopes,
George VI w ith Gw alior overprints, H yderabad,
Travancore-Cochin with some Posts and Telegraphs
Department overprints) and thousands of complete revenue
stamped documents from a diverse group of states with
some very interesting court fee stamps, generally Fine to
Very Fine appearance. You have never bought Indian
covers so cheap!!
£ 1500
25695 British India and States: 1854-1950 Nicely filled,
mint hinged and used collection in stockbook.
£ 375
19584 Collection several hundreds of service covers of
India in 2 ordners. Contains covers of the period 19681972, both with and without frankings. Interesting
collection!
£ 950
INDIAN STATES
31122 1867-1947 Vey extensive, somewhat specialised,
mint hinged and used stamp collection on blank pages in
album.
£ 900

23297 Hyderabad: 1877-1948 Beautiful mint and used
collection postal stationeries in 2 albums. Collection
contains postal cards, official cards, envelopes, registered
envelopes. In total 182 items. Very nice collection!
£ 2500

29640 Stockbook with mint hinged (without gum)
sheetparts of old Indian States, including some better ones.
£ 250
INDONESIA
30891 1942-2008 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 3 albums, in which much material,
including many moderne souvenir sheets (also tennis,
football and ape sheets), some Japanese occupation, interim
period etc. Bargain!
£ 500

29786 1945-1948 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stock Interimperiod in 2 albums, in which better
stamps, various sheetparts, imperforated material etc. Very
high cat. value!
£ 1650
30043 1945-1980 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which a nice part
interimperiod including a.o. (Zonnebloem no's): Java and
Madoera 8-9*23-24* in blocks of 4, 36A*, 41-43*, 4143A*, 44-45A*, 44-45B*, 44-45C*, 47*, and further
Indonesia nicely filled, mostly mint hinged and including
Riau.
£ 675
30668 1948-1987 Reasonably complete, mostly MNH
stamp collection in Importa album, in which also souvenir
sheets, back of the book etc.
£ 300
28394 1948-1988 Reasonably complete, mostly MNH
and mint hinged collection in old Importa album. Also Riau
stamps 1-25 Rupiah in half sheets of 50 MNH (some
toning, but cat. value already 2600 euros!).
£ 350
31375 1948-1997 MNH, mint hinged and used, almost
complete stamp collection in 2 Davo albums. High
catalogue value, bargain!
£ 400
30273 1948-2017 Gigantic mainly mint never hinged
collector estate, starting with a virtually complete
collection, then the collector decided to accumulate and
started making stocks in massive quantities sets, sheetlets,
personalised sheets, special carnets, booklets, all in big
quantities, housed in 13 albums/stockbooks, boxes and
loose, in 2 very heavy removal boxes. Incredible amount of
material, huge retail value!!!
£ 2750
30830 1949-1952 Special UPU booklet of Indonesia,
issued for the 13th UPU congres in Brussel 1952, in which
e.g. temple set till 5 Rupiah and Ris overprint set till 25
Rupiah. Tinted material, but scarce booklet!
£ 200
30788 1949-1961 Compete mint collection (incl. some
toning) incl. 1949 overprint set used, 1949 temple set,
1950 RIS overprints and the rare 1954 RIAU overprint set,
in Davo album. Massive catalogue value!
£ 300
30108 1949-1964 MNH stamp collection in blocks of 4
(incluidng some tinted material) in 2 stockbooks. £ 175
29537 1949-1965 Old blank album with a mint hinged
collection, in which a.o. templeset 1949 mint hinged, Riau
set mint hinged and many blocks of 4. Also some older
material of Dutch east Indies present.
£ 250
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26419 1949-1981 Almost complete, mostly MNH
collection in old album, including a.o. Ris overprints (mint
hinged) and Riau overprints (mostly MNH). Cat. value
over 4000 euros.
£ 500
31401 1949-1984 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 stockbooks in which much
material, including better stamps, many souvenir sheets and
several varieties.
£ 175
26420 1949-1990 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in old album. Collection contains a.o. overprint set 1949
used, Ris overprints used, Riau overprints mint
hinged/used, tennis, football and ape souvenir sheets MNH
etc. Period 1980-1990 is MNH (stamps are attached in the
album with sheetmargins). Cat. value ca. 5000 euros.
£ 550
30370 1949-1999 Extensive, MNH (few stamps hinged,
older stamps partly tinted gum) stamp collection in 7
stockbooks, in which many blocks of 4, imperforated
stamps, colour and perf variteies, printing errors, souvenir
sheets, sheetlets, postage dues, Riau etc. Also an album
with 34 cancelled map envelopes of Netherlands New
Guinea.
£ 1875
28218 1949-2000 Very well filled, mostly MNH
collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with slipcases and 1
stockbook. Collection contains a.o. tennis, football and ape
sheetlets MNH, Jakarta 95 sheetlets MNH etc.
£ 550
31521 1949-2005 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets in 2 Davo albums
(some pages are missing).
£ 550
26061 1949-2010 As good as complete, almost only
MNH collection in 4 Davo luxe albums with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. overprintset 1949 MNH, templeset
1949 MNH, Riau overprintset 1950 MNH (few brown
spots), all expensive souvenir sheets (tennis, football,
monkeys) etc. Also a stockbook with various additional
souvenir sheets with overprints etc. Nice collection,
bargain!
£ 1200
28338 1949-2010 Nearly complete mainly mint never
hinged collection (earlies some mint/used), including the
1949 overprint set to 25 guilder, 1950 scarce RIS overprint
set mint to 25 rupiah, further all the good sets and sheetlets,
in 4 Davo albums. Massive catalogue value and many good
thematics present, offered very cheap!!
£ 1000
31345 1949-2012 Complete mint never hinged collection
in very nice condition, includes all expensive early sets like
1949 overprints, temple set, RIS and RIAU overprint sets,
all sheetlets, also many extra's, in 5 expensive Davo de
luxe albums. Beautiful collection with a massive catalogue
value!!
£ 1500

very fine. Barefoot fiscal catalogue number 313, cat. value
100.000 pound!!!
£ 2500

20799 1967-1968 Incredible lot of varieties and proofs,
uncut sheets of 6/8/10 sheetlets incl. 1968 Olympics (good
thematics!) missing colours and misperfs, Pariwisata
missing colour, Saleh proofsheet with only the colour
green, misperforated sheet, Borobudur misperf sheet etc. I
total 12 big sheets with in total 104 items. Seldom offered
anywhere and very rare material!!
£ 1000
30936 1968-2001 Album with ca. 250 MNH souvenir
sheets, including duplicates.
£ 175
13031 1970-1984 MNH, totally complete collection in
fat stockbook. Collection is complete including all the
souvenir sheets, amongst which naturally the expensive
ones like ape-sheets, tennis-sheets and football-sheets etc.
Cat. value (Zonnebloem) 3162,65 euros.
£ 700
30236 1970-1985 MNH part collections and stock in 5
stockbooks and 1 album. Nice quality, high catalogue
value!
£ 500
31476 1970-1991 Extensive, MNH stock including the
better souvenir sheets (football, tennis, apes) in stockbook.
Catalogue value 10.000 euros.
£ 750
31447 1995-1998 Small box with 1579 MNH souvenir
sheets (10 different). Catalogue value over 3150 euros.
£ 200
30552 Nice lot MNH, mint hinged and used stamps and
souvenir sheets in 4 stockbooks, in which nice modern
material, some colour varieties and proofs, Ris overprints
cancelled etc. Very much material!
£ 400
27334 Stockbook with 18 drawings on postcards sent
from West Irian.
£ 200
30400 Very valuable lot of Vienna printing, varieties and
proofs, only scarce and rare material, many proofs (small
sheetlet with one stamp) of many different values,
overprints with inverted, misplaces, philatelic cover with
set with inverted overprint, 2 stampbooklets!!!!, sheetlet
with diagonal overprint, multiple overprints etc. etc.
Unique material that has not come on the market for the
last 20 years or so. Unique opportunity!!
£ 3750
IRAN
30786 1868-1987 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled persia
stamp collection in blank album. Catalogue value over
3500 euros.
£ 300

30781 1870-1939 Mint and used collection (incl. some
toning) with many better sets and singles, also back of the
book with airmail, service and parcelpost, on Yvert album
pages, in folder.
£ 300

25640 1962-1995 Almost complete, only MNH
collection in Davo album, including Riau set MNH, good
souvenir sheets etc. The stamps are put in the album with
photo-corners.
£ 600

24516 1876-1988 Very well filled mint and used
collection, later also mnh, incl. good classics, later incl.
many better stamps and sets, in Victoria album. £ 550

13035 1967 Fiscalstamp 2500 Rupiah purple and yellow
unused, difficult stamp, in complete sheets of 100, mainly

30929 1906 Stockbook with 7 complete sheetlets of 10
of Persia (Michel 227-232). Contains 227-231 mint and no.
232 cancelled. Also an additional sheetlet of the 3 Ch
without overprint. Seldomly offered!
£ 200
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26389 1960-1980 Extensive, MNH lot in 7 stockbooks,
including many sheet margins with inscriptions and very
many definitive sets. Very high cat. value!
£ 1250
28296 1961-1994 Nice MNH (1st set hinged) collection
in 2 blanc Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 375
28199 1979-2002 Incredible very specialised collection
with lots of crazy material like imperfs, partly perfs,
misperfs, missing colours, shifts, covers etc. etc. in very
well filled album. Seldom offered, especially in this
quantity!!
£ 800
IRELAND
29921 1922 Beautiful, mint hinged, specialised stamp
collection in blank album, in which a.o. controls
(platenumbers), overprint varieties, blocks of 4 or 6 etc.
Nice collection, neatly documented.
£ 1600

30451 1922 MNH, mint hinged and used, specialised
stamp collection/accumulation in album, in which a.o.
(Hibernian no's): 1-8** in blovks of 4 (Dollard overprints),
9-11** (Dollard overprints in red), 15-19** (Thom
overprints), 47-58** Thom overprints, 3 rows), 59**, 60*,
66* (1922 5 mm, 2x), 67* (1922 5 mm), various controls,
covers, many duplicates and plateflaws etc.
£ 1400
30455 1922-1930 Nice, cancelled sorting lot in large
blank album, in which very many 1922 overprints,
including better stamps and nice cancels.
£ 400
25137 1922-1980 Two stockbooks with various material,
including (Hibernian no's): C5** (6x), C10** (10x),
railroadstamp R128*, nice part postage dues, overprints
1922 etc.
£ 400
30825 1922-2001 Almost complete (almost without 1st
issue), MNH stamp colelction in stockbook, in which many
better stamps and also 2 books with in total 87 stamp
booklets.
£ 1100
29043 1922-2006 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly multiple collection in 5 ordners with
selfmade pages, in which some frontrunners, better stamps,
many cards and FDC's, much face value material etc.
£ 1100
29582 1990-2005 Nice MNH lot in stockbook, in which
sets, souvenir sheets and minisheets with nice themes and
much face value material. Cat. value Michel over 5500
euros.
£ 900
ISRAEL
31449 1948 Stockbook with various material from the
interimperiod of Israel, including stamps, souvenir sheets
and various (philatelic) covers.
£ 350

29944 1948-1954 Complete, MNH, full tab stamp
collection in stockbook. Collection contains all the
expensive stamps, so including (Michel no's): 1-9, 18-21,
30-31, 54 (camel), 66 (Menorah), souvenir sheet 1 etc.
Also 1st postage due set present, but without tab.
Catalogue value Michel over 16500 euros!
£ 3000
30492 1948-1966 Almost complete, full tab, MNH and
mint hinged stamp collection in luxe Lindner album, in

which a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6*, 10-14**, 16**, 18**, 1921** (no. 21 without gum), 28-29**, 39-40**, 54*
(camel), 59-61*, 66** (Menorah), souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
£ 550

31403 1948-1970 Beautiful, mostly MNH and covers,
very specialised stamp collection in 4 Borek albums, in
which 1st issue (no. 1-6) specialised on types and perfs, on
covers and FDC, plate blocks etc. and also 1948 new year
in MNH gutterpairs, idem cancelled, 1949 Jeruzalem with
tab on cover (Bale $ 350,00), souvenir sheet 1 MNH, idem
on FDC, 1949 Petach Tikva on FDC (Bale 750,00), 1949
new year with mint hinged, 1950 independence on FDC,
1950 camel fulltab MNH, 1952 Menorah full tab MNH,
etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 2500
31315 1948-1974 Well filled, mostly full tab, cancelled
stamp collection in Leuchtturm album.
£ 400
30731 1948-1980 Box full with interesting ephemera
including newspapers, fiscal documents, autographs,
original (historic) pictures, letters written in Hebrew, ld's,
pamphlets etc. etc. Box full with historic material. Seldom
offered!!!
£ 600
29852 1948-1999 MNH fulltab stamp collection in 4
luxe Lindner albums with slipcases. Collection is from
1951 almost complete and also contains some material
from 2006 and 2007 in stockbook.
£ 600
29413 1948-1999 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in
3 blank albums and 1 Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-6 full tab, 15**
full tab, 16** full tab, 18** full tab, 28-29** full tab, 41**
full tab, 57-58** full tab, 59-61** full tab, 66** full tab
(Menorah), souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
£ 700
30703 1948-2000 For 99% complete, cancelled full-tab
(few stamps half tab) stamp collection in 2 Schaubek
albums, in which better stamps like (Michel no's): 1-9
including different perfs, paper and tabs, 10-14, 15 (halftab), 16, 18, 19-21, 30-31, 33-38, 39-40, 54 (camel,half
tab), 66 (Menorah, op FDC), souvenir sheet 1 on FDC, etc.
£ 2000
26766 1948-2000 MNH (few older stamps hinged)
collection in 3 stockbooks. Older part some stamps without
tab or half tab, more modern part full tab. Also better
stamps with tab present like (Michel no's): 22-27**, 2829**, 41**, 61**, 72**, 77-78**, 86**, souvenir sheet
43B** (imperforated 2x), etc. Also some ATM stamps and
stamp booklets present.
£ 400
31006 1948-2000 Thematic, MNH, full tab, almost
complete stamp collection in 6 blank Victoria albums, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): 10-14KZ**, 10-14SZ** (without
tab), 15**, 16**, 19-21**, 22-27**, 28-29**, 28-29KZ**,
33-38**, 282** in complete sheet (anti-hunger sheet), etc.
Nice quality, high catalogue value!
£ 850
30718 1948-2000 Well filled, MNH full-tab stamp
collection in 2 Schaubek albums, in which also better
stamps like (Michel no's): 10-14**, 15**, 16**, 18**, 2829**, 33-38**, 39-40**, 41**, 54** (camel), 59-61**,
80-86**, souvenir sheets 1**, postage dues 6-11**, etc.
£ 700
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31197 1948-2001 Very well filled, MNH, full tab stamp
collection, including souvenir sheets, booklets, various
envelopes etc. in 8 albums.
£ 1100
26768 1948-2002 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in
6 luxe Safe albums. Collection starts cancelled and without
or with half tab. From ca. 1955 almost all MNH and
fulltab.
£ 800
29325 1948-2004 Mostly MNH, almost complete,
fulltab collection in 3 luxe Kabe albums, in which various
expensive issues (2 years independence, Menorah, camel
etc.), older FDC's, verious interim period, stamp booklets
etc.
£ 1250
31218 1948-2010 Nice sorting lot, in which e.g. 1st
issue, stamp booklets, private stamp booklets, new year
1948 tete-beches, various covers etc.
£ 700
29608 1948-2015 Very extensive, almost complete,
mostly MNH and fulltab collection Israel in 4 albums, in
which better material from the first years and in the modern
part very extensive with souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
booklets, very many personal sheetlets etc. Gigantic
catalogue- and face value!
£ 2000
31314 1948-2017 Fantastic used full tab collection,
nearly complete incl. most of the early expensive issues,
very many extra's like sheetlets, M/S, personalised sheets,
machine vending stamps etc. etc. etc. in 3 albums, 3
stockbooks and big box with the hard to get new issues, in
big box. Seldom offered till so recent, has cost a fortune as
new issues, now offered very cheap!!
£ 2500
28060 1949-1993 MNH, almost complete including
souvenir sheets and booklets in 2 luxe Leuchtturm albums
with slipcases.
£ 700
30912 1949-2001 Well filled, mostly MNH, full tab
stamp collection in 3 Leuchtturm albums. collection
contains better stamps, e.g. (Michel no's): 15*, 18**, 3940**, 41**, 54** (camel with extra stamp), 66**
(Menorah, half tab), 73-76**, 77-78**, souvenir sheet
1(*), etc. Also an album with complete sheets, e.g. 9899**, 100**, 101**, 105**, 114-117**, 118**, 133**,
134**, etc.
£ 450
25817 1950-1993 Nicely filled, mostly fulltab MNH
collection in 3 stockbooks and 12 year collections.
Collection includes some better material like (Michel no's):
15**, 16**, 18**, 22-27**, 39-40**, souvenir sheet 1**,
43B** (imperforated) etc.
£ 400
31475 1951-1999 Stockbook with an almost complete
collection stamp booklets, including the special booklet for
the youth philately of 1989 (Bale B.Pr1). In total 28
booklets.
£ 135
30210 1953-2006 Reasonably complete mint never
hinged collection, mainly full tab incl. sheetlets, blocks and
the hard to get new issues after 2000, in 3 albums. Offered
incredibly cheap!!
£ 500

27954 1965-1990 Well filled, MNH collection in 2 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 150
27822 Album with 20 old covers of Israel and Palestine,
including interimperiod, FDC airmail 1953 (1000 with tab)
with autograph of designer, etc.
£ 225
26348 Fat stockbook with better souvenir sheets and
stamp booklets of Israel, including imperforated. Mostly
MNH, but also some canceled material. Cat. value Michel
over 1800 euros.
£ 250
ITALIAN P.O. ABROAD
31104 1874-1923 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
stamp collection Italian offices abroad on Schaubek album
pages in springback, in which e.g. (Michel no's): general
issues 9, 17, Albania 7-14* (Durazzo), 15-22* (Scutari),
23-30* (Valona), Crete 3-14*, Levant 20-27 I* (Janina),
20-27 II* (Jerusalem), 20-27 III* (Constantinopel), 20-27
IV* (Saloniki), 20-27 V* (Smirne), 41-45*, 60-71*, 7281*, postage dues 1-6 (no. 5 and 6 signed Diena), etc.
Catalogue value Sassone over 23500 euros!
£ 3500

30287 China: 1917-1919 Once in a lifetime used only
collection, with so many scarce and rare issues, in very
good condition, starting with Pechino handstamp overprints
2c on 5c, 4c on 10c, 6c on 15c (rare stamps!), 1917/1918
set 1c to 10 lire, 1918/1919 overprint set to 2 dollari on 5
lire (no 40c), both express stamps, postage dues, Tientsin
including 1917 handstamp 2c on 5c, 4c on 10c, 1917/1918
set 1c to 10 lire!, 1918/1919 set 1/2c to 2 dolari on 5 lire!
(no 40c), also both express stamps, postage dues, in
stockbook. Great collection, Sassone catalogue value
around 18.000 EURO!!! Very seldom offered material!!!
£ 2500
30282 China: 1917-1919 Wonderful fresh mint hinged
collection of this seldom offered and scarce material,
Pechino incl. 2 cent on 5 cents, 1917 Pechino overprints to
5 lire, both express stamps, 1918/19 overprints to 40 cents
(used) incl. rare variety '1 cents' instead of '1 cent', postage
dues, Tientsin including 1918/19 values to 40 cents on 1
lire mint, both express stamps, postage dues etc. on album
pages, cat. value Sassone over 6600 EURO!!
£ 900
30695 China: 1917-1919 Wonderful mint and used
collection starting with Pechino 2 cents on 5c handstamped,
further issues to 1 lire and 2 dollaron 5 lire, parcelpost
overprint used, postage dues 8c to 16 cents overprints, also
mint 8 cents on 20c with double overprint (not listed in any
catalogue), Tiensien overprints ot 5 Lire, 2 dollar on 5 lire,
parcelpost overprint stamp used, postage dues etc. in
stockbook. Seldom offered material, Sassone catalogue
value over 13.200 EURO!!!
£ 1500
31482 China: 1917-1921 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
collection on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Sassone
no's): Peccino 12 (cat. € 600), 19 (cat. € 600), 27 (cat. €
1600), Tientsin 4-13 (cat. € 2500), 23 (cat. € 1600), etc.
Catalogue value over 8000 euros!
£ 1200

26554 1957-2013 Totally complete, canceled, full tab
collection including souvenir sheets and many extra's in 8
albums.
£ 950
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ITALY
29664 1589-1870 Unique collection of stampless covers,
with a great variety of different cancellations and postal
markings, many bought as single auction lots, starting with
several pre-1600(!!!) covers (ex. Corsini correspondence),
most covers in very wonderful and fresh condition, many
rare cancels and from small villages, a great variety,
housed in 18(!!) albums with descriptions. Fantastic
collection to continue!!!
£ 4750

29943 1802-1962 Collection military covers in album. In
total 52 covers with various interesting cancels. £ 475
29644 1855-1928 Beautiful, mint hinged collection in
album, in which very much better material like (Michel
no's): 18(*), 59(*), 61-66*, 95-96*, 97-98*, 99*, 183185*, 201-204*, 229*, 230-233*, 253*, 268-269*, 275278*, 279-280*, 285-294*, settle stamps 2-3*, 4-5*,
service stamps 1-8*, parcelpost stamps 1-6*, 16-19*, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 2000
24960 1855-1996 Mostly mint hinged (classic part some
canceled) collection in 2 albums. Collection is nicely filled
including some better stamps like (Michel no's): 183-185*,
206-211*, 214-216*, 463-478*, 576-585*, 780*, 796797*, 807-825*, 832*, I* (205 lire rose 1961!), etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1050
28268 1860-1960 Nice lot various stamps, including
various overprints, misprints, misperforations, cinderella's,
fiscal material etc. in album.
£ 600
27114 1860-1998 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stock in 2 stockbooks. Stock contains very much
better material like (Michel no's): 16-22, 49, 59, 61-66*,
82*, 95-96*, 97-98*, 97-98, 99*, 128* (2x), 188-193*
(Manzoni), 194-200*, 230-233*, 254*, 254, 275-278*,
345-357*, 373-384* (2x), 391-407*, 415-434*, 445**,
479-487*, 514-519**, 514-519*, 532-542*, 560-575*,
744-745**, 748-760*, 773, 791-792*, 793-794**, 796797*, 796-797, 834-836*, service 1-8*, pakketzustellung
1-4*, parcelpost 48-59**, 80*, etc. Nice lot, very high cat.
value!
£ 4000
30649 1861-1951 Folder with stockpages with better
MNH, mint hinged and used material, like (Michel no's):
54, 55*, 95-96, 97-98, 153-156**, 187**, 194-200, 243*,
294, 324, 345-357*, 373-384, 385-390, 413 (2x), 445,
446*, 797, 802-804**, 826-827**, 830-831**, etc.
£ 1200
31112 1861-1984 In the main numbers complete, almost
only MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in 2 luxe
Schaubek albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 16* (signed
Diena), 37-42*, 56*, 56-57*, 96-97*, 153-156, 183185**, 188-193* (Manzoni), 194-200**, 201-204*, 285294**, 346-357**/*, 361*, 373-384*, 391-407*, 413**,
415-434**, 439-444**, 445-446*, 479-487**, 494-513**,
514-519**, 528-531**, 547-559**, 560-575*, 576-590**
(590 bit rusty), 704*, 740-745*, 748-760*, 773*, 784785*, 791-792*, 793-794*, 796-797*, 830-831*, 834836*, 837-838*, postage dues 1(*), 2, 37-49*, settlement
stamps 1*, 2-3, 4-5, 74-87*, etc. Very nice collection, very
high catalogue value!
£ 4850

29131 1861-1994 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used, partly double collection in 2 Leuchtturm
albums. Also some Italian territories present.
£ 700
30214 1861-2000 Extensive mint/used/mnh collection,
reasonably to very complete incl. the better classics, better
issues of the 20/30/50's, airmails, also better back of the
book, also a few pages Italian States and territories (not
valued), in 3 expensive Lighthouse albums. Clean
collection with a gigantic catalogue value!!
£ 1900
27969 1861-2004 Almost only used, very well filled
collection in 3 Davo albums, in which a.o. (Michel no's):
57, 59, 61-66, 95-96, 97-98, 155, 161-164, 183-185 (2x),
194-200, 206-211, 249-252, 268-269, 270, 271*, 278*,
293B**, 318-324, 333-336, 341, 362-368, 373-384, 385390, 391-407, 486, 487, 494-513 (no. 510 missing), 537,
554, 773, 796-797, 826-827, 830-831, 834-836, 837-838,
parcelpost stamps 1-6, etc. Nice collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 1775
29698 1861-2010 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged, but
mainly used collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 59, 61-66, 95-96,
97-98*161-164, 183-185, 194-200*, 201-204*, 275-278*
(275 cancelled), 345-353, 362-368, 373-384, 391-400,
494-504, 532-537, 547-554, 773, 774-776, 784-785, 796797, 830-831, 834-836 etc.
£ 1500
26130 1862-1924 Wonderful collection nearly only
better stamps and sets, in mainly very good condition,
many scarce issue present like 1853/77: 5c(2), 15c and 40c
mint, 40c used on piece with scarce cancel (signed Diena),
1878 overprints mint with values from 2c on 5c to 2c on 10
lire, 1879: 10c, 20c and 25c mint, 1889: 5 lire used, 1890
overprint set mint(2), 1891/97: 5c(2), 5 lire used, 1910
Garibaldi 5c and 15c used, 1924 Crociera overprint set
mint etc. etc. in stockbook. Cat. value Sassone over 18.000
EURO!!! Superbargain, less than 6% catalogue value for
these scarce issues!!!
£ 1000
29130 1862-1944 Nice, cancelled collection in small
Marini album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 59,
234-239, 318-324, 337-341, 353, 362-368, 366B, 373384, 301-407, 415-430, 479-483, 494-513, 532-537547554 etc. Cat. value Sassone over 15000 euros! £ 1200
30092 1862-1955 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in luxe Lindner album, in which many
better stamps like (Michel no's): 22, 54, 59*, 59, 95-96,
97-98, 100-103, 153-156 on piece, 183-185, 188-193
(Manzoni), 201-204, 285-294, 345-360, 366B (perf 12),
373-384, 415-430, 479-483, 532-537, 547-554, 560-569,
773, 796-797, 834-836, etc. High catalogue value!
£ 2500
29556 1862-1955 Stockbook with various, mint hinged
and used material, including blocks of 4, better stamps, etc.
£ 350
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30433 1862-1959 Apparently complete, mostly
cancelled stamp collection in 2 luxe Lindner albums, in
which very much better material like (Michel no's): 41, 54,
59, 95-96, 97-98, 141-143U** (imperforated), 153-156
(156 mint hinged with certificate), 161-164, 183-185, 188193 (Manzoni), 194-200, 201-204, 264b (!, perf 13½),
285-294, 345-357 (2x), 361*, 373-384, 391-407, 413,
415-434, 439-444, 445-446, 479-487 (wc football), 494513, 514-519, 532-542, 547-559, 560-575, 773, 834-836,
service 10*, settle stamps 1, 6-8, 9-11*, postage dues 1, 2,
3-14, 89 in pair, parcelpost stamps 16-19*, 79*, 81
(certificate), BLP overprints, GNR overprints, etc. etc.
Catalogue value Sassone over 167.000 euros!
£ 9500
30666 1862-1962 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in old stockbook.
£ 200
29543 1862-1967 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in stockbook, in which also better
material like (Michel no's): 128* (7x), 148* (4x), 177182*, 183-185*, 201-204*, 214-216*, 229*, 230-232*,
253*, 254*, 268-269*, 270-271*, 272-274*, 278*, 285294*, 345-357*, 413, 434, 479-483**, 528-531*, 538542*, 570-575*, 576-590*, 744-745*, 772*, 773, 793794*, 831*, 831, etc.
£ 1350
29893 1862-1970 Nice mint/used collection in mainly
very good condition, better classics, better 20/30/50's, also
better back of the book, in 5 Behrens albums, in folder.
Many good pickings, nice and clean collection
£ 900
30946 1862-1975 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 4 luxe Italian albums with
slipcases, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 41*, 54, 59, 95-96,
97-98, 183-185*, 188-193* (Manzoni), 201-204*294*,
352*, 353*, 356*, 357*, 413*, 439-444*, 445-446**,
479-487*, 514-519*, 532-542*, 547-559*, 560-575, 576590*, 740-745*, 773, 791-792*, 796-797, 802-804*, 837838*, postage dues 1(*), 2, 3-14, service 1-8*, parcelpost
stamps 60-65**, parcelpost extra 1-4** etc. Nice
collection, high catalogue value!
£ 2300
30998 1862-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection, partly double collected in 2 Davo
luxe albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 22, 56-57, 59,
95-96, 97-98, 161-164*, 183-185*, 391-407*, 514-519*,
560-575*, 576-590*, 591-600*, 773*, 784-785**, 797,
830-831*, 834-836*, 837-838*, etc. Also nice part back of
the book present, high catalogue value!
£ 1300
27445 1862-1979 Reasonably complete collection with
better classics in mixed condition, strong from 1900
onwards with 1910 Garibaldi, 1923 Manzoni set mint never
hinged (5L shortish perf), very many other expensive sets
of the 20/30's fresh mint never hinged, 1923 Crociera set
mnh, 1932 Dante set mnh, 1934 Militia set mnh, 1934
footbal mnh, 1936 Horatio set mnh etc. etc. in extremely
well filled album. Massive catalogue value.
£ 950

26285 1862-1979 Well filled, slightly messy, mint
hinged and used collection in old Schaubek album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 128*, 183-185*,
194-200*, 201-204*, 229*, 254*, 268-269*, 270-271*,
278, 279-280*, 439-444*, 459-462*, 514-519*, 523-527,
591-600, 604-619*, 740-745*, 773, 780*, 784-785*, 791792*, 796-797*, 807-825*, 830-831*, 834-836*, 837838*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 850
31126 1862-1985 Well filled, mint hinged and (mostly)
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 56-57, 58, 59, 95-96*, 98, 171-182, 206211*, 275-278*, 318-324*, 413*, 430*, 439-444*, 483*,
484-487*, 505-511, 512-513*, 773, 830-831, etc.
£ 450
31433 1862-1986 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 41*, 49*, 59, 95-96, 97-98, 153-156, 183185*, 201-204**, 275-278*, 285-294*, 353*, 373-384*,
391-407* (405 cancelled), 413*, 439-444*, 445*, 479487*, 494-513*/o, 516-519, 532-542*/o, 773, 774-776*,
791-792, 796-797, 834-836**, 837-838, etc.
£ 1700
29258 1862-1988 Well filled, cancelled collection in 2
Kabe albums, including better material like (Michel no's):
398*, 399*, 400*, 516 (2x), 740-745, 773, 774-776, 784785, 796-797, 826-827, 830-831, 834-836, 837-838, 839840, etc.
£ 650
27493 1862-1989 Nice, mostly used collection in Davo
album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 22, 54, 56-57, 59, 6166, 95-96, 194-200*, 368*, 391-400, 494-504, 560-569*,
773, 774-776, 785, 796-797, 830-831, 840, postage dues
1(*), 2, 3-14, 15-17, etc.
£ 725
30954 1862-1989 Very well filled, cancelled stamp
collection in large Yvert album, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 41, 54, 59, 95-96, 97-98, 153-156183-185, 194-200,
294, 333-336, 373-384, 445-446 (!), 459-462, 547-559,
576-590, 773, 774-776, 796-797, 834-836, 837-838, etc.
Also some Fiume and Triest present. High catalogue value!
£ 2300
29594 1862-2006 Beautiful, almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Scott albums with
slipcases. Collection contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 49, 54, 59, 95-96*, 97-98*, various BLP
overprints, 188-193* (Manzoni), 194-200*, 201-204*,
234-239*, 289-294, 352*, 353*, 354-357*, 373-384*,
391-407*, 413**, 415-434*, 439-444*, 479-487*, 494513*, 514-519*, 532-542* (532 cancelled), 560-575*/o,
740-745*, 767-770*, 773, 774-776*, 791-792*, 793-794*,
796-797, 830-831, 834-836*, 837-838, parcelpost stamps
1-6, 48-59*, 60-65*, nice postage dues, etc. N ice
collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3500
25680 1862-2008 Well filled, mostly used collection in
2 Davo albums. Collection contains many better stamps
like (Michel no's): 95-96, 97-98, 183-185*, 201-204*, 205,
206-211, 213, 214-216, 229, 230-233*, 270-271, 275278*, 294*, 345-357, 362-368, 391-407, 430, 484-487*,
773, 774-776, 796-797, 826-827, 830-831, 834-836**,
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1250
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30687 1862-2010 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 2 albums, in which
various better stamps like (Michel no's): 54, 59, 61-66*,
95-96, 97-98, 126*, 127, 128**, 148**, 177-182*, 183185, 214-216**, 230-233*, 234-239**, 249-252**,
253**, 254**, 268-269**, 270-271**, 272-274**, 275278**, 279-280*, 373-384**, 391-405**, 413**, 479483*, 494-504, 505-513**, 523-527, 532-537, 773,
797**, 830-831, 834-836*, 838, etc.
£ 1600
26618 1862-2010 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 8 luxe Marini albums, in which also
airmail, postage dues, face value, Triest, postal stationeries
etc.
£ 2750
28309 1863-1910 Stockpage with better, mint hinged
stamps in somewhat mixed quality (some stamps without
gum). Very high cat. value!
£ 450
30143 1863-1945 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on album pages in folder, in which various
better stamps like (Michel no's): 22, 49*, 54, 95-96*, 9798*, 153-156 on pieces, 183-185*, 194-200*, 201-214*,
275-278*, 345-357*, 362-368*, 373-384*, 391-407*,
413*, 439-444*, 479-487*, 514-519*, 560-575*, 576590*, etc. Also nice postage dues, service, parcelpost
stamps etc.
£ 2400
27478 1863-1980 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains better
material like (Michel no's): 22, 56-57, 58, 59, 61-66, 177182*, 183-185*, 201-204, 275-278*, 324, 345-353, 362368, 373-384*, 391-400**, 494-504*, 547-554, 560-569,
744-745, 773, 774-776, 796-797, 834-836, 837-838, etc.
£ 1000
25334 1863-1984 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Minkus album. Collection contains nice
material like (Michel no's): 99*, 157-159*, 161-164*, 183185*, 231*, 232*, 234-239*, 279-280*, 318-324*, 767770*, 772*, 773, 774-776, 785, 804*, 827, 834-836*,
838, 850-852*, etc. Also some old Italian States and Italian
territories present.
£ 750
27161 1863-1995 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Davo albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 22 (misses corner
perf), 31*, 57, 59, 157-159*, 206-211*, 279(*), 772*,
779*, 780*, 784-785*, 827, 831, 834-836*, 838*, 838,
839-840*, etc.
£ 400
31094 1863-2001 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 2 Davo albums, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 22, 61-66*/o, 177-182*, 278*, 398*, 399*,
400*, 415-430*/o, 494-504*, 560-569*/o, 576-585, 796797, 830-831, 834-836**, 837-838, etc.
£ 600
27609 1867-1907 Extensive, mint hinged and used
collection on old album pages in folder, including postage
due stamps, parcelpost, Italian post offices abroad etc.
High cat. value!
£ 1465
29293 1870-1949 Fantastic lifetime cancellation
collection, from A-Z, on cover or card, many scarce and
rare cancels, frankings, incoming mail with Italian cancels,
much railroad, several registered, airmails, propaganda etc.

etc. housed in 6 big fat albums. It took the collector over
45 years to get this collection together. Great collection to
continue!!
£ 3250

31191 1900-1953 Folder with stockpages with various
MNH, mint hinged and used material, including (Michel
no's): 188-193*, 194-200**, 201-204*, 240-243**, 285295*, 345-357**, 373-384**, 391-407**, 413**, 415434**, 439-444**, 479-483*, 484-487**, 494-513**,
532-542**, 547-559**, 560-569**, 570-575*, 682-704**,
748-759**, 773**, 793-794**, etc.
£ 2000
31512 1900-1955 Extensive, mostly MNH and mint
hinged lot of specialties in 3 albums, in which watermark
varieties (inverted, sideways etc.), watermark letters,
gutterpairs, complete (double)sheets, (partly) imperforated
material etc. Catalogue value according to collector over
150.000 euros.
£ 2250
28651 1920-1923 Stockpage with 2 fronts of special
illustrated postal cards of Italy with 2 BLP stamps (Michel
B91 I and B 91 II). Seldomly offered!
£ 125
31513 1921-1960 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
stamp collection in Lindner album, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 157-159*, 161-164*, 177-182*, 183-185*, 201204*, 285-294*, 446*, 791-792*, 804*, parcelpost 4859**, etc.
£ 400
31184 1923-1942 Almost complete, mint hinged stamp
collection on blank pages in springback, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 177-182*, 183-185*, 188-193* (Manzoni),
201-204*, 230-233*, 270-271*, 275-278*, 285-294*, 345357*, 373-384*, 391-400*, 413*, 415-434*, 439-444*,
445-446*, 479-487*, 494-513*, 514-519*, 528-531*, 532542*, 547-559*, 560-575*, 576-590*, etc. Nice quality!
£ 825
29642 1931-1949 Stockbook with better MNH sets and
some material of Vatican. Catalogue value Sassone over
6300 euros.
£ 900
29947 1943-1945 Mint hinged and used stamp collection
(mostly GNR overprints) on blank album pages in folder.
The collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): GNR overprints
1-20*, 33-34*, 51*, 56*, parcel post stamps 36-47*, etc.
Cat. value Sassone over 6500 euros.
£ 750
25026 1945-1980 Massive lot from a collector estate, the
guy really loved the period 1945 onwards, so he bought
collection after collection, stocks, so everything is present
in large quantities, including the good sets of the 40's and
50's, airmails etc. (also some older material present),
housed in 17(!!) albums and stockbooks. Unpicked, with an
incredible catalogue value and offered very cheap!!
£ 1750
30995 And Colonies: 1851-1984 Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used collectors accumulation of old Italian
States, Italy and Italian colonies in 8 stockbooks. Very
much material, enormous catalogue value!
£ 1800
31514 And Colonies: 1862-1970 MNH, mint hinged and
used sorting lot in 6 stockbooks in which much better
material of e.g. Eritrea, Rodos (Garibaldi set), Simi
(Garibaldi set), etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 800
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31508 And Colonies: 1862-1990 Well filled, mostly
cancelled stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): Italy 430*, 773**, 774-776, 796-797**,
826-827, 830-831, etc.
£ 500
26989 And Colonies: 1863-2010 Nicely filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in fat Scott album.
Collection contains very much material, including better.
£ 1250
27898 And Italian territories and colonies 1857-1955
Well filled, mint hinged and used collection in 2 Scott
albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Italie 26(*),
99*, 183-185*, 270-271*, 275-278*, 279-280*, 479-483,
494-504*, 532-542*, 826-827*, 832**, 834-836**, 837838**, Corfu 4-11*, 4-11, 12-14*, 12-14, I-III*, Fiume
50-61*, 86-90*, 98-113*, 114-130* (116 and 124
cancelled), 163*, 164*, nice part Arbe and Veglia, San
Marino 100-104*, Vatican 45-50, 51-58*, 67-72, 161-162,
185-186*, 205-206*, etc. Much material, high cat. value!
£ 2500
30490 And Italian Territories & Colonies: 1870-1970
Nice MNH, mint hinged and used lot postage stamps in 3
stockbooks, including many blocks of 4 and better stamps
like (Michel no's): 584 in block of 4, 589 in block of 4,
590** in block of 4, 838 (3x), 840** (3x), 862** in block
of 4, etc.
£ 675
28343 And States: 1608-1893 Nice lot of 22 old covers,
amongst which nice cancels, frankings and destinations.
£ 400
27918 And Territories: 1863-1985 Reasonably filled,
MNH, mint hinged and used collection Italy, San Marino
and Vatican 1963-1985 in 3 albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): Italy 95-98, 373-384, 385-390, 391407, 452-458*, 463-478, 479-487*, 494-513, 514-519*,
532-542*, 547-559**, 560-575**, 576-590**, 604-619*,
830-831, 850-852*, San Marino 396**, 425-429*, 547556*, Vatican 1959-1981 almost complete, both MNH and
cancelled.
£ 1400
31057 And Territories: 1890-1955 Stockbook with better
MNH, mint hinged and used stamps, like (Michel no's):
Italy 290** perf 13¾ (not in Michel, Sassone cat. €2500!),
439-444**, 484-487*, 514-519**, 514-519*, 740-745,
773 (2x), 774-776 (2x), 796-797 (2x), Trentino 14*
(signed), 16* (signed), 17* (signed), Campione 1-5** (2x),
1-5* (2x), 1-5, German occupation Zara 21-22**, Corfu 518*, etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 1500
30616 And Territories: 1900-1960 Mint never hinged lot
in sheets and part sheets, wild wild west lot, mainly good
condition (some stuck), including better values, gutterpairs
(not listed in the catalogue!!), back of the book with piles
of parcelpost sheets, pneumatica, definitive heads to high
values in sheets, overprints, locals, in sheetfolders.
Unpicked potential goldmine!!
£ 1250

30254 Liberation Issues/Local Stamps: Unique collection
of this very rare and seldom seen material, at the end of the
war different cities and counties started overprinting the
excisting stamps, collected on alphabetical order, many of
these stamps have only 25 or 50 printed, including great
section of Piacenza, (many stamps in catalogue have no
price, due to the scarcity), Partigiani, Cuvio with 1/6 in
pairs mnh (cat. value 10.500 euro), Bassano, Roma,
Ariano, Barge 1/18**/* (cat. value 14.400+ euro including
the 75c with red overprint, catalogues 10.000 euro alone),
Domodossola 1/11 complete mnh (cat. value 21.250
euro!!), Imperia 1/20 mint/mnh, 22/23 mint never hinged
(cat. 10.500+ euro!!), Maccagno, Mantova, Ponte Chiasso,
also many other not catalogued material, nice section of
labels, in album. You will never find another collection like
this!!
£ 7500
26391 Stockbook with various, better material of Italy.
Contains a.o. (Michel no's): Sardinia 9, Italy 16 and 20
(both regummed, no. 20 with certificate), 153-156, 391407, Somalia PB 1-6. High cat. value!
£ 850
30374 Stockpage with various mint hinged and used
classic material of Italy.
£ 350
28130 Well filled, mint hinged and used, partly double
collection Italy 1862-1957 in old Yvert album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 59, 167 with inverted overprint,
168 with inverted overprint, 275-278*, 391-407*, 415434*, 49-513*, 532-542*, 547-559*, 560-575*, 576-590*,
748-460* (760 cancelled), parcelpost 48-59*, etc.
£ 1700
ITALY - COLONIES
28151 1874-1950 Mint hinged and used, messy lot in
album and stockbook, in which also some Cilicia/Turkey.
Adventurous lot!
£ 2500

31511 1893-1941 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in Marini album, in which e.g. (Sassone no's):
Italian East Africa 21-26**, 27-33*, 34-40*, airmail 111**/*, 20* (cat. € 360), postage dues 14-24**/*,
Cirenaica 38-41, 49-52, 72-76* (76 cancelled), 77-85, 9398*, airmail 6-11, 18-19**, Eritrea 1-10, 19-29, 35a* (perf
13½:14), 36(*), 71-74, 95, 113**, 114**, 127, 136-137,
138-141, 143*, 220-225*, airmail 1-6*, 17-26, postage
dues 9, 11 (10 lire, cat. € 1100), 12-13, parcelpost 5*,
Lybia 11 (cat. € 800), 12, 17* (signed Diena), 21-32* (28
and 30 cancelled, cat. € 1030), parcelpost 25 (cancelled),
Oltre Giuba postage dues 1-10* (no. 9 and 10 MNH and
signed, cat. € 2420), Italian Somalia 1-7 (no. 2 missing),
10-16, 19-22*, 55-60* (Manzoni, no. 59 missing, no. 60
signed), etc. Nice collection, catalogue value 40.000 euros!
£ 3750
31129 1900-1945 Lot MNH sheetparts (and some loose
stamps) of various Italian territories in folder.
£ 300
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31114 1906-1941 Beautiful, mostly mint hinged stamp
collection on stockpages in springback, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): Agean Islands 3-13* (Calimno, Caso, Cos,
Karki, Leros, Lipso, Nisiros, Patmos, Piscopi, Rodi,
Scarpanto, Sini, Stampalia), 17-25*, 43-55*, 56-62*, 8897* (Calino, Caso, Carchi, Lero, Lipso, Nisiro, Patmo,
Piscopi, Rodi, Scarpanto, Simi, Stampalia), 98-104*,
114*, 115-120* (2x), 121-122*, 137-145*, 146-165*,
203-210*, 211-212*, 225-226*, Castelrosso 1-9*, 25-29*,
30-39*, Cirenaica 11-16* (Manzoni), 67-70*, 103-108*,
109-110*, 127-136*, money order stamps 1-6*, Oltre
Giuba 1-15*, 16-17*, 41-43*, postage due 1-10*, money
order stamps 1-6*, Italian Somalia 10-17*, 20-23*, 3444*, 189-196*, money order stamps 7-12*, etc. Very nice
collection, insane catalogue value!
£ 3500
30767 1906-1950 Mint never hinged issues of Somalia,
Libya, Cyrenaica, Tripolitania etc. Many in multiples/part
sheets, in general very fresh condition, many better stamps
present in quantities, also stamps with catalogue value of
500 euro each 20x present!! On stockcards in box. Gigantic
catalogue and retail value, seldom offered!!
£ 2000
31484 1932-1934 Complete, cancelled stamp collection
general issues on album pages in folder, in which e.g.
(Sassone no's): 1-10, 11-22, 23-31, 32-41, 46-50 (football,
cat. € 1400), airmail 1-7, 8-13, 14, 15-21 (cat. € 750), 222930, 31-37 (football, cat. € 1400), etc. Catalogue value
over 6900 euros.
£ 1100
31367 Aegean Islands: 1913-1934 Almost complete,
mint hinged and cancelled stamp collection on album pages
in folder, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 1-2*, 31-33*, 34-42,
43-55*, 56-62*, 63-69, 70-87*, 88-97* (10 islands), 98102*, 114*, 115-120* (Zeppelin), 121-122*, 123-132*,
137-145* (football), 146-165*, 166-172, etc. Catalogue
value Sassone ca. 14500 euros!
£ 2250
30147 Eritrea: 1892-1940 Mostly mint hinged stamp
collection on album pages in folder,including some better
stamps.
£ 225
30285 Eritrea: 1893-1936 Incredible nearly complete
used collection, in very good condition, including the many
scarce and rare issues, 1893 set to 10 lire, 1903 to 5 lire,
1916: 10 lire used, red cross, 1923 propaganda, march to
Rome, 1924 Manzoni to 1 lire, all good militia sets,
airmails, 1903 postage due set to 10 lire, 1903: 5 lire and
100 lire, 1934 set to 20 lire etc. etc. on stockpages, in
folder. Sassone catalogue value over 17.700 EURO!!!
£ 2400
31487 Italian East Africa: 1938-1941 In the main
numbers complete, cancelled stamp collection on album
pages in folder, including several issues not listed cancelled
in catalogue and also e.g. (Sassone no's): 1-20, airmail 113, espresse 1-2, etc.
£ 200
31013 Levant: 1874-1920 Nice, mint hinged and used
stamp collection on stockpages in folder, in which e.g.
(Sassone no's): 5* (cat. €2000), 9* (€275), 10 (€500),
Canea 13* (€750), various better 20 piaster overprints
Smirne, Durazzo, Jenina etc. Nice lot, high catalogue
value!
£ 1100

31481 Levant: 1874-1923 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
collection on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Sassone
no's): general issues 1-9, 12-17, Constantinopel 1 (cat. €
900, signed), 2 (cat. € 900, signed), 3 (cat. € 2750, signed),
4 (cat. € 2750, signed), 13 (cat. € 2500), Crete (Canea) 1,
3-13 (6 and 13 signed), espresse 2 (signed Diena, cat. €
1400), Durazzo 7, Giannina 1-8, Salonici 8, etc. Catalogue
value over 26.400 euros.
£ 3900
26602 Levant: 1908-1923 Very well filled, mint hinged
and used collection on Marini album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 11 I* (signed), 1317 III, 16-17 IV, 26 III*, 41-45*, 46-53*, 60-70*, 81, etc.
Also some varieties present.
£ 1500
31490 Lybia and Tripoli: 1912-1955 Beautiful, almost
complete, cancelled stamp collection on album pages in
springback, in which e.g. (Sassone no's): Lybia 1-12, 2132, 44-53 (cat. € 1500), 81-86, 108-117 (cat. 1300), 118124 (cat. € 1250), 144-145 (cat. € 1400), airmail 4-7, 8-13,
46-51, 52, postage dues 1-10, 11 (cat € 600), exchange
(cat. € 900), independent Lybia 1-13 (cat. € 800), 24-33,
Tripoli 1-4, 5-10, 11-16 (Manzoni, highets value signed,
cat. € 6100), 73-77, airmail 22-27 (cat. € 1650), 30-33, 3440 (cat. € 7000), 47-56 (cat. € 1000), exchange 1-6 (cat. €
1650), etc. Catalogue value over 42.500 euros! £ 6250
25065 Montenegro and Laibach: 1941-1943 Stockbook
with 28 cobers and cards of the Italian occupation. All
covers documented and individually priced. Total retail
value over 1750 euros.
£ 750
31486 Oltre Giuba: 1925-1926 In the main numbers
complete, cancelled stamp collection on album pages in
folder, in which e.g. (Sassone no's): 1-15, 16-17, 18-20,
24-28, 29-35, 42-44, espresse 1-2, parcelpost 1-12 (cat. €
2800), postage dues 1-10 (cat. € 1350) etc. Catalogue
value over 7300 euros.
£ 1100
29425 Sheetfolder with MNH sheets and sheetparts of
various Italian colonies. Cat value Sassone over 6500
euros.
£ 600
31491 Somalia: 1903-1959 Magnificent, cancelled,
almost complete stamp collection on album pages in
springback, in which much better material like (Sassone
no's): 1-7, 8-9 (cat. € 2200), 34-44, 45-48, 49-54, 55-60
(Manzoni, highest value signed, cat. € 6100), 67 (cat. €
750), 92-104, 105-108, 119-122, 143 (cat. € 475), 167-184
(cat. € 1250), 185-192, 199-212, 213-230 (229 signed
Diena, cat. € 10.000), airmail 7-16, parcelpost 30-42 (cat.
€ 2000), 50-53, 65 (cat € 1250), postage dues 12-22 (cat.
€ 1650), 30, 31, 32, exchange 1-6 (cat. € 1500), etc.
Catalogue value over 48.200 euros!
£ 7200
30715 Somalia: 1926-1930 Very fresh mint never hinged
lot better values incl. pairs, strips and larger blocks, starting
with 1926: 30c grey (25), 1928 overprint set: 7 1/2c (66),
50c(57 and 1L75c(16), 1930: 50c lilac (11 incl. several
very well centered, very scarce for this issue), postage
dues, in stockbook. Sassone 2018 catalogue value over
28.400 EURO!!! Only 7% catalogue value!!
£ 2000
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29430 Somalia 1950-1965 Almost complete, MNH and
mint hinged collection on Marini album pages in folder.
Collection contains Italian Somalia Michel 244-375 (244254*, 255-265*, 266-267*, 268-271*), postage dues 5660* and parcelpost stamps 53-61* and also some
independent Somalia, including Michel 1-3**, etc.
£ 225
28128 Territories and occupations: 1919-1952 Nice,
mostly mint hinged collection on Yvert album pages in
folder. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Julisch
Venetien 10, postage due 1 with inverted overprint,
Trentino 11*, 12*, 23, 24, 25*, 26*, Triest 1-17*, 34-46*,
47-50*, 65*, postage dues 1-4*, 9*, 12*, 28*, etc.
£ 750
31407 Triest and Somalia: 1903-1954 Mostly MNH and
mint hinged stamp collection in stockbook, including better
stamps like (Michel no's): Italian Somalia 34-44*, 104*,
105*, 120-122*, 171-188*, 189-196*, 197-208*, 219232*, 233-242, postage dues 12-22 I**, etc.
£ 600
ITALY - STATES
31149 1852-1863 Folder with stockpages with various
mint hinged material of old Italian States.
£ 850
JAPAN
31005 1871-1975 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 92-93, 97-98, 123-126, 148-151, 174*, 175*, 182,
183, 184-187*, 218-221, 225-228, 276-279, 292-295*,
296-299*, 302-305*, 306-309*, 409-410*, 423-426* in
strip, 423-426, 428A*, 442-445*, etc.
£ 900

30725 1899-1985 Mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection in Scott album, in which some nice stamps and
souvenir sheets.
£ 550
31047 1918-1930 Album with 61 picture postcards,
mostly franked on the front. Beautiful collection, seldomly
offered!
£ 750
29829 1945-1979 Nicely filled, MNH stamp collection
i n 3 a l b u m s , i n w hi c h a l s o va r i o u s s o u ve ni r
sheets.Collection appears to be complete from 1958 till
1979. High face value.
£ 750
29466 Folder with album pages with various mint hinged
and used material of Japan en RyuKyu.
£ 215
31144 Occupation Dutch east Indies: 1942-1945
Collection of over 80 covers and cards in album, in which
e.g. P.O.W. post, censored covers, money exchange cards
etc.
£ 1400
31143 Occupation Dutch east Indies: 1942-1948 Messy,
but well filled, MNH, mint hinged and used lot in
stockbook.
£ 1100
31141 Occupation Dutch east Indies: 1942-1948 Mint
hinged and used sorting lot on album pages in ordner.
£ 500
31142 Occupation Dutch east Indies: 1942-1948 Mostly
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in stockbook, in
which various better material.
£ 1100

29832 Occupation Dutch east Indies: Album with
complete mint hinged sheets from the interim period of
Indonesia (many duplicates), various cancelled sheetparts
and loose stamps of the Japanese occupation. Very large
stock, ideal for reseller.
£ 1150
27851 Occupation Dutch east Indies: Mint hinged and
used collection and interimperiod on blanc album pages in
folder.
£ 850
30422 Occupation of Dutch east Indies: 1942-1945
Small lot mint stamps (partly in sheetparts on stockcards in
folder. Also some postal cards present.
£ 250
JORDAN
29201 1925-1975 Mostly MNH and mint hinged
accumulation in album, in which various blocks of 4,
imperforated material etc. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 402407B** in pairs, 409-414B** in pairs, 453-458A** in
pairs, 453-458B**, 493-498B**, 499-500B**, 509511B** in pairs, 516-519B** in pairs, 524-531B** in
pairs, 532-535B** in pairs, 608-621B**, souvenir sheet
20**, 22**, etc. High cat. value!
£ 425

29147 1945-1992 Messy, but nicely filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection on old album pages in folder.
£ 250
30696 1952-1980 Beautiful, very extensive, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 2 blank Scott albums,
chock-full imperforated material, blocks of 4, double
overprints, inverted overprints and many better stamps like
(Michel no's): 259-267*, 268b** in block of 4 (1 stamp
hinged), 269b** in block of 4 (1 stamp hinged), 342-367*,
idem in blocks of 4, 272* (2x), C275*, 276* (2x), 277*,
278*, 284-289 on FDC, 290-302**, idem in blocks of 4,
etc. Very nice collection, very high catalogue value!
£ 1900
KIRIBATI
24481 1979-2008 Apparently complete, MNH collection
in 2 albums and also an FDC collection in 2 albums.
Collection also oncludes many specimen issues. £ 1200
KUWAIT
28652 1923-1969 Mostly cancelled collection on album
pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 6, 12, 24, 47*, 52-63*, 90*, etc.
£ 235
LAOS
25277 1951-1952 Stockpage with 5 imperforated MNH
(few stamps with some glassine residue) sheetlets of 4.
Contains (Yvert no's): 2 (20 cents), 6 (70 cents), 7 (1
piaster), 8 (1,5 piaster) and 16 (1,9 piaster). Extremely
scarce material; these sheetlets are normally offered for
500 euros each.
£ 1250
LATVIA
31305 1817-1918 Collection of 215 covers and cards of
Latvia as part of Russia, including registered covers,
special frankings, destinations, cancels etc. in box.
£ 1000
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27629 1918-2010 Reasonably complete used collection
in mainly very good condition, includes many good sets,
singles and sheetlets, in expensive Kabe album. Nice
collection!
£ 700
LEEWARD IS.
28806 1890-1954 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-8*, 7, 8, 6-8* with specimen
overprint, 12*, 14*(2x), 15*, 20-28*, 95-114*, etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1050
LEVANT
28658 1865-1920 Folder with stockpages with a
collection Levant, including Austrian Levant, Russian
Levant, Wrangel Armee, localpost Turkey Turkie, cancels
Turley, East Roumelia etc. Nice, exciting lot, high cat.
value!
£ 600

30975 1884-1923 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in large Yvert album, in which e.g. (Yvert
no's): German Levant 2, 4*, 48, 49, 51*, British Levant 2,
Italian Levant 1-10, 12-17, 21-23, 34, 42, 44, 45, Polish
Levant 1-12*, Russian Levant 1* (signed B hler), 2(*),
4*, 5, 6*, 78-11, 17, 18, 26-35*, 44*, 175-189* (189
cancelled), etc.
£ 1050
27561 Used collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains mostly material of the Austrian and
German offices.
£ 200
LIBYA
31236 1920-2004 Small box with various MNH, mint
hinged and used material, including better stamps from the
Italian period, modern MNH sheetparts and imperforated
stamps etc.
£ 525

29785 1964-1969 MNH and cancelled, double collection
in 2 blank albums, in which also blocks of 4, some covers,
varieties etc.
£ 425
31488 Cyrenaica 1923-1950 Beautiful, almost complete,
cancelled stamp collection on album pages in folder, in
which e.g. (Sassone no's): 1-4, 5-10, 11-16 (Manzoni,
highest value signed, cat. € 6100), 17-22, 27-31, 38-41,
42-44, 49-52, 53-59, 68-71, 72-76, 77-85, 93-98, airmail
12-17 (Zeppelin, cat. € 1650), 18, 20-23, 24-29, 30-39
(cat. € 1000), exchange stamps 1-6 (cat. € 1000), etc.
Catalogue value 16.865 euros!
£ 2500
LIECHTENSTEIN
30232 1912-1955 Valuable mint/mnh lot better issues,
sets and singles, starting with 1912 set (22x), also 6x 25h
in the expensive shade, 1921 issue with perfs and values to
1fr, 1925 and 1928 commemorative set in quantities, 1930
to 2fr multiple incl. perfs, 1933 defins 25r and 1f20 (used),
service etc. on stockcards. Catalogue value 12.000++
EURO!!!
£ 1250

30416 1912-1959 In the main numbers complete used
collection in very good condition, includes all the scarce
and rare issues, starting with 1912 set incl. paper/shade,
1921 low values in both perfs, 1921/24 to 1fr, 1924/27 to

1fr, 1928 Jubilee set to 5fr used very fine, 1930 definitive
set to 2fr, 1933 defin set of 3, 1934 Vaduz sheetlet used
very fine with exhibition cancellation, 1935 high values 2fr
and 5fr, all airmails, service, sheetlets etc. in expensive
Lindner album. Wonderful collection, Michel catalogue
value around 20.000 EURO!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 2950

25027 1912-1960 Messy, but well filled, mostly used
collection in Leuchtturm album, including much material,
amongst which many duplicates. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3, 48A, 50A (3x), 52A, 51B, 53-60, 6162A, 71, 75-77 (2X), 78-81, 85, 88, 105, 107, 108-113,
116 (3X), 117 (3X), 119-121, 122, 124, 140 (crease), 238,
247, 268-278, 315-318, souvenir sheet 5, service 20-27,
etc.
£ 650
24803 1912-1960 Nice MNH, mint hinged and used lot
in stockbook. Lot contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-3* (2x),
43** with double overprint, 53-60, 57 proof in other color
in imperforated sheetpart of 15, 61-62A, 72-74*, 75-77*,
75-77, 198-201, 202-206, 238-239, 249-251, 253-255,
285-287, 301-303, 306-308, 322-325**, 322-325, 326328**, 329-331** (2x), 338-341**, 353-356 on pieces,
etc. Also 2 special sheetlets from 1952 commemorating
50th anniversary of Liechtenstein stamps. Nice lot,
recommended!
£ 750
27892 1912-1966 Beautiful, almost complete, cancelled
collection in blanc album. Collection is somewhat
specialised on perfs and contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 1-3x, 1-3y (contains both 3ya and 3yb), 43,
44, 46-52B, 53-60, 60PF1 (plateflaw), 61-62A, 61-62B,
63, 71, 72-74, 78-81, 90-93, 96C, 108-113, 116-118, 119121, 122-124, 122-124 FDC, 143-147x, 143-147y, 148,
149-150, 183-185, 186-191, 398, souvenir sheet 5, service
1-8 (both perfs), 9-10, 11-19, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1600
30597 1912-1966 Magnificent in the main numbers
complete collection mint/mnh including service and
airmails + a complete used collection, so the Vaduz sheet
is there mint never hinged + used very fine, and all other
key issues are double present, in album, seldom offered.
Great collection with an incredible catalogue value!!!
£ 6000
27402 1912-1967 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly double collection in blanc Biel album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-3x, 1-3y, 48A*,
53-60, 61A-62B, 71*, 71, 72-74**, 78-81**, 78-81, 8289*, 104*, 107, 108-113, 114*, 115**, 116-118*, 116118, 119-121*, 122-124*, 122-124, 140*, 141, 142**,
143-147**, 148**, 149-150**, 183-185**, 185** in
kleinbogen, 197*, 309**, 311-314**, 319-321**, 332333**, 398**, 398** in block of 4 (CEPT 1960), souvenir
sheet 1 (Vaduz sheet), 5**, service 1-8, 9-10*, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 3500
29734 1912-1968 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Leuchtturm album, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 1-3x**, 1-3y**, 48A** (signed Marxer), 49A**,
51A*, 46-52B**/*, 53-60**, 63**, 65-70*, 72-74**,
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78-81*, 82-89**, 90-93*, 94-107**/* in various perfs,
108-113*, 114-115*, 116-118*, 122-124*, 126-139*, 143147*, 150*, 197**, 304-305A**, 306-308**, 309**, 311314**, 315-318**, 319-321**, 332-333**, souvenir sheet
5**, postage dues 13-20** (no. 13 thin spot), etc. High
cat. value!
£ 1000

29209 1912-1971 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Leuchtturm album, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 1-3* (both x and y), 45-52A*, 46-52B*, 53-60*, 6162A*, 61-62B*, 63*, 64*, 65-70*, 72-74*, 75-77*, 7881*, 82-89*, 94-107* in various perfs, 116-118*, 119121*122-124**, 304-305A*, service 1-7* in various perfs,
etc. High cat. value!
£ 950
28190 1912-1975 Beautiful used very fine collection in
really fantastic condition, reasonably complete without the
really expensive stamps, including 1/3, 1930 to 2fr, better
issues of the 20/30/50's, airmails, service overprints etc.
etc. in Borek album. Very pretty collection with a very
high catalogue value!
£ 950
25949 1912-1979 Very well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in luxe Leuchtturm album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 46-52B*, 53-60*
(55 and 60 canceled), 61-62A*, 61-62B*, 63**, 64**, 6570*, 71*, 72-74*, 75-77*, 78-81, 90-93*, 94-107 (100 and
105 mint hinged), 116-118**, 119-121*, 122-124*, 126139*, 140*, 141, etc.
£ 750
30024 1912-1984 As good as complete, almost only
cancelled stamp collection in Leuchtturm album, in which
very much better material like (Michel no's): 1-3x, 1-3y,
46-52B, 53-60, 78-81*, 82-89 (with certificate), 90-93, 94107 (in several perfs), 108-113, 114*, 115, 116-118, 119121, 122-124, 143-147, 148*, 149-150*, 185**, 186-191,
304-305A (2x), 309, souvenir sheet 1 (Vaduz), 2 (2x), 5,
service 1-7, etc. Very nice collection and high catalogue
value!
£ 2800
30185 1912-1984 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3, 48A*, 50A*, 53-60*, 46-52B*, 64*,
70*, 72-74*, 75-77*, 82-85, 90-93**, 108-113*, 116118**, 122-124*, 143-147, 148*, 149-150 on piece, 319321*, 322-325*, 332-333*, service 19, postage dues 1320, souvenir sheet 3**, 4*, etc.
£ 800
29858 1912-1988 Overcomplete mint/used/mnh
collection incl. all expensive sets, 1934 Vaduz sheetlet mnh
with certificate, Airmail and service overprints, modern
part very extensive incl. both mint never hinged and used,
blocks of 4, first day covers, sheetlets etc. etc. in 7
expensive Lindner albums. Great collection with a massive
catalogue value!!
£ 2750
28188 1912-1990 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-3, 45-52B, 53-60, 82-89* (85 thin spot),
90-93*, 94-107 specialised on perfs, 108-113*, 114-115*,
119, 120, 122-124*, 142*, 143-147*, 148, 149-150, 183185, 197, 238-239*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1250

27576 1912-1990 ca. Nice, MNH, mint hinged and used
lot in 2 stockbooks. Lot contains a.o. (Michel no's): 51A
(!), 59 (imperforated pair, mint no gum), 60*, 103*, 104*,
105*, 106*, 107*, 108-113, 116-118, 143-147, 148, 149150, 171** in complete sheet of 20, 253-255**, 449 in
kleinbogen (9x MNH and 63x cancelled!), souvenir sheet
2**, 2 (2x), 5** (3x), 5, service 8**, 8, postage due
proofs, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 900
23051 1912-1999 Mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, reasonably complete incl. many good issues,
1912 set, 1921 to 1fr used, 1930 set to 2fr mint, 1933 low
values 25rp, 90rp and 1fr20 mint, 1933/35 high value 5fr
fine mint etc. etc. in wellfilled Schaubek album. High cat.
value!!
£ 900
30045 1912-2003 Almost only MNH and mint hinged
stamp collection in 2 Davo albums. With the exception of
souvenir sheet 1 (Vaduz), almost complete collection,
including service stamps, till 1960 mostly mint hinged,
after that mostly MNH. Nice quality, high catalogue value!
£ 1700
29161 1912-2012 Nice, as good as complete, cancelled
collection in 3 stockbooks, including Vaduz sheet with
certificate, back of the book almost complete, various
(better) duplicates etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 2950
31131 1912-2013 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in 2 albums, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 1-3*, 45-52*, 53-60*61-62*, 63*, 64*, 65-70*,
71**, 78-81*, 94-107*, 108-113*, 114-115*, 116-118*,
140-142**, 143-147*, 148*, 149-150*, 185** in M/S,
197* in M/S, service 1-8*, 9-10*, etc.
£ 1500
31251 1912-2018 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in several albums and on stockcards. Lot
contains e.g. (Michel no's): 1-3, 48A**, 47-52B**, 53-60,
78-81, 82-89, 108-113, 114-115**, 119, 120**, 143147**, 148, 149-150**, 183-185**, 186-191**, 238239** in blocks of 4, 243**, 268-276**, 285-287**, 301303**, 301-303, 304-305**, 309, 311-314, 315-318, 319321, 322-325**, 322-325, 326-328**, 329-331**, 332333**, 342-345, 449** in M/S, souvenir sheet 1**
(Vaduz), 4**, 5**, postage dues 13-20**, etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 2650
27173 1917-1977 Well filled, MNH collection in Safe
album on self made pages. Collection contains a.o. (Michel
no's): 61-62A**, 61-62B**, 72-74**, 75-77**, 90-93**,
116-118**, 126-139**, 197**, 197** in kleinbogen,
247**, 247** in kleinbogen, 309**, souvenir sheet 5**,
etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 750
29159 1917-2009 Very well filled, mostly MNH (few
stamps hinged) collection in 2 Leuchtturm albums, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): 47A(**), 48A**, 49A**
(signed), 61-62A**, 63*, 71*, 82-89*, 90-93**, 94107**/* in various perfs, 119-121*, 140*, 141**, 183185**, 304-305A**, souvenir sheet 5**, service 1-8*, 910*, 11-19** (signed), etc.
£ 1600
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30857 1920-1972 Stockbook with various, better MNH
and mint hinged material, like (Michel no's): 52B*, 72**,
97A*, 97B*, 102C**, 102C*, 103A**, 103B* (2x),
104**, 104B*, service 2B*, 8A* (2x), etc. Catalogue
value ca. 7800 euros.
£ 1200
28810 1939-1981 Collection MNH sheetlet in 4
Leuchtturm albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's):
185**, 197**, 238-239**, 247**, 256**, 268-276**,
352** etc. High cat. value!
£ 750
31339 1960-2019 MNH, apparently complete stamp
collection in 2 luxe Leuchtturm albums (pages to 2018,
2019 in glassine). High catalogue value and face value!
£ 950
30856 1963-1990 Almost complete, DOUBLE, MNH
stamp collection in stockbook, including souvenir sheets.
Nice quality, catalogue value over 1650 euros.
£ 250
28481 1971-1982 MNH collection in stockbook, many
in blocks of 4. Cat. waarde Michel 1200 euros.
£ 150
28472 1973-1985 Extensive, MNH collection minisheets
in 2 albums. Cat. value Michel 4176 euros.
£ 300
30192 1982-1996 As good as complete, MNH stamp
collection in luxe Safe album with slipcase.
£ 125
28476 Stockbook with various MNH and cancelled
material, mostly from the '70s-'90s. Cat. value Michel over
3400 euros.
£ 300
30870 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used material, amongst which (Michel no's): 94-107, 135*
(2x), 143-147, 183 (2x), 184 (3x), 185, 198-201, 207210*, 207-210, 289-300*, 304-305A, 309, service 9-10
etc. Catalogue value ca. 5500 euros.
£ 550
LUXEMBOURG
29752 1852-1979 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo album, in which a.o. (Michel
no's): 1-2, 82, 121* in minisheets, 227-231*, 240-244*,
245-249*, 252-256*, 257*, 259-264*, 266-280*
(intellectuals), 284-289*, 468-473*, 478-483**, 488-489*,
490-494*, souvenir sheet 3*, 7**, good part service
stamps, postage dues etc.
£ 1250

31180 1852-2000 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 1-2, 3*, 4*, 9* (signed), 14, 22 (signed),
32* (signed), 41C, 52*, 142** (stamp from souvenir sheet
1), 227-231*, 240-244, 245-249**, 252-256, 266-280*
(intellectuals), 284-289**, 333-338*, 339-341**, 417422**, 468-473**, 478-483, 488-489**, 490-494**, 585587** (Cept 1946), souvenir sheet 3**, 7**, extensive part
service stamps, etc.
£ 2000

30993 1852-2014 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in 5 luxe Lindner albums, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 213-217, 227-231, 238, 259-264, 417-422**, 435438**, 464-467**, souvenir sheet 3, etc.
£ 900
25974 1859-1967 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 240-244*, 245-249*, 259-264*, 309314*, 333-338*, 478-483*, 488-489*, 490-494*, 495500*, 572-574**, souvenir sheet 3*, 7**, nice part service,
postage dues etc.
£ 525
25346 1859-2000 Well filled, first mint hinged, later
MNH collection in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 52*, 59aF* (20 cents brown),
82**, 227-231**, 240-244**, 245-249**, 259-264**,
309-314*, 333-338**, 417-422**, 470-473**, 478-483**,
490-494**, 555-557*, 572-574**, blok 3**, 7**, nice
service, postage dues etc.
£ 1000
27076 1859-2007 Nearly complete mint/used/mint never
hinged collection, including strong classic part, later with
many better sets, sheetlets, back of the book, new issues
with high face value etc. in 2 Davo albums.
£ 950
29249 1865-2005 Three stockbooks with a MNH, mint
hinged and used stock. In the early part scarcely filled,
later on a well filled stock.
£ 400
29310 1875-1926 Stockbook w ith a collectors
accumulation of service stamps, including better stamps in
numbers, inverted overprints, other varieties, also fake and
fantasy stamps etc. in some mixed quality. Cat. value
Yvert (if all genuine) over 100.000 euros.
£ 3000
26074 1875-1935 Very well filled, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection service stamps in blanc
Biella album. Collection contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 5 I* (signed), 6 Ia* (signed), 7 I* (signed),
8 I in pair (signed), 9 II (signed), 14 I* (signed), 15 *,
(signed), 15 II* (signed), 21 I* (signed), 26 I*, 33 I*
(signed), 27-30 II*, 47-56*,
£ 3100
27418 1882-2012 Very well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in 3 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Collection contains better material like (Michel
no's): 56, 72-83*, 134-136*, 240-244*, 245-249*, 252256*, 259-264*, 284-289*, 333-338*, 464-467*, 468473**, 474-477*, 478-483*, 484-487**, 488-489**, 490494**, 495-500*, 555-557* (CEPT 1956), 572-574*
(CEPT 1957), souvenir sheet 3**, 7**, etc.
£ 1000
29306 1891-1893 Lot MNH sheets and sheetparts, 10
cents till 1 Frank, including various perfs and mostly in
fresh quality. Yvert cat. value over 10.500 euros (we
counted only the cheapest perfs).
£ 900

30216 1852-2000 Reasonably to very complete
mint/used/mnh collection including better classics, most of
the better issues of the 20/30/50's, also back of the book
including better, in very well filled expensive Lighthouse
album. Massive catalogue value and offered very cheap!
£ 850
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28599 1895-1969 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 134-136*, 164**, 182-186**, 213-217**,
227-231**, 240-243**, 245-249*, 252-256*, 259-264*,
266-280* (intellectuals), 284-289*, 296-301**, 309-314*,
333-338**, 431-434**, 442-459**, 460-463**, 464467**, 468-473**, 478-483*, 488-489**, 490-494**,
555-557* (Cept 1956), 572-574** (Cept 1957), souvenir
sheet 3**, 7**, telegraph 1-5 (cancelled), etc. High cat.
value!
£ 1000
29305 1899 Set 1 cent till 5 Frank luxe MNh in
sheetparts of 100 (50 cents missing, 1 Frank sheetpart of
50) Luxembourg service 1899, Yvert no's 82-95. The
sheetpart of the 10 cents has a spectacular shift of the
perforation in the top 2 rows. Seldomly offered, cat. value
over 6350 euros.
£ 1200
28900 1899 The 2 high values (2½ Franc and 5 Franc)
of the service set from 1899 in MNH sheetparts (2½ Franc
81x and 5 Franc 100x). Cat. value Yvert 5275 euros.
£ 750
29846 1900-1960 Fantastic collection/accumulation of
cancellations, from A to Z, including many better and
scarce cancels, also on better values, on stockpages, in
folder. THOUSANDS!!
£ 600
30100 1940-2008 For 99% complete, MNH stamp
collection, including all the good sets from the '50s and
much face value material in 3 luxe Lindner albums. High
catalogue and face value!
£ 700
29911 1945-2017 Almost complete, only MNH stamp
collection including all expensive sets and souvenir sheets
in 4 luxe Safe albums. Also various cancelled duplicates
present.
£ 1050

28674 Negri Sembilan: 1965-1992 Specialised collection
with MNH and cancelled material on self made pages in 2
albums, in which a.o. some half sheets, plateflaws, blocks
of 4, platenumbers, different perfs, some stamp booklets,
etc. Beautiful collection!
£ 1175
28678 Penang: 1948-1986 Specialised collection with
MNH, mint hinged and cancelled material on self made
pages in 5 albums, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 12**, 1-2, 3-22**, 3-22, 28-43**, 28-43, 44-54**, 44-54,
some half sheets, plateflaws, blocks of 4, platenumbers,
different colours, some stamp booklets etc. Beautiful
collection and a high cat. value!
£ 2950
29768 Selangor ca. 1880-1955 Mint hinged and used
remainder collection on albumpages in folder.
£ 275
28594 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used material, including some better stamps like (Stanley
Gibbons no's): Kedah 114, Negri Sembilan 60*, 61*, 62**,
79*, North Borneo 49 (CTO), 307*, Straits Settlements,
Singapore etc. Also nice Hong Kong and Brunei present.
£ 375
MALTA
28263 1857 (!)-1972 Well filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection in blanc album. The collection start
with ca. 40 stamps of Great Britain cancelled in Malta and
also a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 30, 34*, 35, 41*, 44*,
52*, 61*, 86, 88, 113, 231, 250*, etc.
£ 750

30959 1860-1985 Cancelled stamp collection in Collecta
album, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 4, 16, 30, 169,
207, 217-231 (no. 229 missing), 234-248, 266-282, 330348, etc.
£ 500

13058 1956 Stockpage with 10 x Luxembourg Michel
552-554 Coal and steel set MNH in luxe quality. Cat.
value 700 euros.
£ 125

30958 1860-1985 MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection in Collecta album, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 4*, 34*, 52*, 61*, 119*, 150*, 217231**/*, 230a* (Semaphore flaw), 234-248**/*, 266282**, 330-348**/*, etc.
£ 500

27699 1974-2012 Wonderful nearly complete collection
unaddressed first day covers, also some earlier issues,
including the very expensive and hard to get new issues,
many nice thematics, housed in 4 albums, offered far
below new issue price!!
£ 250

31109 1863-1981 Very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in Schaubek album, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 28*, 30*, 34*, 35*, 38-44*, 63*,
143-156**, 157-172*, 193-209*, 217-231**, 234-248**,
266-282**, postage dues 1-10*, 11-20*, etc.
£ 825

MACAU
31291 MNH lot sets and souvenir sheets of Macau from
the '90s in 2 fat stockbooks. Very much material! £ 800

29753 1863-1982 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Kabe album (older pages are not Kabe),
in which a.o. (Michel no's): 2*, 10, 40, 50, 76*, 78*, 94,
165*, 166*, 199-213**, 214-215**, 237-253**, postage
dues 11-20*, etc.
£ 600

MADAGASCAR
29885 1890-1950 Nice lot covers and cards including
frankings, destinations and cancels, also several stamps
Diego Suarez (several signed)
£ 500
MALAYAN STATES
31238 1867-1970 Extensive lot of hundreds of mint and
used postage stamps of Malaysia and Malayan States in 2
stockbooks, in which a very nice classic part of Straits
Settlements, Federation of Malayan States to 25$ (fiscally
used), Johore to high values, Selangor with several Victoria
stamps overprinted Selangor etc. Very high catalogue
value!
£ 3250

31431 1863-2006 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 Davo albums, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 87*, 155**, 188**, 189**, 190**,
192**, 205**, 206*, 208**, 229**, 230**, 231*, 250**,
266-282*/o, etc.
£ 700
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29084 1865(!)-1999 Mint hinged and used, partly double
collection in blank album, starting with 9 stamps of Great
Britain, used in Malta and further a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 30*, 30, 86*, 87, 134*, 135*, 135, 136* (2x), 137,
140*, 170*, 171*, 191*, 217-231*, 217-231, 234-247*,
234-247, 249-250*, 249-250, 266-282, 266-281* (without
1 pound), etc.
£ 750
31067 1865-1965 Nice stamp collection in stockbook, in
which ca. 100 frontrunners (British stamps cancelled in
Malta) and also e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 30x ½ penny
1860-1882 mint and used with diferent watermarks, 157172*, 174-192* (184 and 185 missing), 217-231*, 234248*, 266-282**, etc.
£ 1100
28321 1882-1989 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album.
£ 300
28265 1885-2001 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double collection in blanc album, in which some
better stamps like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 154**, 169*,
170*, 172*, 190*, 192*, 193-209*, 250*, 330-348**,
postage dues 1-10*, stamp booklets etc.
£ 650
21891 1885-2008 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, double collection in 8 selfmade albums. Collection
contains very much material, including many covers and
FDC's.
£ 950
MEMEL
31124 1920-1924 Almost complete, double (mint hinged
AND cancelled) stamp collection, including Allenstein and
Marienwerder in album. Catalogue value over 8300 euros.
£ 1250
MEXICO
23539 1856-1984 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Scott album, including a.o. better
souvenir sheets.
£ 1300

27568 1863-1987 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, double collection in 2 Scott albums. Collection
contains much material, including classic, many airpost
stamps, souvenir sheets, service etc.
£ 1000
MONACO
30014 1881-2000 Almost complete, mostly MNH stamp
collection in 6 luxe Edifil albums with slipcases, in which
a.o. (Yvert no's): 1-1014*, 21*, 27-37*, 44-47*, 119-134*,
135-139*, 140-153*, 184**, 185-194*, 200-214**,
airmail 1*, 28-31*, 32-35**, 42-44**, 51-54**, 55-58**
(58 hinged), 66-68**, souvenir sheet 1*, 2**, 3A*, 3B**,
4A**, 4B**, postage dues 4*, 7*, 27-28*, etc. Nice
collection, very high catalogue value!
£ 3250

28269 1885-1928 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in binder. Collection contains much better
material like (Yvert no's): 1-8, 9*, 10* (!), 21, 27-33*, 4447*, postage dues 4*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1700
27403 1885-1962 Stockbook with better MNH, mint
hinged and used material like (Yvert no's): 2*, 3*, 6 (3x),
8, 14*, 15*, 19* (2x), 20* (2x), 21*, 21 (3x), 30* (4x),
31* (2x), 62**, 62* (4x), 62, 115-118* (4x), 135-139*,
184*, airmail 55-58**, 59**, postage dues 4*, 4 (2x), etc.

Also some material of Cavalle and Dedeagh present. Nice
quality, cat. value ca. 6000 euros.
£ 750

28292 1885-1970 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. better classics like 1885 to 75c, 1891/94 to 5fr,
airmail nr. 1, 1940 red cross, later reasonably complete and
mainly mint never hinged, in well filled Schaubek album.
High cat. value and face value!
£ 375
25491 1885-1974 With the exception of only a few
stamps complete, mint hinged collection in Schaubek
album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 5*, 6*, 14*,
15*, 27-33*, 34-42*, 44-45*, 120-136*, 138-142*, 190199*, 205-219*, 502-505A*, 502-505B*, souvenir sheet
3A*, 3B*, 4A*, 4B*, etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
£ 2500
28138 1885-1983 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in 2 stockbook. Much face value material!
£ 575
25213 1885-1987 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Davo luxe albums. Collection
contains nice classic part (some stamps regummed) and
further a.o. (Yvert no's): 119-134*, 135-139*, 184**, 185194*, 185-194, 200-214*, airmail 55-58*, souvenir sheet
3A**, 3B**, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1250
25776 1885-1990 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 4 albums. Collection contains very
much better material like (Yvert no's): 7*, 8, 9, 21*, 2733* (!), 44-47*, 119-134* (124 canceled), 135-139*,
184**, 184a* (imperforated), 185-194*, 200-214*/o,
420**, airmail 28-31**, 32-35*, 42-44*, 55-58**, 66-68*,
souvenir sheet 1**, 3A**, 4A, 4B, 5**, 6**, postage due
4* (signed), 8-10*, 27-28*, precancels 1-10**, etc. Nice
collection, very high cat. value (but some stamps with
brown spots).
£ 2000
29040 1885-1991 MNH, mint hinged and used
collection/accumulation in 7 thin stockbooks and some
loose album pages, in which better stamps, MNH souvenir
sheets (from no. 1), 2 proofs etc.
£ 750
29104 1885-1997 Almost complete, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in 2 blank albums, in which very
much better material like (Yvert no's): 7*, 13**, 14*,
19**, 20**, 21**, 54-64**, 102**, 103*, 119-131*,
184**, 185-194*, 200-214*, 307-313C**/*, 334-337A**,
353-364**, 371-375**, 379-382B**, 415-419**, 420**,
441**, 453-472**, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1400
26456 1885-2011 Very well filled, from 1921 almost
complete and mostly MNH collection in 5 Spanish Edifil
albums (albums little bit tired) including souvenir sheets
and airmail. Collection contains a.o. (Yvert no's): 4*,
133**, 134*, 135-139**, 140-153*, 184**, 185-194*,
415-419**, 420**, airmail 28-31*, 28-31, 32-35**, 3235** imperforated, 42-44** imperforated, 51-54**, 5558**, 66-68*, souvenir sheet 2**, 3A**, 3B** (few brown
spots), 4A**, 4B**, etc. High cat. value!
£ 2750
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27252 1891-1992 Well filled, MNh and mint hinged
collection in 3 Edifil albums. Unfortunately is in the 1st
album some 'rust' present (taken into account in the price).
Collection still contains much better material like (Yvert
no's): 47**, 48-50**, 62**, 63**, 64**, 102**, 103**,
139**, 184**, 194**, 215-224**, 307-313C**, 420*,
airmail 28-31* (partly with rust), 32-35* (partly with rust),
42-44**, 51-54**, 55-58** (rust), 67**(!), 68**, souvenir
sheet 3A**, 3B**, 4A** (few minute rust spots), 4B**
(few minute rust spots), postage dues 4*, 8-10**, 27-27**,
etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 1250

MOROCCO
29942 1891-1979 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 MOC albums, in which a.o.
(Yvert no's): 2, 3, 13, 15, 24, 25-36, 49*, 93*, 94*, 153160*, airmail 12-21*, 22-31*, 40*, souvenir sheet 2**, 3*,
4**, nice postage dues etc.
£ 525

MOROCCO AGENCIES
28839 1936-1957 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used lot on stockpages in binder. Very large amount of
28087 1891-2012 Mostly MNH collection in stockbook. stamps, partly in sheetparts and with very many high
values. High cat. value!
£ 1250
£ 150

30968 1901-1990 MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection on (cut short) Yvert album pages in small box.
Lot contains much material, including better stamps,
epreuves, souvenir sheets etc.
£ 265
27621 Stockbook with a few varities of Monaco like
1891 5 cents blue in block of 20 (rusty), 1946 Prins Louis
II 50 & 100 Frank in MNH sheets with 5 imperforated
gutterpairs and 1981 Europa CEPT in imperforetade
progressive colour trials.
£ 350
MONTENEGRO
31247 1874-1913 Specialised, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection and accumulation in stockbook, on
album pages, in glassines etc. in box. Nice sorting lot with
better material, different perfs, varieties etc.
£ 1000

29883 1874-1916 Very extensive mint/used/mnh
specialised collection with many expensive issues, perfs,
varieties, papers, overprints etc. etc. housed in 3 albums.
Also includes covers and postal stationery!
£ 1500
29897 1874-1941 Wonderful specialised collection,
mint/used/mnh with perfs, types, overprints, varieties,
cancellations, covers, German Occupation etc. etc. mostly
described with catalogue numbers, very much scarce
material present, in album + slipcase. Seldom offered so
specialised!!
£ 900
30246 1880-1912 Interesting collection of ca. 150 covers
and postal stationeries in 3 albums, in which a.o. registered
covers, better frankings, interesting cancels etc. partly sent
by the dealers Otto Bickel and Leonie Berger. £ 2750
24273 1941-1945 Fantastic MNH and mint hinged
collection in blanc album. Collection contains a.o. (Sassone
no's): 1-14*, 14A** (signed, cat. 3000,00), 14A*, 28-31*,
32-35** (32 hinged), 40-48**, 49-59** (cat. 10.000,00),
60-69*, airmail 1-8** (signed Sieger), 10-17*, 26-31*,
postage dues 1-5**, etc. Also German occupation
Montenegro cat. Michel no's: 1-9**, 10-18**, 20-25**,
26-28*, Kotor 1-6**, etc. Very nice collection, cat. 29500
euros!
£ 6500
25488 Nice, specialised, mostly mint hinged collection
on blanc album pages in folder.
£ 375

NEPAL
27324 1881-1977 Mostly mint hinged collection on
album pages in folder, in which nice classic material and
also better stamps like (Michel no's): 68-79*, 80-91*, 9296*, 98-109*, 115-128*, etc.
£ 400

30810 1907-2005 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in album. £ 180
NETHERLANDS
30399 1783-1956 Valuable and extensive collection,
starting with pre-stamp, better classics, Wilhelmina with
many better frankings, rates, registered, (also some fronts),
interesting war period, pre 1940 first day covers, back of
the book incl. postage dues, Court of Justice, Internment 1
single franking, postbewijs 1 1/2 guilder used on form
(very rare, stolen from the post...), interesting part fiscals,
flight covers incl. Dutch Indies, in total over 850 items!! in
5 albums. Offered intact, with many scarce and rare covers
present, massive retail value!!
£ 3250

29216 1800-1982 Nice collection of ca. 160 covers and
cards in album, in which some pre philately, classic covers
and cards including registered, Olympics 1928 complete
set on Olympics picture post card, some better FDC's like
Summer 1952, Olympiade 1956, Fieldpost cover with
Elephants cancel Denpasar from Bali etc.
£ 550
24735 1852 Collection 1st issue of the Netherlands,
collected by plate and position. Collection contains 81 x 5
cents no. 1, 62 x 10 cents no. 2 and 6 x 15 cents no. 3.
Reasonable quality, some nice cancels, nice lot. £ 1650
26713 1852 Folder with a small collection of the 1st
issue of the Netherlands, in which 71x no. 1, 72x no. 2
andn 7x no. 3. Some nice cancels present as well as stamps
from many different plates.
£ 1500
30188 1852 Stockbook with some stamps and covers of
the 1st issue of the Netherlands, including nice cancels.
Contains a. o. no. 1 on c o ve r w i t h name cancel
Oosterwolde, no. 1 with broken circle cancel Loenen, no.
1 with margin, no. 2 in pair, no.2 with halfround cancel
Doesburg C etc. In total 12x no.1, of which 3x on cover
and 7x no.2, including 1 pair. For the enthusiast! £ 750
27654 1852-1896 Mostly used collection on 3 album
pages in folder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3,
4-6, 7-12, 13-18 (18 mint no gum), 19-29,44, 47*, 48* (5
guilder Wilhelmina), postage dues 1-2, 3-12, etc. £ 950
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29777 1852-1907 Stockbook with various, mostly
cancelled material, including (NVPH no's): 3, 6 (3x), 12,
29, 44, 47, 48, 80*, postage dues 1-2, 3-12, postbewijs 17, telegraph 1*, 2*, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 etc.
£ 950
29143 1852-1941 Mint hinged and used collection in old
Avro album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 26*, 47, 104-105
in pairs, 238-239, etc. Also some material of Dutch east
Indies present.
£ 375
31157 1852-1944 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 12, 14, 29, 44, 47, 48, 49*, 84-86*, 90-101*,
104-105*, 136-138*, 149-162*, 163-165*, 177-198*, 236237*, 244-247*, 257-260*, 356-373*, service 1-8*, 9-15,
marine insurance 1-7*, postbewijs 1-7, postage dues 3-12,
31-43*, etc. High catalogue value!
£ 3100
30517 1852-1945 Mostly mint hinged stamp collection
in somewhat mixed quality (older part partly without gum
or regummed) in Lindner album, in which a.o. (NVPH
no's): 1-3(*), 6*, 18(*), 23-27(**) (regummed), 46(**),
47(**), 48*, 90-101*, 121-131*, 136-138*, 149-162*,
177-198*, 2369-237*, 244-247*, 257-260*, 356-373*,
syncopated 1-21, 33-56*, 57-70*, 71-73*, 78-81*, 86-89*,
90-93*, 94-97*, 98-101*, postage dues 27-28*, 31-43*,
etc. High catalogue value!
£ 2950
27679 1852-1945 Used collection, reasonably complete
incl. the 1852 set, 1864 set, 1867 set to 50c, 1869/1870
set, 1872 to 2,50, 1891/1897 to 2,50, 1924 exhibition set
etc. in album.
£ 525
31472 1852-1952 Complete, MNH and mint hinged
stamp collection in Davo cristal album, but with various
regummed material. The collection contains e.g. (NVPH
no's): 4**, 12*, 18*, 48*, 80** (with selvage), 101*, 102103**, 104-105*, 203-207**, 212-219**, 224**, 232235**, 238-239**, 244-247**, 257-260**, 346-349**
(Konijnenburg), 402-403B** (legion sheets), 518-533**/*
(low values Juliana en face), 534-537** (high values
Juliana en face), airmail 12-13** (gum tinted), etc. Very
high catalogue value!
£ 4350
29989 1852-1953 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and used stamps, including many better stamps like
(NVPH no's): 3 (4x, of which 1x with halfround cancel
Bergen op Zoom A), 6 (2x), 12, 14, 29 (2x), 42*, 46*,
64*, 68*, 74* (2x), 84-86*, 102-103*, 105 (2x), 133*
(2x), 136-138*, 171Af* (cen instead of cent), 208-211**
(2x), 212-219* (2x), 236-237*, 244-247* (2x), 244-247
(3x), 346-349** (Konijnenburg), 356-373**, 402-403B**
(legion sheets), 487-489**, syncopated 74-77*, 82-85, 8689**, etc. Also some Dutch territories like Curacao 104120* etc. Catalogue value ca. 23500 euros.
£ 2000
31320 1852-1959 Beautiful, on perfs and cancels
(namecancels, numeral cancels, small CDS, large CDS
etc.) specialised stamp collection in 2 blank albums, in
which very many better stamps like (NVPH no's): 1 (7x +
1 pair), 6 (6x), 12 (6x), 29 (6x), 44 (5x), 47 (7x), 48 (2x),
80 (2x), 101, 104-105 (2x), 130-131 (2x), 136-138*, 136138, 356-373*, 356-373, airmail 12-13, postage dues
specialised on types and perfs, syncopated complete

(without no. 32), various covers etc. Beautiful collection,
extreme catalogue value!
£ 6500

31360 1852-1960 This holding belies the country's small
size; the 5000+ (+) covers, postal stationery items (of all
descriptions) and postcards show the Low Countries still
hold writing dear; the earliest items included are several
stampless items with handstamped fees, with a full range
of philatelic usages: definitives and commemoratives,
Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Express and Officials; Parcel
Post receipts, Bahnpost cancels, Registered covers,
Feldpost items, postal counterfoils/receipts for mailing,
Censors, a Rocket Mail cover (!), etc., etc.; while most
items run 1880s on, we note a First Issue 10c on cover sent
Breda to 's-Hertogenbosch, several covers bearing the
perforated Second Issues, and more; exceptionally clean
throughout, Fine to Very Fine.
£ 9000
28224 1852-1965 Well filled, largely double (mint
hinged and used), somewhat specialised (on perfs)
collection Netherlands 1852-1965 on blanc pages in binder.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 202a (vertical
watermark), 225-228*, 244-247, 257-260, 278*, 283286*, 356a-d*, 474-486*, 487-489*, etc. Unfortunately
also some rust, so a low price.
£ 250
31432 1852-1967 With the exception of 2 stamps
(NVPH 14 and 48), in the main numbers complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in Davo album, in
which e.g. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 47, 49, 80, 101, 104105, 130-131, 136-138*, 240-243*, 257-260, 592-595*
(Itep), etc. Also some back of the book present. £ 1350
30395 1852-1970 In the main numbers complete
mint/mint never hinged collection, mixed condition as usual
but many very fine, all expensive stamps and sets present,
back of the book with postage dues complete, interrupted
perfs (2 stamps missing), Internment (nr. 1 used, 2 unused),
Armenwet overprints, telegraph (missing 25ct, mainly
used), postbewijs set used etc. etc. in 2 Importa albums.
Gigantic catalogue value!!
£ 6500
30160 1852-1970 Nice, cancelled stock postage stamps
in stockbook, in which very much better material like
(NVPH no's): 3 (3x), 6 (2x), 12 (3x), 29 (3x), 44 (2x), 47
(2x), 48 (3x), 49 (3x), 80 (2x), 101 (2x), 104-105 (2x),
130-131 (2x), 136-138 (3x), etc. Very nice quality,
catalogue value ca. 18500 euros.
£ 3250
31328 1852-1971 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in stockbook with much better material like
(NVPH no's): 1-3 (3x), 4-6 (3x), 12 (2x), 13-18 (2x), 29
(3x), 44 (2x), 47, 49*, 49 (4x), 100* (2x), 104-105* (2x),
104-105, 130-131*, 130-131, 136-138* (3x), 346-349*
(2x), 356-373* (3x), 518-533* (3x), 534-537* (2x),
airmail 12, 13 (2x), etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 2950
30948 1852-1973 Very well filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in Unie album, in which e.g. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 104-105*, 105, 212-219, 244-247*,
244-247, 257-260, 356-373**, 402-403B** (legion
sheets), 533** in block of 4, 592-595 (ITEP), airmail 1213, service 16-19** etc.
£ 650
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31319 1852-1974 In the main numbers complete, MNH
and mint hinged (older part no gum or regummed) stamp
collection postage stamps in Davo luxe album with
slipcase, in which e.g. (NVPH no's): 1-12(*), 13-18* (gum
mostly not original, no. 15 repaired), 19-29* (gum mostly
not original), 34-44* (gum mostly not original), 45*, 46*,
47* (signed), 48* (certificate), 56-76*, 80* (certificate),
84-86*, 90-101*, 104*, 105**, 121-131*, 132-133*, 136138**, 149-162**/*, 163-165*, 177-198*, 212-279**,
232-235**, 236-237*, 240-243**, 244-247**, 248-251**,
257-260**, 261-264**, 346-349**, 356-373**, 518537**, etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 5500
30402 1852-1974 Reasonably to very well filled mint
and used collection, including many better like 1852 set to
15c, 1869/71 to 1/2c to 2 1/2c, 1898 incl. Coronation
guilder, 1913 jubilee to 2 1/2gld, 1924 jubilee set
mint/used, many better sets of the 20/30/50's, back of the
book with 61c tete-beche gutterpair in block of 4 etc. in
Davo album.
£ 450
29895 1852-1976 In the main numbers virtually
complete in mainly very good condition (old period
missing only 4 stamps!) including 1852, 1864, 1857, 1869
and 1871 sets, 1898 Coronation stamp, 1913 Jubilee to 5
guilder, 1920 overprint pair, 1923 Jubilee set to 5 guilder,
1924 exhibition set used, 1942 Legion sheetlets etc. etc. in
Davo de luxe album. Very high catalogue value! £ 700
26661 1852-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Norma album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 3, 6, 29, 100, 105, 212-219, 244-247, 257260, 563-567**, 573-577**, 592-595* (Itep), postage
dues 28*, 43*, service 8*, 'postbewijs' 1-7, etc.
£ 600
25999 1852-1977 Nicely filled, partly double, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Leuchtturm albums.
£ 250
30807 1852-1977 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo cristal album. Bargain!
£ 200
29794 1852-1979 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Leuchtturm album, in which a.o. (NVPH
no's): 1-3, 244-247, 257-260, 474-486**, 487-489**
(Harz), 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**,
592-595** (Itep), etc.
£ 225
29795 1852-1979 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 134135*, 225-228*, 232-235*, 238-239*, 270-273*, 274277*, 356-373**, 356a-d**, 474-486**, 487-489**
(Harz), 518-533** (low values Juliana en Face), 550555**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 592-595** (Itep), airmail
1-3*, etc.
£ 275
26574 1852-1979 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 3, 6, 47, 104-105, 130-131, 136-138*, 402403B** (legionsheets), airmail 12-13** etc.
£ 700
31522 1852-1981 Beautiful, specialised, cancelled stamp
collection in blank album, in which many nice stamps and
covers in beautiful quality. The collection contains e.g.
(NVPH no's): 1 (8x and 1x on cover), 2 (9x and 1x on

cover), 3 (2x), 6, 12, 14, 16, 18, 29, 44, 47, 49, 60b, 105,
136-138, 212-219, 244-247, 257-260, 356-373, 402-403B
(legion sheets), syncopated 71-73, 74-77, 78-81, 78-81 in
pairs, 82-85, 82-85 in blocks of 4, 86-89, 90-93, 94-97,
98-101, airmail 12-13, postage dues 1-2, 3-12, 31-43, etc.
Very nice collection!
£ 1000

28366 1852-1982 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in old Importa album and stockbook.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 6, 212-219 on piece
with special cancel, 238-239*, 244-247, 257-260, 346349* (Konijnenburg), 356a-d*, 402-403B* (legion sheets),
487-489*, 518-537* (Juliana en Face), etc. High cat.
value!
£ 400
30329 1852-1984 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection in stockbook, in which many better stamps like
(NVPH no's): 1-47 (*/o), 104-105, 130-131, 136138*.149-162*, 163-165*, 177-198* (no. 177 and 194
missing), 244-247, 257-260, 356-373*, 518-533** (Juliana
en face low values), etc. High cataogue value! £ 1250
31185 1852-1984 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in old Unie album, in which e.g.
(NVPH no's): 3, 6, 14, 136-138*, 244-247, 257-260, 356ad*, 474-486*, 487-489*, 592-595* (ITEP), etc. £ 375
27487 1852-1987 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 47, 49, 104-105, 130, 136-138*, 356373*, 402-403B* (legion sheetlets), 592-595* (Itep),
V886-888** (Amphilex sheetlets), etc.
£ 850
26837 1852-1989 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in Unie album. Collection contains Netherlands 1852-1900
and 1937-1989 (period 1900-1936 is not present).
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 1318, 49, 350-355*, 356a-356d*, 402-403B** (legion
sheetlets), 474-489** (Harz), 518-537* (Juliana en face),
550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 592595** (Itep), etc.
£ 450
28214 1852-1990 Nicely filled, mint hinged and
cancelled remainder collection in Importa album.
Collection contains a. o. (NVPH no's): 6, 29 (bit
discoloured), 99, 100, 244-247, 248-251, 264*, 346-349,
474-486*, 487-489*, 550-555*, 556-560*, 563-567*, 592595* (ITEP), 671-675*, postage dues 1, 12, 80-106*, etc.
Also nice Dutch east Indies present like 10P* (broken c of
cent), 16, 30, 165, 172-175*, 290-292*, 345, 346, 351361, postage dues P6fd, P6fh, etc.
£ 250
28404 1852-1991 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in Davo album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 3,
6, 12, 29, 136-138 on pieces with special exhibition cancel,
203-207*, 212-219*, 244-247, 257-260, 356-373* (358
and 359 cancelled), 356a-d*, 402-403B* (legion sheets),
airmail 12-13, internment 1-2*, postage dues 3-12, 27-28,
syncopated complete (without no. 32), etc.
£ 1000
20992 1852-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Holland album. Slightly mixed quality
but with many better like (NVPH no's): 44, 48, 49, 104105, 136-138, 356-373**, 592-595**, etc.
£ 950
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29181 1852-1995 MNH, mint hinged and used, partly
double collection in 3 albums and 1 stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 6, 12, 29, 44, 105, 136-138*,
212-219, 244-247, 257-260, 356-373**, 402-403B**
(legionsheets), 550-555**, 563-567**, 592-595**, 592595 (ITEP), airmail 12-13, postage dues 1-2, 3-12, etc.
£ 850
27196 1852-1995 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and
used collection in old Spanish album.
£ 220
29095 1852-1995 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 4 Safe albums, in which a.o. (NVPH
no's): 136-138*, 164*, 203-207, 212-219, 238-239*, 244247, 257-260, 265-266*, 487-489*, 550-555**, 556560**, 563-567**, 568-572**, 578-581**, 573-577**,
592-595** (ITEP), service 16-19*, etc.
£ 450
29817 1852-1998 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection in 2 Davo albums including nice part postage
dues.
£ 300
26848 1852-2001 Well filled, partly double collection in
old album, including some plateflaws. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 87P*, 212-219, 244-247, 257-260,
287P**, 310P1**, 350-355*, 356-373*, 550-555**, 556560*, 563-567**, 592-595** (Itep), 592-595, 671-675**,
681-682*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 275
28754 1852-2002 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 3 Excellent albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12, 29, 44, 49,
84-86*, 104-105, 130-131, 136-138, 212-219*, 244-247,
257-260, 356-373*, 356a-d*, 402-403B** (legion sheets),
592-595* (Itep), 886-888V** (Amphilex sheets), airmail
12-13, syncopated 74-77*, 78-81*, 82-85*, 86-89*, 9093*, 94-97, 98-101*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 850
28280 1852-2005 Very well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Collection contains much better material like
(NVPH no's): 1-3, 11, 18*, 46-76*, 84-86*, 104-105*,
136-138*, 212-219*, 236-237*, 238-239*, 240-243*, 356373*, 356a-d*, 402-403B* (legion sheets), 474-489**
(Harz), 518-537* (Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556560**, 563-567**, 592-595** (ITEP), postage dues 3143*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1500
29388 1852-2006 Well filled, MNH and cancelled,
partly double collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 3, 6, 12,
100, 104-105, 244-247, 257-260, 346-349**
(Konijnenburg MNH, certificate Muis), 356-373**, 356ad**, 402-403B** (legion sheets), 487-489**, 550-555**,
556-560**, 563-567**, 592-595** (ITEP), etc. High cat.
value.
£ 1000
29144 1852-2007 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Leuchtturm albums. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 29, 56-76* (fur coat, no. 72 and
76 missing), 136-138*149-162* (Veth without watermark),
163-165*, 177-198* (Veth with watermark), 212-219*,
236-237*, 238-239*244-247*, 257-260*, 346-349*
(Konijnenburg), 356-373*, 402B*, 403B** (legion sheets),

487-489*, 518-533* (low values Juliana en face), postage
due 1-2, 3-12, etc. High cat. value!
£ 1500

31275 1852-2016 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly double stamp collection in 2 fat Scott
albums, in which e.g. (NVPH no's): 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13-18,
19-27*, 34-44*, 45*, 46*, 56-76*, 84-86*, 104-105*,
136-138*, 149-162*, 163-165*, 177-198*, 203-207* (2x),
212-219*, 236-237*, 244-247*, 257-260*356-373*, 346349**, 518-533**, 534-537*, 592-595**, airmail 1-3*,
12-13*, postage dues 1-2*, 3-12* (no. 7 missing), 27*,
28* (2x), 31-43*, etc. Also ca. 1150 euros face value
material present.
£ 4500
31528 1853-1953 Nice collection covers in 3 blank
albums, in which nice part shipping letters to Arnhem
(1853-1863), registered covers, expresse covers, censored
covers, postal stationeries etc.
£ 1600
31135 1864-1900 Collection name cancels on cover or
postal stationery in 2 albums. In total ca. 250 items, so only
2 euros each.
£ 500
30592 1864-1952 Cancelled stock in old stockbook, in
which various high values, nice cancels, perfins (139 x)
etc.
£ 450
29502 1867-1894 Beautiful, old exhibition collection
(vermeil) namecancels in blank album. The collection is
sorted per province and contains over 1000 stamps with
namecancels, including many better ones. Nice collection!
£ 3000
27769 1867-1979 Reasonably filled, mostly mint hinged
collection in Importa album. Collection contains many mint
hinged sets from the '20s and '30s, legion sheetslets MNH,
'50s mint hinged (some MNH)), Amphilex sheetlets MNH
etc.
£ 250
29137 1867-1984 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Davo album, from 1924 apparently in the main numbers
complete.
£ 175
26927 1867-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Importa album. Collection contains better
material like (NVPH no's): 136-138, 203-207, 212-219,
232-235*, 238-239, 244-247, 248-251, 257-260, 289292**, 300-304**, 305-309**, 346-349, 356-373**,
356a-d**, 402-403B** (legion sheetlets), 474-489**
(Harz), 518-533* (lower values Juliana en Face), 550555**, 563-567**, 592-595** (Itep), 671-675**, 681682**, etc.
£ 300
29411 1869-1923 Small, specialised, mostly mint hinged
collection on blank pages in binder. Collection contains a.o.
various perfs, colors, plateflaws (a.o. no. 105P*, extensive
part Ruyter postage dues), varieties (a.o. no. 61 partly
unprinted), few proofs etc. Some tinted material, but high
cat. value!
£ 1525
26054 1869-1970 Nicely filled, used collection in
Importa album. Contains much material, 30's, 40's, 50's
almost complete (including legion sheetlets), and also some
Dutch territories present.
£ 225
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30860 1869-1979 Reasonably filled, first cancelled, later
MNH stamp collection in Davo cristal album with slipcase,
in which e.g. (NVPH no's): 36 with smallround cancel
'Amsterdam 8', 232-235*, 257-260, 474-489** (Hartz),
592-595** (ITEP), etc.
£ 150
26430 1869-1982 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in 2 Davo cristal albums. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 97*, 356-373*, 487-489*, 518537* (Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556-560*, 563-567**,
568-572**, 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 300
18416 1869-2003 Mostly MNH and mint hinged
collection in 5 Davo luxe albums. Collection is very well
filled, with pre war mostly mint hinged material and post
war mostly MNH (some more expensive sets of the '50s
are hinged).
£ 900
31402 1871-1999 Really fantastic, mostly mint
collection postal stationeries in 11 albums, in which e.g
(Geuzendam no's):
£ 2000
29279 1872 Small album with 46 covers of the
Netherlands. Nice assortment, various frankings. £ 700
30579 1872-1949 Beautiful lot of 36 old covers and
postal cards, including (NVPH no's): single franking 11 on
cover from Rotterdam to Naples, several parcel postcards
with issue 1872, complete sts from the '30s, 356a-d on
cover, 346-349 on various postbox cards and 2 old 'sample
bags' (1 with combination franking no. 21 and no. 33 and
1 with no. 61).
£ 1000
29039 1872-1975 MNH and mint hinged collection in
leuchtturm album, in which a.o. (NVPH no&#039;s): 203207*, 212-219*, 237*, 238-239*, 240-243*, 248-251*,
274-277*, 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 356-373**, 402403B** (legion sheets), 563-567*, etc.
£ 385
26330 1872-1990 Reasonably filled, mostly MNH (from
ca. 1953) and mint hinged collection in 3 Excellent albums.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH n's): 274-277*, 279-282*,
283-286*, 289-292*, 296-299*, 305-309*, 318-322**,
346-349* (Konijnenburg), 350-355**, 474-489* (Harz),
518-533* (lower values en face), 592-595* (ITEP), 641645*, 671-675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 250
29191 1872-1995 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Davo album.
£ 175
19254 1872-2001 MNH and mint hinged collection, a.o.
(cat. NVPH) no. 34-36*, 50-55*, 56-63*, 65-66*, 87-89*,
90-96*, 166-168**, 203-207**, 402B*, 556-560**, 592595* etc. and a lot of face value. In 3 Leuchtturm albums.
£ 1000
30556 1876-1949 Well filled, mostly mint hinged stamp
collection in luxe Safe abum, in which a.o. (NVPH no's):
45-48, 99*, 105**, 107-109*, 121-131*, 132-133*, 136138*, 149-162*, 163-165*, 177-198*, 236-237*, 244247*, 257-260*, 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 356-373*,
356a-d*, 487-489**, 518-537* (Juliana en face) etc.
£ 1500

29797 1876-1989 MNH and mint hinged collection in
Importa album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 474-486**,
487**, 488**, 556-560**, 854** etc.
£ 150
29655 1880-1950 ca. Box with hundreds of covers and
postal stationeries, including better ones.
£ 450
30994 1881-1958 Nice, mint hinged and used lot small
and large plateflaws and varieties on postage due stamps in
blank album, stockbook and on album pages. Many
hundreds of stamps, very nice lot!
£ 650
30980 1891-1896 Small specialised collection
Wilhelmina with loose hair of the Netherlands with large
round cancels, name cancels some covers, nice no. 47 and
48 etc. in album.
£ 450
31014 1891-1898 Very nice collection of 86 covers,
cards and some receipts franked with Wilhelmina loose
hair. Very nice quality and much scarce material (e.g.
cancels, postage due, mixed frankings etc.).
£ 1350
31471 1891-1999 MNH and mint hinged (older part
some mixed quality) collection blocks of 4 in 2 albums, in
which better sets, like Guilloche MNH, (NVPH 356-373,
356 missing), Hartz MNH (474-489), Juliana and face
lower values MNH (518-533), fifties, Bob, etc. Catalogue
value over 25.000 euros (of which over 13.300 euro before
the war).
£ 3250
28319 1891-2003 Specialised collection 100 year
Queens on the throne including most of the expensive
issues like 1891 set 3c to 5 guilder mint, 1898 Coronation
guilder, 1899 high values 1g to 5gld, Wilhelmina set 3ct to
60ct mint, 1913 Jubilee to 5 guilder, 1923 Jubilee to 5
guilder, 1924 Exhibition set, Wilhelmina defins with and
without watermark incl. the high values etc. etc. in special
album. Seldom offered!!
£ 1400
30064 1891-2004 Extensive MNH and mint hinged stock
postage stamps in 2 fat dealerbooks, in which various
better material like (NVPH no's): 105**, 212-219*, 238239*, 244-247*, 247**, 257-260*, 265-266* (2x), 270273* (2x), 274-277* (2x), 279-282* (2x), much '50s, etc.
Also ca. 100 euros face value material present.
£ 950
31338 1897-1914 Wonderful collection of around 450
unused and used postcards, all related to many different
exhibitions, wonderful nostalgic and historic document,
many scarce cards present, housed in 5 albums. £ 650
30161 1898-1998 Complete, MNH and cancelled stamp
collection 100 year queens in special Davo album.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 44, 48, 49, 80, 101,
130-131, 136-138, 236-237**, 346-349** (Konijnenburg),
518-537** (Juliana en face, no. 521 cancelled), etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 1400
28933 1899-1969 Well filled, mint hinged collection in
Kabe album, in which a.o. (NVPH no&#039;s): 346-349*
(Konijnenburg), 356-373* (Guilloche), 356a-d*, 402403B* (legion sheetlets), 518-537* (Juliana en face), 592595* (ITEP), etc. High cat. value!
£ 400
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28459 1899-1986 Very powerful only mint never hinged
quality, nearly complete in very fresh condition, very
powerful and valuable pre-war part including 1899 cipher
set, Wilhelmina incl. many better values, 1906 tuberculoses
set, 1913 to 1 guilder, 1921 airmail, 1924 exhibition set,
Wilhelmina defin sets with and without watermark, from
1924 complete including all the good sets of the 30's,
Konijnenburg and En Face definitive sets to 10 guilder,
airmail seagulls 15gld and 25gld etc. etc. in 2 expensive
Importa albums + slipcases. Catalogue value around
15.000 EURO!!!!
£ 3850
26036 1899-1986 Very well filled, only used collection
in Davo cristal album. Much better material present,
including nice postage dues.
£ 225
29853 1899-2006 Well filled, mostly MNH (few sets
hinged) stamp collection in 5 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Collection is from ca. 1935 almost complete na
dcontains a.o. (NVPH no's): 114-120**, 134-135*, 199202**, 203-207**, 212-219*, 224*, 225-228**, 229231**, 232-235**, 238-239**, 252-255**, 265-266**,
267-268**, 269**, 278**, 283-286**, 289-292**, 296299**, 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 592-595**
(Itep), syncopated 78-81**, 86-89**, 94-97*, etc. Also ca.
180 euros face value material present. Recommended!
£ 650
28783 1906-1934 Nice lot commemorative cancels in 2
Lindner albums. Collection contains over 90 postal cards
franked with issue Vurtheim or Bontkraag and very many
loose stamps with special cancels like Peace conference
1907, E.N.T.O.S., various philatelic days, flowerexhibition
etc. Very nice object!
£ 1050
2 9 3 9 7 1 9 1 0 - 2 0 1 0 Be a u t i f u l , m o s t l y M N H
collection/stock coil stamps in stockbook and box, many in
strips of 5 and also with a.o. 2 POKO stamps, teststamps
(including Shirley Temple), unnumbered coilstamps in
strips of 21 (a.o. 172RO, 175RO, 177RO, 178RO,
185RO, 332RO etc.). Very nice collection, very high cat.
value!
£ 1100
28525 1919-1979 Mostly MNH collection in Excellent
album, in which much better material before the war, but
unfortunately also many regummed stamps.
£ 400
27913 1919-1990 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
collection in Davo album. Collection contains better
material like (NVPH no's): 104-105, 130-131, 136-138,
346-349, 356-373 (372 and 373 mint hinged), 592-595*
(ITEP), etc.
£ 500
31500 1920-2019 Complete collection first day covers
in 9 Davo FDC albums, in which e.g. (NVPH no's): E1
(certificate Muis, envelope small defects), E1a (certificate
Muis, stamps rusty), E2, E3, etc. From ca. 1965 mostly
unaddressed. Catalogue value ca. 13000 euros. £ 1400
29799 1921-1964 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Schaubek album, in which a.o. (NVPH
no's): 224*, 232-235*, 238-239*, 240-243, 244-247*, 248251, 252-255*, 257-260*, 261-264*, 270-273*, 274-277*,
356-373*, 487-489*, 518-533* (low values Juliana en

Face), 550-555*, 556-560*, 592-595** (Itep), service 915, etc.
£ 200

25119 1923-1999 MNH and mint hinged collection in 2
Davo albums, from 1940 almost complete, MNH including
souvenir sheets.
£ 400
30023 1924-1975 Stockbook with various MNH
material, including better like (NVPH no's): 61b**, 238239** (2x), 257-260**, 270-273**, 274-277**, 518533** (low values Juliana en Face), 550-555** (3x), 556560** (9x), 563-567** (3x), 568-572** (2x), 592-595**
(ITEP, 6x), etc. Cat. value according to collector ca. 7300
euros.
£ 850
29899 1928-1980 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
stamp collection in old Davo album, partly tinted and some
stamps partly stuck to the paper.
£ 275
31456 1934-1999 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
in stockbook, in which all the good sets from the fifties.
Catalogue value over 4650 euros. Bargain!
£ 325
31459 1936-2001 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
in stockbook, in which besides all the good sets from the
fifties also Juliana en face low values set (hinged, NVPH
518-533). Catalogue value 4650 euros. Bargain! £ 325
31460 1937-2001 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
in stockbook, in which besides all the good sets from the
fifties also Konijnenburg set (hinged, NVPH 346-349) and
Guilloche set (MNH, NVPH 356-373). Catalogue value
over 5900 euros. Bargain!
£ 420
29518 1939-1940 Collection of 137 old picture
postcards of the Netherlands, mostly send to and from
mobilised soldiers and some during German occupation.
Nice historic document.
£ 250
31461 1939-2001 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
in stockbook, in which besides all the good sets from the
fifties also Guilloche set (MNH, NVPH 356-373).
Catalogue value over 4800 euros. Bargain!
£ 340
31458 1940-1976 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
(souvenir sheets till 2001) in stockbook, in which besides
all the good sets from the fifties also Konijnenburg set
(hinged, NVPH 346-349). Catalogue value over 4500
euros. Bargain!
£ 325
26851 1940-1979 Well filled, mostly MNH collection in
2 Safe albums (mechanism of 1 album broken). Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 347*, 348*, 356-373*, 487489** (Harz), 535* (Juliana en Face 2½ guilders), 550555**, 556-560**, 592-595** (Itep), 671-675**, etc. Few
stamps with brown spots.
£ 225
27542 1940-1985 Mostly MNH and almost complete
collection in Leuchtturm album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 518-533* (low
values Juliana en face), 555-555**, 556-560*, 563-567**,
573-577*, 578-581**, 592-595** (Itep), 602-606*, 671675**, 681-682**, etc.
£ 200
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26846 1940-1999 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 346-349* (Konijnenburg), 356-373*, 474489* (Harz), 550-555**, 556-560**, 563-567**, 568572*, 592-595* (Itep), 671-675**, etc.
£ 225
31457 1940-1999 MNH, mostly double stamp collection
in stockbook, in which besides all the all the good sets
from the fifties also the Guilloche set (NVPH 356-373).
Catalogue value over 4600 euros.
£ 325
28718 1941-1974 In the main numbers almost complete,
MNH collection (without souvenir sheets and definitives),
including the expensive '50s in special album. Cat. value
ca. 1200 euros.
£ 180
26436 1944-1976 Complete, mostly MNH collection in
Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
487-489*, 518-537* (Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556560**, 592-595**(ITEP), 671-675**, 681-682** etc.
Bargain!
£ 300
29824 1945-1946 Collection of ca. 30 covers with
various rubber improvised cancels of destroyed post offices
in album. Also some emergency issues postal stationeries
and 8 covers from 1949 with provisional name cancels.
£ 750
29813 1945-1970 Almost complete, MNH collection in
luxe Lindner album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 346349** (Konijnenburg), 356a-d**, 374-389** (Harz), 518533** (low values Juliana en Face), 550-555**, 556560**, 563-567**, 592-595** (Itep), etc.
£ 300
31399 1945-1979 Stockbook with various, mostly MNH
material, like (NVPH no's): 474-489** (Harz), 535*
(Juliana en face 2½ gulden, hinged), 563-567** (3x), 568572** (3x), 578-581** (5x), 592-595** (Itep), 602-606**
(10x), 641-645**, 655-659**(6x), 671-675** (4x), 688692** (7x), 707-711** (4x), etc. Catalogue value over
4000 euros.
£ 325
28751 1945-1989 Almost complete, MNH (Juliana en
face low values hinged, NVPH 518-533) collection
including souvenir sheets in Davo cristal album with
slipcase.
£ 225
31370 1945-2000 Complete, MNH (Konijnenburg,
NVPH 346-349 and high values en Face NVPH 534-537
hinged) stamp collection in 3 Lindner albums with
slipcases, including airmail 12-13** with certificate. May
sets also cancelled present.
£ 525
29828 1948-1967 MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection in blank album, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 518533** (low values Juliana en Face), 535-536* (Juliana en
Face 2½ and 5 gulden), 563-567**, 573-577**, 578581**, 583-587**, 592-595* (Itep), postage dues 80106**, etc.
£ 160
26209 1948-1980 Almost complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets and combinations in Davo cristal
album.
£ 175

537* (536 apparently MNH), 550-555*, 556-560*563567*, 592-595*, 671-675*, 681-682* etc.
£ 250

31349 1950 Complete year, with nr. 1a (without text
'Zomerzegels 1950', E2 (opened at top), E3 and E4, in
folder. Cat. value 3725 euro, bargain!
£ 400
25154 1950-1954 Folder with better addressed FDC's of
the Netherlands (NVPH no's): E2, E3, E4 (2x), E6 (2x),
E7 (4x), E8, E9 (4x), E10 (3x), E11 (3x), E13 (7x), E14
(3x), E15 (4x), E16 (5x). Slightly mixed quality, but over
7700 euros cat. value. (E2 with regular cancel not
counted).
£ 1100
28929 1950-1959 Almost complete co l l ection
FDC&#039;s in Davo luxe FDC album with slipcase. The
collection misses 4 FDC&#039;s (NVPH no&#039;s): E1,
E13, E16 and E18. Reasonable quality, cat. value ca. 4000
euros.
£ 600
29470 1950-1967 Almost complete collection FDC's,
NVPH no's E1-E88 in old Excellent FDC album. With the
exception of no's 7 and 10 is the collection complete, in
nice quality with mostly addressed covers (also some
unaddressed material present and some erased addresses).
Cat. value (all counted as addressed) ca. 6000 euros.
£ 900
29540 1950-1982 Almost complete collection addressed
FDC's. Collection contains nice E1, E3 is missing and E13
has a coloured logo (scarce!). Older FDC's have somewhat
rusty stamps (with the exception of E1).
£ 750
31301 1950-2006 Complete collection first day covers
in mostly nice quality in 3 FDC albums. Catalogue value
ca. 8500 euros, now only 10%, bargain!
£ 850
26417 1950-2013 Almost complete collection FDC's
(E4-E677) in 7 FDC albums. E5 is missing, from E80
without address. Cat. value ca. 6600 euros.
£ 1000
26929 1950-2015 Almost complete collection FDC's
from E2 (churches 1950) up untill E720 in 5 Davo luxe
FDC albums with slipcases. Collection is unaddressed
from no. 50 onwards and contains some nice extra's like
child sheetlets 1973, 1974, 1975 and 1976. Cat. value ca.
7500 euros.
£ 1400
26928 1950-2015 Almost complete collection FDC's of
the Netherlands from E4 (child 1950) up untill E720 in 8
expensive Mandor FDC albums and 1 Davo luxe FDC
album. Collection is unaddressed from no. 63 onwards and
contains some nice extra's like child sheetlets 1973, 1974,
1975 and 1976, E173 with missing gold colour etc. Cat.
value ca. 7250 euros.
£ 1400
31098 1950-2015 Complete collection FDC's of the
Netherlands from E3 to E725 in mostly good quality in 5
FDC albums. Catalogue value ca. 7700 euros.
£ 900
28948 1951-1980 Complete collection FDC&#039;s
(from E5) in Importa album. Nice quality, cat. value ca.
3400 euros. Now for only 13%!
£ 440

26526 1949-1968 Mostly mint hinged collection on
album pages in folder. Contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 518-
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26111 1951-2012 Almost complete collection FDC's in
4 luxe Importa FDC albums with slipcases. Collection
starts with E5 (summer 1951) and ends with E663
(december stamps 2012). Older part mostly with address,
from ca. E50 mostly without. Cat. value ca. 6000 euros.
£ 900
25708 1952-1963 Collection addressed FDC's in luxe
Davo FDC album. Collection is complete from E7 till E60.
Cat. value over 2250 euros.
£ 350
30908 1952-2015 Almost complete, to ca. 1965 mostly
addressed, after that mostly unaddressed first day covers of
the Netherlands in 5 FDC albums. Catalogue value ca.
6000 euros.
£ 500
31463 1953-1998 Mostly MNH collection coilstamps,
mostly in strips of 5 or 6, including duplicates in album.
Catalogue value over 6500 euros.
£ 575

31317 1964-2000 Complete collecton stamp booklets in
somewhat mixed quality in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Catalogue value over 1900 euros.
£ 250
31091 1964-2000 Specialised collection stamp booklets
in stockbook, in which register-lines, cut-lines, counters,
better booklets (e.g. NVPH 9b, 9cF (2x), 9d, 9dF, 9e,
9eF9f, 9fF (2x), etc. High catalogue value!
£ 250
30935 1964-2000 Very well filled collection stamp
booklets in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Collection
contains e.g. booklets (NVPH no's): 6b with counter, 9e,
9eF, 9f, 9fF, etc.
£ 250
28219 1 9 6 4 - 2 0 0 0 V e r y w ell filled collection
stampbooklets in Davo luxe album with slipcase, in which
many better booklets. High cat. value!
£ 150

13016 1960-1963 Collection unaddressed, open FDC's
of the Netherlands E42 till E61 in stockbook. Good
quality, cat. value 591,50 euros.
£ 200

30358 1964-2001 Complete collection including the
expensive text booklets 6, 8 and 9 (few with penmarkings,
this was often done), also some extra's + as a bonus 5 older
booklets of which 3 are complete, in Davo album.
£ 400

31226 1961-2011 Special album with 25 MNH sheetlets
of 10 personalised stamps of the Netherlands with 1 stamps
(0,91 face value). Total face value 250 x 0,91= 227,50
euros.
£ 225

30226 1964-2002 Complete collection including the
better tekst booklets of nr. 6, 8 and 9, also some face value,
in overal very good condition, in expensive Lindner album
with slipcases. Catalogue value over 2050 euro. £ 350

26511 1964-1987 Almost complete collec t i on
stampbooklets in Davo album, in which all the expensive
booklets no. 6 and 9.
£ 375

28853 1964-2005 Very well filled collection stamp
booklets in Davo album, in which many better booklets like
(NVPH no&#039;s): 6a-6fFq complete, 9cF, 9d, 9dF, 9f,
9g, 9gF etc. Also over 134 euros face value material
present.
£ 450

28735 1964-1987 Davo album with a very well filled
collection stamp booklets, including many expensive
booklets no. 6 and 9 and many counters. Cat. value over
1500 euros (part of the booklets have small pencil
remarks).
£ 150
13085 1964-1990 Complete MNH collection stamp
booklets including all the expensive no. 6 and 9 booklets in
Lindner album and also a complete collection combinations
from stamp booklets 1964-1990 in Lindner album. Cat.
value over 2560 euros.
£ 450
31159 1964-1994 Almost complete collection stamp
booklets in Davo cristal album, in which all the good
numbers 6 and 9 (with the exception of 9eF) etc. Catalogue
value over 1650 euros.
£ 350
31311 1964-1994 Extensive collection stamp booklets,
including cancelled booklets, several varieties, duplicates
etc. in ordner. Catalogue value (varieties not counted) over
3200 euros!
£ 450

31470 1964-2006 Overcomplete collection stamp
booklets, including all the expensive booklets and all
booklets with counters in 2 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases. Catalogue value over 4850 euros.
£ 700
29387 1964-2014 Overcomplete, MNH collection stamp
booklets in 2 stockbooks, in which all the expensive
booklets no. 6 and 9, deviant booklets 83b (2x), hanging
booklets, mailers etc. High cat. value and ca. 670 euros
face value material.
£ 900
30037 1965-1985 Nice MNH collection coil stamps in
stockbook in which a.o. Juliana en profil, Juliana Regina
and cipherstamps 1976. Many strips of 5 and better items
like (NVPH no's): 468 in strip of 6 and strip of 5, 628 in
strip of 5 (3x), 636 in strip of 3 (3x), 925 in strip of 5, 925
in strip of 3 (3x), 971 in strip of 5 (2x), 1307 in strip of 5
(2x), 1308 in strip of 5 (2x), etc. High catalogue value!
£ 325

31519 1964-1994 Over complete collection stamp
booklets of the Netherlands including various extra's like
countes and printer marks in Davo luxe album. Catalogue
value over 2800 euros. Bargain!
£ 350

26274 1965-2000 Stockbook with hundreds of mostly
MNH souvenir sheets in somewhat mixed quality. Cat.
value ca. 4500 euros.
£ 250

27641 1964-1994 Wonderful specialised collection
including the good booklets, many extra's like varieties,
guidelines, plate faults, 'telblokjes' etc. in 2 expensive Davo
de Luxe albums. Cat. value (according to collector) 3700
euro!! Offered very cheap!!
£ 500

29364 1965-2002 Stockbook with mostly MNH
coilstamps, many in strips of 5, including better stamps like
(NVPH no's): 628** in strip of 5 (2x), 629** in strip of 5,
630** in strip of 5 (2x), 633** in strip of 5 (2x), 971** in
strip of 3, 1010** in strip of 5, etc. Also some ATM
stamps present, MNH and cancelled, many with the
original receipt.
£ 200
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27531 1965-2010 Complete collection FDC's in 5
Importa FDC albums. Collection is complete from E76 till
E621, including various better FDC's with child sheets.
Cat. value ca. 2900 euros.
£ 400
30125 1969-1972 Netherlands Juliana Regina 1-10
guilders (NVPH 952-958) in complete MNH sheets of 50
with hinges in the sheet margin. Face value was 1162,50
guilders (over 525 euros). Seldomly offered!
£ 250
13015 1974 Scarce first day cover (10x) with double
cow instead of single cow!
£ 75
30491 1977-2013 Folder with 28 postally used covers of
Cour de Justice in the Netherlands and also 4 old picture
postcards, including 1 with overprint ""te huur of te koop
wegens faillissement"". Seldomly offered!
£ 450
29403 1981-2010 Apparently complete collection first
day pages in 4 albums.
£ 200
30909 1981-2010 Complete collection of the official first
day of issue sheets (eerste dagbladen), from 1981 right to
the modern euro issues of 2010, in 86 expensive albums.
Offered for a fraction of the new issue price (even if you
soak off the new issues, it is very cheap).
£ 250
31099 1988-2015 Complete collection unaddressed
FDC's (E251-E715) in 5 FDC albums. Catalogue value ca.
2950 euros.
£ 400
27583 1989-2012 As good as complete collection FDC's
in 3 luxe Importa FDC albums with slipcases. Collection
runs from E261 till E663. Cat. value ca. 2400 euros.
£ 300
26836 1995-2012 Complete collection FDC's in 3 Davo
FDC albums. High cat. value!
£ 450
28445 1996-2001 Nice collection of 27 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues and several
duplicates, in album. Seldom offered!!
£ 200
28444 1996-2003 Nice collection of 19 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues, also uncatalogued
booklets, values to 40 guilder and euro face value, in
album. Seldom offered!!
£ 200
28443 1996-2003 Nice collection of 32 so called
'hangmapjes' incl. many scarce issues, also uncatalogued
booklets, values to 40 guilder and 19,50 euro face value,
in album. Seldom offered!!
£ 340

28999 2001-2012 Complete collection FDC&#039;s
(E429 till E649) in 2 Davo FDC albums. Cat. value over
1500 euros.
£ 275
28897 2001-2013 Complete, unaddressed collection
FDC&#039;s in 2 Davo FDC albums. Cat. value over
1800 euros.
£ 350
13073 2002-2014 Complete unaddressed collection of
the euro period, including the A-numbers, from start of the
euro to Christmas 2014, in 2 albums. These recent years
are scarce and cost a small fortune as new issues, offered
far below new issue price!!
£ 500
30272 2006-2013 Very fresh mint never hinged
collection of stamps, sets, sheetlets of 3, sheetlets of 10 and
personalised prestige booklets (new issue price 9,95
each!!), values from 0,39 cents to non value indicators, in
5 special albums with slipcases. The face value alone is
already over 1015 euro. Most issues were sold at a
substantial premium, includes many hard to get issues!
£ 1100
29402 2008-2016 Complete, MNH collection Boundless
in Davo luxe album with slipcase. Face value already
264,56 euros.
£ 275
13102 2011, Complete collection of 36 sheetlets of 10,
to commemorate 60 years of televison in the Netherlands
in special album. Face value already 313,20 euros.
£ 300
13066 Album with 150 old picture postcards of the
Netherlands.
£ 135
27331 Album with 78 military picture postcards of the
Netherlands.
£ 220
30532 And Colonies: 1852-1959 Very well filled, mint
hinged stamp collection in old Favoriet album, in which
very much better material (though in mixed condition) like
(NVPH no's): Netherlands 42*, 47*, 49*, 61b*, 79*, 104105*, 121-131*, 138-138*, 149-162* (154 missing), 177198* (some stamps rusty), 346-349*, syncopated well
filled, airmail 12-13*, internment 1-2*, mirine insurance 17*, Dutch east Indies 1(*), 2*, 58*, 59*, 79f* (1 gulden
Java inverted, thin spot), 98*, 93f* (real?), 97f*, good part
service (including various inverted overprints), Curacao 112(*) (no. 5 missing), 25(*), 42-43(*), 75-81*, 119*,
120*, Surinam 1-15(*) (no. 10a missing), 56-57(*), 6064(*), 104-110*, etc.
£ 4400

28697 And Colonies: 1852-2006 Well filled, MNH, mint
28888 1997-2008 Beautiful, extremely specialised
hinged and used collection Netherlands, Dutch east Indies,
collection ""hangmapjes"" (both booklets and mailers) in 11
Netherlands New Guinea, Antilles and Surinam in 3 Davo
albums, in which much scarce material and already 3500
euros face value material. Unique, once of a lifetime offer! albums, in which much material, including better stamps.
£ 6250
Mint stamps are partly stuck to the pages.
£ 1350
29666 1997-2011 Complete collection unadressed FDC's
(E359-E642) in 3 Davo FDC albums. Cat. value over 1900
euros.
£ 250
29850 2001-2012 Apparently complete collection
unaddressed first day covers in 2 FDC albums. Catalogue
value over 1500 euros.
£ 175

26225 And Colonies: 1869-1992 Very well filled, mostly
mint hinged and used collection in fat Scott album.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): Netherlands 101*,
104-105*, 130-131*, 134-135*, 136-138*, 238-239*, 244247, 402-403B* (legion sheetlets), 550-555*, 556-560*,
592-595* (ITEP), airmail 12-13*, postage dues 31-43,
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service 1-8*, Curacao 42-43(*), 75-81*, 104-120*, airmail
1-3*, 18-25*, 26-40*, 82-88*, Suriname 115*, 116-117*,
229-240*, airmail 9-14* (Do. X), postage dues 36-46*,
etc.Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 2950

30591 And Dutch east Indies: 1852-1964 Reasonably
filled, cancelled stamp collection in old Favoriet album
with some moisture damage, but including better stanps
like (NVPH no's): Netherlands 6, 12, 47, 49, 130, 131,
syncopated 7, 17, 33-56 (no. 46 missing), 57-70, 71-101
(all child sets), postage dues 1-2, 3-12, Dutch east Indies
30, 80, 98, 160-166 (jubilee 1923), postage due 4, etc.
£ 600
30590 And Territories: 1852-1963 Very well filled, mint
hinged and used, somewhat specialised stamp collection in
old Favoriet album (some moisture damage), in which
many better stamps like (NVPH no's): Netherlands 1st
issue with various plates and colours (no. 1 9x, no.2 9x,
no. 3 3x), 4-6 (3x), 7-12 (3x), 29, 48, 49, 80, 84-86*, 90101*, 104*, 105, 130, 131*, 132-133*, 134-135**, 136138*, 244-247**, 346-349*, 534-537*, syncopated 1-18*,
19-31*, 33-56* (3 stamps cancelled), 57-70* (no. 58 and
66 cancelled), 71-101* (all child sets), postage due almost
complete, service 1-8*, 'postbewijs' 1-7, internment 1*,
Dutch east Indies 1, 2, 30*, 149-159 (Bandoeng), 166,
postage dues 1(*), 2, 4, Curacao 1-12 (*)/o, 42-43(*),
104-120*, airmail 1-3*, postage dues 4, Surinam 115(*)/o, 58-59a(*), 60-64*, 110*, postage dues 3, 15(*),
36-46* etc. Very high catalogue value!
£ 3250
27287 And Territories 1852-1964 Well filled, mint
hinged and used collection in old Davo album. Collection
contains nice material like (NVPH no's): Netherlands 1
with name cancel Workum, 6, 29, 49, 132, Dutch east
Indies 58*, 80*, 97*, etc. Slightly mixed condition, but
nice material.
£ 400
31261 And Territories: 1852-1967 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in somewhat messy
Scott album including very much better material like
(NVPH no's): Netherlands 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-29,
44, 47, 48 (rough perfs), 80, 90-101, 104-105, 130-131,
136-138, 356-373 on pieces, syncopated 19-31, 57-70, 7477, 78-81, 82-85, 86-89, 90-93, airmail 12-13, Dutch east
Indies 1*, 1, 2, 31-37*, 63-80* (Java), 160-166*, 337346*, marine insurance 1-7*, service 1-7*8-27*, Curacao
12, 19-23*, 104-120*, 230-233* (en Face), airmail 1-3*,
1-3, 18-25*, 18-25, 26-40**, 82-88*, Suriname etc.
£ 4750
28938 And Territories: 1939-1971 Well filled, mint
hinged collection in old Importa album, in which a.o.
(N VP H no &# 0 3 9 ;s): N e the rla nd s 3 4 6 -349*
(Konijnenburg), 356-373*, 487-489*, 518-537* (Juliana
en face), 550-555*, 556-560*, 563-567*, 592-595*
(ITEP), Antilles 218-229*, 234-238*, 239-243*, Surinam
151-156*, 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 309-311*, 312315*, etc.
£ 375
31469 Back of the book: 1870-1994 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection postage due stamps,
service stamps, telegraph stamps, internment stamps and
'postpakketverreken' stamps on album pages in folder.
Catalogue value over 3100 euros.
£ 450

29531 Beautiful, specialised collection gummi cancels of
the Netherlands, including scarce cancels on pieces in
blank Davo album. In total 267 stamps.
£ 550
31495 Box with over 280 special presentation packs of
the Netherlands, like opening of new postoffice. Soldomly
offered so extensive, much scarce material with very
limited editions!
£ 250
24702 Collection coilstamps of the Netherlands, mostly
MNH in strips of 5 and loosee stamps with number on the
back. Contains better material like Juliana en Face 95 cents
in MNH strip of 5. High cat. value!
£ 950
30578 Collection of 22 covers of the Netherlands with
postage due stamps. Seldomly offered!
£ 300
27202 Collection of 274 smallround route cancels of teh
Netherlands on various stamps of various issues in album.
Contains many nice and scarce strikes, very high cat.
value!
£ 1550
13103 Collection of 68 MNH sheetlets Netherlands
nostalgia, years 50, 60 and 70 in special album. Collection
contains already 299,20 euros face value (68 sheetlets of
4,40 euros).
£ 275
29365 Collection of ca. 80 old postcards of the
Netherlands, cancelled with socalled 2-character cancels.
£ 200
30530 Collection smallround cancels of the Netherlands,
on loose stamps and on covers/cards in somewhat mixed
quality, but including better cancels like Ammerzoden on
no. 23, Asperen on no. 68, Giessen-Nieuwkerk on no. 31,
Heeze on no. 31, Odoorn on no. 35, Zandberg on no. 30,
etc. Nice assortment, very high catalogue value! £ 750
13101 Complete collection of 36 MNH sheetlets of
Duckstad in special album with slipcase. Face value
257,30 euros.
£ 250
13107 Complete, MNH collection Country seats in the
Netherlands in special album with slipcase, in which 50
sheetlets of 10 stamps. Face value already 435 euros.
£ 410
13106 Complete, MNH collection Netherlands 4 seasons
in special album with slipcase in which 25 sheetlets of 10
stamps. Face value already 161,60 euros.
£ 155
26961 Extensive collection printed matter roller cancels
of the Netherlands from A till Z in blanc Kabe album.
Contains over 600 zegels, including some on pieces and
better cancels like Groningen 2, Zwolle 1919 etc. Very
high cat. value!
£ 1250
30424 Extensive (over 1700 stamps) collection
smallround cancels on various stamps of the Netherlands,
including better values and many nice strikes. In 2
stockbooks.
£ 550
30479 FDC Complete collection of the Netherlands 1983
(Dec) -2013 in 4 Importa FDC albums. The collection
contains the covers no. E207 till E686 and has a catalogue
value of over 2800 euros.
£ 300
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30332 Fiscal Stamps: 1875-1940 Stockbook with a stock
fiscal stamps of the Netherlands. Much material! £ 425
21318 Incredible amount of mainly unaddressed picture
postcard of many different cities and villages, much
duplication (some cards hundred the same), mainly black
and white cards incl. many better topics, HOUSED IN 6
REMOVAL BOXES!!! Incredible lot!!
£ 1500
30379 Mint never hinged collection of many different
city local post issues, further localpost Nijmegen sheets
and sheetlets to 2005 in massive quantities, in big box.
Offered at a giveaway price!!
£ 250
25021 Nice collection of 64 baby thank you cards incl.
better (also some Summer Charity issues), in stockbook.
£ 150
25545 N ice lot cancels of the Netherlands in 5
stockbooks, including nice rail road cancels (2 books),
special cancels on pieces and various numeral cancels,
small round cancels etc. Also some classic Russia present.
£ 675
28782 Nice lot largeround cancels of the Netherlands in
2 stockbooks. Contains loose stamps, stamps on pieces and
various postal cards with better and nice cancels. £ 425
31335 Nice lot numeral cancels on stamps of the
Netherlands to no. 256 in stockbook, including also some
smallround cancels.
£ 450
13063 Nice sorting lot, box full with remainders,
(part)collections, duplicates, both mint never hinged,
hinged and used, from old to new, much sorting pleasure.
The content of this lot varies, so we don't have pictures of
it.
£ 250
29241 Small album with 35 covers of the 'Dienst van het
Koninklijk Huis', including a registered cover from 1927
(only the registered part per stamp franked).
£ 250
22340 Small collection better halfround cancels on 1st
emission of the Netherlands, like Leeuwarden A on no. 1,
Brielle C on no. 3, Winterswijk C on no. 1, Winschoten C
on no. 1, Beverwijk C on no. 3, Oud Beijerland A on no.
2. Also some other cancels like Franco in blue on no. 2,
Warmond franco on no. 1 etc. High cat. value! £ 1250
30425 Small stockbook with smallround and largeround
cancels of the Netherlands. In total ca 1200 stamps,
including some better ones.
£ 225
29089 Stockbook with a nice collection double ring
cancels and largeround proof cancels. In total 105 stamps
and 24 postal covers and cards.
£ 450
27213 Stockbook with ca. 1750 largeround cancels of
the Netherlands, partly on pieces.
£ 950
31007 Stockbook w ith ca. 2000 stamps of the
Netherlands with smallround cancels.
£ 750
24668 Stockbook with over 200 Veth stamps on cutouts
of parcelcards with gummicancels. Nice niche to collect!
£ 600

26527 Stockbook with various MNH, mint hinged and
used material, including (NVPH no's): 32a*, 134-135**,
203-207*, 207**, 305-309**, 318-322*, 371-373* (2x),
474-486* (3x), 487-489* (4x), 535*, 537*, internment
2(*), etc.
£ 300
29827 Stockpage with various better stamps of the
Netherlands in mixed condition. Contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 49, 61b, (61c very bad forgery), 130, 136-138, 104105, internment 1, telegraph 4*, 5*, service 30* (probably
removed cancel), 40*, postbewijs, postage dues etc.
£ 300
28778 Very nice lot perfins, over 1500 pieces, offered
intact, with a.o. many syncopated stamps, including better
values, partly on pieces and with nice cancels, little bit
mixed condition, in fat stockbook. Finds possible!!
£ 500
28825 Very nice lot perfins, over 1500 pieces, offered
intact, with a.o. many syncopated stamps, including better
values, partly on pieces and with nice cancels, little bit
mixed condition, in fat stockbook. Finds possible!!
£ 500
28832 Very nice lot perfins, over 1500 pieces, offered
intact, with a.o. many syncopated stamps, including better
values, partly on pieces and with nice cancels, little bit
mixed condition, in fat stockbook. Finds possible!!
£ 500
30348 Wonderful mint never hinged collection of 50
sheetlets of 10 stamps of 0,44 euro, telling the history of
the Netherlands, with descriptions in Dutch, face value
alone already 220 euro!
£ 225
NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
28398 1864-1975 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in old Importa album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 1, 2 (1 perf missing), 61,
80, 98, 141A (perf 11½ x 11), 149-159 (Bandoeng), 160166, 278, 346, 351-361, service 1-7, 19a*, 27, Indonesia
Ris overprints used, Curacao 42-43(*), etc.
£ 700

31312 1864-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, on types and perfs specialised stamp collection in 2
albums. The collection contains e.g. (NVPH no's): Dutch
east Indies 1 (2x), 2 (2x), 3-16 on perfs collected, 149159* (Bandoeng), 166*, good part service stamps, postage
dues, Surinam reasonably filled, idem Curacao/Antilles,
Netherlands New Guinea complete etc. Also a stockbook
with duplicates.
£ 2000
28247 1864-1982 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 1* (short), 21, 25*, 167170*, 172-175*, 176-179*, 217-220*, postage due 1 with
specimen (thin spot), Netherlands New Guinea complete
MNH/mint hinged (including UNTEA), Curacao 82-88*,
234-238*, 239-243, airmail 41-44*, 45-52*, 53-68**,
Surinam 19 with specimen, 34-36, 115, 116-117, 130-136,
137-140, 141-144, 146-149, 151-156, 179-182, 243, 297307**, 308**, etc.
£ 325
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27672 1870-1955 Mint hinged and used collection on
album pages in binder in somewhat mixed condition.
Reasonably filled collection including Dutch east Indies
Bandoeng overprints mint hinged, Indonesia templeset mint
hinged, Curacao 300 years Dutch colony mint hinged,
Surinam reasonably filled etc.
£ 750

29374 Antilles 1949-1997 Almost complete collection in
luxe Leuchtturm album. Collection is till ca. 1965 mostly
mint hinged, after that MNH.
£ 150

30349 1870-1981 Reasonably complete **/*/0
collections Dutch Indies, Curacao, Surinam and Indonesia,
in 2 Holland albums. Very high catalogue value! £ 450

27224 Antilles: 1949-2006 Almost complete, first mint
hinged, from 1999 MNH collection in Importa album. Also
Aruba 1985-2006 complete mint hinged (from 1999
MNH). Very high cat. value!
£ 400

28352 1870-1992 Nice mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, starting with Dutch Indies incl. better, 1902 set
to 2 1/2gld, overprints, Dutch New Guinea complete incl.
UNTEA overprint set, Dutch Antilles incl. scarce 1950
definitive set to 10 guilder fresh mint never hinged and
further virtually complete to 1992 incl. sheetlets, Surinam
with period 1951-1975 complete etc. in well filled Davo
album.
£ 400
28413 1873-1963 Pretty mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, includes many expensive sets like 1911
emergency overprint set, 1923 Jubilee set to 5 guilder mint,
1923/27 to 2 1/2 guilder, several stamps with platefaults
incl. 12 1/2 cent with missing bar in overprint, 1931 the
scarce Do.X. overprint airmail set etc. etc. in expensive
Lindner album. NVPH catalogue value in excess of 2660
euro!!
£ 475
28405 1873-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection Netherlands New Guinea, Curacao and
Surinam in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): Curacao 1-12, 35-41*, 42-43(*), 179*, 180*, 234238*, 239-243*, airmail 18-25*, 26-40*, 86*, postage
dues 34-43*, Surinam 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308*,
309-311*, postage dues 36-46**, etc.
£ 700
28223 1873-1975 Nicely filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in luxe Kabe album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): Dutch east Indies 61, 167-170*, 172175*, 176-179*, 182-185*, 186-210*, 211-215*, 217220*, 230-234**, 241-245**, 246-259*, 337-346*,
Netherlands New Guinea almost complete (mint hinged),
Surinam 69-86*, 87-99*, 100-103*, 116*, 137-140*, 141144*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 175-178*, 220-243*, 280283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308*, etc.
£ 275
28906 1970's-'90s Very extensive, mostly MNH stock
souvenir sheets, sets, booklets and gutterpairs in large
numbers of Surinam, Indonesia and Netherlands Antilles in
glassines in box. Cat. value estimated between 10.000 and
15.000 euros. Bargain!
£ 600
25220 Antilles 1873-2008 Very well filled, mostly MNH
(before 1950 mostly mint hinged) collection in 3 Davo
albums. Collection contains much beter material like
(NVPH no's): 26-28*, 57-67*, 82-88*, 89-99*, 135-137*,
185-195*, 230-233** (Juliana en Face MNH), 234-238**,
239-243*, airmail 1-3*, 4-16*, 17*, 18-25* (prins
Bernhard fund), postage dues 34-43** etc. From 1950
onwards is the collection as good as complete and MNH
till 2008. Very high cat. value!
£ 900

29189 Antilles 1949-1999 Almost complete, cancelled
collection in Davo album.
£ 150

30049 Antilles 1949-2010 With the exception of the
Juliana en face set, MNH, complete stamp collection in 2
luxe Importa Jewel albums with slipcases. Nice quality,
bargain!
£ 600
13003 Antilles 1970-1989 Stockbook with a complete
MNH collection, including souvenir sheets. Collection
contains all the stamps and souvenir sheets of NVPH no.
421 till no. 934.
£ 150
31023 Antilles 1978-1999 Stockbook with 15 MNH,
IMPERFO RATED , souvenir sheets and sheetlets.
According to Enschede (the printer) only between 6 and 50
exist of these sheets, extremely scarce!
£ 1200
26359 Aruba 1986-2005 Complete, MNH collection
including souvenir sheets in Davo luxe album with
slipcase.
£ 225
25784 Aruba 1986-2006 Complete, MNH collection in
Davo luxe album, including souvenir sheets. Collection is
complete till June 2006 (NVPH 362).
£ 250
30039 Aruba 1986-2010 and Surinam 1948-2003
Complete, MNH stamp collection in 2 Importa albums,
including extra's like sheetlets and gutterpairs.
£ 845
30477 Aruba 1986-2011 (May 2011) Complete, MNH
stamp collection including souvenir sheets, in luxe Importa
Jewel album with slipcase.
£ 300
30052 Aruba 1986-2011 (september 2011) Complete,
MNH stamp collection in luxe Importa Jewel album with
slipcase (with pages till 2010).
£ 325
27547 Aruba 1986-2012 Almost complete, MNH
collection in Davo album. High cat. value!
£ 350
25909 Aruba: 2005-2008 Folder with face value
material. Face value over 3100 guilders (ca. 1560 euro).
£ 525
28786 Curacao 1873-1948 Almost complete, mostly
cancelled collection on album pages in folder, in which a.o.
(NVPH no's): 1-12, 42-43, 74b, 75-81, 104-120, 178-181,
airmail 1-3*, 18-25**, 82-88, postage dues 1-10, 11-20,
31-3334-43 etc.
£ 1050
30512 Curacao 1873-1948 Very well filled, mostly
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcase, in which also better material like
(NVPH no's): 1-12(*) in somewhat mixed quality, 1923(*), 26-28*, 42-43(*), 75-81*, 104-120*, 230-233**
(Juliana en face), airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, postage dues 11 0 ( * ) w i thout no. 4, 11-20*, etc. Also var i o u s
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proofs/imperforated stamps of issue 1941 (Konijnenburg).
£ 1050

26974 Curacao 1873-1979 in Davo album, in which
better material like (NVPH no's): 11(*), 19-23*, 104-120*,
178-181*, 230-233** (Juliana en Face), airmail 26-40**,
82-88*. High cat. value!
£ 800
26035 Curacao 1873-1979 Nicely filled, MNH and mint
hinged remainder collection in Davo album.
£ 125
28407 Curacao 1873-1980 Complete, almost only MNH
and mint hinged collection (few stamps cancelled) in Davo
cristal album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 112(*), 26-28*, 42-43(*), 75-81*, 104-120*141-152*, 178181*, 232**, 233**, 234-238**, 239-243*, airmail 1-3*,
18-25*, 25-40*, 82-88*, postage dues 7(*), 18, 19, 20, 3133*, 34-43*, etc. Cat. value over 7350 euros.
£ 1500
28406 Curacao 1873-1981 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Kabe album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12 (without no. 2), 42-43, 7581*, 104-119 (so without no. 120), 178-181*, 185-194*,
195*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25, 82-88, postage dues 4, 7, 1120*, 34-43*, etc.
£ 900
30104 Curacao 1873-1986 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Davo cristal album
with slipcase, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 11, 12, 18, 28*,
42-43, 73b(*), 82-88(*), 234-238**, 239-243**, airmail 13*, 17*, 18-25, 26-40, 41-44 etc. Catalogue value ca. 2900
euros.
£ 400
27809 Curacao 1873-1990 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo cristal and 2 Davo
luxe albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 112a(*) (without no. 5), 19-23*, 26-28*, 29-41*, 42-43(*),
104-120*, 178-181*, 230-233*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, 2640*, postage dues 19*, 20*, 31-33, 32-43*, etc. Collection
is from ca. 1963 almost complete and MNH, including
various gutterpairs.
£ 1375
29345 Curacao 1873-1994 Almost complete, mostly
MNH and mint hinged collection in Davo album, in which
a.o. (NVPH no's): 5(*), 12(*), 5 stamps issue 1873 with
specimen, 22(*), 26-28*, 29-34*, 35-41*, 42-43(*), 7581*, 104-120*178-181*, airmail 1-3*, 18-25**, 26-40*,
82-88, postage dues 4, 19*, 20*, 34-43* etc.
£ 1000
28409 Curacao 1873-2000 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo album, in which
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-12(*) (no. 7 cancelled and no. 11 with
specimen overprint), 42-43, 104-120*/o, 178-181*, 234238*, 239-243**, airmail 1, 2*, 3*, 18-25*, 26-40*, 86,
88*, postage dues 18*, 19, 31-33, 34-43* etc. Cat. value
over 7300 euros.
£ 1250
26964 Curacao 1873-2000 Almost complete, mostly
MNH and mint hinged collection in 2 Davo luxe albums
and 1 binder with Lindner album pages. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 2(*), 4*, 6(*), 11, 12, 42-43, 75-81*,
104-120, 178-181**, 230-233** (Juliana en Face), airmail
1, 2, 3*, 18-25*, 82-88**, postage dues 1-10 (no. 2
missing), 18*, 19*, 20*, 31-33*, 34-43**, etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1600

28198 Curacao 1873-2000 Very well filled, first used,
later MNH (also some mint hinged), collection in fat
Schaubek album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 112, 29-34, 35-41, 42-43, 75-81*, 104-120, 178-181**,
airmail 1-3*, 18-25*, 82-88, port 4, 11-20, 34-43*, etc.
Also various covers and cards present and also Aruba
1986-2000 MNH complete.
£ 1450
31400 Curacao 1873-2005 Well filled, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in Importa album, from 1958
apparently complete and MNH. Catalogue value ca. 2800
euros.
£ 350
26048 Curacao 1895-2003 Well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Davo albums. Collection seems to be
complete from 1951 and MNH and contains before that
a.o. (NVPH no's): 57-67*, 68-70*89-99*, 126-137*, 218229** (Juliana en face lower values) etc. High cat. value!
£ 400
29934 Curacao and Surinam: 1873-1924 Nicely filled,
mostly mint hinged stamp collection on stockpages in
folder, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): Cura‡ao 4*, 10*, 1923*, 29-34*, 35-41*, 75-81*, postage dues 5(*), 8(*),
9(*), 10(*), 17*, 18*, 19*, 20*, Surinam 1-16(*) (zonder
10a), 34-36(*), 37-40*, 56-57(*), 60-64(*), 104-110*,
postage dues 3, 9-14(*), 15-16(*), etc.
£ 875
27850 Curacao: Stockpage with 45 stamps with numeral
cancels of Curacao (208 and 209), some bar cancels,
specimen overprint, etc. Also 5 postal cards of Curacao (of
4 cards the additional franking has been soaked of).
£ 750
30896 Curacao/Antillen 1873-1986 Well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in Davo cristal
album, IN WHICH E.G. (NVPH no's): 1-12*/o, 81(*),
120*, 234-238*, 239-243*, airmail 26-40*, 82-84, 85-88*,
postage dues 3, 18, 20, 31-33, 34-43*, etc.
£ 500
29509 Curacao/Antillen 1873-2002 With the exception
of 2 postage due stamps, complete, MNH and mint hinged
collection in 3 luxe Davo albums, in which all the key
stamps like (NVPH no's): 1-12(*), 19-23*, 35-41*, 4243(*), 74b**, 75-81*, 104-120*, 141-152**, 178-181**,
230-233* (Juliana en face), airmail 1-3*, 18-25**, 26-40*,
82-88*, postage dues 11-20*, 31-33*, 34-43* etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 1600
27690 Curacao/A nt i l l e s 1873-2010 Extensive
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, earlies specialised
with types, perfs, better sets and singles, modern part
overcomplete incl. blocks, sheetlets, tete-beche pairs,
booklets etc. etc. in 2 expensive Davo de Luxe albums.
Massive catalogue value and new issue price!!! £ 800
30757 Dutch Antilles 1949-2004 Reasonably complete
mint never hinged collection incl. sheetlets and the hard to
get issues from 2000 onwards, in 2 expensive Importa
albums with slipcases. Very high cat. value and face value!
£ 300
28450 Dutch Antilles 1950, Juliana en Face NVPH 230233 MNH in good quality (5 guilders few brownish perfs).
Cat. value 425 euros.
£ 110
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31085 Dutch Colonies 1930-1960 Album with over 90
airmail covers, including better ones like complete D0.X
set on 1st flight cover. Bargain!
£ 300
27600 Dutch east Indies 1864-1908 Almost complete,
mint hinged and used collection on old album pages in
folder. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 3-16 in
several perfs, 17-22 in several perfs, 23-30, 31-37, 6380*/o, 81-98*/o, postage dues 1-4, etc.
£ 800
26981 Dutch East Indies 1864-1948 Almost complete,
mint hinged and used collection on album pages in folder.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 149-159
(Bandoeng), 160-166, 260* (50 cents gray w ith
watermark), 280, 287*, 289, 346, marine insurance 1-7*,
postage dues 1-4, service 19a* etc. Also Netherlands New
Guinea present.
£ 1250
30976 Dutch east Indies: 1864-1948 As good as
complete, mostly cancelled stamp collection in Davo luxe
album, in which e.g. (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 80, 98, 149-159
(Bandoeng), 160-166, 280*, 287*, 289, postage dues 1-4,
marine insurance 1-7* etc. Also Netherlands New Guinea
complete present.
£ 1150
30509 Dutch east Indies: 1864-1948 MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in Davo luxe album with
slipcase, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 1, 63-80 (Java), 81-98
(Buiten bezit), 149-159 (Bandoeng), 166* (5 gulden
jubilee, repaired), 278, 280, 289, service 7*, 19a*, etc.
Also Netherlands New Guinea complete present. £ 750
29561 Dutch east Indies 1864-1948 Well filled, mint
hinged and used collection in Davo album. Collection
contains nice material like (NVPH no's): 1, 2, 5*, 30, 61,
79f* (1 gulden Java inverted), 98, 97f(*) (1 gulden buiten
bezit inverted, mint without gum), 165*, 166*, 262*, 280*,
287*, 289, 337-346*, 361* etc. Also nice postage dues,
service etc. High cat. value.
£ 1100
30511 Dutch east Indies: 1864-1948 Well filled, mostly
mint hinged stamp collection in old Davo album, in which
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1(*), 79*, 80*, 160-166* (jubilee 1923),
205-210*, 337-346*, etc. Also Netherlands New Guinea
and Indonesia (to 1970) present.
£ 850
31341 Dutch east Indies: 1864-1948 Well filled, mostly
mint hinged stamp collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with
slipcases, in which e.g. (NVPH no's): 1 (2x), 2* (misses
corner perf), 5* with specimen, 11F* (certificate), 12*
(certificate), 30*, 59*, 63-80* (Java, 79 cancelled), 79a
(Java high), 97*, (97-98f, both fake), postage dues 1*, 3*,
4*, service 1-7* (no. 2 cancelled), 2 with missing center of
D , 8-27* (19a missing), etc. Also some Japanese
occupation and interimperiod present and Netherlands New
Guinea complete (including UNTEA).
£ 850
30883 Dutch east Indies 1864-1963 and Netherlands
New Guinea: Stockbook with various mint hinged and used
material. The lot contains e.g. (NVPH no's): 1, 2 (misse
corner perf), 21(*) in pair, 29* (specimen overprint, 2x),
60*, 61, 160-166*, 205-210*, 261-265*, 288*, 289*, 337346*, 351-361*, 383-388* (2x), Ris overprints complete,
etc.
£ 475

30105 Dutch east Indies: 1870-1948 Nicely filled, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Davo cristal album
with slipcase, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 58-61, 77a*,
67f*, 77f*, 78f*, 160-166*, 167-170**, 172-175**, 262,
360, etc. Also Netherlands New Guinea present (almost
complete). Catalogue value ca. 2300 euros.
£ 300
30760 Dutch east Indies: 1870-1949 Mint/used
collection, very well filled, but without the real key stamps,
1923 jubilee set present, also New Guinea, in expensive
Davo de luxe album with slipcase. High catalogue value.
£ 200
30219 Dutch east Indies: 1883-1949 Reasonably filled,
mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Kabe
album, in which also Netherlands New Guinea.
£ 210
30574 Dutch east Indies 1923-1940 Beautiful collection
of 166 airmail covers, with nice frankings, covers with
postage dues, 1st flights, special flights etc.
£ 800
30997 Dutch east Indies 1945-1947 Lot of 110 covers,
including POW, fieldpost, interim period, censored etc. on
album pages in box.
£ 950
30999 Dutch east Indies 1945-1949 Nice lot mint hinged
and used stamps of the interimperiod on blank album pages
in folder, in which better stamps , nice cancels, sheetparts
etc.
£ 450
30553 Dutch east Indies: Album and small stockbook
with various MNH, mint hinged and used material,
including some proofs, various misperforations, many sets
and some sheetparts.
£ 350
31340 Dutch east Indies: Beautiful collection of ca. 2400
(!) stamps of Dutch east Indies with namecancels in 2
albums, in which scarce stamps and nice strikes. £ 2100
29422 Dutch east Indies Collection of cancels on over
2700 stamps and 34 covers in 2 ordners. Collection
contains mostly material after 1930, including Japanese
occupation and interimperiod.
£ 1050
30363 Dutch east Indies: Collection square cancels (also
some name cancels) on loose stamps and on ca. 100 postal
cards and covers in album and stockbook.
£ 850
30981 Dutch east Indies: Extensive collection square
cancels A-W on blank pages in 2 ordners. In total over
5500 stamps!
£ 1750
30311 Dutch east Indies: Very extensive collection
smallround cancels from A till Z of Dutch east Indies on
postal stationeries in 11 albums. Ex. collection Bulterman.
£ 2100
30985 Dutch east Indies: Well documented collection of
over 100 airmail covers to and from Dutch east Indies on
album pages in ordner.
£ 700
27640 Dutch Indies and Surinam 1864-1975 Very nice
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, condition mainly
good, partly specialised with perfs and types, many better
singles and sets, in well filled Davo album. Catalogue
value according to collector over 6000 euro, offered cheap!
£ 550
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30277 D utch N ew Guinea UN TEA 1962 Small
collection incl. complete set mnh, used set, set on cover +
4 money orders with different frankings, in folder.
£ 185
30267 FDC's Mainly unaddressed collection with Dutch
Antilles 1957-2008 apparantly complete, Dutch New
Guinea complete, Aruba 1986-2008 complete, in 5 albums.
Clean collection with very high catalogue value! £ 400
31361 Indies Covers: 1880-1950 Over 2000 items in
total by our estimate, with the full range of postal life of
the colony on display; note Red Cross covers, Censors
from WWII and WWI, ""On Active Service"" letter sheets,
Christmas/New Year cards, Officials, Airs, etc.; note
""RIS"" , ""JAVA"" and ""Indonesia"" overprints, First
Flight Covers, an incoming cover from Burma, meters,
multiple franking covers, several 1890s items addressed in
Japanese (Chinese?), company chops, etc.; much postal
stationery, both East Indies and Japanese Occupation, mint
and used, and in quantity (variety hunters take note!), with
normal, uprated and revalued to be had; a wide range of
origins and destinations, both domestic and foreign;
Williams and Wilhelminas predominate the frankings, but
enough commemoratives, Semi-Postals and Airs to make
this lot just that bit more interesting; unsurprisingly, some
toning occurs, but overall the items are presentable and
clean, Fine to Very Fine or better, a must-see, as this
material is seldom offered in such quantity.
£ 4500
31362 Indies Japanese occupation covers: 1942-1945 Per
the collector, 250 covers and stationeries in all; there's a bit
of everything here, from p e r s o nal and business
correspondence to Military stationery, POW items and
covers to the Red Cross in Switzerland; note stationery of
all descriptions, some mint with printing varieties/plate
flaw s noted; s t a m p l e s s , C e nsored w ith various
handstamps/signatures, Registered, Officials, etc.; mint and
used POW cards, mint and used Japanese Military postal
cards (one franked by Japan 7s Diamond Mountains), a
postal card addressed to a Marine Camp, BMA overprints
w ith unoverprinted St r a i t s S e t t l e m e nt s i s s u e s ,
Sumatra/""T"" overprinted Queens, overprinted East Indies
Feldpost cards mint, commemorative cancels.even an
identity card (!); most all used domestically, making for
interesting origin-destination combinations; generally fresh
and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better, a fascinating
holding of this material, not often encountered (especially
in quantity).
£ 3850
29822 Mint hinged and used stamp collection Dutch east
Indies, Curacao and Surinam 1870-1940 on albumpages in
folder. Nice quality!
£ 160
27604 Surinam 1873-1911 Mint hinged and used
collection on old album pages in folder. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15 specialised on perfs, 34-36, 37-40,
56-57, 60-64(*), postage dues 15-16(*), etc.
£ 725
27846 Surinam 1873-1975 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo luxe album with
slipcase. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15, 40,
56-57, 58a-59a, 60-64*/o, 104-110* (106 cancelled),
308*, airmail 8-14 (Do.X with certificate Muis), 15-19,

postage dues 3(*), 15-16, 36-46*, etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value!
£ 1475

30513 Surinam 1873-1975 Almost complete, mostly
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Davo luxe
album with slipcase, in which also better material like
(NVPH no's): 10(*), 10a(*), 58-59a(*), 104-110*, airmail
8-14* (Do.X), postage dues 1-8(*), 15-16(*), 36-46* etc.
High catalogue value!
£ 850
28411 Surinam: 1873-1975 Missing only nr. 32a, further
complete collection in mainly very good condition, incl. all
the key sets and singles like 1873/1888 set to 2 1/2 guilder,
1892 Wilhelmina set mint, 1900 overprint set, 1902/1909
to 2 1/2 guilder, 1909 both tete-beche pairs, 1911 crown
overprint set, 1913/1931 set to 2 1/2 guilder incl. mint
never hinged, 1923 Jubilee set mint (5 guilder unused ng),
1936 set to 2 1/2 guilder, 1945 set mint to 10 guilder,
airmails only missing nr. 18, including the scarce Do.X.
overprint set, postage dues complete incl. 1886 set to 50
cent, 1911 both overprints, 1950 postage due set mint etc.
in expensive Davo LX album. Catalogue value above 6500
euro!!
£ 1200
31366 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, from 1930 almost
complete, MN H and mint hinged stamp collection
including good part postage dues in luxe Leuchtturm
album.
£ 300
29632 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Davo luxe album, in which a.o.
(NVPH no's): 1-15(*) (without no. 7 and 15, but including
10a), 56-57(*), 64(*), 104-110*, 119*, 229-238**, 239243**, airmail 15-19*postage dues 3, 15-16(*), 36-46*
etc.
£ 950
30897 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Davo cristal album, in
which e.g. (NVPH no's): 1-15*/o, 34-36, 37-40* (no. 39
cancelled), 56-57(*), 58a-59a, 60-64(*), 69-103*, 104110*280-283**, airmail 9-14 (Do.X), 18*, postage dues
1-8(*), 15-16(*), 36-46* etc.,
£ 1100
28364 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo luxe album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 24(*), 35(*), 36(*),
56(*), 175-178*, 183-186**, 257-273**, 280-283*, 285293**.294**, postage dues 15-16(*) (with certificate), 3646*, etc.
£ 300
29533 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo luxe album.
£ 525
29805 Surinam 1873-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Leuchtturm album, in which a.o.
(NVPH no's): 10(*), 13(*), 16-20(*), 22-22a(*), 23-28(*),
30(*), 34-36(*), 87-99*, 100-103*, 115*,116-117(*), 130136*, 137-140*, 141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 157178*, 197-199*, 220-243*, 280-283*, 308**, airmail 17*, postage dues 9-14(*), 33-36(*), etc.
£ 300
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27952 Surinam 1873-1980 Very well filled, mostly mint
hinged collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-14(*) (no. 10 and 10a
missing), 16-20(*), 34-36(*), 37-40(*), 41-57(*), 69-103*,
104-110*, 115**, 118-126*, 130-136*, 157-178*, 220243*, 280-283*, etc. High cat. value!
£ 750
28283 Surinam 1873-1982 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo cristal album with slipcase.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 87-99*, 115**, 116117(*), 137-140*, 141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156*, 179182*, 280-283** (Curie), 297-307**, 308*, 309-311*,
postage due 36-46* (few stamps with rust spots), etc.
£ 225
26280 Surinam 1873-1990 Almost complete, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in Davo album. Collection
contains a.o. issue 1873 complete, crownoverprints 1911,
jubilee 1923 mint hinged complete, airmail D o.X
overprints, postage dues complete etc. Collection is from
1962 almost all MN H (stamps are attached with
sheetmargins).
£ 1075
28931 Surinam 1890-1975 Well filled, mostly MNH and
mint hinged collection in Davo cristal album. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no&#039;s): 16-20(*), 21, 22a, 2328, 34-36, 48-55, 69-86*, 115*, 130-136*, 137-140*,
141-144*, 146-149*, 151-156, 175-178, 214-219**, 257273**, 285-293**, 294**, 308**, 309-311**, etc.
Bargain!
£ 175
30319 Surinam 1898 Mint hinged and used stamp
collection Surinam provisional issue 1898 in numbers
(without no. 32a), with various printing varieties in a.o.
blocks of 4 on stockpages in folder. For the specialist!
£ 1150
31102 Surinam 1927-1975 Extensive, somewhat
specialised collection first day covers in large box.
Contains ca. 3000 covers, including better old ones and
modern ones on many different envelopes.
£ 1000
30730 Surinam: 1945 1 cent to 10 guilder fresh mint
never hinged in pairs with hole and 'SPECIMEN' overprint
(missinng 4 low values), also 1945 postage due set mnh in
pairs with hole and 'SPECIMEN' overprint, NPVH ex.
220/243, P33/35, catalogue value 4500+ EURO!! Seldom
offered!!
£ 750
13081 Surinam 1945 Mercurius airmail stamp
overprinted 22 1/2 on 60 cent fine mint with variety:
inverted overprint, scarce stamp. NVPH LP24fa, cat. value
400 euro.
£ 150

28109 Surinam ca. 1900-1988 Extensive, mostly MNH
stock in stockbook, in which a.o. (NVPH no's): 151-156*,
285-293**, 294**, 297-307** (2x), 309-311**, 312315** (2x), 317-320** (5x), and very much material after
the independence. High cat. value, bargain!
£ 200
30152 Surinam Specimen: 1945 Fantastic collector
accumulation of this rare material, all stamps with
specimen overprint and punched, as done by the American
banknote Company, many multiples, strips, stamps with
notes on sheetmargin, high values to 10 guilder multiple,
also many of the scarce 1945 postage due set in pairs, in
album. Catalogue value NVPH 2017: 84.500 EURO!!!
Offered at a very low percentage!!
£ 5250
13090 Surinam: The 1945 postage due set fresh mint
never hinged in pairs, with hole punch and SPECIMEN
overprints, NVPH P33/P35, catalogue value 1500++
EURO!! Very scarce and seldom offered!!
£ 375
28412 Surinam/Curacao 1873-1980 Very pretty used
very fine collection, including much better old material like
Surinam 1873 to 2 1/2 guilder, 1901/08 to 2 1/2 guilder,
better 30's, Curacao from 1949 incl. definitive set to 10
guilder etc. in album. High catalogue value!!
£ 250
27104 Suriname: 1873-1975 Well filled, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc album pages in binder. Collection
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1-15*/o, 22a, 30, 40(*), 62(*),
64(*), 104-110*, 242*, 243*, airmail 8-14(*) (Do.X), 18,
postage dues 1-8, 15-16, 36-46 etc.
£ 1300
26959 Suriname 1873-1989 Very well filled, mostly
MNH and mint hinged collection in 2 Davo luxe albums
with slipcases. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's):
64(*), 104-110*, airmail 9-14* (Do.X), 15-19*, postage
dues 1-8(*), 15-16(*), etc. Also Republic of Suriname
1975-1989 MNH complete.
£ 1350
25219 Suriname: 1873-2002 Very well filled, mostly
MNH (before 1950 mostly mint hinged) collection in 3
Davo albums. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 1620(*), 23-28(*), 41-57(*), 87-99*, 116-117(*), 118-126*,
157-178*, 280-283*, 309-311**, 312-315**, souvenir
sheet 1**, etc. From 1950 onwards the collection is as
good as complete and almost all MNH. High cat. value!
£ 700
27153 Suriname: 1900-1990 Very well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums.
Collection contains a.o. (NVPH no's): 197-199*, 214219**, 220-243*, 280-283*, 285-293*, 294*, 308**, 309311**, etc. Republic of Suriname 1975-1990 almost
complete and only MNH. High cat. value!
£ 200

29235 Surinam 1960-2006 Almost complete collection
FDC's in 4 luxe Leuchtturm FDC albums. High cat. value! 26829 Suriname 1975-1994 Almost complete, MNH
£ 500
collection in Davo cristal album.
£ 200
29908 Surinam: Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
NEW HEBRIDES
stamp collection airmail stamps and postage due stamps of
Surinam 1886-1972 on albumpages in folder. Collection 29892 1970-1986 Massive mint never hinged lot in
quantities, mainly in part sheets or in sheetlets, including
contains a.o. (NVPH no's): airmail 8-14* (Do. X), 24-26*,
many good thematics, also Vanuatu, sheetfolder full!!
postage dues 1-8(*) (no. 1 cancelled), 9-14(*), 15-16(*),
£ 375
36-46* etc.
£ 425
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NEW ZEALAND
29955 1855-1965 Mostly MNH and mint hinged stamp
collection in old blank album, in which a.o. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 556-569*, 577-590* (2x), 603-609*, 613625*, nice part service stamps, life insurance department,
postage dues, etc.
£ 650

31259 And Territories: 1874-1975 Well filled, mostly
MNH and mint hinged stamp collection in Scott album, in
which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 249, 554**, 568,
589**, 5590**, 613-625**, 680-689**, 723-736**, 781802**, service 66, 159-167**, Cook Islands 137-145*,
150-159**, 163-173**, Niue 69-71**, 89-97**, 75-77**
etc.
£ 800

31008 1855-1990 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which besides 17
Chalon stamps e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 246-259, 329*,
370-373*416-430*, 453-458*, 548-550*, 551*, 554*,
service 66, 74-77, 82*, 83*, 112(*), 113**, life insurance
3, 4, 5, 30, 31, postage dues 2(*), 3, 4(*), 6, 7*, 8(*), etc.
£ 975

27912 Stockbook with Elizabeth 2, 6 and 9 penny and
1 and 1'6 shilling in MNH numbered coil pairs. All stamps
complete from number 1 till 19. Cat. value according to
Campbell Patterson ca. 2200 NZ$ (ca. 1350 euros).
Seldomly offered!
£ 475

30620 1855-2013 **/*/0 extensive collection including
better earlies, later including the many better stamps, sets,
sheetlets, also nice back of the book and a collection of
Ross Dependency as a bonus, in well filled Scott album.
£ 550
29266 1864-1990 Nice mint/used/mnh collection incl.
better stamps, sets and sheetlets, in 3 albums, also 10
modern yearsets with mnh issues, other bits and bobs, old
specialised catalogue etc. in big box.
£ 650
26404 1870-1994 Nice, MNH, mint hinged and used
stock in 2 stockbooks. Lot contains much material
including better like (Michel no's): 160*, 155-160, 184*,
186*, 206-208**, 344**, 345**, 409**, 411**, 412**,
service 9, life insurance 25-32** (2x), 33-38** (2x),
further many Health sheetlets and better souvenir sheets
like 14 I**, 23B**, 30**, 30, 32 I**, etc. Bargain!
£ 675
30898 1874-1991 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 Davo cristal albums, in which
e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 388-394, 453-458*, 463-465*,
552, 553, 554*, 556-569, etc. Also many souvenir sheets
present.
£ 650
24446 1874-2002 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 2 Scott albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 75*, 88*, 109A*, 111A*, 114*, 115*,
116*, 155-160, 169-171*, 172-173*, 185, many mint
hinged Health sheetlets present etc. Also some Ross
dependency present. Very much material!
£ 1800
27578 1898-2014 Very well filled, cancelled collection
in 3 Davo albums and 1 stockbook, in which very much
material, including older stamps in various types and perfs
and very many souvenir sheets. Very high cat. value!
£ 1100
26871 1900-1985 Extensive, specialised, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in 4 albums.
£ 1000
31386 1953-1989 In the main numbers complete, mostly
MNH stamp collection in 2 White Ace albums, in which
e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 723-736**, 763b** (!), 781802*, 845-862**, almost all health sheets etc. Collection
also contains extra's like FDC's and cancelled Health
sheets.
£ 700

NIGERIA
29616 1914-1941 Mostly mint hinged collection on
albumpages in folder, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's):
10*, 11*, 12, 15-29*, 34-45*, etc.
£ 475
NORFOLK IS.
24484 1947-2007 Extensive, MNH collection in 2
albums, together with 5 albums with FDC's. Beautiful
collection including better stamps like (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 1-12a**, 13-18**, 24-36**, 60-71**, etc. Also
various yearsets present, stampbooklets etc.
£ 1400

24927 1956-2006 Complete, almost only MNH (few
stamps hinged) collection in luxe Kabe album. Nice
quality!
£ 850
NORWAY
30714 1855-1945 Incredible lot used in quantities, the
expensive stamps also in quantities present in well above
average condition, untouched and unpicked, also wonderful
and scarce cancels present, including 1855 nr. 1(6x), 1863
issue with 8x nr. 2, 10x nr. 3, 20x nr. 5, 1863 issue with
2sk(4), 3sk(7), 8sk(14), 24sk(10, 1867 issue with 1sk(12),
2sk(15), 3sk(8), 8sk(17), 1877/78 issue with the scarce 25
ore stamp (7x) etc. etc. in stockbook. Gigantic catalogue
value and retail value!!
£ 3250

30665 1855-1980 Mostly cancelled stock of postage
stamps in 2 stockbooks including some better material like
(Michel no's): 1 (4x), 2-5, 6, 9 (5x), 10 (2x), 11 (2x), 12
(2x), 16-21, etc.
£ 550
30166 1855-1984 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in stockbook, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 1, 3,
7, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 63, 112, 113, 159-161, etc. £ 150
30684 1855-2010 As good as complete, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 3 Kabe albums, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): 1, 2-5, 6-10 (no. 10*), 11-15, 20,
21, 28, 32-34, 35-42, 67-69, 72-74 (73*), 109-115*, 159161**, 236*, 258*, 393-395**, 518 on cover (lottery
stamp), extensive part service stamps, postage dues etc.
Also ca. 75 stamp booklets present.
£ 1300
31049 1856-1984 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g.
(Michel; no's): 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, 32-34*, 195-197**, 393395**, etc.
£ 400

30821 1960-1971 Lot of ca. 900 FDC's in box, including
many Health FDC's and also definitive sets.
£ 200
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27792 1856-1997 Well filled, first mint hinged and used,
later mostly MNH and mint hinged collection in 3 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases (with pages till 2006). £ 450
27798 1856-1999 Reasonably filled, mostly used
collection in 2 Davo albums, in which a.o. nice classic
material (some mixed quality).
£ 385
28066 1856-2000 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Spanish album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 3, 4, 5, 11-15, 16-21, 22-31, 159-161, 198199, 258*, 372-374, 380-382, 393-395*, etc.
£ 375
29128 1877-2000 Well filled, cancelled collection in
Leuchtturm album, in which very much material. Nice
quality.
£ 400
28053 1911-1993 Very well filled, MNH collection in
Spanish album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 109115**, 116-119**, 120-132**, 137-140**, 155-158**,
159-161**, 162**, 236**, 258**, etc.
£ 600
28785 1914-2005 Very well filled, mostly MNH (few
stamps hinged) collection in 2 Leuchtturm albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 109-115**, 116119**, 137-140**, 159-161*, 163-166**, 168-171*,
236**, 258**, 315-318*, 380-382**, 393-395**, 518*,
etc.
£ 875
26465 1931-1975 MNH and mint hinged stamps in
somewhat mixed quality in small stockbook.
£ 170
27241 1970-1986 Mint never hinged lot incl. better sets,
thematics and duplicates, on stockpages, in folder. The
face value is already Kr 1675+ = €175,00. Offered far
below face value!!
£ 100
31137 1970-2008 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets in 2 Davo albums.
£ 525
30740 1976-1999 Mint never hinged sets and sheetlets
incl. better and duplication, also nice thematics, in
stockbook and in yearbooks, in folder. The face value
alone is over 3400 kronen = £280!! Offered far below face
value!!
£ 200
30504 1976-1999 MNH stamp collection including
souvenir sheets in stockbook. Face value over 2850 kronen
(ca. 300 euros). Bargain!
£ 160
27741 Nice collection of sets and sheetlets, also some
duplicates and special issues, from old to very recent 2011,
in small box. Very high new issue price!
£ 150
NYASALAND
28975 And Malawi: 1935-1990 Apparently complete,
cancelled collection on blank album pages in binder.
£ 475
PAKISTAN
30473 1947-1982 Nicely filled, cancelled lot postage
stamps in stockbook.
£ 125

PALESTINE
31056 1920-1921 Mint hinged collection so called
Jerusalem overprints of Palestina (Michel 15-25) in album.
In total 36 almost complete sets, all with small flaws in the
overprints. Nice collection, seldomly offered!
£ 1500

29270 And Jordan 1918-1998 Mint/used/mnh collection
with much better material, very well filled collections, also
trans-Jordan, duplicates, specialities, in 2 albums and
loose, in box. Seldom offered!!
£ 650
PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
30709 1915-1990 Folder with stockpages with various
MNH, mint hinged and used material, including (Stanley
Gibbons no's): New Guinea 132, 190-203, Papua 150153**, Papua New Guinea 1-15**, 1-15, 42-45**, 42-45,
82-92**, postage dues 1-5**, 1-5, etc.
£ 525

25374 1952-1956 Stockbook with hundreds of pieces
with stamps. Nice lot for the cancel collector.
£ 225
30688 1952-1991 In the main numbers complete, mostly
MNH (few stamps hinged) stamp collection in Lindner
album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 1-23*, 27-28**, 2939**, 62-72*, 83-94**, 139-153**, 244-261**, 272274**, etc.
£ 400
24950 1952-2003 Apparently complete, only canceled
collection in Kabe album. Collection also includes the
postage due stamps, including Stanley Gibbons no. 1 on
piece (with BPA certificate, cat. 450 pounds).
£ 850
30544 1974-2006 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets and stamp booklets in
2 luxe Lindner albums. Nice thematic material and a high
catalogue value!
£ 375
20970 1994 Complete MNH sheet of 50 stamps, 21t op
80t Michel no. 718. Cat. value 70 euro per stamp so 3500
EURO for a complete sheet. Scarce stamp!
£ 700
PARAGUAY
28705 1870-1964 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in self made album. Collection contains
nice classic part, including reprints and further a.o. (Michel
no's): 392-393*, 392-393, 398-402*, 398-402, 414-418,
432-436*, 432-436, 437-441*, 437-441, 500-507* with
muestra overprint, 537-542* with muestra overprint, A940H940**, 986-992**, 993-999**, 1288-1294**, souvenir
sheet 3**, 4**, 9**, 12**, 14**, 15**, 17**, 22**, 23**,
26**, 36**, 44**, 48**, 49**, 50**, 51**, 63** in
booklet, 64** in booklet, etc. High cat. value!
£ 875

29173 1870-1968 Messy, but nicely filled, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages and stockpages of
various brands in album.
£ 450
PHILIPPINE IS.
29710 1898-1999 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 albums and 1 stockbook, in which the
Spanish, American as well as the independent period.
Much material, including various imperforated stamps.
£ 600
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POLAND
30245 1918-2006 Extremely extensive, specialised,
MNH, mint hinged and used, partly double stamp
collection in 18 (!) albums, in which better material like
(Michel no's): 212**, 213-223 (214, 216 and 221 missing),
224-232*, 247-248**, 249-251*, 254-255**, 279*, 281*,
289-290, 290Y, souvenir sheet 1* (few brown spots), 5A*,
5A, 5B*, 6*, etc. Also numerous covers present, German,
Austrian and Russian occupation, local post, postal
stationeries etc.
£ 2750
PORTUGAL
24779 1853-1930 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on album pages in folder, including a.o. good
classic material.
£ 1150

27329 1853-1940 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
collection on blanc album pages in folder, in which nice
classic part. Also some Portugese colonies present.
£ 625
24718 1853-1945 Reasonably filled, mostly used
collection on blanc pages in album, including good classic
material (with many duplicates), nice variety 40 C Ceres
stamp (accordeon fold) and some better stamps. £ 950
24892 1853-1965 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 286*, 289*, 316-346*, 316-346, 405*,
406-429*, 430-439*, 440-454*, 509-514*, 559-564*,
souvenir sheet 3*, etc.
£ 375
26004 1853-1965 Very w ell filled, mostly used
collection in blanc Biella album. Collection contains nice
and extensive classic part and further a.o. (Michel no's):
96-108, 109-123, 138-145, 190-195, 553-558, 63-641,
souvenir sheet 1**, etc. Also some Azores and Madeira
present. Nice collection!
£ 2800
24679 1853-1969 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Schaubek album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 60, 61, 75, 76, 77, 93, 95,
105*, 182-189, 190-195, 316-346*, 347-377*, 385-405*,
430-439*, 440-454*, 456-471*, 559-564*, 565-570*, 571576*, 578-580*, 602-605*, 606-613*, 622-629*, 751*,
etc. High cat. value!
£ 750

30195 1853-1975 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in Portugese album, in which better
stamps like (MIchel no's): 16, 17-24 (few bit short), 25-33
(33 misses corner bottom left, not counted), 34-45 (mixed
quality), 80-86, 87-92, 93-95, 96-108, 109-123 (123
missing), 190-15, 196-203 (196 and 197 MNH), 372(*),
373, 374, 385-405* (389 and 404 cancelled), 440-454,
559-564, etc.
£ 800
26306 1853-1990 Well filled, canceled collection in 3
albums, including better stamps like (Michel no's): 24, 30,
31, 32, 45, 49, 76, 77, 78-79, 138-145, 515, 553-558, 602605, 632-641, souvenr sheet 14, etc. Also some Portugese
territories present.
£ 900
29600 1853-2000 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Scott albums with slipcases.
Collection contains very well filled classic part and much
better material like (Michel no's): 87-92, 93-96, 96-108,
109-123, 385-405*, souvenir sheet 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, etc. Very high cat. value!
£ 3250
24658 1853-2010 Nicely filled, used collection in Davo
album, including nice classic part and further reasonably
filled. Further a mint hinged and MNH collection (in the
same album) with various better stamps like (Michel no's):
430-439*, 452*, 454*, 456-471*, 598*, 606-613*, 614621*, 632-641*, 681-688**, 740-743**, 748-751**, 825828*, 856-859*, souvenir sheet 3*, etc.
£ 1350
28205 1862-1940 Mint hinged and used collection,
including a small cancel collection on the 25 reis Louis I,
in small stockbook.
£ 250
29882 1866-1944 Mint/mint never hinged collection incl.
very expensive classics (also some official reprints), better
issues of the 20/30's, the better sheetlets, in Kabe album.
Very high catalogue value!!
£ 1200
29456 1927-1985 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used, partly double collection in 2 luxe Lindner albums, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): 578-580*, 598*, 602-605*, 606613*, 622-629*, 673-680**, 681-688*, 706-713*, 778779*, 788-791**, 792-806*, 815-822*, 825-828*856859**, souvenir sheet 1**, 9** (2x), 14** (2x), etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 725

30607 1945-1976 As good as complete, double
31442 1853-1969 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
(MNH/mint hinged AND cancelled) stamp collection in 2
used stamp collection in old Abria album, including good
Borek albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 673-680*, 681classic part and many better stamps like (Michel no's): 64,
688*, 693-700*, 706-713*, 730-737*, 744-747*, 74866-77, 80-85, 87-90, 93*, 94*, 95, 96-108, 120, 143*,
751*, 752-757*, 778-779*, 850-853*, 856-859*, souvenir
144*, 145*, 182-189, 190-195, 316-346, 373, 404, 405,
sheet 7*, 7, 8*, 8, 9*, 9, 10*, 10, 11**, 11, 12*, 12, 13*,
440-454* (no. 441 and 442 cancelled), 456-471*/o (no.
14*, 14, etc. Also some Portugese territories present, like
458 missing), 553-558, 559-564 (562 missing), 632-641,
Angola 339-362*, 339-362, 368-387*, souvenir sheet 2*,
706-713, 730-737, 748-751, souvenir sheet 2**, 3, 7**, 8*
etc.
£ 1100
(on paper), 10* (on paper), 13* (on paper), 14**, good
part parcelpost stamps, red cross stamps, postage dues etc. 29394 1960-2002 MNH and cancelled collection Europa
£ 1000
CEPT stamps of Portugal, including souvenir sheets,
varieties, sheetlets, bluprints, blackprints etc. in stockbook.
29891 1853-1970 Nice mint and used collection in
Also material of Azores and Madeira present.
£ 500
mainly very good condition, includes many of the
expensive singles, sets and sheetlets, housed in 4 small
Behrens albums, in folder. Good collection and offered at
a very reasonable price!
£ 1200
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19008 1981-1987 Impressive collector accumulation of
around 2400(!!) first day covers, all with frama stamps
with different values and different cancellations, in box.
Massive retail value (were selling at eBay for 3-5 euro
each!)
£ 850
29936 And Colonies 1853-1920 Mint hinged and used
stamp collection in old stockbook, in which much better
classic material (including reprints) of Portugal, Azores,
Angra, Horta, Pontea Delgada, Funchal, Madeira etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 2000

RUMANIA
31423 1858-1939 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection on album pages in springback.
The collection contains a good classic part and also e.g.
(Michel no's): 146-153, 154-160*/o, 197-207* (205
cancelled), 227-236, 336-338*, 339-345*, 346-351*, 393396*, 404*, 405*, 406-412*, 413-417**, 424*, 443-445*,
446-448*, 468-473*, 484-488*, 516-518*, 528-535*,
souvenir sheet 1*, etc.
£ 750

31440 1862-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
(mostly) cancelled stamp collection in 2 albums, including
29575 And Colonies: 1853-1977 Nicely filled, mint
good classic part and also (Michel no's): 146-153*/o, 227hinged and used collection in blank Scott album. Besides
236*/o, 372-374Y*/o, 402-405, 413-417*, souvenir sheet
a nice classic part, the collection also contains better
40**, etc.
£ 800
stamops like (Michel no's): 96-108, 136-145, 182-189,
190-195*/o, nice part Ceres stamps, 316-346* (329
31414 1865-1969 Almost complete, mint hinged and
missing), etc. Also Angola and a good part Azores present. used stamp collection in Abria album, in which very good
£ 1400
classic part and many better stamps like (Michel no's): 161164*, 165-168*, 169-172*, 197-207 (3 highest values mint
31274 And Colonies: 1853-1990 Messy, but nicely
hinged), 227-236* (no. 233 cancelled), 303-307*, 339filled, MNH, mint hinged and used stamp collection in 2
345*, 346-351*, 372-374y*, 375-385U*
albums, in which much material, including better stamps.
(IMPERFORATED), 389-392*, 397-401* (no. 399
£ 1600
cancelled), 406-412*/o, 413-417*, 419-423*, 443-445*,
28540 Over 550, mostly MNH souvenir sheets of
468-473*, 484-488*, 516-518*, 519-521*, 874-878** in
Portugal in 2 fat stockbooks. Also some cancelled sheets,
M/S (hinge on sheetmargin), 879-883** in M/S (hinge on
some loose stamps and many stamp booklets present. High
sheetmargin),446-448*, 1614-1625*, souvenir sheet 1**,
cat. value!
£ 375
9-14*, 40**, 41**, 41, 42**, 44**, etc. Nice collection,
very high catalogue value!
£ 1200
PORTUGAL - COLONIES
30862 1872-2004 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
30933 1868-2012 Very well filled, mint hinged and
stamp collection on stockpages in 3 ordners. Collection
(mostly) cancelled stamp collection in 5 blanco albums, in
contains much material, including souvenir sheets and M/S.
which much classic material and also e.g. (Michel no's):
£ 225
Timor 11-20*/o, 26-37, 38-48, 204*, 226-230*, souvenir
sheet 1*, Portugese colonies souvenir sheet 1*, 2*,
29749 1934-1980 Mostly MNH and mint hinged, wellPortugese Congo, Cabo Verde 254-256, 260-268,
filled collection in blank Leuchtturm album, including
Portugese Guinee souvenir sheet 1*, Portugese India
various souvenir sheets and imperforated material.
souvenir sheet 1, 3*, 4*, Angola H304, I304, 339-362,
£ 425
souvenir sheet 1, 2, etc.
£ 2750
30806 1945-1977 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
27595 Cape Verde 1877-1911 Apparently complete,
and used stamp collection in 2 old Schaubek albums.
mint hinged and used collection on old album pages in
£ 250
folder.
£ 425
RUSSIA
RHODESIA
29132 1858-1971 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged but
30967 1890-1978 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
mostly used collection in 2 Kabe albums.
£ 700
hinged and used material. Lot contains much nice classic
28883 1864-2007 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
material like (Stanly Gibbons no's): 12 (perfin and fiscal
cancel), 13 (perfin and fiscal cancel), 36, 58*, 66 (9x), 67
used collection in 6 fat Schaubek albums, in which nice
(3x), 73 (perfin and fiscal cancel), 117 (2x), etc. Also some
classic part, many better sets from the '30s and '50s, many
South Rhodesia present like 29*, 30*, etc. Bargain!
souvenir sheets etc.
£ 1750
£ 375
28781 1875-1991 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
29970 1891-1983 Especially in the more modern part
in 2 blank albums, in which also some better material like
reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged and used, partly
(Michel no&#039;s): 2540**, 2541**, 3042-3043*,
double stamp collection, albumpages in folder.
£ 300
souvenir sheet 1, etc.
£ 325
31224 And Zimbabwe: 1946-2000 MNH and cancelled, 29106 1889-1977 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
partly double stamp collection in stockbook and also FDC's
collection in 2 blank albums, in which much material,
from 1967.
£ 250
including souvenir sheets.
£ 550
30537 Album with 180 mint and used postal stationeries
of Russia, including some scarce ones.
£ 1000
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31276 And Territories: 1858-1989 Very well filled, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 3 fat Scott albums, in
which a nice classic part and better material like (Michel
no's): 361-362*, 390-391, 397-401, 411, 412*, 429-449,
462-466, 472-473, 476-479, 480-482, 483-487, 488-491*,
492-493, 474-475, 523-526, 542-547, 793-800*, 12751279, 1383-1384B*, souvenir sheet 2*, 5, 9, 12, etc. Also
extensive part Russian territories present, including Levant,
Armenia, Mongolia, Touva, Ukraine, etc.
£ 4250
29467 Folder with album pages with various mint hinged
and used material of Russia and territories and some Baltic
States.
£ 130
RWANDA
30805 1962-1987 Almost complete, mostly MNH stamp
collection in Prinet album, including souvenir sheets and
very many thematic sets.
£ 250
SAAR
26610 1920-1959 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection on album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 29*, 31* (signed), 69**, 104107, 122-125, 128-134* (134 signed), 135-141* (140 and
141 cancelled), 144-150* (148 and 149 cancelled), 151157* (151 cancelled), 161-167**, 171-177*, 199-205*,
255-259, 262-263, 267-271*, 289, 291, 292, 297-298,
299-303*, 309-313, so u ve ni r sheet 1-2*
(Hochwasserhilfe), etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1600
SAINT KITTS
30970 St. Kitts-Nevis 1903-1984 Very well filled,
cancelled stamp collection on Minkus album pages in
springback, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): St.
Christopher 24, revenues 3-6 (6 with pinhole), Nevis 1-4,
9, 13, 25, 27, 30, St. Kitts-Nevis 1-10, 11-21, 24-36
(without 33 and 36), 37-47c, 48-57, 59, 68-77f, 74a (break
in oval), 80-81, 94-105, 106a-118, etc.
£ 1075
SAINT VINCENT
13051 1987-1988 Stockbook with imperforated 8
souvenir sheets with British football clubs from the British
premier league with 9 different colour trials per souvenir
sheet. In total so 72 sheetlets.
£ 250

29073 And Trinidad: 1937-1980 MNH and mint hinged
collection in stockbook, in which a.o. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): St. Vincent 149-159**, 163*, 164-177*, 189-200*,
306w** (inverted watermark), Trinidad 246-256*, 260*,
267-278*, etc.
£ 400
SAMOA
31409 1877-1987 Almost complete, mostly MNH and
mint hinged stamp collection on self made pages in album,
in which a nice classic part and also e.g. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 115-121*, 134-142*, 149-164*, 167-170*, 171174*, 189-193*, 232-235**, etc.
£ 1350

29170 1886-1995 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection on Hagner stockpages in album. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 143-148*, 149-164*,
171-174*, 190*, 191, 232-235**, 232-235*, etc. Also

German Samoa present (Michel no's): 1-6*, 7-18*, 20-23*.
£ 850
SAN MARINO
30222 1877-1945 Excellent nearly complete used
collection in very good condition, including most scarce
stamps and sets like 1877 set to 40c used, 1892 overprints,
1892/99 definitives incl. 1 lire blue and 5 lire, 1903 set to
5 lire incl. 2 lire violet, 1933 airmails to 9 lire used, 1932
sets incl. Garibaldi set to 5 lire used very fine, parcel post,
postage dues complete incl. alle scarce stamps, Segnatesse
20c to 2 lire used (cat. 1650 euro!!) etc. etc. in Lighthouse
album. Sassone catalogue value over 13.400 euro!!
£ 1750

21418 1877-1953 Small mint hinged collection on
stockpage. Collection contains better material in somewhat
mixed quality, with high cat. value!
£ 800
30046 1877-1958 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used remainder of a stamp collection in 2 Safe albums, in
which various better material like (Michel no's): 23-25*,
100-104*, 114* (2x), 141-144, 175-179*, 191*, 191,
205*, 218* (2x), 225*, 311** in M/S, 312** in M/S, 350*
in M/S, 397-401*, 421*, 422*, 438, 439B** in M/S, 442450*, ** in M/S, 526* in M/S, 586**, etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 1275
31113 1877-1984 Complete, mostly MNh and mint
hinged stamp collection in Schaubek album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 2*, 4*, 5(*), 6-7*, 12-22*, 26-31*, 34-45*,
68-80**/*, 100-104*, 105-108*, 109-120*, 133-135*,
138-140*. 141-144*, 145-162*, 165-174*, 175-179*, 180183*, 184-191*, 192-197**, 198-201*, 202-205*, 206207*, 215-226*, 239-240*, 402*, 409-422*, 442-450*,
460*, 461*, 462*, 464-476*, 493-501*, 512*, 586*,
souvenir sheet 4A*, 4B*, postage dues 1-9*, 10-18*, 1931*, 32-46*, 53-64*, parcelpost stamps 1-15*, 16-32*, 3334*, 35*, 36*, etc. Nice collection, extreme catalogue
value!
£ 3500
SAUDI ARABIA
31103 Hedjaz: 1916-1925 As good as complete, mint
hinged stamp collection on album pages in springback, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): 1-3* in various perfs, 4-7*, 813*, 14-19*, 14-19*, 20-27*, 28-29*, 30-37*, 38-39*, 4046*, 82-88a*, 89-95*, 96-102*, postage dues 10-12a*, 1012b*, 19-26*, etc. High catalogue value, seldomly offered
so complete!
£ 1600
SERBIA
31053 1866-1945 Messy, but well filled, mint hinged
and used stamp collection on various album pages in
folder, in which nice classic part and better stamps like
(Michel no's): 128* (signed), German occupation 1-15*
(2x), 16-25*, 26-30*, 31-46* (2x), 54-57 I-IV*, souvenir
sheet 1*, 2*, 3*, 4*, etc.
£ 850

30281 1880-1921 Magnificent mint/used/mint never
hinged collection, specialised with types, shades, perfs,
blocks of 4, gutterpairs, many (good) cancellations,
fantastic and valuable part covers with nice frankings and
destinations, in album with descriptions. Seldom offered so
extensive, lifework of a collector!!
£ 2350
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30310 1941-1943 Stockbook with various MNH, mint
hinged and cancelled material of the German occupation of
Serbia, including better stamps and souvenir sheets. Also
some covers present. High catalogue value!
£ 675
SINGAPORE
29409 1948-1996 Well filled, mint hinged and cancelled
collection in blank album including many souvenir sheets.
Collection contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 32, 38-52*,
63-77* (70a cancelled), 114*, 115*, 121-126, souvenir
sheet 132*, 211, etc.
£ 425

29986 1948-ca. 2006 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in stockbook, in which also better stamps
like (Michel no's): 1-20, 21-22, 111, 128, 147-152, 167169, 241, 242, souvenir sheet 8**, 9**, etc. Also nice part
Malaysia 1963-2003 present.
£ 300
SLOVENIA
29003 1991-2011 MNH and cancelled, partly double
collection in 4 volumes, including some FDC&#039;s and
postal stationeries.
£ 300
SOLOMON IS.
31413 1913-1986 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in self made album, in which e.g.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 18-21*, 22-38*/o, 60-72*, 82-96*,
112-126, 135-152A*, 135-152B, postage dues 1-8** (but
tropic), etc.
£ 1200
SOMALIA
28311 1928-1941 Somalia parcelpost Sassone no. 54-65
(without 58) and postage dues 52-64, both sets luxe MNH.
Cat. value 7400 euros. On stockpage.
£ 1100

stampbooklets etc. etc. housed in 11 dealer books + 2
sheetfolders, in big box. Incredible catalogue value and
retail value!!
£ 2800

29356 1979-1991 Wonderful collection of first day
covers of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei and Venda,
incl. many good thematic issues, definitive sets and
sheetlets, hundreds and hundreds of covers, also special
extra issues, first day sheets etc. etc. Offered very cheap!!
£ 250
29354 1979-1991 Wonderful mint never hinged fairly
complete collections of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei
and Venda, incl. many good thematic issues, definitive sets
and sheetlets, in 2 expensive Lindner albums + slipcases
£ 300
29355 1979-1991 Wonderful used very fine fairly
complete collections of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei
and Venda, incl. many good thematic issues, definitive sets
and sheetlets, in 2 expensive Lindner albums + slipcases.
£ 300
29055 1985-1995 Collection MNH sets and very many
PHQ cards of South Africa and homelands in 6 ordners.
£ 250
25544 And Territories: 1855-1954 Nice mint and used
collection incl. a good classic part of Cape of Good Hope
incl. triangles, Natal, Transvaal, Zululand, Griqualand
overprints, SWA etc. in album.
£ 550
29420 And Territories: 1910-2001 Well filled, cancelled
collection South Africa, homelands (Bophuthatswana,
Ciskei, Transkei and Venda) and South West Africa in 4
luxe Leuchtturm albums with slipcases, in which also some
material of the old South African States (Natal, Transvaal,
Oranje Vrijstaat etc.).
£ 450

SOUTH AFRICA
27926 1910-1990 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and 30327 Collection of 41 postal covers mostly from
used collection in Davo album, in which various pairs, nice
military training camps in South Africa during 2nd world
postage dues and servioce, souvenir sheets, few covers etc. war on self made pages in album.
£ 425
£ 600
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
31501 1910-1996 Very well filled, mostly mint hinged
29253 1897-1983 Beautiful, MNH, mint hinged and
stamp collection in blank album, in which e.g. (Stanley
used stock in 3 stockbooks, including some German South
Gibbons no's): 18-21* (coil stamps), 26-29* (airplane), 30West Africa and very many pairs and blocks. Very high
32* in pairs, 42-49b* in pairs, 65-68* in pairs, 76-79* in
cat. value!
£ 2500
pairs, 80-81* in pairs, 82-84* in pairs, etc.
£ 600

29393 1910-2001 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in Davo album. Collection is in the early part scarcely
filled and from ca. 1980 almost complete and MNH
including souvenir sheets.
£ 325
28303 1910-2003 Messy, but very well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used, partly double and somewhat
specialised collection in 3 Davo albums, in which also
various pairs, blocks of 4 etc.
£ 750
28418 1911-1975 Reasonably filled, mostly used
collection on blanc pages in binder, including several pairs.
Also some South West Africa present.
£ 375
30261 1926-1994 Wonderful mnh stock in quantities,
mainly very good condition, very much better material
present, partly in multiples/sheets, definitives with the
better and high values, postage dues, officials, early

SPAIN
26925 1850-1899 Stockpage with various mint hinged
and used material, including better stamps.
£ 325

26898 1850-1900 Mint hinged and used collection Spain
and colonies (a.o. Puerto Rico, Spanish Antilles etc.) on
stockpages in folder.
£ 300
29148 1850-1900 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and
used, classic collection on old album pages in folder, in
which besides the obvious fake stamps also good genuine
material.
£ 525
31158 1850-1938 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in Davo album, in which nice classic part
and also e.g. (Michel no's): 267-277*, 298-310*, 376391*, 392-407*, 408-420*, 444-456* (!), etc.
£ 850
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30156 1850-1938 Very valuable mint and used
collection, in mainly very good condition, lots of expensive
stamps present like 1852: 5R, 1853: 5R, 6R, 1855 set,
1860, 1862, 1866 and 1868/9 sets, 1867: 19c, 1870 set to
2e (missing 19c), 1878: 4p and 10p, 1879 set to 10p, 1889
to 10p, 1905 Don Quichotte set (missing 4p), 1920set * to
10p, 1927 overprints mint, 1930 train set mint to 10p,
better airmails etc. etc. in Schaubek album. Very good
collection with an incredible catalogue value!! £ 3500
30987 1850-1940 Stockbook with all kinds of MNH,
mint hinged and used material, including proofs, varieties,
cancels, civil war etc.
£ 1750
28565 1850-1992 Reasonably filled, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc pages in cassette.
£ 250
29559 1850-1994 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 Kabe albums, in which nice classic part
and also better material like (Michel no's): 227, 229, 298311*, 322-335*, 341*, 342*, 351-360** (! signed), 408421*, 422-427*, 516*, 537-553*, 554-561*, 582-591*,
679-680*, 681-682**, 706-707*, 712**, 732-733B**,
807-810*, 928*, 985*, 986**, 1019, 1020, etc.
Unfortunately some brownish perfs, but a very high cat.
value!
£ 1500
28857 1850-1994 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 self made albums, in which a nice
classic part (no 19 cuartos) and also better material like
(Michel no&#039;s): 229, A1a-A1f*, 250-254, 305*,
306**, 307**, 537-563*, 561*, 598-610 (609 ontbreekt),
659*, 660*, 661*, 712*, 762, 763, 782-784*, 923*, 973*,
etc. High cat. value!
£ 900
30301 1852-1900 Beautiful lot classic used material in
4 albums, in which covers, pairs, blocks of 4, sheetparts,
some varieties etc. For the specialist!
£ 4500
29107 1852-1999 Slightly messy, MNH, mint hinged
and used lot in 2 stockbooks, in which a.o. face value,
souvenir sheets, stamp booklets, civil war, better stamps,
some Spanish Andorra etc.
£ 400
30916 1862 Stockbook with sheetparts of the 4 cuartos
stamps. In total 840 stamps. Nice?
£ 300
30823 1956-1985 As good as complete, MNH stamp
collection in 6 luxe Safe albums.
£ 400
31192 And Colonies: 1850-1960 Mint hinged and used
remainder stamp collection on album pages in folder,
including some better material.
£ 250
30297 And Colonies: 1854-1976 Massive mainly
mint/mint never hinged collection, Spain from the 20's
onwards fairly complete including the better stamps and
sets, very much and valuable Colonies including Cabo
Juby, Ifni, Morocco, Tangier, Guinea, Andorra, Sahara etc.
etc. in 2 very well filled Minkus albums.
£ 3250
19234 Beautiful lot mandatory surtax stamps of
Barcelona (ayuntamiento de barcelona) in mostly
imperforated sheetparts, including many gutterpairs, even
gutterpairs between different stamps. Partly listed in
Michel catalogue (a.o. no. 15 in imperforated sheetpart of

20). Very valuable lot for the real Spain specialist.
£ 875

29816 Spanish civil war 1936-1938 Mint hinged and
used collection in album and stockbook. Nice assortmet,
including souvenir sheets, unusual material, various covers,
including censored letter WW II.
£ 525
31250 Spanish Civil War 1936-1939 MNH, mint hinged
and used lot postage stamps in 3 stockbooks, in which e.g.
souvenir sheets, covers, cinderella's, stamp booklets etc.
Nice lot!
£ 600
25388 Spanish Civil War: Mint/used/mnh collector
accumulation, very, very much material incl. better, types,
overprints, varieties, partly in multiples, in home made
album. Very interesting lot!!
£ 900
SPAIN - COLONIES
29815 1869-1968 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 2 Edifil albums and 1 stockbook, in which a.o.
Philippines, Spanish Antilles, Puerto Rico, Spanish Guinea
etc.
£ 425

30258 1902-1950 Very powerful and impressive lot in
quantities, of this ever popular material, many better values
in multiples, part sheets, mainly mint never hinged, also
some unused no gum, imperfs, many high values of e.g.
Cabo Juby, Sahara Espanol, Morocco, Zona Protectorado
Espanol, Golfo de Guinea etc. etc. on stockcards, in box.
Incredible quantity of this very scarce material. Gigantic
catalogue and retail value!!
£ 1600
28619 1903-1963 Mostly mint hinged collection in
Spanish album. Collection contains a.o. Ifni, Spanish
Sahara, Spanish Morocco and Tangier etc.
£ 425
25383 1960's Mint never hinged lot of virtually only
complete sets in sheets and part sheets, overal very good
condition, of Ifni and Spanish Sahara, in box. Includes
many good thematic sets!! Catalogue value is around
10.000 EURO. Only 7.5% catalogue value!!
£ 750
29700 Mostly mint hinged collection on albumpages in
binder, in which a.o. Cabo Juby, Fernando Poo, Ifni, Rio
Muni, Guinea, Morocco, Sahara etc.
£ 300
SUDAN
24896 1897-1948 Small, mostly used, specialised
collection, including some nice airmail covers in blanc
album.
£ 350

28804 1897-1954 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in stockbook, in which a.o. Stanley
Gibbons 81-95*.
£ 350
24797 1897-1965 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection on Scott album pages in folder. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1-8, 10-17*, 28*,
45b*, 45c*, 46b*, 59-67* (59, 60 and 65 cancelled), 95,
115-122**, postage dues D1-D4*, D5-D8*, service O3,
O4-O11, O39*, O40*, O41*, O43-O58*, O59-O66**,
military service A1b, A11, A12, A14*, A14, etc. £ 950
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SURINAM
26433 1873-1975 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains
a.o. (NVPH no's): 14, 34-36, 130-136**, 151-156, 214219, 243, 280-283, 308**, 309-311, etc.
£ 150

26516 1873-1981 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o. (NVPH
no's): 58-59(*), 100-103*, 115*, 118-126*, 130-136*,
183-186**, 194*, 197-199*, 239-243*, 285-295*, 308**,
309-311**, etc.
£ 150
26513 1913-1975 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
collection in Davo cristal album. Collection contains a.o.
(NVPH no's): 69-103*,118-126*, 157-178*, 197-199*,
214-219**, 220-243* (242 missing), 249-273**, 285294**, 308**, 309-311**, 312-315**, airmail 24-26**,
etc.
£ 200
28212 1975-1989 MNH, complete collection in Davo
luxe album with slipcase.
£ 165
28385 1975-1990 Complete, MNH collection including
souvenir sheets in luxe Leuchtturm album.
£ 175
28163 1975-1995 MNH, complete collection in 2 Davo
luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 250

26392 Stockbook with 7 proofs of Surinam of the
American Banknote Company and 3 other proofs, a.o. of
Kolff. Mixed quality, high cat. value!
£ 675
SWEDEN
25870 1797-1856 Stockbook with 17 pre-philately
covers of Sweden, including 2 printed matters ""in name of
the king"".
£ 250

29864 1855-1940 Big lot better issues in quantities incl.
very strong classics, 1855: 6sk used in 2 shades, 8sk(3),
local stamps(3), other better issues classic, 1924 UPU to
1kr multiple mint/mnh, 1920/36 definitives in quantities
incl. better, perfs, strips etc. Also many other pre-war
issues in quantities, back of the book with better stamps
etc. etc. in stockbook. Massive catalogue value and retail
potential!!
£ 1900
29923 1855-1949 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in Swedish album, in which a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-5, 6, 7-12, 13, 15a, (15b damaged), 49*,
54*, 86-95*, 97-106*, 144-156* (1st UPU set), 159-173*
(2nd UPU set), 216a*, 216b*, 227-238**, very many good
combinations, service, postage dues etc.
£ 2500

28941 1975-1996 Almost complete, MNH collection in
Importa album. Cat. value ca. 2400 euros. Bargain!
£ 200

26396 1855-1967 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged (classic part cancelled) collection in Torino album.
Collection contains nice extensive classic part and also a.o.
both UPU sets 1924 mint hinged, nice combinations,
service stamps etc.
£ 1600

30412 1975-2002 Wonderful as good as complete, mint
never hinged collection of the sets and sheetlets, many nice
thematics, high values, housed in 2 expensive Davo de luxe
albums with slipcases. Very high catalogue value, offered
very cheap!!
£ 250

29221 1855-1967 Well filled, used collection in 2 Facit
albums, in which various better material like local stamps
1856 (2x) and 1862, 1e UPU set 1924 used complete with
the exception of the 2 kronen, 2nd UPU set used complete,
nice part service, postage dues, etc.
£ 950

30741 1975-2004 Complete mint never hinged collection
including sheetlets, with many nice thematics and the hard
to get issues from 2000 onwards, in 2 expensive Importa
albums with slipcases. Catalogue value around 3500 euro,
only 10% catalogue value!
£ 350

29756 1855-1972 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in Kabe album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 26A, 86-96*
(no. 90 cancelled), 97-106*/o, 144-158 (1st UPU set, no.
157 mint hinged), 159-173 (2nd UPU set, no. 173
missing), 227-238*, etc.
£ 850

29285 1975-2008 Overcomplete, cancelled collection in
2 Davo luxe albums, including souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
sheetlet, gutterpairs etc. Cat. value Zonnebloem 6400
euros.
£ 900

2 9 8 7 4 1 8 5 5 - 1 9 8 1 N i ce reasonabl y c o m p l e t e
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, nice classic part
with many expensive stamps, several stamps w ith
certificate, later extensive with perfs, types and papers, in
2 albums. Very high catalogue value!!
£ 1100

26489 1975-2015 Apparently complete, MNH collection
in 4 albums (3 Lindner and 1 Davo luxe), including
souvenir sheets (collection runs till September 2015). Also
a small album with stamp booklets. High cat. value!
£ 1650
29154 1977-2003 Beautiful, very extensive, cancelled
collection gutterpairs, including several complete strips in
2 Davo albums. Cat. value (Zonnebloem) 8000 euros!!
Seldomly offered, and certainly not cancelled, in this
quantity!
£ 1000
25570 1988-2012 As good as complete, MNH collection
in stockbook. Collection also includes almost all the
souvenir sheets, many gutterpairs (also some from before
1988) and a few special sheetlets. Cat. value Zonnebloem
over 6500 euros.
£ 1000

27112 1855-1983 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in stockbook. Lot includes service, souvenir
sheets, stampbooklets, combinations from stampbooklets
etc.
£ 425
30325 1855-1984 Mostly used stamp collection in Kabe
album, in which better material like (Michel no's): 4, 7-12,
15a, 26A, 54, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173 (2nd UPU
set), etc.
£ 1150
29691 1855-1984 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo luxe albums with slipcases, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): 8, 26B, 86-96*, 97-106*, 138140*, 144-156* (1st UPU set till 1 kroon), 215b*, 216219*, 221-226*, 227-238*, 251 B/Dr*, etc.
£ 875
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26309 1855-1994 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 2 Davo cristal and 1 Davo luxe album.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 6, 8, 16, 26, 54,
96*, 97-106 (106 mint hinged), 144-158 (1st UPU set),
159-173 (2nd UPU set, 3 highest values mint hinged),
service 1-11A (no. 1 thin spot), 1-11B, 12-13, etc.
£ 1250
28879 1855-1997 Almost complete, cancelled collection
in Davo album, in which a.o. (Michel no's): 8, 15a, 26A,
54 (2x), 86-96, 97-106, 159-173 (2nd UPU set), many
good pairs (a.o. 243B/Dr, 243Dl/B, 245B/Dr, 245Dl/B,
253B/Dr, 253Dl/B, 256B/D r, 256Dl/B, 273B/Dr,
273Dl/B), nice back of the book etc.
£ 1250
27175 1855-1997 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Spanish Philos album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 6, 15a, 26A (2x), 54**, 8696*, 97-105, 142Z*, 143W*, 144-156* (1st UPU set),
159-173* (2nd UPU set), 227-238*, 406-410** in
kleinbogen, etc. High cat. value!
£ 900
27298 1855-2000 Messy, but very well filled, mostly
cancelled collection in very nice quality in 3 Borek albums.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 4, 6, 8, 13, 15a,
26A, 54, 96**, 97-106**, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173
(2nd UPU set), 406-410 in kleinbogen, etc. Also nice
service and postage dues present. Nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 1850
23629 1855-2001 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stock in 4 stockbooks. Lot contains much
material, including nice classic.
£ 550
29367 1855-2006 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
collection in 4 selmade albums with slipcases. The
collection starts with 2 pre-philately covers and contains
very much better material like (Michel no's): 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
(certificate), 7-12, 13 (certificate), 15a, 17-26A, 17-26B,
54, 86-96, 97-106, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159-173 (2nd
UPU set), very many better combinations like 243Dl/B,
245B/Dr, 246Dl/B, 250B/Dr, 251B/Dr, 256 I Dl/B, 256 II
B/Dr, 272B/Dr, 273B/Dr, 273Dl/Dr, 277B/Dr, 285B/Dr,
service 1-11A, 1-11B, postage dues 1-10A, 1-10B, military
stamps 1*, etc. Also very nice part local post stamps
present. Very nice quality, very high cat. value! £ 3250
27018 1855-2010 Well filled, cancelled collection in 4
ring binders. Collection contains much better material like
(Michel no's): 3, 6, 13, 15a, 144-158 (1st UPU set), 159173 (2nd UPU set), various 3 and 4 sided perfed pairs etc.
In modern part also some MNH material present. £ 1350
27125 1855-2011 Well filled, only used collection in 2
Davo albums, in which a.o. Michel 144-158 (1st UPU set)
and very much modern material including souvenir sheets.
Also 2 albums with ca. 250 MNH stampbooklets.
£ 1150
28760 1855-2012 Very powerful nearly complete used
collection in mainly wonderful condiiton (missing only a
few stamps), with the expensive singles, sets, se-tenants
etc. etc. Starting with 1855: 4sk(signed), 8sk and 16sk,
inland post nr. 1/2, 1858 set, 1862/66 set incl. 17 ore,
1872/79 with perfs to 1kr and 1 riksdaler, 1916 overprint
set, 1920/39 definitives specialised w ith papers,

watermarks, perfs and types incl. many valuable stamps,
1924 both UPU sets to 5kr used very fine, 30/40's with
better 3- and 4-sided perfs + se-tenant pairs, sheetlets,
service nearly complete, in 2 Davo albums. What a great
collection, with so many highlights, for such a low price!!
£ 2250

31208 1855-2018 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 6 albums, in which much
better material like (Michel no's): 4, 10*, 12*, 13, 15a*
(2x), 26A, 26B, 54*, 96**, 97-106, 159-173 (2nd UPU
set), 221-226**, 227-238*, many good combinations like
243B/D r**, 243D l/B**, 250B/Dr**, 250Dl/B**,
251B/D r**, 251Dl/B**, 272B/Dr**, 272D l/B**,
273B/Dr**, 273B/Dr**, 277Dl/B**, 277Dl/B**, etc. Very
high catalogue value and face value!
£ 3500
31453 1858-1974 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album.
£ 250
27380 1858-1976 Nicely filled, cancelled collection in
Facit album. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 26A,
40, 54, 97-106, 171, 273B/Dr, 273 Dl/B, 277 Dl/B, nice
service, postage dues etc.
£ 300
28573 1858-1979 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Davo cristal albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 7, 11, 15a, 40, 54,
147-157* (1st UPU set, 20 ore-2 kronen), 227-238*, 306310 on FDC, etc. Also various stamp booklets present.
£ 375
30583 1858-1982 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
collection in blank album, in which a.o. nice classic
material, service, postage dues etc.
£ 350
31364 1864-1960 Well over 400 covers in all, ranging
from an 1864 stampless folded letter sent Stockholm to
Reims to 1960s commercial mail with a few more recent
items as well; strong in postal stationery of all descriptions,
with a nice mint array; the covers run the gamut of usages,
origins and destinations, with Airmail, Registered, Express
and Postage Due etiquettes all noted, several mourning
covers, package receipts, a 1901 cover from the German
Consulate in Carlskrona to Bochum, several Germancensored covers from WWII, Military covers and cards,
overprinted and uprated stationery, an 1860s folded letter
outer sheet franked by 24o Coat-of-Arms and 3o Laying
Lion, several philatelic items sent to Ringstrom, Danish
boxed ""Fra Sverige"" handstamps, a Swedish postal card
cancelled Copenhagen, etc. Fine to Very Fine with much
better, a fun lot.
£ 900
25231 1867-1956 Collection of 88 covers, FDC's and
cards in album. Only 4 euros each!
£ 350
31346 1872-1935 Collector estate with thousands and
thousands of cancels, partly sorted alphabetically, partly
sorted by issues, partly sorted in envelopes, offered intact,
many good and valuable cancels present, housed in 15
volumes + in box, in big box. Goldmine for those who
spend time on it!!
£ 2250
29125 1872-1999 Nicely filled, cancelled collection in
Leuchtturm album. Much material, nice quality. £ 350
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31070 1885-1988 Well filled, MNH and mint hinged
stamp collection in 3 luxe Safe albums, in which much
material inclding various pairs like (Michel no's): 256
B/Dr**, 272Dl/B**, etc.
£ 400
31044 1910-1950 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged stamp collection in small blank album, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 96**, 97-106**, 144-158* (1st UPU set),
159-173** (2nd UPU set), 227-238**, etc. Nice quality,
high catalogue value!
£ 875
30447 1918-1984 Extensive collection stamp booklets in
5 small albums, including better booklets, Rabatt booklets
etc. Very much material!
£ 650
25881 1920-1940 Stockcard with various MNH
material, including better like (Michel no's): 127A (4x),
127B (8x), 129B (5x), 132 (8x), 185 (2x), 189 (3x), etc.
£ 300
29875 1930-1980 Very extensive double collection, both
mnh and used nearly complete, very extensive with
booklets and many, many combinations from booklets,
housed in 5 albums. Nice and pretty collection! £ 650
30394 1938-2003 Very nice collection of first day
covers, from a certain date nearly complete incl. many
better, housed in 8 albums. Extremely high new issue
price, now for sale at a giveaway price!
£ 400
29368 1942-1996 Collection of ca. 500 mostly MNH
stamp booklets in 4 Importa albums.
£ 750
31037 1944-1979 Complete, MNH stamp collection in
2 luxe Safe albums. Collection also includes the
combinations from stamp booklets.
£ 450
28008 1946-2013 Well filled, used collection in 2
albums. Collectie also includes souvenir sheets, contents of
stampbooklets, combinations, some covers etc.
£ 775
29720 1951-2002 Wonderful mint never hinged
collection, specialised with types, perfs, se-tenants, strips
of 5, booklets, combinations from booklets, paper varieties,
sheetlets etc. etc. in 6 stockbooks. Very high face value and
catalogue value!
£ 1250
27813 1957-2000 Extremely extensive, cancelled
collection in 6 albums, in which a.o. content of stamp
booklets, combinaties, horizontal and vertical pairs, loose
stamps, souvenir sheets etc. Also many modern PHQ cards
present.
£ 700
30777 1960-1984 Specialities lot incl. 1960 Europa
issue in quanties, all from the start of the roll/coil, 1980,
1982 and 1984 Europa stamp, all with 00 at back (start of
the coil), on stockcards and glassines, in folder. Seldom
offered in such quantities.
£ 150
31120 1966-2000 Cancelled collection stamp booklets in
stockbook, in which nice thematic ones and better booklets
to 200 kronen face value.
£ 125

SWITZERLAND
31021 1756-1955 Very extensive lot covers, cards and
postal stationeries in 2 ordners, including a nice part cards
of the 'winefest in Verwey'. Nice collection!
£ 850

31156 1845-1976 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g. Pax set
mint hinged and much face value material.
£ 750
29848 1 8 4 9 - 1 969 Wonderful nearly complete
mint/used/mnh collection including good classic part, Pax
set used, sheetlets from nr. 1 nearly complete, airmails
from nr 2 onwards complete, other better back of the book,
in 2 expensive Davo LX albums. Very good collection
with very high catalogue value!!
£ 1500
31417 1849-2003 Messy, but very well filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in 5 luxe Safe
albums with slipcases. The collection contains e.g. (Michel
no's): 17 (2x), 145**, 145*, 152*, 152, 226**, 228*, 228,
233-234*, 447-459** (Pax set), souvenir sheet 1 (Naba
1934, with certificate), 2, 4*, 4, 5**, 6**, 6 on piece, 7**,
8**, 9**, 10**, 10 (2x), 11** (2x), 11, 12, 13**, 14**,
15** (2x), etc. Also nice part service and postage dues
present and very many duplicates.
£ 2600
31194 1850-1953 Folder with stockpages with various
MNH, mint hinged and used material, including (Michel
no's): 102-110*, 121-123*, 233-234*245x*, 245z*, 250255*, 270-276**, 447-459** (Pax set), souvenir sheet
8**, 12**, 13**, 14**, service Kriegswirtschaft 64-74**,
BIT 83-93**, BIE 29-39**, OIR 1-8**, OMS 1-5**, 625**, ONU 1-11**, 12-20**, etc.
£ 1250
30120 1850-1968 Very extensive, mostly cancelled stock
postage stamps in fat Fil-I-Safe dealer album, in which a.o.
11 strubels (sitting Helvetia imperforated), and further
(Michel no's): 41, 43, 44 (signed), 45 (2x, of which 1x
signed), 46 (signed), 49, 49(*), I (Pro Juventute front
runner 1912), 128-129 (4x), 130-132 (3x), 133-135 (2x),
228 (7x), 447-459 (Pax set, 3x), combinations K9*, etc.
Very many stamps, very high catalogue value! £ 2200
27197 1850-1975 Very w ell filled, mostly used
collection in 2 albums. Collection contains nice classic
material, sitting Helvetia 1881 on faserpaper cancelled (!),
numeralset 1882 on white paper, 1882 stading Helvetia
perf 9¾:9¼, pax set 1945, souvenir sheets (including Naba
1934), sheet 5 (1940) on FDC, Very good part service
stamps etc. Very nice collection, very high cat. value!
£ 3500
26912 1850-1983 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
nice classic part (including rayon 1 cancelled), sitting and
standing Helvetia, Pro Juventue, Pro patria, Pax set mint
hinged, much face value material (over 400 SFR), nice part
service etc.
£ 1000
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30200 1850-1984 Very well filled, till ca. 1970 mostly
cancelled, later MNH stamp collection in Davo album, in
which a.o. (Michel no's): 42, 43, 46, 80, 94, 128-129, 130132, 133-135, 226-228, 233-234, 245, 518*, souvenir
sheet 2(*), 3, 4**, 5* (thin spot), 6*, 7**, 8, 9*, 10**,
12*, 13*, 15*, nice part service stamps, postage due
stamps, etc.
£ 1300
28382 1850-1995 Reasonably to very complete
mint/used/mint never hinged collection, starting with a few
rare stamps (but probably fakes), good classic part with
many standing and seated helvetia's, perfs and types, many
better included, largely complete incl. 1945 Pax set fine
mint to 10 franc, further very much face value, Pro
Juventute and Pro Patria look complete incl. sheetlets and
face value, sheetlets missing only nr. 1, further all present,
airmails complete incl. the scarce nr. 1/2 fine mint etc. etc.
in 2 expensive Lighthouse albums. Great collection with a
massive catalogue value!!
£ 1500
27899 1850-2001 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stock in 3 stockbooks. Enormous amount of
stamps, gigantic cat. value!
£ 1750
31019 1850-2004 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used stamp collection in 4 Davo albums, in which e.g.
(Michel no's): 29b (with certificate), 128-129, 130-132,
133-135, 145*, 152**, 233-234*,447-459* (Pax set),
souvenir sheet 11 (Naba 1934), 2**, 4**, 5*, 6**, 7**,
8**, 9**, 10*, 11**, 12**, 13**, 14*, 15**, service 1-8
I* (including 3 type III with certificate), 1-8 II*, 1-18*
(cross perforation), 19-27*, SDN 1-15, 26-35, BIT 1-14,
8-11z, 25-31, etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value!
£ 2950
31097 1850-2010 Cancelled stamp collection in 4
albums and 1 stockbook. Collection is from 1900 almost
complete, including Pax set and many souvenir sheets.
Collection contains no back of the book.
£ 1000
31252 1850-2017 Very well filled, cancelled stamp
collection in 6 albums in which much better material like
(Michel no's): 20-28, 29-35, 82-87, 88-94, 128-129, 130132, 133-135, 145 on cover (certificate), 226-228, 233234, 447-459 (Pax), souvenir sheet 1 (Naba), 2, 4, 5
(certificate), 6, 7 on cover (certificate), 8, 9, 10, 11 on
special page, 12, 13, 14, etc. Also service almost complete,
postage dues idem, many extra's like FD C's and
maximumcards, stamp booklets etc.
£ 3250
29833 1852-1960 ca. Stockbook with various mint
hinged and used stamps of Switzerland, including better
ones like (Michel no's): 19 Strubel stamps (imperforated
sitting Helvetia), 145* (2x), 152* (2x), 189-191*, 228**,
228, 7x 100 rappen postage dues blue (white paper) etc.
High catalogue value!
£ 525
31125 1854-1862 Collection imperforated sitting
Helvetia stamps (so called Strubels) on self made pages in
album. Catalogue value over 7800 Swiss Franks! £ 700
30557 1854-1959 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in blank album, in which various better material like nice
classic part including better perfs, Pax set, nice part

service, some better sheets (Imaba 1948 and Lunaba 1951,
both mint hinged), etc.
£ 750

30296 1854-1971 Nearly complete mainly mint/mint
never hinged collection (few earlies used) icnl. 1858: 5R
and 10R, 1882 to 1fr, 1905 and 1907 to 3fr, 1914/30 to
10fr(2), Pax set to 10fr, airmails complete postage dues,
sheetlets, nice section of service including many better sets
etc. etc. in 2 very well filled albums. Very good lot with
massive catalogue value!!
£ 2500
28987 1854-1987 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 4 luxe Safe albums with slipcases.
Collection contains a.o. over 350 Franks (ca. 300 euros)
face value material.
£ 550
30031 1854-1990 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in blank album, in which some better
stamps, nice back of the book (airmail, postage dues,
service etc.) and much face value material. Bargain!
£ 300
31108 1854-1991 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
collection in Davo album, in which various better stamps,
nice part service stamps, airmail etc. Recommended!.
£ 325
27692 1862-1881 Part of family archive of over 650!!
covers with contents, all sent to Joseph Berger in Altdorf,
incredible variety of cancellations, rates, unchecked on
platefaults, shades and other specialities, in flat box.
Offered very cheap at less than 1,50 per cover!!! £ 900
25522 1862-1960 Very well filled, MNH and mint
hinged collection in Leuchtturm album, including (Michel
no's): 121-123*, 128-129*, 130-132*, 133-135*, 142*,
145*, 152*, 226-228*, 233-234*, 447-459* (Pax, 5 and
10 Frank with certificate), souvenir sheet 1* (regummed),
5*, 6*, 7*, 8*, 9*, 10*, 11*, 12**, 13*, 14*, 15*, etc.
High cat. value!
£ 1550
30176 1862-1981 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in Kabe album. Collection also includes some
soldier stamps, some covers and cards etc.
£ 250
28316 1862-1983 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in Schaubek album. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 130-132**, 133-135*, 145, 153-155*,
189-191*, 233-234*, 245*, 250-255*, souvenir sheet 2**,
4**, 6**, 7**, 8**, 9**, 10**, 11**, 13**, 15**,
combinations K9 etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 950
29273 1862-2008 Mostly cancelled collectors estate in
7 albums, in which better stamps, many blocks of 4, FDC's
etc.
£ 650
30110 1862-2011 Extensive, mostly cancelled stock in
5 fat stockbooks, in which also better material like (Michel
no's): 128-129, 130-132, 133-135, 143-144, 149-151, 153156, 172-174, 175-178, 181, 182, 226-228, 233-234, 369372* (stamps from souvenir sheet 5), 447-459** (Pax set
MNH), 518*, souvenir sheet 4**, 6**, 7*, 8*, 12, 13**,
15*, etc. Gigantic amount of stamps, very high catalogue
value!
£ 900
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31148 1868-1938 Back of the book nicely filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection on album pages in
folder.
£ 450
29499 1868-1950 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection Switzerland back of the book in album.
Collection contains very much better material like (Michel
no's): service (industrielle Kriegswirtschaft) 1-8 I*, 1-8
II*, service 1-18*, 19-27, SDN 1-15 (no. 1 and 5 missing),
34, 35, 56, BIT 12-14, 30, 31, 48, OIR 1-8*, free postage
1* (gratis 5x), postage dues 1-9*, 15-22*, various postage
due stamps with specimen overprint, telegraph 1, 4, 7* in
block of 4, 8* in block of 4 (2x**, 2x*), etc. Nice
collection, high cat. value!
£ 2750

catalogus, in which some better stamps like 112.1.11,
115.1.09, 164.2.01 etc.
£ 325

26133 1907-1978 Nice, MNH and mint hinged(some
used material present), almost complete collection in
Leuchtturm album, including a.o. many better souvenir
sheets, Pax set MNH complete (5 Frank hinged), face
value material etc.
£ 900
31239 1907-2004 Almost complete, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in very nice quality in Leuchtturm album,
in which e.g. (Michel no's): 145 (with certificate), 226-228,
233-234x, 233-234z, 245x (2x), 447-459 (Pax set),
souvenir sheet 5**, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9*, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15**, etc. Nice collection, high catalogue value! £ 1400

29199 1871-1980 Back of the book very nice MNH,
30826 1913-1963 MNH, specialised stamp collection
mint hinged and used collection including a.o. a very
Pro Juventute and Pro Patria stamps on Leuchtturm album
extensive part postage dues, collected on types and colours
pages in springback. The collection contains stamps,
with also various (foreign) covers with postage dues,
souvenir sheets , stamps with tab, various plateflaws etc.
postage free stamps (including a mint hinged 'gratis' stamp,
High catalogue value!
£ 650
telegraph stamps service stamps including (Michel no's):
service 1-8 II**, SDN 15, 16-25, 34, 35, 36-41, 56, 57-60,
26204 1913-1981 Stockbook with used Pro Juventute
61-64, 65-67**, BIT 1-14, 25-31 (no. 31 mint hinged), 48,
and Pro Patria sets, including the more expensive older
57-59, OMS 6-25, OIR 1-8*, soldier stamps, both 1st as
sets. Cat. value over 1500 euros.
£ 175
2nd world war, also on various covers, railroad stamps etc.
30207 1913-1990 Very impressive collection of airmail
£ 2350
covers, starting in 1913 with extra flugspende label (2
30387 1875-1940 Beautiful collection cancellations from
different cards with 2 different labels, many other
A-Z on cover or card, many small villages, in total over
expensive pre-war covers with better frankings and better
600 items, in 5 albums. Offered extremely cheap!!
flights, in total around 100 covers and cards, in album.
£ 500
Seldom offered material!
£ 1500
29604 1882-1960 Exceptional, almost only MNH stock 27821 1915-2000 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 3 exploding stockbooks, in which very many better sets,
blocks of 4 of Switzerland in 8 Lindner albums. Very much
many in numbers and sheetparts. Some examples (Michel
material, including many Pro Juventute and Pro Patria sets,
no's): I**, II** (4x), III** (Pro Juventute frontrunners
some face value and very many modern cancelled blocks
1912), 123*, 129** (2x), 130-132** (2x), 133-135**,
of 4.
£ 1050
143-144** (7x), 153-155** (6x), 228*, 250-255** (7x),
31430 1918-1950 Almost complete, MNH, mint hinged
270-276** (9x), 447-459** (Pax), 545-549** (19x), 555559** (19x), 570-574** (18x), etc. Cat. value over 80.000
and used stamp collection Switzerland service in Davo
euros!
£ 7250
album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): Kriegswirtschaft 1-8 I*,
1-8 II*, Bundesbehorden 1-18, 19-27, 28-45, 64-74**,
29613 1882-1960 Nice mint hinged and used lot in 2
SDN 1-15 (no. 5 missing), 16-25, 26-35, 36-41, 56, BIT
stockbooks, in which various better material like (Michel
1-14, 15-24, 25-31, 48(*) (with specimen overprint), BIE
no's): 447-459* (Pax serie), souvenir sheet 1* (Naba
1-9*, 10-21, OMS 1-5, 6-21, ONU 1-11**, 12-20**, etc.
1934), .2**, 2*, 4**, 4* (2x), 5*, 6*, 7*, 8**, 10*, 11*,
High catalogue value!
£ 1600
12, 13*, 14*, 15**, etc.
£ 1100
31115 1918-1960 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
31147 1894-1970 MNH and mint hinged lot on
and used stamp collection service stamps in Schaubek
stockpages in folder.
£ 240
album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): Kriegswirtschaft 1 I-8
I** (with attest), 1 II-8 II*, Bundesbenorden 1-18, 19-27,
31285 1900-1996 Extensive, double (MN H and
28-45**, SDN 1-15, 10z (signed), 16-25, 26-35, 56, BIT
cancelled) stamp collection in 7 Safe albums, in which
1-14, 15-24, 25-31, 48, BIE 1-21*, OMS 1-5*, 6-25*,
much better material like Pax set cancelled and MNH and
ONU 1-11, 12-20, etc.
£ 1800
also many extra's like FDC's (e.g. Michel no's 259-261),
special cards, various plateflaws (e.g. 398 V, 484 II**),
28314 1922-1937 Cancelled collection Switzerland
etc. Very nice collection, absolutely recommended!
service on stockpage. Cat. value Zumstein over 3400 Swiss
£ 1500
Frank (over 2900 euros).
£ 450
30804 1900-2000 Cancelled, from 1946 almost
31444 1922-1946 Extensive collection airmail stamps
complete, stamp collection in Spanish album. High
and airmail covers (109!), in 2 albums, in which various
catalogue value!
£ 200
first flights, propaganda fllights, flights abroad, covers with
special airmail labels etc.
£ 1750
30323 1907-1956 Cancelled stamp collection plateflaws
on blank pages in album, sorted according to Zumstein
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25248 1938-1990 Small box with 250 covers, all franked
with tete-beches or combinations!
£ 450
30795 1952-1971 Stockalbum with a stock cancelled Pro
Juventute stamps. Catalogue value ca. 1500 euros.
£ 125
30462 Folder with stockcards and album pages with
MNH service stamps of Switzerland like (Michel no's):
service 64-74**, BIE 23-28**, 29-38**, BIT 83-93**,
OMS 1-5**, 6-25**, ONU 1-11**, 12-20**, OIR 1-8**,
etc. Nice quality, high catalogue value!
£ 350
28808 Lot of 21 covers of Switzerland, mostly sent to
the Netherlands and with better frankings, censor, airmail
(a.o. catapult cover of the 'Bremen' etc. in folder. £ 325
29549 MNH, mint hinged and used stock combinations
of Switzerland, including better ones, on stockpages in
binder.
£ 200
27230 Postage Dues: Nice mint hinged and used
remainder lot postage dues of Switzerland from 1878 in
album and 2 stockbooks, in which some specialised
material. Also some MNH sheetparts present and some 10
cents telegraph.
£ 600
18376 Small box of glassines. Contains mostly used
material, in which nice classic and better like Pro Juventute
1915-1921, good Service, airmail etc. Nice lot, finds
absolutely possible!
£ 1000
28805 Stockbook with various, better material of
Switzerland. Contains (Michel no&#039;s): 39, 41, 43, 44
(fake cancel), 145, 152, 447-459 (Pax set, 4x), Franco
stamp DII*, souvenir sheet 1* (certificaat), 2 (2x), 4, 5, 8*,
7, 8, 12, 14 and 15. High cat. value!
£ 1050
30910 Stockbook with various MNH and mint hinged
material, amongst which specimen overprints on sitting
Helvetia, Pro Juventute 1916 MNH, 1917 MNH in blocks
of 4, MNH Pax set, various plateflaws etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 600
TAIWAN
31001 1946-1982 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in 2 blank albums, in which e.g. (Michel no's):
101-111(*)/o, 113-126, 169-183, 470-473, souvenir sheet
5, 6(*), etc.
£ 500

30132 1950-1998 Cancelled lot postage stamps in 3
stockbooks, including some better stamps.
£ 250
THRACE
30711 Eastern Rumelia 1881-1885 Folder w ith
stockpages with a small mint hinged and used stock, in
which better material (some signed).
£ 650
TRANSVAAL
13055 1923 Old booklet with reprints of Transvaal.
Contains reprints of stamps of 1885, 1896, 1900 and 1901.
£ 100

TRIESTE
29855 1945-1954 Folder with album pages with mint
hinged and used stamps, including some sheetparts.
£ 175
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
30290 1851-1965 Extensive mint and used collection,
very strong in classics and partly specialised, many
definitive sets to the high values, in mainly very good
condition, on album pages, in folder. Pretty collection with
high catalogue value!!
£ 1100

29171 1851-1999 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on Hagner stockpages in album. Collection
contains a.o. (Stanley Gibbons no's): Trinidad 87* (2x),
106-112*, Tobago 213*, 215*, 216-229*, 230-238*, 246256**, 246-256, 259-260**, 267-278**, postage dues 1017*, 18-25*, etc.
£ 895
25613 1990 Stockbook with life insurance stamps.
Contains 25 sets of 10 from $1 till $19,35 in sheetpart.
£ 150
TUNISIA
31308 1888-1967 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
stamp collection on album pages in folder, in which e.g.
(Yvert no's): 1-8*, 9-21*, 50-58**, 59-66**, 79-95*, 185204*, postage dues 1-8*, 9-21*/o, etc. Bargain! £ 500

27752 1888-1977 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in blanc album, in which much material.
£ 300
26778 1888-1994 Extensive, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection on blanc album pages in folder.
£ 350
29904 1888-2000 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in old album. Collection includes
some better stanps like (Yvert no's): 5, 19, 42-45*, 65*,
airmail 19*, 20-21*, etc.
£ 295
TURKEY
29915 1863-1987 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used stamp collection in old album, in
which a.o. some nice classic stamps.
£ 425

29894 1865-1967 Very pretty mint and used collection,
in very good and fresh condition, includes many better
stamps and sets, many of the overprint issues, also better
back of the book, in 7 Behrens albums, in folder £ 750
30217 1867-1997 Mint/used/mnh collection, 1945-1997
period complete incl. the expensive issues, definitive sets
and sheetlets, in 2 expensive Lighthouse albums. Massive
catalogue value.
£ 900
27980 1869-1995 Well filled, mint hinged and used
collection in album. Collection contains nice material,
amongst which better stamps like (Michel no's): 99, 143,
173, 259-260, etc.
£ 300
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27339 1882-1983 Nicely filled, MNH and mint hinged
remainder stock in fat dealer album, in which some better
material like (Michel no's): 777, 897*, 891-912*, 10191028* (2x), red half moon 120-127*, 201-211*, etc. Much
material, bargain!
£ 400
26875 Turkish Cyprus 1974-2007 Almost complete,
MNH collection in luxe Lindner album (pages till 2006).
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 350
27484 Turkish Cyprus 1975-1989 Well filled, MNH
collection in luxe Lindner album (with pages till 1996).
£ 150
29857 Turkish Cyprus 1976-1992 Mint never hinged lot
Europa Cept issues, complete sets and sheetlets, on
stockcards and glassines. Catalogue value over 27.500
EURO!! Only 2.5% catalogue value!!
£ 675
TURKMENISTAN
28077 1992-2010 Nicely filled, MNH collection in fat
stockbook.
£ 275
TUVALU
31441 1976-2004 Extensive, mostly MNH stock
including many souvenir sheets, specimen overprints,
officials and postage dues in 2 stockbooks.
£ 400
UKRAINE
29991 West Ukraine 1918-1919 Mostly mint hinged
stamp collection on self made pages in stockbook. The
collection contains (Michel no's): 32*, 41-44*,63*, 64-82*,
86*, and also 41 (2x), 43 and 46 together on a postal card.
Catalogue value over 6000 euros.
£ 600
UNITED NATIONS
28699 1951-1988 Complete (souvenir sheet 1 New York
missing), MNH collection of the 3 offices (New York,
Geneva and Vienna) in Leuchtturm album. Also much
additional cancelled material present (not counted).
£ 200

30411 1951-1998 Wonderful complete mint never
hinged collection of the sets and sheetlets, of all 3 offices
(New York, Geneva and Vienna), including the hard to get
issues, wonderful thematics, housed in 3 expensive Davo
de luxe albums with slipcases. Very high catalogue value
and retail price, offered at a very low price!!
£ 350
30694 1951-2003 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
stamp collection (New York, Geneva and Vienna) on
White Ace album pages in 2 ordners.
£ 400
31082 1951-2007 Apparently overcomplete, MNH
stamp collection of all 3 offices (New York, Geneva and
Vienna) in 4 stockbooks, in which many blocks of 4with
UN logo, M/S, varieties (e.g. New York airmail in
prussian blue in MNH pair), etc. Very high catalogue
value!
£ 550
29529 1951-2007 Well filled, MNH collection in 6 luxe
Safe albums and 1 stockbook. Contains all 3 offices (New
York, Geneva and Vienna).
£ 425

28120 1951-2010 Almost complete, MNH collection
United Nations New York in 3 luxe Safe albums with
slipcases.
£ 350
30759 1951-2010 In the main numbers complete mint
never hinged collection (missing block 1), of New York,
Geneva and Vienna, including sheetlets, the hard to get
newer issues with high face value, the pretty thematic
issues, housed in 3 very expensive Lighthouse albums,
bargain!
£ 500
28099 1951-2012 In the early part scarcely filled, from
ca. 1991 very well filled, MNH collection United Nations
New York 1951-2012 in 2 stockbooks.
£ 250
28032 1951ca.-2000 Extremely extensive, MNH stock
in 10 fat, very well filled Leuchtturm stockbooks. Lot
contains material of all 3 territories (New York, Vienna
and Geneva) and also many blocks of 4. Bargain! £ 775
27382 1957-2003 Extensive collection FDC's, covers
and cards in 7 albums with slipcases. Collection contains
ca. 600 items and also some MNH material.
£ 350
27515 1969-1998 MNH and cancelled collection in 10
special albums. Collection contains mostely material of
Geneva, amongst which some Swiss service stamps.
Contains a.o. sheetlets, plateblocks, first day sheets etc.
£ 450
30127 1975-2011 Wonderful collection of unaddressed
first day covers of the 3 different offices, includings sets,
sheetlets + other special covers, very large amount, in box.
Massive new issue price!!
£ 300
30471 1976-2016 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection New York and Geneva including souvenir sheets
in 2 stockbooks. Also many cancelled duplicates present.
Very high catalogue- and face value!
£ 450
30505 1976-2016 MNH (few cancelled stamps present)
stamp collection (New York and Geneva) including
souvenir sheets in 2 stockbooks.
£ 450
25586 1979-2004 Massive mint never hinged collector
accumulation, many issues in blocks of 10 with UN logo,
sheetlets, postal stationery also some odds and ends, in big
flat box. Massive new issue price!!
£ 235
26810 1979-2007 Complete, MNH collection (New
York, Geneva and Vienna) in 2 stockbooks and 1 album
with stampbooklets. Nice collection, high cat. and face
value!
£ 500
30276 2003-2011 Magnificent collection of this scarce
and sought after material incl. the many scarcer issues of
the UN 60th Anniversary (2), stampshows, of New York,
Geneva and Vienna, some both mint and used present, in
special album. In total 61 sheets. Massive cat. value and
retail value!!
£ 1250
30808 New York 1951-1980 Complete, MNH stamp
collection, with tab in special album.
£ 150
25289 Vienna 1979-2005 MNH collection in Schaubek
album. Also a Schaubek album with MNH flagsheets of
United Nations New York.
£ 200
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UNITED STATES
31003 1847-1925 Beautiful, mint hinged and used dealer
lot classic postage stamps in album, all neatly documented
and with very many better stamps, cancels, nice part
postage dues, official stamps, confederate stamps, etc.
Extreme catalogue value!
£ 9900

27812 1870-2000 First scarcely filled, from 1930 well
filled, MNH, mint hinged and used collection, in which the
period 1982-2000 almost completely MNH present. Also
2 stockbooks with duplicates, including much face value
material.
£ 850

31323 1847-1995 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in 4 albums, in which
e.g. much good classic material. Also a 2nd collection
including duplicates in album and 4 stockbooks, in which
many precancels.
£ 4000

31381 1873-1908 Stockbook with various mint proofs
and stamps with specimen overprint of USA like (Scott
no's): 219-229* with specimen overprint, Officials Justice
O25-O34**/* in imperforated proof blocks of 4 on
cardboard paper (30 cents no. 33 missing), special delivery
E1P3 in block of 4, E3P3 in block of 4, etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 1400

31151 1847-2007 Fantastic lot postage stamps in 16
volumes, in which very much good classic material, nice
cancels, proofs, stamp booklets, precancels, many blocks
of 4, very well filled part back of the book etc. Enormous
catalogue value, ideal lot for reseller!
£ 13500

29576 1918-1983 Extensive, mostly MNH and mint
hinged lot airmail stamps in stockalbum, including many
blocks of 4 and plateblocks.
£ 1200

30584 1851-1969 Nicely filled, cancelled stamp
collection in blanc album.
£ 300
29288 1851-1976 Reasonably filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in Scott album.
£ 500
26507 1851-1999 Nicely filled, used collection in blanc
album, in which a.o. nice classic material.
£ 900
31509 1857-1971 Two, mostly cancelled stamp
collections in 2 albums and also 2 stockbooks with classic
cancellation material.
£ 575
30986 1861-1890 Nice lot cancels on classic stamps on
pages in ordner. In total over 2000 stamps!
£ 1500
31507 1861-1972 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in 3 blank Safe albums, in which good classic material in
above average quality, including various nice covers, nice
airmail, parcelpost etc.
£ 1800
31454 1861-1987 Mint hinged and used stamp collection
in 2 Harris albums, from ca. 1920 very well filled and also
nice part back of the book including e.g. airmail,
Duckstamps etc.
£ 400
30266 1861-1988 Mint/used/mint never hinged collection
incl. good classic part, 1861 to 24c, 1870 to 90c,
Columbus incl. very dangerous $ 5 forgery 'used', Omaha
$1 ditto, 1902 to $1, from 1920 nearly complete, in 3 Davo
albums.
£ 900
30732 1868-1955 Incredible unpicked accumulation of
fiscal documents, mainly stock transfer documents, with a
wide range of different fiscal stamps including many high
values, from 1878 onwards, colourful, over 1250
documents, offered at a giveaway price. Great lot for
study/specialists!!
£ 1500
27014 1870 onwards, Very extensive, MNH and mint
hinged stock in 8 fat stockbooks in box. Gigantic amount
of stamps, amongst which very many blocks of 4.
£ 1250
30664 1870-1970 Reasonably filled, mostly cancelled
stamp collection in Schaubek album.
£ 190

30486 1944-1951 Collection of 93 military covers,
mostly used in Germany. Seldomly offered!
£ 400
3 1 3 1 3 1970-1998 S to c k bo o k w ith c a . 1 7 0
stampbooklets, including better ones. Face value over 840
US$ (over 750 euros).
£ 600
31086 1975-1994 MNH stamp collection in 3 Lindner
albums, in which sets, souvenir sheets and stamp booklets.
Face value 1130 US$ (over 1000 euros).
£ 800
29842 1976 Mint never hinged lot of 140 complete sets
of the 4 different sheetlets commemorating 200 year of
Independance, Scott 1868/1689, face value alone $ 602!
£ 450
29587 Christmas seals 1907-1978 Extensive, mint
hinged and used lot in album and on stock pages/ album
pages. Nice lot with many older stamps.
£ 375
29603 Christmas seals of USA 1907-1977 Two small
stockbooks with various mint hinged, including many
proofs.
£ 275
31530 Small box with over 150 modern envelopes with
self made labels of Kenneth Davis, amongst which
balloonpost, local post etc. Never seen before.
£ 150
30992 Very extensive lot cancelled classic USA,
including better stamps, cancels, grills, fancy cancels,
much back of the book etc. in 5 very w ell filled
stockbooks. Very nice sorting lot, finds absolutely
possible!
£ 3250
UNITED STATES - POSSESSIONS
30624 1859-2000 Very nice mint/used/mnh collection of
Canal Zone, Marshall, Palau, Micronesia, extensive
Philipines, Ryukyu Islands etc. in very well filled
American album. Lots of better material present! £ 1100

30674 Palau: 1983-1990 Extensive, MNH and cancelled
(partly double) stamp collection in stockbook. In total ca.
200 sets and souvenir sheets.
£ 150
31380 Palau: 1983-2008 Very extensive, MN H
collection sets, souvenir sheets and M/S (in total 540 items)
in 5 albums and stockbooks. Enormous catalogue value
and original postoffice price.
£ 650
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VATICAN CITY
31182 1852-1971 Almost complete, mostly MNH and
mint hinged stamp collection, including all the good airmail
stamps in Davo album. The collection contains e.g. (Michel
no's): 1-15*, 17-20*, 45-50*. 51-58*, 67-72*147-148*,
161-162**, 185-186**, 205-206*, etc.
£ 600

31179 1852-1974 As good as complete, mostly MNH
and mint hinged stamp colelction in Leuchtturm album, in
which e.g. (Michel no's): Papal State 1-9, 10, 11(*) (real?),
Vatican 1-15*, 17-20*, 21-38*, 39-44* (signed Diena), 4550, 51-58*, 67-72*, 147-148*, 161-162*, 186, souvenir
sheet 1**, etc.
£ 1000

Wonderful collection with a massive catalogue value!
£ 1600

23906 1929-1995 Large lot Vatican in 2 boxes. This lot
contains a.o. a complete cancelled collection (so including
the provisorien set (Michel 39-44, signed), all expensive
airmail stamps, souvenir sheet 1 etc.), papal state including
no. 10 and 11 (repaired, but signed), much MNH/mint
hinged material in 3 stockbooks (a.o. Michel 21-38*, 185186**, souvenir sheet 1** (2x)), 3 books with FDC's and
22 yearbooks (years 80 and 90 with duplicates). Very high
cat. value!
£ 2000

24867 1852-1999 Well filled, first mint hinged an dused,
later MNH collection in Davo album. The collection is
with the exception of the provisional set (1934) almost
complete.
£ 750

26192 1929-2000 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used, partly double collection in 12 albums. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15*, 17-20*, 45-50*, 147148, 161-162**, 161-162, 174-177**, 180-184**, 185186, 205-206**, 211**, souvenir sheet 1**, 1, etc. Very
high cat. value!
£ 1450

26994 1852-2012 With the exception of the provisori set,
almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
2 Davo albums. All good airmail stamps present. High cat.
value!
£ 1100

26366 1929-2002 Only canceled, extensive stock in 2
stockbooks. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 17-20 (2x), 3944(!), 45-50 (6x), 51-58 (5x), 161-162, 205206 (5x), 207208 (3x), souvenir sheet 1, etc. High cat. value! £ 775

31189 1929-1953 Almost complete, mint hinged stamp
collection on stockpages in folder in somewhat mixed
quality (much lightly tinted material), but with better
stamps like (Michel no's): 1-15*,17-20*, 21-38*, 45-50*,
51-58*, 67-72*, 147-148*, 185-186* etc.
£ 250

24295 1929-2003 Almost complete, mostly MNH (older
part some mint hinged and regummed) collection in 3 luxe
Safe albums. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): 1-15*,
17-20 (**), 21-38*, 45-50(**), 51-58(**), 161-162(**),
205-206*, souvenir sheet 1**, etc.
£ 750

28644 1929-1958 Stockbook with better MNH and mint
hinged material in mixed quality, like (Michel no's): 40*,
41* (2x), 42**, 42** (signed Diena, bit rusty), 43*, 4550*, 51-58*, 53** (4x, all bit brown), 148** (crease),
211** (6x), souvenir sheet 2** (6x) etc. Cat. value ca.
4500 euros, bargain!
£ 400

28062 1929-2006 Almost complete, MNH and mint
hinged collection in 3 stockbooks. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-15*, 17-20*, 21-38*, 51-58*, 67-72*,
147-148*, 161-162**, 180-184*, 185-186**, 205-206*,
211*, etc.
£ 600

31190 1929-1962 Small collection covers and airmail
stamps on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 147-148*, 161-162*, 185-186*, 205-206*, etc.
£ 300

31445 1929-2006 In the mainumbers complete, MNH
and mint hinged stamp collection in 2 Davo albums,
including all the good stamps like (Michel no's): 1-15*, 1720*, 21-38*, 39-44* (provisionals, signed Diena), 45-50*,
51-58*, 67-72*, 147-148*, 161-162*, 185-186*, 205206*, souvenir sheet 1** etc.
£ 1100

24304 1929-1984 Complete, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Lindner album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): 1-15, 17-20, 21-38**, 39-44 (Provisorien,
signed Diena), 45-50, 67-72**, 147-148, 161-162**, 185186* etc.
£ 1500
29252 1929-1988 Beautiful, cancelled, complete
collection, including Provisori set with certificate Diena
and all expensive airmail stamps in 2 Lindner albums.
£ 1200
31105 1929-1995 Complete, mostly mint hinged and
from 1963 mostly MNH stamp collection in Davo cristal
abum, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 30-44* (provisorien),
45-50*, 51-58*, 67-72*, 147-148*, 161-162*, 185-186*,
205-206*, souvenir sheet 1*, etc.
£ 850
29871 1929-1995 In the main numbers complete mint
never hinged collection including all the key stamps and
sets like 1929 set, 1933 definitive set, 1934 provisori
overprint set fresh mnh with cert. Koopman, 1935
Congress, 1936 Exhibition, all good airmail sets, first
sheetlet etc. etc. in 2 expensive Davo de luxe albums.

25678 1929-2009 N icely filled, partly double
(MNH/mint hinged and used) collection in 3 albums.
Collection looks a little bit disturbed, but contains very
much and also better material like (Michel no's): 1-16, 1720*, 32*, 33*, 42, 45-50, 51-58, 67-72*, 147*, 148, 161162*, 185-186**, 211, souvenir sheet 1**, 1, etc.
£ 1050
26032 1968-2008 Beautiful, MNH collection in blocks
of 4, in 2 stockbooks, so including much face value
material. Cat. value ca. 7000 euros.
£ 1000
23875 And Papal State 1852-1980 Nice MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in stockbook. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): Papal State 1-9, 10, 11*, 18*
(certificate), Vatican1-15**, 17-20**, 21-38*, 45-50*, 5158*, 67-72**, 185-186*, souvenir sheet 1** (cut askew,
larger then normal), parcelpost 1-15**, etc. Also some
plateflaws and misperforations present.
£ 1300
30483 Papal State: 1829-1870 Cancelled stamp
collection on Lindner album pagesin folder, in which some
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pre-philately covers and also some better stamps like
Michel 10.
£ 300

31230 Papal State: 1852-1868 Mint hinged and used,
somewhat specialised stamp collection on album pages in
springback, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 19, 10 (signed),
11*, 11 (with certificate), 18* (signed), some covers and of
course also various reprints and forgeries (identified on the
album pages). Nice collection, very high catalogue value!
£ 1650
29028 Papal State 1852-1870 Very extensive, MNH,
mint hinged and used stock in album, in which both
genuine as well as forged and reprint material. Very high
cat. value!
£ 1500

sheetlets, 154-157** in sheetlets, 170-172*, souvenir sheet
1-2**, 1** imperforated and perforated together (!), 4A**,
4B**, German occupation Serbia 16-25*, 26-30*, 5457AIII*, 82-85*, 82-85** together, souvenir sheet 1-2*, 34*, etc. Further a.o. Montenegro, Bosnia Herzegovina etc.
Nice collection, high cat. value!
£ 1100

31504 1910-1940 Mint hinged and used lot in 2 albums
and 1 stockbook, in which many nice overprint varieties of
Bosnia (double, inverted, mirrored overprints), much
cancel material, some old FDC's etc.
£ 400
27347 1918 Stockbook with ca. 400 stamps, including
many small overprint varieties, partly described. Nice lot
for the specialist.
£ 525

27652 Papal State: Mostly used lot duplicates on
stockpages in folder. Contains a.o. (Michel no's): 10 (thin
spot), 11* and also many signed stamps.
£ 525

29090 1918-1945 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stock in stockbook, in which various better stamps,
signed material, varieties etc. Nice lot, high cat. value!
£ 450

VENEZUELA
28593 1859-1985 Stockbook with a MNH, mint hinged
and used collection, in which nice classic part and further
a.o. (Michel no's): 151-174, 187-203* (no. 198 cancelled),
278*, 281**, 293-300* (293 cancelled), 301-309**, 554562**, 729**, 950-963**, 1116-1125**, 1126-1141**
(1126 cancelled), 1364-1369**, 1416-1421**, 14331450**, 1464-1478**, souvenir sheet 1**, 2*, 3**, 14**,
15**, revolution stamps 1(*), 16, 17, 18, 19-23*, service,
some shippost stamps etc.
£ 450

27372 1918-1959 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used collection in Schaubek album. Collection
contains a.o. (Michel no's): 41*, 41, 51-54, 63*, 243-248*,
249-254*, 272-274, 275-277*, 275-277, 370-374, 375378, 381-384*, 389-392, 393-407**, 408-412*, 413417**, 426-427*, 437I**, 616-620*, 666-667 on FDC,
693-695, 730 on FDC, 733, 738-749*, 776-787**,
souvenir sheet 1**, 2**, 3I**, 3II**, 4A, 4B, 5, Istria Ia-i
on cover, IIa-c on cover, IV-V**, postage dues 7, 13 II,
etc. High cat. value!
£ 625

26934 1859-1997 Very extensive, MNH, mint hinged
and used stock in 2 fat stockbooks. Gigantic amount of
stamps, including better material.
£ 1000
29598 1879-1996 Very well filled, MNH, mint hinged
and used collection in 2 Scott albums. Collection contains
nice classic part and also better material like (Michel no's):
187-203*, 204-209*, 230, 378-381 , 382-398, 435-444*,
464, , souvenir sheet 1*, etc. Very many stamps, extensive
collection!
£ 1500
27907 1880-1975 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged but
mostly used collection on Scott album pages in binder.
Collection contains nice classic material, better airmail
stamps, almost all the arms sets from the fifties cancelled,
souvenir sheets etc.
£ 900
YEMEN
30429 1930-1996 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 2 stockbooks. Much material!
£ 350
YUGOSLAVIA
18863 1866-1957 Neat mint & used collection of
Yugoslavia in one album starting with sections of
Montenegro and Serbia, the latter including two 1866
Newspaper stamps, then 1866 Vienna impression 20pa and
40pa, then Yugoslavia with a nice selection of overprints
incl. 1919 overprinted newspaper stamps, airs, postage
dues, newspaper stamps, etc. Highly recommended
collection of this seldom offered material.
£ 1200

23543 1874-1945 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Scott album. Collection contains a.o.
(Michel no's): Croatia 1-8, 9-23*/o, 39-40**, 86-90** in

31256 1918-1989 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in Scott album, in which also nice
part fiscal stamps.
£ 550
30692 1918-1998 Well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in album, in which e.g. (Michel no's): 243248, 249-254 on cover, 272-274*, 575-577*, 611-615**,
616-620*, 668-670*, 804-811*, 839-840*, souvenir sheet
2*, 3*, 4A, 4B, Croatia 1-8* (no. 3 and 4 cancelled), 923* (no. 12, 15 and 19 cancelled), souvenir sheet 3A*, etc.
£ 800
31074 1918-2005 Almost complete, cancelled stamp
collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums, in which e.g. (Michel
no's): 249-254, 272-274, 275-277, 575-577, 611-615, 616620, 730, souvenir sheet 1, 3 I, 3 II, 4A, 4B, 5, 6, etc.
£ 1100
26637 1944-1992 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 luxe Kabe albums. Collection contains
a.o. (Michel no's): 486-491** in pairs, 507-511*, 515520** in pairs, 548-551**, 611-615**, 616-620**, 628639**, 655-657**, 668-670**, 776-787**, souvenir sheet
4A**, 4B**, 5**, 6**, etc.
£ 450
22604 Interesting collection of Yugoslavia, including
many covers and also Montenegro, Bohemia and Moravia
and also modern material of Croatia, Macedonia, Slovenia
etc. in 5 albums. Collection contains better material like
(Michel no's): Yugoslavia (Croatia) 51-54**, 62-63*
(real?), 64-65*, postage dues 27-34**, Istria postage dues
1-7*, 8-13*, 14-19**, good part Bosnia,including many
nice picture postcards, nice Serbia, including many postal
stationeries etc.
£ 1750
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27820 Stockbook with a mint hinged and used stock
classic material of Serbia, Montenegro and Fiume. Also
some MNH modern material of Croatia present. £ 275
28298 Territories: 1866-1995 Messy, but nicely filled,
MN H, mint hinged and used lot Serbia, Croatia,
Montenegro and Yugoslavia 1866-1995 in 2 albums and 2
stockbooks. Collection contains a.o. (Michel no's): Croatia
1-8**, 9-23**, Yugoslavia 169-173*, 176-185**, 200211*, 228-237*, 249-254*, 272-274*, 575-577*, 667(*),
etc.
£ 950
ZAIRE
28259 1977-1996 Nice MNH lot including imperforated
stamps, proofs, varieties etc. in stockbook.
£ 450
GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE V
29186 1924-1936 Folder with various MNH, mint
hinged and cancelled stamps, including controls, plateflaws
stamp booklets, varieties etc.
£ 425
GREAT BRITAIN - ELIZABETH II
26070 1952-1995 Extensive, partly double collection in
7 blanc Biella albums. Collection contains nice part
Wildings and Machins, including types, phosphor, graphite
stripes etc. Many good phorphor sets, various covers and
FDC's etc. Nice collection!
£ 1250

30133 1952-1997 Almost complete, mostly mint hinged
stamp collection (without phosphor sets) in Davo album.
High catalogue value!
£ 475
31240 1952-2000 MNH, mint hinged and used stamp
collection on album pages in springback and in stockbook,
in which e.g. Wilding part specialised, good phosphor sets,
Machins etc.
£ 475
29703 1952-2007 MNH collection in stockbook, in
which better sets and much face value material (over 600
pounds).
£ 750
31176 1956-1970 Mostly MNH, somewhat specialised
stamp collection in blanc album, in which nice part
Wildings, better phophor sets, postage dues etc. £ 425
28621 1965-2003 Almost complete, MNH collection in
4 Edifil albums. Also some older (cancelled) material
present. Cat. value ca. 3000 euros.
£ 625
31330 1966-1991 MNH stamp collection in stockbook,
in which much face value material.
£ 150
31322 1967-1998 Collector estate, consisting of MNH
collection in 2 albums, first day covers in 5 albums and a
small pile of yearsets. All together in 1 box.
£ 450
26945 1970-2000 Very extensive, MNH collection with
sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets and booklets in 4 albums.
Slightly messy collection, but very high cat. and face
value!
£ 900
26165 1970-2002 Mostly MNH collection in 3 albums
and 2 stockbooks, including many Machins (partly
specialised), coilstrips, regionals, souvenir sheets etc. Also
some older material present, including Govt Parcel

overprints of Victoria, postage dues etc. High face value!
£ 750

31079 1980-1999 Extensive collection gutterpairs and
also nice part Machin stamps and some other ones in 3
stockbooks. Face value already 770 pounds.
£ 700
31078 1980-2000 MNH lot in 2 expensive Safe dealer
albums on cards, ready to sell. Face value over 670
pounds.
£ 600
30204 1982-1999 Very well filled, MNH stamp
collection in 2 luxe Safe albums with slipcases, in which
also many stamp booklets.
£ 350
31372 Album with stamp booklets of Great Britain from
10 penny to 6 pound, in total 90 booklets, including better
ones and pre-decimal.
£ 135
25814 Complete sheet of 36 MNH stamps of Diana from
1997 with Specimen overprint. Proof? Cinderella?
£ 175
30542 Smiler Sheets 2000-2006 in album with 22 sheets
including some duplicates and better. Face value already
£250 pounds.
£ 250
30316 Smiler sheets in folder containing 14 MNH,
including Consignia sheet (Christmas 2001). High
catalogue value!
£ 365
GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED COLLNS
29407 1840-1910 Stockpage with 10 better, cancelled
stamps of Great Britain: 1 penny black on piece, embossed
stamps (1847), 5 pound orange (!), 5 shilling rose Victoria
2x (Stanley Gibbons 126), 1 pound brown Victoria (185),
1 pound green Victoria (212), 1 pound green Edward
(266). High cat. value!
£ 3500

31004 1840-1935 Very well filled, used stamp collection
on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 1 (penny black, 4x), 54, 57, 58 (embossed), 128 (10
shilling watermark Malteze cross), 133 (5 pound orange on
blued paper!), 152 (plate 15), 178, 180, 185 (1 pound
Victoria, brown, watermark 3 crowns), 212 (1 pound
Victoria, green), 266 (Edward, 1 poud green), 403 (1
pound green seahorse), 438 (PUC pound), service 26
(Edward 10 shilling blue with IR official overprint, real?
(not counted)) etc. Very high catalogue value! £ 8750
30962 1840-1951 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used,
partly double stamp collection in blanc album, in which
e.g. 2x penny black, various controls, many different
platenumbers etc.
£ 750
30543 1840-1966 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged (classic part cancelled) stamp collection luxe
Leuchtturm album, including better material like (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 249*, 250*, 254*, 257**, 351-395*, 452,
494**, good part Wildings, phosphor sets, postage dues,
many inverted and sideways watermarks etc.
£ 750
30432 1840-1969 Impressive used collection, in the main
numbers complete incl. many extra's, a little mixed
condition as can be expected, but many very fine, starting
with 1840 1d black and 2d blue, 1847 emossed set, all
surface printed sets to 1sh or 2sh incl. the better values and
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many better plate-numbers, 1867: 2sh brown with perfin
(very rare!), 1867/1883 high values including 5sh, 10sh
and pound watermark Malt. Cross, 5sh plate 4 wmk.
anchor used (perfin), 10sh wmk anchor used (perfin) and
the rare 1 pound wmk. anchor used, the legendary 5 pound
orange (little heavily cancelled, but otherwise nice stamp),
1884 pound lilac watermark crowns and 1884 pound lilac
watermark orbs (rare stamp!), 1891 pound green, 1902
pound green, seahorses to pound green, 1929 PUC
including pound, the better phosphor sets, regionals,
postage dues complete incl. 2/6 mint never hinged with cert
etc. etc. in 2 expensive Lindner albums. Massive catalogue
value, offered very cheap!!!
£ 9000

27342 1840-1970 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in blanc album, in which a.o. inverted watermarks and
phosphor stamps.
£ 250
30836 1840-1978 Very well filled, mint hinged and used
stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g. penny black,
embossed issue, 10 shilling Victoria watermark cross, 1
pound Victoria green watermark 3 crowns, etc. £ 2000
29134 1840-1985 Nicely filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album, in which a.o. nice classic
material and face value part.
£ 500
29557 1840-1986 Well filled, cancelled collection in 2
Kabe albums, in which much better material like (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 1 (penny black 1840), 53 (!, 1½ penny
wrong letters OP-PC instead of OP-PO), 54, 58, 66 (3x),
69, 71, 94 (plate 7-14), 97 (plate 5 and 6), 101, 103 (plate
5-10), 118, 153, 179, 180, 182 (perfin), service 4, 9(!), 15,
18, 22, 24, 36-39, 41-45, 62(!), 63(!), 64c, 65-68, 69-72,
74-78, 81 (!), 103, 105, 106, etc. Very nice collection, very
high cat. value!
£ 3500
29064 1840-1991 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in Davo album. Collection contains a.o.
(Stanley Gibbons no's): 1 (penny black 1840), 58 (6 penny
embossed), 69, 72, 97 plate 6, 112, 120, 125, 151, 159,
162, 196, etc. Also good phosphor sets, regionals and face
value.
£ 1350
30294 1840-1993 Extensive mint/used/mnh collection,
main value in the classics including better stamps, plate
numbers, several mint stamps, covers and cancels, later
reasonably complete including face value and some
Colonies, in 2 Kabe albums with slipcases.
£ 2000
27351 1840-1996 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 3 albums and 4 stockbooks, in which very much modern
MNH material including many gutterpairs.
£ 950
25328 1840-1997 Nicely filled, mostly used collection
in Scott album, including no.1 (1840), from 1992 mostly
MNH and also some offices abroad.
£ 600
30253 1840-1997 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in stockbook, in which better classic material including
various shilling and pound values like (Stanley Gibbons
no's): 126 (5 shilling rose Victoria, watermark Maltese
cross), 135 (10 shilling grey Victoria, watermark anchor),
183 (10 shilling blue Victoria, watermark anchor), 212 (1
pound green Victoria, watermark 3 crowns), 266 (1 pound

green Edward), 403 (1 pound green seahorses), etc. High
catalogue value!
£ 3250

28132 1840-1997 With the exception of the top stamps,
almost complete, MNH, mint hinged and used collection in
3 Edifil albums with slipcases. Nice quality, high cat. and
face value!
£ 2250
27126 1840-2000 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in album and also 17 yearbooks of 1984-2000. Much face
value material!
£ 750
28266 1840-2000 Well filled fat stockbook with used
material, including a 1 pound green seahorse.
£ 500
31211 1840-2001 Well filled, MNH, mint hinged and
used stamp collection in 6 luxe Lindner albums with
slipcases, in which e.g. penny black (3x), good phosphor
sets, much face value material etc.
£ 1250
28007 1840-2007 Well filled, used collection in 2 Davo
albums. Nice quality and also with some better stamps like
no's 1 and 2.
£ 1050
25003 1840-2009 Beautiful, MNH, mint hinged and
used collection in 3 Davo albums, including very much
better material like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 1 (2x), 128 (10
shilling Victoria green watermark Maltezer Cross), 135 (10
shilling Victoria green watermark anchor), 136 (1 pound
Victoria brown-lilac watermark anchor, with perfin), 137
(Victoria 5 pound orange), 153, 159, 162, 163, 180, 183,
185 (Victoria 1 pound brown), 266 (Edward 1 pound
green), 403, 438* (PUC pound), etc. Also regionals,
stampbooklets, very much face value material etc.
£ 9000
27569 1840-2009 MNH, mint hinged and used collection
in 4 Kabe albums and 1 folder, in which a.o. good classic
material, very much face value material, service, nice part
Morocco Agencies and other offices abroad, Coronation
1937, etc.
£ 3100
29511 1840-2015 Very well filled, cancelled collection
in 3 Davo albums, in which better stamps like 1 penny
black 1840, embossed stamps 1847, Victoria 1 pound
green 1883 (watermark 3 crowns), Edward 1 pound green,
good part service stamps like (Stanley Gibbons no's): O4,
O6, O7 (!), O64, O65-68, O69-72, O77, O78 (signed
Buhler), O101-106, etc. Collection is in the modern part
almost complete, including souvenir sheets.
£ 3250
29844 1841-1965 Interesting collection/lot incl. better
GB classics with square pound Victoria (wmk. Malt.
Cross) used very fine, Cape of good Hope with triangles,
better Canada, Barbados with defin sets in blocks of 4,
much other better, also some better non-Commonwealth, in
3 stockbooks. Offered very cheap!!
£ 2100
31205 1841-1984 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled stamp
collection in Davo album, from 1937 almost complete.
£ 250
29757 1841-1986 Messy, but reasonably filled, MNH,
mint hinged and used collection in 2 albums, including
Mulready cover (poor quality), much classic material
including many different platenumbers, various FDC's and
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much face value material, amongst which stamp booklets.
£ 1000

28354 1841-1991 Decent mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, classics including 1862 to 9d, 1867: 5sh used
with perfin, 1883/4 high values to 10 shilling, 1948 RSW
pound, 1951 festival to pound, 1952 tudor crown set mnh,
60's incl. the hard to get phosphor sets mnh, later with big
amount of face value material, in well filled Davo album.
£ 500
31374 1841-1997 Well filled, cancelled stamp collection
in Davo album, in which e.g. nice classic material.
£ 300
29596 1841-1998 Nicely filled, mostly cancelled
collection in fat Minkus album, including better material
like (Stanley Gibbons no's): 112, 118, 159, 162, 163, 178,
180, 187-196, 263, 450-452, 494, officials 4, 15, 18, 22,
24, 61, 63, 64, 65-68, 69-72, 74-78, etc.
£ 1000
27638 1847-1969 **/*/0 collection incl. better earlies,
1847: 6d embossed, Victoria to 1sh, Edward to 10sh,
Elizabeth II early phosphor sets etc. in Lighthouse album
£ 280
31174 1847-1996 Messy, but well filled, MNH, mint
hinged and used stamp collection in Davo album. £ 400
27256 1855-2003 Well filled, mostly MNH and mint
hinged collection in 4 Spanish Edifil albums. Before the
war the collection is mostly used in somewhat mixed
quality, after the war first mint hinged and from ca. 1960
onwards MNH.
£ 900
28724 1858-1972 Nicely filled, mint hinged and used lot
on album pages in folder.
£ 350
28318 1858-1996 Mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, classic part not so impressive, from 1967
virtually complete mint never hinged including large part
face value, in Davo album.
£ 425
30643 1858-2000 Extensive mint/used/mint never hinged
collection, reasonable classics incl. better surface printed
with plate numbers, Victoria to 5sh, Edward to 10sh, 1924:
1d red stunning variety due to overinking(?), 1948 RSW
pound used, 1951 Festival set mint, 1955 Castle set mint,
better phosphors mint, later very much face value incl.
sheetlets and smilers, in home made album. Nice
collection!
£ 750

30882 1936-1964 Extensive, specialised collection first
day covers in 3 stockbooks. Also an ordner with regional
first day covers (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland). Nice
collection!
£ 1100
25957 1947-2003 Album with various covers, cards,
special issues etc.
£ 100
30895 And Channel Islands: 1840-1977 Nicely filled,
cancelled stamp collection in Davo album, in which e.g.
penny black, German occupation Jersey and Guernsey etc.
£ 400
25047 And Channel Islands: 1840-1994 Mainly mint
never hinged collection (GB older used) incl. 1840 penny
black, better service overprints, from 1958 complete mint
never hinged incl. the good phosphor sets, very much face
value material, Guernsey, Jersey and Man complete
collections from the start to 1994 incl. sheetlets and
postage dues, housed in 5 expensive Kabe albums. Clean
collection!
£ 1250
30212 And Channel Islands: 1969-1999 Very extensive
USED very fine collections of Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of
Man, Alderney and Great Britain, with many extra's like
blocks, sheetlets, booklets, Guernsey and Jersey including
occupation Worldwar II issues, housed in 6 very expensive
Lighthouse albums + sheetfolder album with sheetlets and
booklets, in big box. Used is this material very hard to get,
but still offered at a very low price!!
£ 700
31269 And Offices Abroad: 1840-2016 Very extensive,
mostly MNH and mint hinged (classic part to 1900
cancelled), stamp collection in 3 fat Scott albums. The
collection contains e.g. (Stanley Gibbons no's): Great
Britain 1, 5, 54-58 (embossed), 118, 126, 156*, 159, 162,
178, 180, 183, 187-196, 215-257* (257 repaired), 260,
261, 265, 351-396*, 402*, 413*, 416*, 417*, 450-452*,
478*, 478b*, 478c**, 494**, offices abroad Morocco 18*, 17-23*, 24-30* (including 24a ('CD' sideways)), 3141*, 42-54*, 112-123*, 136-138*, 261-275*, 280-288*,
310-312*, Levant 1*, 3*, 4*, 6*, 8-12*, 13-14*, 16-21*,
41-47*, 48-50*, L1-L10*, L18-L24*, Eritrea 1-12**, 1325**, 26-32**, postage dues 1-5**, 6-10*, China 1-16,
etc.
£ 8500
31336 Controls: 1881-1952 Nice lot MNH and mint
hinged in stockbook, including some fiscal stamps,
cinderella's and square cuts.
£ 2000

28624 1910-1951 Small, MNH, mint hinged and used
collection in album, in which a.o. inverted watermarks,
plate numbers, cylinder numbers, colour nuances etc.
£ 275

GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED P. HISTORY
30481 1772-1880 Nice lot of over 110 covers, including
pre-philately, interesting destinations, nice cancels etc. in
3 volumes.
£ 650

30662 1912-1942 Nice, cancelled collection stamps with
adverts (from stamp booklets) on album pages in folder,
including 3 covers. Seldomly offered!
£ 1000

GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
31063 1882-1904 Mostly cancelled stamp collection
officials on album pages in folder, in which e.g. (Stanley
Gibbons no's): 4 (2x), 6, 15, 18m 31, 32, 33, 36, 38, 64,
67, 68, 71 (2x), 78 (2x), 85, 107-112 etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 825

30461 1920-1990 M N H stamp collection in 2
stockbooks, in which nice part Wildings, many phosphor
sets, much face value material including gutterpairs, nice
part postage dues, regional stamps etc. High catalogue
value!
£ 750
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GREAT BRITAIN - USED ABROAD
30901 Gibraltar: 1857-1885 Collection of 50 classic
stamps of Great Britain, used in Gibraltar on album pages
in folder.
£ 750

29117 Gibraltar: Small album with 159 classic stamps of
Great Britain, cancelled in Gibraltar. Very scarce material!
£ 2000
30453 Ireland: 1841-1922 Beautiful collection British
stamps, all used in Ireland in Leuchtturm album, including
the 5 pounds orange! In total 675 stamps and 15 covers.
£ 4000

post and special cancellations. As well an extensive part
first day covers and also postal stationeries. The collection
is accompanied by a range of specialties such as rare
varieties and plate flaws, these partly expertised by Mr.
Mohle BPP with certificates and additional rarest predesigns for various editions. Also containing a mint never
hinged collection part with booklets and gutterpair, as well
as some postal stationeries and numis letters. An object
accumulated in decades of collecting activity with high
capital expenditure, which we can recommend to you
unreservedly!
£ 2500

29116 Malta: Folder with stockpages with 92 British
stamps used in Malta. Scarce material!
£ 1000

30618 1973-1995 Mint never hinged collection sets,
blocks and sheetlets, including better, in expensive Davo de
luxe album + slipcase. Face value 240+ pound. Offered far
below face value!!
£ 175

30601 Stockcard with classic English stamps used in
Malta, Constantinople, Alexandria, Callao etc. In total 32
stamps, values up to 5 shilling, seldom offered.
£ 450

30796 1973-2003 Complete, MNH stamp collection
souvenir sheets in 2 luxe Lindner albums with slipcases.
£ 350

GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
27268 1969-1991 Almost complete, mostly MNH (few
stamps hinged) collection Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man
in 3 Edifil albums.
£ 300

27008 1969-2009 Extensive, mostly MNH collection
Jersey, Guernsey and IOM in 6 Davo albums.
£ 950
31249 1978-1997 Stockbook with MNH souvenir sheets
and sheetlets of Channel Islands. Face value already 555
pounds. Bargain!
£ 300

30644 1973-2010 Mainly mint hinged collection, nearly
complete including sheetlets, also some used and mint
never hinged, in 2 albums. Very high cat. value and face
value!
£ 375
13119 The 1st postage due set of Isle of Man 1973, in
MNH complete sheets of 100 (2x folded). Yvert 1-8 (cat.
5000) or Michel 1-8 (cat. 4500). Seldomly offered,
bargain!
£ 300

26254 Album with stamp booklets of Guernsey, Jersey
and Man, including ca. 30 prestige booklets. High face
value!
£ 250

GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
28070 1941-2011 Mostly MNH collection (years 19962004 are missing) in album, stockbook and various
yearsets. Also some stamps from Guernsey and Alderney
present. High face value!
£ 300

31167 Alderney: 1983-2013 Almost complete, MNH
stamp collection including souvenir sheets and booklets in
Davo luxe album with slipcase.
£ 275

31316 1969-2004 Extensive, MNH stamp collection
including duplicates in 2 fat stockbooks. The face value
part (so from 1970) is already 1150 pounds.
£ 650

30137 Extensive collection first day covers of Jersey,
Guernsey and Man till end 2011 in 10 albums. Very much
material!
£ 400

28490 1969-2009 Nicely filled, MNH collection in 2
Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 300

30889 Fat stockbook with a MNH large lot Channel
Islands to 2000, in which many sets and souvenir sheets,
thematics, duplicates, M/S etc. Face value over 800 pound.
£ 300
31496 MNH sets and souvenir sheets of the channel
islands to 2006 in fat stockbook, in which already face
value over 700 pound. Offered far below face!
£ 350
30068 MNH stamp collection of Jersey, Guernsey and
the Isle of Man up to and including 2015 in 2 fat
stockbooks. Face value already 1160 pound.
£ 600
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
30768 1876-2011 Impressive collection in 20 folders,
two ""lighthouse"" form albums, a letter album and some
loose stamps stocked in six book boxes! The collection
was built under aspectes of postal history and begins with
a letter from Manchester to the Isle of Man from 1876 and
four ""island letters"" dated 1881-87, followed by 40 old
picture postcards from 1903, as well as a variety of better
and rare cancellations of different localities with also field

30456 1969-2016 As good as complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets in 3 luxe Davo albums
with slipcases. Face value over 1080 pounds. Offered far
below face value and the albums for free!
£ 750
30457 1976-2016 Almost complete, MNH stamp
collection including souvenir sheets, with many nice
thematic sets in 2 stockbooks. Face value over 1050
pounds. Offered far below face value!
£ 600
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
26175 1969-1976 Seldomly offered collection in
complete sheetlets, including complete double sheets with
gutter pairs in large album. Scarce material!
£ 350

27833 1969-2015 Very well filled, MNH collection in 2
Davo luxe albums with slipcases.
£ 450
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End of List - Thank You

